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Release 3109P09 & 3109P09-US 


This release has the following changes: 


New feature: L2PT 


New feature: L2PT 


Overview 


Layer 2 Protocol Tunneling (L2PT) can transparently send Layer 2 protocol packets from geographically 
dispersed customer networks across a service provider network. 


Background 


Dedicated lines are used in a service provider network to build user-specific Layer 2 networks. As a result, 
a customer network contains sites located at different sides of the service provider network. 


As shown in Figure 1, Customer A's network is divided into network 1 and network 2, which are 
connected by the service provider network. For Customer A's network to implement Layer 2 protocol 
calculations, the Layer 2 protocol packets must be transmitted across the service provider network. 


Upon receiving a Layer 2 protocol packet, the PEs cannot determine whether the packet is from the 
customer network or the service provider network. They must deliver the packet to the CPU for processing. 
In this case, the Layer 2 protocol calculation in Customer A's network is mixed with the Layer 2 protocol 
calculation in the service provider network. Neither the customer network nor the service provider 
network can implement independent Layer 2 protocol calculations. 


Figure 1 L2PT application scenarios 


 
 


L2PT is introduced to resolve the problem. L2PT provides the following functions: 


• Transparently sends Layer 2 protocol packets from a customer networks in the specified VLAN. 


• Isolates Layer 2 protocol packets from different customer networks through different VLANs. 


HP devices support L2PT for the following protocols: 


• CDP. 


• DLDP. 


• EOAM. 


ISP network


Customer A 
network 1
VLAN 100


Customer A 
network 2
VLAN 100


CE 1 CE 2


PE 1 PE 2
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• GVRP. 


• LACP. 


• LLDP. 


• MVRP. 


• PAgP. 


• PVST. 


• STP (including STP, RSTP, and MSTP). 


• VTP. 


L2PT operating mechanism 


As shown in Figure 2, L2PT operates as follows: 


• When a port of PE 1 receives a Layer 2 protocol packet from the customer network, it performs the 
following operations: 


 Multicasts the packet out of all ports to the customer network except the receiving port. These 
ports must be in the same VLAN as the VLAN carried in the protocol packet. 


 Changes the destination MAC address to the specified multicast MAC address and multicasts 
the packet out of all ports to the service provider network. These ports must be in the same 
VLAN as the VLAN carried in the protocol packet. The packet with the modified destination 
MAC address is called the tunneled packet. 


• When a port of PE 1 receives a tunneled packet from the service provider network, it performs the 
following operations: 


 Multicasts the packet out of all ports to the service provider network except the receiving port. 
These ports must be in the same VLAN as the VLAN carried in the protocol packet. 


 Changes the destination MAC address to the original MAC address and multicasts the packet 
out of all ports to the customer network. These ports must be in the same VLAN as the VLAN 
carried in the protocol packet. 


Figure 2 L2PT operating mechanism 


 
 


For example, as shown in Figure 3, PE 1 receives an STP packet (BPDU) from network 1 to network 2. CEs 
are the edge devices on the customer network, and PEs are the edge devices on the service provider 
network. L2PT processes the packet as follows: 


1. PE 1 performs the following operations: 


a. Changes the original destination MAC address 0180-C200-0000 to the specified multicast 
MAC address (010F-E200-0003 by default) for the BPDU. 


PE 1


Service provider network
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b. Sends the tunneled packet out of all ports connected to the ISP network. These ports are in the 
same VLAN as the VLAN carried in the BPDU. 


2. Upon receiving the tunneled packet, PE 2 decapsulates the packet and sends the BPDU to CE 2. 


Through L2PT, both the ISP network and Customer A's network can perform independent spanning tree 
calculations. 


Figure 3 L2PT network diagram 


 
 


L2PT configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance 


(Required.) Enabling L2PT 


(Optional.) Setting the destination multicast MAC address for tunneled packets 
 


Enabling L2PT 


When you enable L2PT, follow these restrictions and guidelines: 


• Enable L2PT on PE ports connected to a customer network. If you enable L2PT on ports connected 
to the service provider network, L2PT considers the network as a customer network. 


• Before you enable L2PT for a Layer 2 protocol on a port, enable the protocol on the connected CE, 
and disable the protocol on the port. 


• You can enable L2PT on a member port of a Layer 2 aggregation group, but the configuration does 
not take effect. 


• You cannot enable L2PT on a member port of a service loopback group. 


• L2PT for LLDP supports LLDP packets from only nearest bridge agents. 


• Make sure the VLAN tags of Layer 2 protocol packets are not changed or deleted when tunneled 
packets are transmitted across the service provider network. If not, the service provider network 
cannot transmit the Layer 2 protocol packets correctly. 


• When you enable L2PT for LACP or EOAM, configure other features (for example, VLAN) to ensure 
point-to-point transmission. LACP and EOAM require point-to-point transmission. L2PT might send 
tunneled LACP and EOAM packets to many ports, leading to LACP and EOAM failures. 


To enable L2PT for a protocol: 
 


ISP network


Customer A 
network 1


Customer A 
network 2


CE 1 CE 2


PE 1 PE 2


Tunnel
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. 


• Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface view: 
interface interface-type interface-number 


• Enter Layer 2 aggregate interface view: 
interface bridge-aggregation interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Enable L2PT for a 
protocol. 


• In Layer 2 Ethernet interface view: 
l2protocol { cdp | dldp | eoam | gvrp | lacp | lldp 
| mvrp | pagp | pvst | stp | vtp } tunnel dot1q 


• In Layer 2 aggregate interface view: 
l2protocol { gvrp | mvrp | pvst | stp | vtp } tunnel 
dot1q 


By default, L2PT is 
disabled. 


 


Setting the destination multicast MAC address for tunneled packets 


By default, the destination multicast MAC address for tunneled packets is 010F-E200-0003. You can 
change it to 0100-0CCD-CDD0, 0100-0CCD-CDD1, or 0100-0CCD-CDD2. 


When you set the multicast destination MAC address for tunneled packets, follow these restrictions and 
guidelines: 


• For tunneled packets to be recognized, set the same destination multicast MAC addresses on PEs 
that connected to the same customer network. 


• HP recommends that you set different destination multicast MAC addresses on PEs connected to 
different customer networks. It prevents L2PT from sending packets of a customer network to another 
customer network. 


To set the destination multicast MAC address for tunneled packets: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Set the destination 
multicast MAC address for 
tunneled packets. 


l2protocol tunnel-dmac mac-address 
By default, the multicast MAC 
address for tunneled packets is 
010F-E200-0003. 


 


Displaying and maintaining L2PT 


Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display L2PT statistics. 
display l2protocol statistics [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] 


Clear L2PT statistics. reset l2protocol statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 
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L2PT configuration examples 


Configuring L2PT for STP 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 4, the MAC addresses of CE 1 and CE 2 are 00e0-fc02-5800 and 00e0-fc02-5802, 
respectively. MSTP is enabled in Customer A's network, and default MSTP settings are used. 


Perform the following tasks: 


• Configure ports connecting PEs and CEs as access ports, and configure ports in the service provider 
network as trunk ports. Configure ports in the service provider network to allow packets from any 
VLAN to pass. 


• Enable L2PT for STP to enable Customer A's network to implement independent spanning tree 
calculation across the service provider network.  


• Set the multicast destination MAC address to 0100-0CCD-CDD0 for tunneled packets. 


Figure 4 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedures 
1. Configure PE 1: 


# Set the multicast destination address to 0100-0CCD-CDD0 for tunneled packets. 
<PE1> system-view 


[PE1] l2protocol tunnel-dmac 0100-0ccd-cdd0 


# Create VLAN 2. 
[PE1] vlan 2 


[PE1-vlan2] quit 


# Configure port GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as an access port and assign the port to VLAN 2. 
[PE1] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port access vlan 2 


# Disable STP and enable L2PT for STP on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] l2protocol stp tunnel dot1q 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure port GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 connected to the service provider network as a trunk port, 
and assign the port to all VLANs. 
[PE1] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


ISP network


Tunnel


Customer A 
network 1


Customer A 
network 2


CE 1 CE 2


PE 1 PE 2


GE1/0/1
Trunk


GE1/0/2
Trunk
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[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan all 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


2. Configure PE 2 in the same way PE 1 is configured. (Details not shown.) 


Verifying the configuration 


# Verify that the root bridge of Customer A's network is CE 1. 
<CE2> display stp root 


 MST ID   Root Bridge ID        ExtPathCost IntPathCost Root Port 


 0        32768.00e0-fc02-5800  0           0 


# Verify that the root bridge of the service provider network is not CE 1. 
[PE1] display stp root 


 MST ID   Root Bridge ID        ExtPathCost IntPathCost Root Port 


 0        32768.0cda-41c5-ba50  0           0 


Configuring L2PT for LACP 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 5, the MAC addresses of CE 1 and CE 2 are 0001-0000-0000 and 
0004-0000-0000, respectively. 


Perform the following tasks: 


• Configure Ethernet link aggregation on CE 1 and CE 2.  


• Configure ports GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 on CE 1 to form aggregation 
links with ports GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 on CE 2, respectively. 


• Enable L2PT for LACP to enable CE 1 and CE 2 to implement Ethernet link aggregation across the 
service provider network. 


Figure 5 Network diagram 


 
 


Requirements analysis 


To meet the network requirements, perform the following tasks: 


• For Ethernet link aggregation to operate correctly, configure VLANs to ensure point-to-point 
transmission between a CE 1's interface and the CE 2's corresponding interface in an aggregation 
group. 


 Set the PVIDs for ports GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 on PE 1 to VLAN 
2 and VLAN 3, respectively. 


 Configure PE 2 in the same way PE 1 is configured. 
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 Configure ports that connect the PE to the CE as trunk ports on both PE 1 and PE 2. 


• To retain the VLAN tag of the customer network, enable QinQ on ports GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 on both PE 1 and PE 2. 


• For packets from any VLAN to be transmitted, configure all ports in the service provider network as 
trunk ports. 


Configuration procedures 


1. Configure CE 1: 


# Configure Layer 2 aggregation group Bridge-Aggregation 1 to operate in dynamic aggregation 
mode. 
<CE1> system-view 


[CE1] interface bridge-aggregation 1 


[CE1-Bridge-Aggregation1] port link-type access 


[CE1-Bridge-Aggregation1] link-aggregation mode dynamic 


[CE1-Bridge-Aggregation1] quit 


# Assign GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 to Bridge-Aggregation 1. 
[CE1] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[CE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-aggregation group 1 


[CE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


[CE1] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[CE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-aggregation group 1 


[CE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


2. Configure CE 2 in the same way CE 1 is configured. (Details not shown.) 


3. Configure PE 1: 


# Create VLANs 2 and 3. 
<PE1> system-view 


[PE1] vlan 2 


[PE1-vlan2] quit 


[PE1] vlan 3 


[PE1-vlan3] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port, assign the port to VLAN 2, and set the PVID 
to VLAN 2. 
[PE1] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-mode bridge 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 2 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 2 


# Enable QinQ on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] qinq enable 


# Enable L2PT for LACP on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] l2protocol lacp tunnel dot1q 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a trunk port, assign the port to VLAN 3, and set the PVID 
to VLAN 3. 
[PE1] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-mode bridge 
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[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 3 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 3 


# Enable QinQ on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] qinq enable 


# Enable L2PT for LACP on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] l2protocol lacp tunnel dot1q 


[PE1-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


4. Configure PE 2 in the same way PE 1 is configured. (Details not shown.) 


Verifying the configuration 
# Verify that CE 1 and CE 2 have completed Ethernet link aggregation successfully. 
[CE1] display link-aggregation member-port 


Flags: A -- LACP_Activity, B -- LACP_Timeout, C -- Aggregation, 


       D -- Synchronization, E -- Collecting, F -- Distributing, 


       G -- Defaulted, H -- Expired 


 


GigabitEthernet1/0/1: 


Aggregate Interface: Bridge-Aggregation1 


Local: 


    Port Number: 3 


    Port Priority: 32768 


    Oper-Key: 1 


    Flag: {ACDEF} 


Remote: 


    System ID: 0x8000, 0004-0000-0000 


    Port Number: 3 


    Port Priority: 32768 


    Oper-Key: 1 


    Flag: {ACDEF} 


Received LACP Packets: 23 packet(s) 


Illegal: 0 packet(s) 


Sent LACP Packets: 26 packet(s)  


 


GigabitEthernet1/0/2: 


Aggregate Interface: Bridge-Aggregation1 


Local: 


    Port Number: 4 


    Port Priority: 32768 


    Oper-Key: 1 


    Flag: {ACDEF} 


Remote: 


    System ID: 0x8000, 0004-0000-0000 


    Port Number: 4 


    Port Priority: 32768 


    Oper-Key: 1 


    Flag: {ACDEF} 


Received LACP Packets: 10 packet(s) 
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Illegal: 0 packet(s) 


Sent LACP Packets: 13 packet(s) 


[CE2] display link-aggregation member-port 


Flags: A -- LACP_Activity, B -- LACP_Timeout, C -- Aggregation, 


       D -- Synchronization, E -- Collecting, F -- Distributing, 


       G -- Defaulted, H -- Expired 


 


GigabitEthernet1/0/1: 


Aggregate Interface: Bridge-Aggregation1 


Local: 


    Port Number: 3 


    Port Priority: 32768 


    Oper-Key: 1 


    Flag: {ACDEF} 


Remote: 


    System ID: 0x8000, 0001-0000-0000 


    Port Number: 3 


    Port Priority: 32768 


    Oper-Key: 1 


    Flag: {ACDEF} 


Received LACP Packets: 23 packet(s) 


Illegal: 0 packet(s) 


Sent LACP Packets: 26 packet(s)  


 


GigabitEthernet1/0/2: 


Aggregate Interface: Bridge-Aggregation1 


Local:  


    Port Number: 4 


    Port Priority: 32768 


    Oper-Key: 1 


    Flag: {ACDEF} 


Remote: 


    System ID: 0x8000, 0001-0000-0000 


    Port Number: 4 


    Port Priority: 32768 


    Oper-Key: 1 


    Flag: {ACDEF} 


Received LACP Packets: 10 packet(s) 


Illegal: 0 packet(s) 


Sent LACP Packets: 13 packet(s) 


Command reference 


display l2protocol statistics 


Use display l2protocol statistics to display Layer 2 Protocol Tunneling (L2PT) statistics. 
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Syntax 


display l2protocol statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. If you do not 
specify this option, the command displays L2PT statistics for all Layer 2 Ethernet and aggregate 
interfaces. 


Examples 


# Display L2PT statistics for all Layer 2 Ethernet and aggregate interfaces. 
<Sysname> display l2protocol statistics 


L2PT statistics information on interface Bridge-Aggregation1: 


Protocol  Encapsulated      Decapsulated      Forwarded         Dropped 


CDP       0                 0                 0                 0 


DLDP      0                 3                 0                 0 


EOAM      0                 2                 0                 0 


GVRP      8                 4                 9                 2 


LACP      0                 0                 0                 0 


LLDP      0                 3                 0                 0 


MVRP      0                 0                 0                 0 


PAGP      0                 1                 0                 0 


PVST      0                 0                 0                 0 


STP       5                 5                 5                 0 


Tunnel    N/A               N/A               100               10 


VTP       0                 6                 0                 0 


 


L2PT statistics information on interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1: 


Protocol  Encapsulated      Decapsulated      Forwarded         Dropped 


CDP       0                 0                 0                 0 


DLDP      2                 3                 3                 0 


EOAM      5                 2                 9                 0 


GVRP      8                 4                 9                 2 


LACP      0                 0                 0                 0 


LLDP      3                 3                 3                 3 


MVRP      0                 0                 0                 0 


PAGP      5                 1                 7                 3 


PVST      0                 0                 0                 0 


STP       5                 5                 5                 0 


Tunnel    N/A               N/A               100               10 


VTP       0                 6                 0                 0 
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Table 1 Command output 


Field Description 


Encapsulated 


Number of encapsulated packets. 


The number increases by 1 when the interface receives and encapsulates a protocol 
packet from a customer network.  


For protocol Tunnel, which represents tunneled packets, this field displays N/A. 


Decapsulated 


Number of decapsulated packets. 


The number increases by 1 when the interface receives and de-encapsulates a 
tunneled packet from the service provider network. 


For protocol Tunnel, which represents tunneled packets, this field displays N/A. 


Forwarded 


Number of forwarded packets. 


The number increases by 1 when the interface receives a protocol packet and 
forwards it. 


The number increases by 1 for protocol Tunnel when the interface receives a 
tunneled packet and forwards it. If no interface of a PE is connected to customer 
networks, the number does not increase. 


Dropped 


Number of dropped packets. 


The number increases by 1 when the interface receives a protocol packet and drops 
it. Protocol packets dropped by hardware are not counted. 


The number increases by 1 for protocol Tunnel when the interface receives a 
tunneled packet and drops it. 


 


l2protocol tunnel dot1q 


Use l2protocol tunnel dot1q to enable L2PT for a protocol. 


Use undo l2protocol tunnel dot1q to disable L2PT for a protocol. 


Syntax 


In Layer 2 Ethernet interface view: 


l2protocol { cdp | dldp | eoam | gvrp | lacp | lldp | mvrp | pagp | pvst | stp | vtp } tunnel dot1q 


undo l2protocol { cdp | dldp | eoam | gvrp | lacp | lldp | mvrp | pagp | pvst | stp | vtp } tunnel dot1q 


In Layer 2 aggregate interface view: 


l2protocol { gvrp | mvrp | pvst | stp | vtp } tunnel dot1q 


undo l2protocol { gvrp | mvrp | pvst | stp | vtp } tunnel dot1q 


Default 


L2PT is disabled. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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Parameters 


cdp: Specifies CDP. 


dldp: Specifies DLDP. 


eoam: Specifies EOAM. 


gvrp: Specifies GVRP. 


lacp: Specifies LACP. 


lldp: Specifies LLDP. 


mvrp: Specifies MVRP. 


pagp: Specifies PAgP. 


pvst: Specifies PVST. 


stp: Specifies STP. 


vtp: Specifies VTP. 


Usage guidelines 


Enable L2PT on PE ports connected to a customer network. If you enable L2PT on ports connected to the 
service provider network, L2PT considers the network as a customer network. 


Before you enable L2PT for a protocol on a port, enable the protocol on the CE, and disable the protocol 
on the port. 


L2PT does not take effect on member ports of a Layer 2 aggregation group. 


You cannot enable L2PT on member ports of a service loopback group. 


L2PT for LLDP supports LLDP packets from only nearest bridge agents. 


Examples 


# Disable STP and enable L2PT for STP on interface GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] l2protocol stp tunnel dot1q 


# Disable STP and enable L2PT for STP on Layer 2 aggregate interface Bridge-Aggregation 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface bridge-aggregation 1 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] undo stp enable 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] l2protocol stp tunnel dot1q 


l2protocol tunnel-dmac 


Use l2protocol tunnel-dmac to set the destination multicast MAC address for tunneled packets. 


Use undo l2protocol tunnel-dmac to restore the default. 


Syntax 


l2protocol tunnel-dmac mac-address 


undo l2protocol tunnel-dmac 
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Default 


The destination multicast MAC address for tunneled packets is 010F-E200-0003. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


mac-address: Specifies a destination multicast MAC address. The allowed values are 0100-0CCD-CDD0, 
0100-0CCD-CDD1, 0100-0CCD-CDD2, and 010F-E200-0003. 


Examples 


# Set the destination multicast MAC address to 0100-0CCD-CDD0 for tunneled packets. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] l2protocol tunnel-dmac 0100-0ccd-cdd0 


reset l2protocol statistics 


Use reset l2protocol statistics to clear L2PT statistics. 


Syntax 


reset l2protocol statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. If you do not 
specify this option, the command clears L2PT statistics on all Layer 2 Ethernet and aggregate interfaces. 


Examples 


# Clear L2PT statistics on all Layer 2 Ethernet and aggregate interfaces. 
<Sysname> reset l2protocol statistics 
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Release 3109P07 


This release has the following changes: 


• New feature: MAC authentication offline detection 


• Modified feature: 802.1X timers 


• Modified command: dot1x timer 


• Modified feature: 802.1X support for tagged VLAN assignment 


New feature: MAC authentication offline detection 


Enabling MAC authentication offline detection 


This feature logs a user out of the device if the device does not receive any packets from the user within 
the offline detect timer. The device also requests to stop accounting for the user at the same time. To set 
the offline detect timer, use the mac-authentication timer command. 


Disabling this feature disables the device from inspecting the online user status. 


To enable MAC authentication offline detection: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Ethernet interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


3. Enable MAC authentication 
offline detection. 


mac-authentication offline-detect 
enable 


By default, MAC authentication 
offline detection is enabled. 


 


Command reference 


mac-authentication offline-detect enable 


Use mac-authentication offline-detect enable to enable MAC authentication offline detection on a port. 


Use undo mac-authentication offline-detect enable to disable MAC authentication offline detection. 


Syntax 


mac-authentication offline-detect enable 


undo mac-authentication offline-detect enable 


Default 


MAC authentication offline detection is enabled on a port. 


Views 


Ethernet interface view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Disable MAC authentication offline detection on the port GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo mac-authentication offline-detect enable 


Related commands 


mac-authentication timer 


Modified feature: 802.1X timers 


Feature change description 


This release modified the value range for the username request timeout timer. 


Command changes 


Modified command: dot1x timer 
Syntax 


dot1x timer { ead-timeout ead-timeout-value | handshake-period handshake-period-value | 
quiet-period quiet-period-value | reauth-period reauth-period-value | server-timeout 
server-timeout-value | supp-timeout supp-timeout-value | tx-period tx-period-value } 


undo dot1x timer { ead-timeout | handshake-period | quiet-period | reauth-period | server-timeout | 
supp-timeout | tx-period } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification, the value range for the tx-period-value argument is 10 to 120 seconds. 
After modification, the value range for the tx-period-value argument is 1 to 120 seconds. 


Modified feature: 802.1X support for tagged VLAN assignment 


Feature change description 


Support for tagged VLAN assignment was added for authenticated 802.1X users. 


The device can assign a trunk or hybrid 802.1X-enabled port to an authorization VLAN as a tagged or 
untagged VLAN member. An access port with 802.1X enabled can be assigned to an authorization 
VLAN only as an untagged VLAN member. 


Table 4 describes how the device handles VLANs (except for the VLANs specified with suffixes) for an 
802.1X-enabled port. 
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Table 1 VLAN manipulation 


Port access control method VLAN manipulation 


Port-based 


The device assigns the port to the first authenticated user's authorization 
VLAN. All subsequent 802.1X users can access the VLAN without 
authentication. 


If the port is assigned to the authorization VLAN as an untagged member, the 
authorization VLAN becomes the PVID. If the port is assigned to the 
authorization VLAN as a tagged member, the PVID of the port does not 
change. 


MAC-based 


• For a hybrid port with MAC-based VLAN enabled, the device maps the 
MAC address of each user to its own authorization VLAN. The PVID of the 
port does not change. 


• For an access, trunk, or MAC-based VLAN-disabled hybrid port: 
 If the port is assigned to the authorization VLAN as an untagged 


member, the device assigns the port to the first authenticated user's 
authorization VLAN. The authorization VLAN becomes the PVID. To 
ensure successful authentication of subsequent users, authorize the same 
VLAN to all 802.1X users on the port. If a different VLAN is authorized to 
a subsequent user, the user cannot pass the authentication. 


 If the port is assigned to the authorization VLAN as a tagged member, 
the PVID of the port does not change. The device maps the MAC address 
of each user to its own authorization VLAN. 


 


Command changes 


None. 


Modified feature: MAC authentication support for tagged 
VLAN assignment 


Feature change description 


Support for tagged VLAN assignment was added for authenticated MAC authentication users. 


Table 5 describes the way that the device handles VLANs for MAC authenticated users on a MAC 
authentication-enabled port. 
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Table 2 VLAN manipulation 


Port type VLAN manipulation 


• Access port 
• Trunk port 
• Hybrid port with 


MAC-based-VLAN disabled 


• If the port is assigned to the authorization VLAN as an untagged 
member, the device assigns the port to the first authenticated user's 
authorization VLAN. The authorization VLAN becomes the PVID. 
You must assign the same untagged authorization VLAN to all 
MAC authentication users on the port. If a different untagged 
authorization VLAN is assigned to a subsequent user, the user 
cannot pass MAC authentication. 


• If the port is assigned to the authorization VLAN as a tagged 
member, the PVID of the port does not change. The device maps the 
MAC address of each user to its own authorization VLAN. 


NOTE: 


An access port can be assigned to an authorization VLAN only as an 
untagged VLAN member. 


Hybrid port with MAC-based VLAN 
enabled 


The device maps the MAC address of each user to its own 
authorization VLAN regardless of whether the port is a tagged 
member. The PVID of the port does not change. 


 


Command changes 


Modified command: display mac-authentication connection 


Syntax 


display mac-authentication connection [ interface interface-type interface-number | slot slot-number | 
user-mac mac-addr | user-name user-name ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The Authorization tagged VLAN field was added to the command output. 
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Release 3109P05 


This release has the following changes: 


None 
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Release 3109P04 


This release has the following changes: 


None 
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Release 3109P03 


This release has the following changes: 


• New feature: DHCP snooping logging 


• New feature: DHCPv6 snooping logging 


• New feature: ARP detection logging 


• New feature: RA guard 


• New feature: QinQ tagging for double-tagged packets passing an extensibility flow table 


• Modified feature: TCP maximum segment size (MSS) setting 


• Modified feature: MAC authentication timers 


• Modified feature: Creating an OpenFlow table for an OpenFlow instance 


New feature: DHCP snooping logging 


Enabling DHCP snooping logging 


The DHCP snooping logging feature enables the DHCP snooping device to generate DHCP snooping 
log messages and send them to the information center. You can configure the log destination and output 
rule in the information center. 


Disable this feature when the log generation affects the device performance. 


To enable DHCP snooping logging: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


4. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


5. Enable DHCP snooping 
logging. dhcp snooping log enable 


By default, DHCP snooping 
logging is disabled. 


 


Command reference 


dhcp snooping log enable 


Use dhcp snooping log enable to enable DHCP snooping logging. 


Use undo dhcp snooping log enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


dhcp snooping log enable 


undo dhcp snooping log enable 


Default 


DHCP snooping logging is disabled. 
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Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command enables the DHCP snooping device to generate DHCP snooping log messages and send 
them to the information center. You can configure the log destination and output rule in the information 
center. 


Disable this feature when the log generation affects the device performance. 


Examples 


# Enable DHCP snooping logging. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] dhcp snooping log enable 


New feature: DHCPv6 snooping logging 


Enabling DHCPv6 snooping logging 


The DHCPv6 snooping logging feature enables the DHCPv6 snooping device to generate DHCPv6 
snooping log messages and send them to the information center. You can configure the log destination 
and output rule in the information center. 


Disable this feature when the log generation affects the device performance. 


To enable DHCPv6 snooping logging: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


6. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


7. Enable DHCPv6 snooping 
logging. ipv6 dhcp snooping log enable 


By default, DHCPv6 snooping 
logging is disabled. 


 


Command reference 


ipv6 dhcp snooping log enable 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping log enable to enable DHCPv6 snooping logging. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping log enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping log enable 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping log enable 


Default 


DHCPv6 snooping logging is disabled. 
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Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command enables the DHCPv6 snooping device to generate DHCPv6 snooping log messages and 
send them to the information center. You can configure the log destination and output rule in the 
information center. 


Disable this feature when the log generation affects the device performance. 


Examples 


# Enable DHCPv6 snooping logging. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp log enable 


New feature: ARP detection logging 


Enabling ARP detection logging 


The ARP detection logging feature enables a device to generate ARP detection log messages when 
illegal ARP packets are detected. An ARP detection log message contains the following information: 


• Receiving interface of the ARP packets. 


• Sender IP address. 


• Total number of dropped ARP packets. 


The following is an example of an ARP detection log message: 
Detected an inspection occurred on interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 with IP address 
172.18.48.55 (Total 10 packets dropped). 


To enable ARP detection logging: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable ARP detection 
logging. 


arp detection log enable By default, ARP detection logging is 
disabled. 


 


Command reference 


arp detection log enable 


Use arp detection log enable to enable ARP detection logging. 


Use undo arp detection log enable to disable ARP detection logging. 


Syntax 


arp detection log enable 
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undo arp detection log enable 


Default 


ARP detection logging is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Enable ARP detection logging. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] arp detection log enable 


# Disable ARP detection logging. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] undo arp detection log enable 


New feature: RA guard 


About RA guard 


RA guard allows Layer 2 access devices to analyze and block unwanted and forged RA messages. 


Upon receiving an RA message, the device makes forwarding or dropping decision based on the role of 
the attached device or the RA guard policy. 


1. If the role of the device attached to the port is router, the device directly forwards all RA messages 
received on the port. If the role is host, the device directly drops all RA messages received on the 
port. 


2. If no role is set for the port, the device uses the RA guard policy to match the information found in 
the RA message. 


 If the RA message content matches every criterion in the policy, the device forwards the 
message. 


 If the RA message content is not validated, the device drops the message. 


Specifying the role of the attached device 


Make sure your setting is consistent with the device type. If you are not aware of the attached device type, 
do not specify the role. 


To specify the role of the attached device: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet or 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Specify the role of the device 
attached to the port. 


ipv6 nd raguard role { host | 
router } 


By default, the role of the device 
attached to the port is not 
specified. 


 


Configuring an RA guard policy 


Configure an RA guard policy if you do not specify a role for the attached device or you want to filter the 
RA messages sent by a router. 


To configure an RA guard policy: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an RA guard policy 
and enter RA guard policy 
view. 


ipv6 nd raguard policy 
policy-name 


By default, no RA guard policy is 
created. 


If the policy does not contain any match 
criterion, the policy will not take effect, 
and the device drops all received RA 
messages. 


3. (Optional.) Specify an ACL 
match criterion. 


if-match acl { acl6-number | 
name acl6-name } 


By default, an RA guard policy does not 
contain any ACL match criterion. 


4. (Optional.) Specify a prefix 
match criterion. 


if-match prefix acl 
{ acl6-number | name 
acl6-name } 


By default, an RA guard policy does not 
contain any prefix match criterion. 


5. (Optional.) Specify a router 
preference match criterion. 


if-match router-preference 
maximum { high | low | 
medium } 


By default, an RA guard policy does not 
contain any router preference match 
criterion. 


6. (Optional.) Specify an M flag 
match criterion. 


if-match autoconfig 
managed-address-flag { off | 
on } 


By default, an RA guard policy does not 
contain any M flag match criterion. 


7. (Optional.) Specify an O flag 
match criterion. 


if-match autoconfig other-flag 
{ off | on } 


By default, an RA guard policy does not 
contain any O flag match criterion. 


8. (Optional.) Specify a 
maximum or minimum hop 
limit match criterion. 


if-match hop-limit { maximum 
| minimum } limit 


By default, an RA guard policy does not 
contain any hop limit match criterion. 


9. Quit RA guard policy view. Quit N/A 


10. Enter VLAN view. vlan vlan-number N/A 


11. Apply an RA guard policy to 
the VLAN. 


ipv6 nd raguard apply policy 
[ policy-name ] 


By default, no RA guard policy is 
applied to the VLAN. 


 


Displaying and maintaining RA guard 


Execute display commands in any view. 
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Task Command 


Display RA guard policy configuration. display ipv6 nd raguard policy [ policy-name ] 
 


RA guard configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 1, GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, GigabitEthernet 1/0/2, and GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 of 
the switch are in VLAN 10. 


Configure RA guard on the switch to filter forged and unwanted RA messages. 


• Configure an RA policy in VLAN 10 for GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 to filter all RA messages received 
from the unknown device. 


• Specify host as the role of Host A. All RA messages received on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 are 
dropped. 


• Specify router as the role of the router. All RA messages received on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 are 
forwarded. 


Figure 1 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


# Create an RA guard policy named policy1. 
<Switch> system-view 


[Switch] ipv6 nd raguard policy policy1 


# Set the maximum router preference to high for the RA guard policy. 
[Switch-raguard-policy-policy1] if-match router-preference maximum high 


# Specify on as the M flag match criterion for the RA guard policy. 
[Switch-raguard-policy-policy1] if-match autoconfig managed-address-flag on 


# Specify on as the O flag match criterion for the RA guard policy. 
[Switch-raguard-policy-policy1] if-match autoconfig other-flag on 


# Set the maximum advertised hop limit to 120 for the RA guard policy. 
[Switch-raguard-policy-policy1] if-match hop-limit maximum 120 


# Set the minimum advertised hop limit to 100 for the RA guard policy. 


Switch


Router


Host A Unknown device


GE1/0/1 GE1/0/2


GE1/0/3
VLAN 10
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[Switch-raguard-policy-policy1] if-match hop-limit minimum 100 


[Switch-raguard-policy-policy1] quit 


# Assign GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 to VLAN 10. 
[Switch] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type access 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port access vlan 10 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


[Switch] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type access 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port access vlan 10 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 to trunk VLAN 10. 
[Switch] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 10 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Apply the RA guard policy policy1 to VLAN 10. 
[Switch] vlan 10  


[Switch-vlan10] ipv6 nd raguard apply policy policy1 


[Switch-vlan10] quit 


# Specify host as the role of the device attached to GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[Switch] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 nd raguard role host 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Specify router as the role of the device attached to GigabitEthernet 1/0/3. 
[Switch] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] ipv6 nd raguard role router 


[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Verify that the device drops RA messages received on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. (Details not shown.) 


# Verify that the device forwards RA messages received on GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 to other ports in 
VLAN 10. (Details not shown.) 


# Verify that the device drops RA messages sent by the unknown host. (Details not shown.) 


Command reference 


display ipv6 nd raguard policy 


Use display ipv6 nd raguard policy to display RA guard policy configuration. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 nd raguard policy [ policy-name ] 
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Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


policy-name: Specifies an RA guard policy by its name. The policy name is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 
31 characters. If you do not specify a policy, this command displays all RA guard policies. 


Examples 


# Display all RA guard policies. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 nd raguard policy 


Total number of policies: 2 


RA guard policy: policy1 


  if-match ACL 2001 


  if-match autoconfig managed-address-flag on 


  if-match autoconfig other-flag on 


  if-match hop-limit maximum 128 


  if-match prefix ACL 2000 


  if-match router-preference maximum high 


  applied to VLAN 11 


RA Guard policy: policy2 


  if-match ACL name zdd 


  if-match prefix ACL 2200 


Table 3 Command output 


Field Description 


RA Guard policy Name of the RA guard policy. 


if-match ACL Number of the ACL in the ACL match criterion. 


if-match ACL name Name of the ACL in ACL match criterion. 


if-match prefix ACL Number of the ACL used to identify the prefix match criterion. 


if-match prefix ACL name Name of the ACL used to identify the prefix match criterion. 


if-match autoconfig 
managed-address-flag 


Match criterion of the advertised M flag: 
• on—The value of the advertised M flag is 1. 
• off—The value of the advertised M flag is 0. 


if-match autoconfig other-flag 
Match criterion of the advertised O flag: 
• on—The value of the advertised O flag is 1. 
• off—The value of the advertised O flag is 0. 


if-match hop-limit minimum The minimum advertised hop limit. 


if-match hop-limit maximum The maximum advertised hop limit. 


applied to VLAN ID of the VLAN to which the RA guard policy is applied. 
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Related commands 


ipv6 nd raguard policy 


if-match acl 


Use if-match acl to specify an ACL match criterion. 


Use undo if-match acl to restore the default. 


Syntax 


if-match acl { acl6-number | name acl6-name } 


undo if-match acl 


Default 


An RA guard policy does not contain any ACL match criterion. 


Views 


RA guard policy view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


acl6-number: Specifies an IPv6 basic ACL by its number in the range of 2000 to 2999. 


name acl6-name: Specifies an IPv6 basic ACL by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 
The name must start with an English letter and to avoid confusion, it cannot be all. 


Usage guidelines 


RA guard uses the ACL match criterion to match the IP address of the RA message sender. If the sender 
IP address matches a permit rule, the message passes the check. 


If the specified ACL does not exist or does not contain any rule, the ACL match criterion does not take 
effect. 


Examples 


# Use IPv6 basic ACL 2001 as the ACL match criterion for the RA guard policy policy1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 nd raguard policy policy1 


[Sysname-raguard-policy-policy1] if-match acl 2001 


if-match autoconfig managed-address-flag 


Use if-match autoconfig managed-address-flag to specify an M flag match criterion. 


Use undo if-match autoconfig managed-address-flag to restore the default. 


Syntax 


if-match autoconfig managed-address-flag { off | on } 


undo if-match autoconfig managed-address-flag 


Default 


An RA guard policy does not contain any M flag match criterion. 
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Views 


RA guard policy view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


off: Specifies the advertised M flag is 0 


on: Specifies the advertised M flag is 1. 


Usage guidelines 


The M flag in an RA message determines whether a receiving host uses stateful autoconfiguration to 
obtain an IPv6 address. 


• If the M flag is set to 1, the host uses stateful autoconfiguration, for example, uses a DHCPv6 server. 


• If the M flag is set to 0, the host uses stateless autoconfiguration. In stateless autoconfiguration, the 
host generates an IPv6 address according to its link-layer address and the prefix information in the 
RA message. 


Examples 


# Specify on as the M flag match criterion for the RA guard policy policy1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 nd raguard policy policy1 


[Sysname-raguard-policy-policy1] if-match autoconfig managed-address-flag on 


if-match autoconfig other-flag 


Use if-match autoconfig other-flag to specify an O flag match criterion. 


Use undo if-match autoconfig other-flag to restore the default. 


Syntax 


if-match autoconfig other-flag { off | on } 


undo if-match autoconfig other-flag 


Default 


An RA guard policy does not contain any O flag match criterion. 


Views 


RA guard policy view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


off: Specifies the advertised O flag is 0. 


on: Specifies the advertised O flag is 1. 


Usage guidelines 


The O flag in an RA message determines whether a receiving host uses stateful autoconfiguration to 
obtain configuration information other than IPv6 address. 


• If the O flag is set to 1, the host uses stateful autoconfiguration, for example, uses a DHCPv6 server. 
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• If the O flag is set to 0, the host uses stateless autoconfiguration. 


Examples 


# Specify on as the M flag match criterion for the RA guard policy policy1.. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 nd raguard policy policy1 


[Sysname-raguard-policy-policy1] if-match autoconfig other-flag on 


if-match hop-limit 


Use if-match hop-limit to specify a maximum or minimum hop limit match criterion. 


Use undo if-match hop-limit to remove the configuration. 


Syntax 


if-match hop-limit { maximum | minimum } limit 


undo if-match hop-limit { maximum | minimum } 


Default 


An RA guard policy does not contain any hop limit match criterion. 


Views 


RA guard policy view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


maximum limit: Sets the maximum advertised hop limit, in the range of 1 to 255. An RA message passes 
the check if its current hop limit is not higher than the maximum advertised hop limit. 


minimum limit: Sets the minimum advertised hop limit, in the range of 1 to 255. An RA message passes 
the check if its current hop limit is not less than the minimum advertised hop limit. 


Usage guidelines 


An RA message will not pass the hop limit check if the current hop limit in the message is 0. This RA 
message will be dropped. 


Examples 


# Set the maximum hop limit match criterion to 128 for the RA guard policy policy1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 nd raguard policy policy1 


[Sysname-raguard-policy-policy1] if-match hop-limit maximum 128 


if-match prefix 


Use if-match prefix to specify a prefix match criterion. 


Use undo if-match prefix to restore the default. 


Syntax 


if-match prefix acl { acl6-number | name acl6-name } 


undo if-match prefix acl 
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Default 


An RA guard policy does not contain any prefix match criterion. 


Views 


RA guard policy view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


acl6-number: Specifies an IPv6 basic ACL by its number in the range of 2000 to 2999. 


name acl6-name: Specifies an IPv6 basic ACL by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 
The name must start with an English letter and to avoid confusion, it cannot be all. 


Usage guidelines 


An RA message passes the check if the advertised prefixes in the message match the prefixes set by the 
ACL. 


If the specified ACL does not exist or does not contain any rule, the prefix match criterion does not take 
effect. 


Examples 


# Use IPv6 basic ACL 2000 as the prefix match criterion for the RA guard policy policy1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] acl ipv6 number 2000 


[Sysname-acl6-basic-2000] rule permit source 1001:: 64 


[Sysname-acl6-basic-2000] rule permit source 3124:1123:: 64 


[Sysname-acl6-basic-2000] rule deny source any 


[Sysname-acl6-basic-2000] quit 


[Sysname] ipv6 nd raguard policy policy1 


[Sysname-raguard-policy-policy1] if-match prefix acl 2000 


if-match router-preference 


Use if-match router-preference maximum to specify a router preference match criterion. 


Use undo if-match router-preference maximum to restore the default. 


Syntax 


if-match router-preference maximum { high | low | medium } 


undo if-match router-preference maximum 


Default 


An RA guard policy does not contain any router preference match criterion. 


Views 


RA guard policy view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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Parameters 


high: Sets the maximum router preference to high. An RA message passes the check if its router 
preference is not higher than high. 


low: Sets the maximum router preference to low. An RA message passes the check if its router preference 
is not higher than low. 


medium: Sets the maximum router preference to medium. An RA message passes the check if its router 
preference is not higher than medium. 


Usage guidelines 


A host selects a router as the default gateway according to the router preference in received RA 
messages. If router preferences are the same, the host selects the default router from which the first RA 
message is received. 


An RA message will not pass the router preference check if the message does not have any preference 
value. This RA message will be dropped. 


Examples 


# Specify medium as the router preference match criterion for the RA guard policy policy1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 nd raguard policy policy1 


[Sysname-raguard-policy-policy1] if-match router-preference maximum medium 


ipv6 nd raguard apply policy 


Use ipv6 nd raguard apply policy to apply an RA guard policy to a VLAN. 


Use undo ipv6 nd raguard apply policy to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 nd raguard apply policy [ policy-name ] 


undo ipv6 nd raguard apply policy 


Default 


No RA guard policy is applied to a VLAN. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


policy-name: Specifies an RA guard policy by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. If 
you do not specify a policy, RA guard blocks RA messages on all ports in the VLAN except for ports that 
are defined to connect routers. 


Usage guidelines 


If an RA message has multiple VLAN tags, RA guard uses the outermost VLAN tag to select the applied 
RA guard policy. 


If the specified RA guard policy does not exist, the command does not take effect. 
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Examples 


# Apply the RA guard policy policy1 to VLAN 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vlan 100 


[Sysname-vlan100] ipv6 nd raguard apply policy policy1 


Related commands 


ipv6 nd raguard policy 


ipv6 nd raguard policy 


Use ipv6 nd raguard policy to create an RA guard policy and enter RA guard policy view. 


Use undo ipv6 nd raguard policy to delete an RA guard policy. 


Syntax 


ipv6 nd raguard policy policy-name 


undo ipv6 nd raguard policy policy-name 


Default 


No RA guard policy is created. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


policy-name: Assigns a name to the RA guard policy. The name is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 
characters. 


Examples 


# Create RA guard policy policy1 and enter RA guard policy view. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 nd raguard policy policy1 


[Sysname-raguard-policy-policy1] 


Related commands 


• display ipv6 nd raguard policy 


• ipv6 nd raguard apply policy 


ipv6 nd raguard role 


Use ipv6 nd raguard role to specify the role of the device attached to the port. 


Use undo ipv6 nd raguard role to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 nd raguard role { host | router } 


undo ipv6 nd raguard role 
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Default 


No role is specified for the device attached to the port. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


host: Specifies the host role. The port attached to a host drops all received RA messages. 


router: Specifies the router role. The port attached to a router forwards all received RA messages. 


Usage guidelines 


Make sure your setting is consistent with the device type. If you are not aware of the attached device type, 
do not specify a role for the device. 


Examples 


# Specify host as the role for the device attached to GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 nd raguard role host 


New feature: QinQ tagging for double-tagged packets passing 
an extensibility flow table 


Enabling an OpenFlow instance to perform QinQ tagging for 
double-tagged packets passing an extensibility flow table 


By default, a double-tagged packet becomes single-tagged after it passes an extensibility flow table. 
Perform this task to allow double-tagged packets to keep double-tagged after the packets pass an 
extensibility flow table. 


To enable an OpenFlow instance to perform QinQ tagging for double-tagged packets passing an 
extensibility flow table: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an OpenFlow instance 
and enter its view. openflow instance instance-id 


By default, no OpenFlow instance 
exists. 


3. Enable the OpenFlow 
instance to perform QinQ 
tagging for double-tagged 
packets passing an 
extensibility flow table. 


qinq-network enable 
By default, a double-tagged packet 
becomes single-tagged after it 
passes an extensibility flow table. 
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Command reference 


qinq-network enable 


Use qinq-network enable to enable an OpenFlow instance to perform QinQ tagging for double-tagged 
packets passing an extensibility flow table. 


Use undo qinq-network enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


qinq-network enable 


undo qinq-network enable 


Default 


A double-tagged packet becomes single-tagged after it passes an extensibility flow table. 


Views 


OpenFlow instance view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Execute this command to make double-tagged packets keep double-tagged after the packets pass an 
extensibility flow table. 


Examples 


# Enable OpenFlow instance 1 to perform QinQ tagging for double-tagged packets passing an 
extensibility flow table. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] openflow instance 1 


[Sysname-of-inst-1] qinq-network enable 


Modified feature: TCP maximum segment size (MSS) setting 


Feature change description 


The value range for the value argument changed. 


Command changes 


Modified command: tcp mss 


Syntax 


tcp mss value 


Views 


Interface view 
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Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the value argument is 128 to 2048, in bytes. 


After modification: The minimum value for the value argument is 128, in bytes. The maximum value 
equals the maximum MTU that the interface supports minus 40. 


Modified feature: MAC authentication timers 


Feature change description 


The value range for the offline detect timer changed. 


Command changes 


Modified command: mac-authentication timer 


Syntax 


mac-authentication timer { offline-detect offline-detect-value | quiet quiet-value | server-timeout 
server-timeout-value } 


undo mac-authentication timer { offline-detect | quiet | server-timeout } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the offline-detect-value argument is 60 to 65535, in seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the offline-detect-value argument is 60 to 2147483647, in 
seconds. 


Modified feature: Creating an OpenFlow table for an 
OpenFlow instance 


Feature change description 


The ingress-vlan ingress-table-id and egress-vlan egress-table-id options were added to the flow-table 
command. You can create VLAN tagging and untagging flow tables to process incoming and outgoing 
packets, respectively. 


Command changes 


Modified command: flow-table 


Old syntax 


flow-table { extensibility extensibility-table-id | mac-ip mac-ip-table-id }* 
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New syntax 


flow-table { [ ingress-vlan ingress-table-id ] [ extensibility extensibility-table-id | mac-ip mac-ip-table-id ] 
* [ egress-vlan egress-table-id ] } 


Views 


OpenFlow instance view 


Change description 


The ingress-vlan ingress-table-id and egress-vlan egress-table-id options were added.  


ingress-vlan ingress-table-id: Specifies a VLAN tagging flow table by its ID in the range of 0 to 254. If 
you specify this option, the device tags all incoming packets matching the table. 
egress-vlan egress-table-id: Specifies a VLAN untagging flow table by its ID in the range of 0 to 254. If you 
specify this option, the device untags all outgoing packets matching the table. 
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Release 3109P01 


This release has the following changes: 


• New feature: Setting the maximum shared-area ratio in the data buffer for a queue 


• New feature: RADIUS voice VLAN attribute for 802.1X and MAC authentication 


• New feature: 802.1X online user handshake reply 


• New feature: Authentication interval for users in the MAC authentication guest VLAN 


• New feature: Local portal Web server 


• New feature: Enabling Monitor Link globally 


• New feature: NETCONF logging 


• New feature: Support for the incremental attribute for edit-config operations 


• New feature: Table-based match for data filtering 


• New feature: Configuration rollback based on a rollback point 


• Modified feature: Executing Comware commands in Tcl configuration view 


• 错误！未找到引用源。 


• 错误！未找到引用源。 


New feature: Setting the maximum shared-area ratio in the 
data buffer for a queue 


Setting the maximum shared-area ratio in the data buffer for a queue 
By default, all queues have an equal share of the shared area. This task allows you to change the 
maximum shared-area ratio for a queue. The unconfigured queues use the default setting. 


The actual maximum shared-area ratio for each queue is determined by the chip based on your 
configuration and the number of packets to be sent. 


To set the maximum shared-area ratio for a queue: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Set the maximum shared-area 
ratio for a queue. 


buffer egress [ slot slot-number ] cell queue 
queue-id shared ratio ratio-value 


The default setting is 33% 
for each queue. 


 


Command reference 


buffer queue shared 


Use buffer queue shared to set the maximum shared-area ratio for a queue. 


Use undo buffer queue shared to restore the default. 
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Syntax 


buffer egress [ slot slot-number ] cell queue queue-id shared ratio ratio-value 


undo buffer egress [ slot slot-number ] cell queue queue-id shared 


Default 


The maximum shared-area ratio for a queue is 33%. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


egress: Specifies the egress buffer. 


slot slot-number: Specifies an IRF member device by its member ID (slot number). If you do not specify an 
IRF member device, this command applies to all IRF member devices. 


cell: Specifies cell resources. 


queue-id: Specifies a queue by its ID in the range of 0 to 7. 


ratio ratio-value: Specifies the maximum shared-area ratio in percentage. 


Usage guidelines 


By default, all queues have an equal share of the shared area. You can set the shared-area ratio for a 
queue. The unconfigured queues use the default setting. The shared-area ratio for each queue is finally 
determined by the chip based on your configuration and the number of packets to be sent. 


Examples 


# Configure queue 0 to use up to 5% shared-area space of cell resources in the egress buffer of IRF 
member device 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] buffer egress slot 2 cell queue 0 shared ratio 5 


New feature: RADIUS voice VLAN attribute for 802.1X and 
MAC authentication 


Support of the RADIUS voice VLAN attribute for 802.1X and MAC 
authentication 


Support for the RADIUS voice VLAN attribute was added to the device for VLAN assignment of voice 
terminals that pass 802.1X or MAC authentication. The voice VLAN attribute is assigned by RADIUS 
servers. 


This attribute cooperates with the voice VLAN feature on a port to assign authenticated voice terminals 
of the port to the port's voice VLAN. In remote authentication, if the device does not receive the voice 
VLAN attribute or voice VLAN is not enabled, it cannot assign a voice terminal to the voice VLAN. 
Instead, the voice terminal is assigned to the PVID of the terminal's access port. 
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 IMPORTANT: 


A server-assigned authorization VLAN takes precedence over the voice VLAN and the PVID. If an 
authorization VLAN is assigned, the device always assigns an authenticated voice terminal to the 
authorization VLAN. 
 


For information about enabling voice VLAN on a port, see VLAN configuration in Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Configuration Guide. 


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: 802.1X online user handshake reply 


Enabling the 802.1X online user handshake reply feature 


This feature enables the device to reply to 802.1X clients' Identity EAP-Response packets with EAP-Success 
packets during the online handshake process. 


HP recommends that you enable the online user handshake reply feature only if 802.1X clients will go 
offline without receiving EAP-Success packets from the device. 


To enable the 802.1X online user handshake reply feature: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface 
view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Enable the 802.1X online user 
handshake reply feature. 


dot1x handshake reply enable 


By default, the device does not 
reply to 802.1X clients' Identity 
EAP-Response packets during the 
online handshake process. 


 


Command reference 


dot1x handshake reply enable 


Use dot1x handshake reply enable to enable the 802.1X online user handshake reply feature. 


Use undo dot1x handshake reply enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


dot1x handshake reply enable 


undo dot1x handshake reply enable 


Default 


The device does not reply to 802.1X clients' Identity EAP-Response packets during the online handshake 
process. 
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Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Enable the 802.1X online user handshake reply feature on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] dot1x handshake reply enable 


New feature: Authentication interval for users in the MAC 
authentication guest VLAN 


Setting the authentication interval for users in the MAC authentication 
guest VLAN 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface 
view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Set the authentication interval 
for users in the MAC 
authentication guest VLAN. 


mac-authentication guest-vlan 
auth-period period-value The default setting is 30 seconds. 


 


Command reference 


mac-authentication guest-vlan auth-period 


Use mac-authentication guest-vlan auth-period to set the interval at which the device authenticates users 
in the MAC authentication guest VLAN. 


Use undo mac-authentication guest-vlan auth-period to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mac-authentication guest-vlan auth-period period-value 


undo mac-authentication guest-vlan auth-period 


Default 


The device authenticates users in the MAC authentication guest VLAN every 30 seconds. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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Parameters 


period-value: Sets the interval at which the device authenticates users in the MAC authentication guest 
VLAN. The value range is 1 to 3600 seconds. 


Examples 


# Set the authentication interval to 150 seconds for users in the MAC authentication guest VLAN on 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet] mac-authentication guest-vlan auth-period 150 


New feature: Local portal Web server 


Configuring a local portal Web server 


After a local portal Web server is configured on the access device, the access device also acts as the 
portal Web server and the portal authentication server. No external portal Web server and portal 
authentication server are needed. 


Configuration prerequisites 
Perform the following tasks for the local portal Web server to support HTTPS: 


• Configure a PKI policy, obtain the CA certificate, and request a local certificate. For more 
information, see PKI in Security Configuration Guide. 


• Configure an SSL server policy, and specify the PKI domain configured in the PKI policy. For more 
information, see SSL in Security Configuration Guide. 


Configuration procedure 
To configure a local portal Web server: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a local portal Web 
server and enter its view. 


portal local-web-server { http | 
https ssl-server-policy 
policy-name } 


By default, no local portal Web 
server is configured. 


3. Specify the default 
authentication page file for 
the local portal Web server. 


default-logon-page filename 


By default, no default 
authentication page file is 
specified for the local portal Web 
server. 


4. (Optional.) Configure the 
listening TCP port for the local 
portal Web server. 


tcp-port port-number 


By default, the HTTP service 
listening port number is 80 and the 
HTTPS service listening port 
number is 443. 
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Command reference 


portal local-web-server 


Use portal local-web-server to create a local portal Web server and enter local portal Web server view. 


Use undo portal local-web-server to delete a local portal Web server. 


Syntax 


portal local-web-server { http | https ssl-server-policy policy-name } 


undo portal local-web-server { http | https } 


Default 


No local portal Web server is configured. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


http: Configures the local portal Web server to use HTTP to exchange authentication information with 
clients. 


https: Configures the local portal Web server to use HTTPS to exchange authentication information with 
clients. 


ssl-server-policy policy-name: Specifies an existing SSL server policy for HTTPS. The policy-name 
argument represents the SSL server policy name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


After a local portal Web server is configured on the access device, the access device also acts as the 
portal Web server and the portal authentication server. No external portal Web server and portal 
authentication server are needed. 


For an interface to use the local portal Web server, the URL of the portal Web server specified for the 
interface must meet the following requirements: 


• The IP address in the URL must be a local IP address on the device. 


• The URL must be ended with /portal/. For example: http://1.1.1.1/portal/. 


You cannot delete an SSL server policy by using the undo ssl server-policy command when the policy is 
associated with HTTPS. 


To change the SSL server policy for HTTPS: 


1. Use the undo portal local-web-server https command to delete the local portal Web server. 


2. Re-create the local portal Web server and specify a new SSL server policy. 


Examples 


# Configure a local portal Web server. Use HTTP to exchange authentication information with clients. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal local-web-server http 


[Sysname-portal-local-websvr-http] quit 
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# Configure a local portal Web server. Use HTTPS to exchange authentication information with clients, 
and specify SSL server policy policy1 for HTTPS. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal local-web-server https ssl-server-policy policy1 


[Sysname-portal-local-websvr-https] quit 


# Change the SSL server policy to policy2. 
[Sysname] undo portal local-web-server https 


[Sysname] portal local-web-server https ssl-server-policy policy2 


[Sysname-portal-local-websvr-https] quit 


default-logon-page 


Use default-logon-page to specify the default authentication page file for the local portal Web server. 


Use undo default-logon-page to restore the default. 


Syntax 


default-logon-page filename 


undo default-logon-page 


Default 


No default authentication page file is specified for the local portal Web server. 


Views 


Local portal Web server view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


filename: Specifies the default authentication page file by the file name (without the file storage directory). 
The file name is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 91 characters. Valid characters are letters, digits, dots (.) 
and underscores (_). 


Usage guidelines 


You must edit the default authentication pages, compress them to a .zip file, and then upload the file to 
the root directory of the storage medium of the device. 


After you use the default-logon-page command to specify the file, the device decompresses the file to get 
the authentication pages. The device then sets them as the default authentication pages for local portal 
authentication. 


For successful local portal authentication, you must specify the default portal authentication page file for 
the local portal Web server. 


Examples 


# Specify file pagefile1.zip as the default authentication page file for local portal authentication. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal local-web-server http 


[Sysname-portal-local-websvr-http] default-logon-page pagefile1.zip 
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tcp-port 


Use tcp-port to configure a listening TCP port for the local portal Web server. 


Use undo tcp-port to restore the default. 


Syntax 


tcp-port port-number 


undo tcp-port 


Default 


The listening TCP port number for HTTP is 80 and that for HTTPS is 443. 


Views 


Local portal Web server view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


port-number: Specifies the listening TCP port number in the range of 1 to 65535. 


Usage guidelines 


To use the local portal Web server, make sure the port number in the portal Web server URL and the port 
number configured in this command are the same. 


For successful local portal authentication, follow these guidelines: 


• Do not configure the listening TCP port number for a local portal Web server as the port number 
used by a known protocol. For example, do not specify port numbers 21 and 23, which are used 
by FTP and Telnet, respectively. 


• Do not configure the HTTP listening port number as the default HTTPS listening port number 443. 


• Do not configure the HTTPS listening port number as the default HTTP listening port number 80. 


• Do not configure the same listening port number for HTTP and HTTPS. 


Examples 


# Set the HTTP service listening port number to 2331 for the local portal Web server. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal local-web-server http 


[Sysname-portal-local-websvr-http] tcp-port 2331 


New feature: Enabling Monitor Link globally 


Enabling Monitor Link globally 


All monitor link groups can operate only after you enable Monitor Link globally. When you diable 
Monitor Link globally, all monitor link groups cannot operate. 


To enable Monitor Link globally: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable Monitor Link globally. undo monitor-link disable By default, Monitor Link is 
enabled globally. 


 


Command reference 


monitor-link disable 


Use monitor-link disable to diable Monitor Link globally. 


Use undo monitor-link disable to enable Monitor Link globally. 


Syntax 


monitor-link disable  


undo monitor-link disable 


Default 


Monitor Link is enabled globally. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


All monitor link groups can operate only after you enable Monitor Link globally. When you diable 
Monitor Link globally, all monitor link groups cannot operate and the downlink interfaces brought down 
by the monitor link groups resume their original states. 


Examples 


# Diable Monitor Link globally. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] monitor-link disable 


New feature: NETCONF logging 


Enabling NETCONF logging 


This feature enables the device to generate NETCONF logs for different NETCONF operation sources 
and NETCONF operations. 


To enable NETCONF logging: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Enable NETCONF logging. 


netconf log source { all | { agent | 
soap | web } * } 
{ { protocol-operation { all | 
{ action | config | get | set | 
session | syntax | others } * } } | 
verbose } 


By default, NETCONF logging is 
disabled. 


 


Command reference 


netconf log 


Use netconf log to enable NETCONF logging. 


Use undo netconf log to disable NETCONF logging. 


Syntax 


netconf log source { all | { agent | soap | web } * } { { protocol-operation { all | { action | config | get 
| set | session | syntax | others } * } } | verbose } 


undo netconf log source { all | { agent | soap | web } * } { { protocol-operation { all | { action | config 
| get | set | session | syntax | others } * } } | verbose } 


Default 


NETCONF logging is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


source: Specifies a NETCONF operation source that represents clients using a protocol. 


• all: Specifies NETCONF clients that use all protocols. 


• agent: Specifies clients that use Telnet, SSH, console, or NETCONF over SSH. 


• soap: Specifies clients that use SOAP over HTTP, or SOAP over HTTPS. 


• web: Specifies clients that use Web. 


protocol-operation: Specifies a NETCONF operation type. 


• all: Specifies all NETCONF operations. 


• action: Specifies the action operation. 


• config: Specifies the configuration-related NETCONF operations, including the CLI, save, load, 
rollback, lock, unlock, and save-point operations. 


• get: Specifies the data retrieval-related NETCONF operations, including the get, get-config, 
get-bulk, get-bulk-config, and get-sessions operations. 


• set: Specifies all edit-config operations. 


• session: Specifies session-related NETCONF operations, including the kill-session and close-session 
operations, and capability exchange by hello messages. 
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• syntax: Specifies the requests that include XML and schema errors. 


• others: Specifies NETCONF operations except for those specified by keywords action, config, get, 
set, session, and syntax. 


verbose: Logs detailed NETCONF information. For request operations, this keyword logs the texts of the 
requests after brief information. For service operations, this keyword takes effect only on the edit-config 
operations. When an edit-config operation error occurs, this keyword logs detailed error information. 


Examples 


# Configure the device to log NETCONF edit-config information sourced from agent clients. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[sysname] netconf log source agent protocol-operation set 


New feature: Support for the incremental attribute for 
edit-config operations 


Specifying the incremental attribute for edit-config operations 


The incremental attribute adds configuration data to a column without affecting the original data. It 
applies to a list column such as the vlan permitlist column.  


You can use the incremental attribute for edit-config operations except for the replace operation.  


Support for the incremental attribute varies by module. For more information, see NETCONF XML API 
documents. 


The following text is an example for adding VLANs 1 through 10 to an untagged VLAN list that has 
untagged VLANs 12 through 15: 
<rpc message-id ="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0" 


hp:xmlns=” http://www.hp.com/netconf/base:1.0”> 


  <edit-config> 


    <target> 


      <running/> 


    </target>   


    <config xmlns:xc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 


      <top xmlns="http://www.hp.com/netconf/config:1.0"> 


        <VLAN xc:operation="merge"> 


          <HybridInterfaces> 


            <Interface> 


              <IfIndex>262</IfIndex> 


              <UntaggedVlanList  hp: incremental=”true”>1-10</Description> 


               </Interface> 


          </HybridInterfaces> 


        </VLAN> 


      </top> 


    </config> 


  </edit-config> 


</rpc> 
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Command reference 


None. 


New feature: Table-based match for data filtering 


Configuring table-based match for data filtering 


You can specify a match criterion for the row attribute filter to implement a table-based match, for 
example, IP address filtering. For the table-based match to take effect, you must configure this feature 
before full match, regular expression match, and conditional match. 


Table-based match applies only to multi-instance tables with namespace 
http://www.hp.com/netconf/base:1.0. Support for the table-based match varies by table. For more 
information, see NETCONF XML API documents. 


# Copy the following text to the client to retrieve the longest data with VRF name vpn1, IP address 1.1.1.0, 
and mask length 24 from the IPv4 routing table: 
<rpc message-id="100" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0" 
xmlns:hp="http://www.hp.com/netconf/base:1.0"> 


  <get> 


    <filter type="subtree"> 


      <top xmlns="http://www.hp.com/netconf/data:1.0"> 


        <Route> 


         <Ipv4Routes> 


           <RouteEntry hp:filter=” vrf vpn1 IP 1.1.1.0 MaskLen 24 longer”/> 


         </Ipv4Routes> 


        </Route> 


      </top> 


    </filter> 


  </get> 


</rpc> 


Command reference 


None. 


New feature: Configuration rollback based on a rollback point 


Rolling back the configuration based on a rollback point 


This feature allows the device to roll back the configuration based on a rollback point when one of the 
following situations occurs: 


• A NETCONF client sends a rollback request. 


• A NETCONF client stays idle longer than the rollback idle timeout time. 


• A NETCONF client is disconnected from the device. 


To roll back the configuration based on a rollback point, perform the following tasks: 
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1. Lock the system. 


Multiple users might simultaneously use NETCONF to configure the device. To prevent other users 
from modifying the running configuration, HP recommends that you lock the system before rolling 
back the configuration.  


2. Mark the beginning of a rollback operation. For more information, see "Performing the 
save-point/begin operation." 


3. Configure the device. 


4. Configure the rollback point. For more information, see " Performing the save-point/commit 
operation." 


You can repeat this step to configure multiple rollback points. 


5. Roll back the configuration based on the rollback point. For more information, see"Performing the 
save-point/rollback operation." 


The configuration can also be rolled back automatically when the NETCONF session idle time 
exceeds the rollback idle timeout time. 


6. End the rollback configuration. For more information, see "Performing the save-point/end 
operation." 


7. Release the lock. 


Performing the save-point/begin operation 


# Copy the following text to the client to start the rollback configuration based on a rollback point: 
<rpc message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 
      <save-point> 
        <begin> 
          <confirm-timeout>100</confirm-timeout> 
       </begin> 
      </save-point> 
</rpc> 


Where, the <confirm-timeout> parameter specifies the rollback idle timeout time in the range of 1 to 
65536 seconds (the default is 600 seconds). This parameter is optional. 


After receiving the begin request, the device returns a response in the following format if the begin 
operation succeeds: 
<rpc-reply message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 


  <data> 


    <save-point> 


       <commit> 


          <commit-id>1</commit-id> 


       </commit> 


    </save-point> 


  </data> 
</rpc-reply> 


Performing the save-point/commit operation 


The system supports a maximum of 50 rollback points. When the limit is reached, you must specify the 
force attribute to overwrite the earliest rollback point. 


# Copy the following text to the client to configure the rollback point: 
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<rpc message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 
  <save-point> 
    <commit> 
      <label>SUPPORT VLAN<label> 


      <comment>vlan 1 to 100 and interfaces. Each vlan used for different custom as 
follows: ……</comment> 


</commit> 
  </save-point> 
</rpc> 


The <label> and <comment> parameters are optional. 


After receiving the commit request, the device returns a response in the following format if the commit 
operation is successful: 
<rpc-reply message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 


  <data> 


    <save-point> 


       <commit> 


          <commit-id>2</commit-id> 


       </commit> 


    </save-point> 


  </data> 
</rpc-reply> 


Performing the save-point/rollback operation 


# Copy the following text to the client to roll back the configuration: 
<rpc message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 
  <save-point> 
    <rollback> 


<commit-id/> 


<commit-index/> 


<commit-label/> 
    </rollback> 
  </save-point> 
</rpc> 


Where: 


• The <commit-id/> parameter uniquely identifies a rollback point. 


• The <commit-index/> parameters specifies 50 most recently configured rollback points. The value 
of 0 indicates the most recently configured one and 49 indicates the earliest configured one. 


• The <commit-label/> parameter exclusively specifies a label for a rollback point. The label is not a 
must for a rollback point. 


Specify one of these parameters to roll back the specified configuration. If no parameter is specified, this 
operation roll backs configuration based on the most recently configured rollback point. 


After receiving the rollback request, the device returns a response in the following format if the rollback 
operation is successful: 
<rpc-reply message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 


  <ok></ok> 


</rpc-reply> 
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Performing the save-point/end operation 


# Copy the following text to the client to end the rollback configuration: 
<rpc message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 
  <save-point> 
    <end/> 


  </save-point> 
</rpc> 


After receiving the end request, the device returns a response in the following format if the end operation 
is successful: 
<rpc-reply message-id="100" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 


   <ok/> 


</rpc-reply> 


Performing the save-point/get-commits operation 


# Copy the following text to the client to get the rollback point configuration records: 
<rpc message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 
  <save-point> 
    <get-commits> 


<commit-id/> 


<commit-index/> 


<commit-label/> 
    </get-commits> 
  </save-point> 
</rpc> 


Specify one of the <commit-id>, <commit-index>, and <commit-label> parameters to get the specified 
rollback point configuration records. If no parameter is specified, this operation gets records for all 
rollback point configuration. The following text is a <save-point>/<get-commits> request example: 
<rpc message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 
  <save-point> 
    <get-commits> 


      <commit-label>SUPPORT VLAN</commit-label> 


</get-commits> 
  </save-point> 
</rpc> 


After receiving the get commits request, the device returns a response in the following format if the get 
commits operation is successful: 
<rpc-reply message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 


   <data> 


      <save-point> 


         <commit-information> 


           <CommitID>2</CommitID> 


           <TimeStamp>Thu Oct 30 11:30:28 1980</TimeStamp> 


           <UserName>test</UserName> 


           <Label>SUPPORT VLAN</Label> 


         </commit-information> 


    </save-point> 
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  </data> 
</rpc-reply> 


Performing the save-point/get-commit-information operation 


# Copy the following text to the client to get the system configuration data corresponding to a rollback 
point: 
<rpc message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 
  <save-point> 
    <get-commit-information> 


       <commit-information> 


<commit-id/> 


<commit-index/> 


<commit-label/> 


</commit-information> 


<compare-information> 


<commit-id/> 


<commit-index/> 


<commit-label/> 


</compare-information 


    </get-commit-information> 
  </save-point> 
</rpc> 


Specify one of the <commit-id>, <commit-index>, and <commit-label> parameters to get the 
configuration data corresponding to the specified rollback point. The <compare-information> parameter 
is optional. If no parameter is specified, this operation gets the configuration data corresponding to the 
most recently configured rollback point. The following text is a <save-point>/< get-commit-information> 
request example: 
<rpc message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 
  <save-point> 
    <get-commit-information> 


               <commit-information> 


                  <commit-label>SUPPORT VLAN</commit-label> 


               </commit-information> 


    </get-commit-information> 
  </save-point> 
</rpc> 


After receiving the get-commit-information request, the device returns a response in the following format 
if the get-commit-information operation is successful: 
<rpc-reply message-id="101" xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0"> 


   <data> 


     <save-point> 


        <commit-information> 


           <content> 


              … 


interface vlan 1 


… 


           </content> 


</commit-information> 
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     </save-point> 


   </data> 


</rpc-reply> 


Command reference 


None. 


Modified feature: Executing Comware commands in Tcl 
configuration view 


Feature change description 


In a version earlier than Release 3109P01, if a Comware command conflicts with a Tcl command, the Tcl 
command will be executed.  


If you use Release 3109P01 or its later versions, you can use the cli command to enable a Comware 
command to be executed when it conflicts with a Tcl command. 


When you use this feature, follow these restrictions and guidelines: 


The cli command is a Tcl command, so you cannot enter ? to obtain online help or press Tab to complete 
an abbreviated command. 


You can use the cli command to execute all Comware commands in Tcl configuration view. 


To execute multiple Comware commands in one operation: 


Provide multiple Comware commands for the cli command, quote them, and separate them by a 
space and a semicolon. For example, cli "rip 1 ; network 10.1.1.1". 


Provide one Comware command for each cli command and separate them by a space and a 
semicolon. For example, cli rip 1 ; cli network 10.1.1.1. 


To execute Comware commands in Tcl configuration view: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter Tcl configuration view tclsh N/A 


2. Execute Comware 
commands. 


cli command 
This command cannot be 
used to execute Tcl 
commands. 


 


Command reference 


New command: cli 


Use cli to enable a Comware command to be executed in Tcl configuration view when it conflicts with a 
Tcl command. 


Syntax 


cli command 
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Views 


Tcl configuration view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


command: Specifies the commands to be executed. They must be complete command lines. 


Usage guidelines 


In Tcl configuration view, a Tcl command takes preference over a Comware command when a conflict 
occurs. This command enables a Comware command to be executed when a conflict occurs. 


This command cannot be used to execute Tcl commands. 


Examples 


# Perform the following steps to execute a Comware command that conflicts with a Tcl command in Tcl 
configuration view. 


1. Execute a Comware command in Tcl configuration view. The output shows that the Comware 
command cannot be executed because it conflicts with a Tcl command. 


<Sysname> tclsh 


<Sysname-tcl> system-view 


[Sysname-tcl] user-interface vty 0 63 


[Sysname-tcl-line-vty0-63] set authentication password simple password1  


wrong # args: should be "set varName ?newValue?" 


2. Configure the cli command to execute the Comware command again. 
[Sysname-tcl-line-vty0-63] cli set authentication password simple password1 


# Execute multiple Comware commands in one operation to enter RIP view. 


Method 1: 
[Sysname-tcl] cli "rip 1 ; network 10.1.1.1" 


[Sysname-tcl-rip-1] 


Method 2: 
[Sysname-tcl] cli rip 1 ; cli network 10.1.1.1 


[Sysname-tcl-rip-1] 


Modified feature: The default user role feature for remote AAA 
users 


Feature change description 


In this release and later versions, the role-name argument was added to the role default-role enable 
command. You can specify either a predefined or a user-defined user role as the default user role. 
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Command changes 


Modified command: role default-role enable 


Old syntax 


role default-role enable 


New syntax 


role default-role enable [ role-name ] 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: The command does not support the role-name argument. The default user role can 
only be network-operator. 


After modification: The role-name argument was added to the command. You can specify an existing 
user role as the default user role for AAA users who have not been assigned any user role. The argument 
is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. If you do not specify a user role, the default user role is 
network-operator. 
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Release 3108P03 


This release has the following changes: 


• New feature: Support for LLDP configuration on IRF physical interfaces 


• New feature: Disabling PVID inconsistency check 


• New feature: Applicable scope of packet filtering on a VLAN interface 


• New feature: Outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled interface 


• New feature: Disabling SSL 3.0 


• New feature: Login delay 


• New feature: Setting the minimum storage period for logs 


• New feature: NQA UDP tracert operation 


• New feature: NQA UDP template 


• New feature: Output interface for probe packets 


• Modified feature: Port status detection timer 


• Modified command: shutdown-interval 


• Modified feature: Assigning user roles to a schedule 


• Modified feature: Assigning user roles to a CLI-defined policy 


• Modified feature: Displaying brief IPv4 routing table information 


• Modified command: display ip routing-table 


• Modified feature: Displaying brief IPv6 routing table information 


• Modified command: display ipv6 routing-table 


New feature: Support for LLDP configuration on IRF physical 
interfaces 


Support for LLDP configuration on IRF physical interfaces 


This release supports configuring LLDP on IRF physical interfaces for you to check connections and view 
link status on IRF physical interfaces. 


When you configure LLDP on IRF physical interfaces, follow these restrictions and guidelines: 


• LLDP on IRF physical interfaces supports only nearest bridge agents. 


• IRF physical interfaces can advertise only the following basic TLVs: 


 Port description. 


 System capability. 


 System description. 


 System name. 


By default, IRF physical interfaces can advertise these basic TLVs. 
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Command reference 


You can configure the following commands on an IRF physical interface: 


• lldp admin-status 


• lldp check-change-interval 


• lldp enable 


• lldp encapsulation snap 


• lldp notification remote-change enable 


• lldp tlv-enable 


New feature: Disabling PVID inconsistency check 


Disabling PVID inconsistency check 


By default, the device requires that the PVID for both ends of a link must be identical. If the PVID in a 
received packet is different from the local PVID, the device generates logs to inform you of PVID 
inconsistency. 


You can disable PVID inconsistency check if different PVIDs are required on a link. For example, access 
switches and distribution switches use different PVIDs on their in-between links to assign traffic to different 
VLANs. 


Command reference 


lldp ignore-pvid-inconsistency 


Use lldp ignore-pvid-inconsistency to disable PVID inconsistency check. 


Use undo lldp ignore-pvid-inconsistency to restore the default. 


Syntax 


lldp ignore-pvid-inconsistency 


undo lldp ignore-pvid-inconsistency 


Default 


PVID inconsistency check is enabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


By default, the device requires that the PVID for both ends of a link must be identical. If the PVID in a 
received packet is different from the local PVID, the device generates logs to inform you of PVID 
inconsistency. 


You can disable PVID inconsistency check if different PVIDs are required on a link. 
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Examples 


# Disable PVID inconsistency check. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] lldp ignore-pvid-inconsistency 


New feature: Applicable scope of packet filtering on a VLAN 
interface 


Configuring the applicable scope of packet filtering on a VLAN 
interface 


You can configure the packet filtering on a VLAN interface to filter the following packets: 


• Packets forwarded at Layer 3 by the VLAN interface. 


• All packets, including packets forwarded at Layer 3 by the VLAN interface and packets forwarded 
at Layer 2 by the physical ports associated with the VLAN interface. 


To configure the applicable scope of packet filtering on a VLAN interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a VLAN interface 
and enter its view. 


interface vlan-interface vlan-interface-id 


If the VLAN interface 
already exists, you directly 
enter its view. 


By default, no VLAN 
interface exists. 


3. Specify the applicable 
scope of packet filtering on 
the VLAN interface. 


packet-filter filter [ route | all ] 
By default, the packet 
filtering filters all packets. 


 


Command reference 


packet-filter filter 


Use packet-filter filter to specify the applicable scope of packet filtering on a VLAN interface. 


Use undo packet-filter filter to restore the default. 


Syntax 


packet-filter filter [ route | all ] 


undo packet-filter filter 


Default 


The packet filtering filters all packets. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


route: Filters packets forwarded at Layer 3 by the VLAN interface. 


all: Filters all packets, including packets forwarded at Layer 3 by the VLAN interface and packets 
forwarded at Layer 2 by the physical ports associated with the VLAN interface. 


Examples 


# Configure the packet filtering on VLAN-interface 2 to filter packets forwarded at Layer 3. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] packet-filter filter route 


New feature: Outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled 
interface 


Enabling outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled interface 


When you enable this feature on a portal-enabled interface, the device permits the interface to send the 
following packets: 


• Packets whose destination IP addresses are IP addresses of authenticated portal users. 


• Packets that match portal-free rules. 


Other outgoing packets on the interface are dropped. 


To enable outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


Enter system view. system-view N/A 


Enter interface view. 
interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


Enable outgoing packets filtering. portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter 
enable 


By default, outgoing packets filtering 
is disabled. The interface can send 
any packets. 


 


Command reference 


portal outbound-filter enable 


Use portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable to enable outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled 
interface. 


Use undo portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable to disable outgoing packets filtering. 


Syntax 


portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable 
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undo portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable 


Default 


Outgoing packets filtering is disabled. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6: Specifies outgoing IPv6 packets. If you do not specify this keyword, the command is for outgoing 
IPv4 packets. 


Examples 


# Enable outgoing packets filtering on VLAN-interface 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface100] portal outbound-filter enable 


New feature: Disabling SSL 3.0 


Disabling SSL 3.0 


This feature allows you to disable SSL 3.0 on a device to enhance system security. 


• An SSL server supports only TLS 1.0 after SSL 3.0 is disabled. 


• An SSL client always uses SSL 3.0 if SSL 3.0 is specified for the client policy, whether you disable SSL 
3.0 or not. 


To ensure successful establishment of an SSL connection, do not disable SSL 3.0 on a device when the 
peer device only supports SSL 3.0. HP recommends upgrading the peer device to support TLS 1.0 to 
improve security. 


To disable SSL 3.0 on a device: 
 


Step Command Remarks  


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Disable SSL 3.0 on the device. ssl version ssl3.0 disable By default, the device supports SSL 
3.0. 


 


Command reference 


ssl version ssl3.0 disable 


Use ssl version ssl3.0 disable to disable SSL 3.0 on the device.  


Use undo ssl version ssl3.0 disable restore the default. 
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Syntax 


ssl version ssl3.0 disable 


undo ssl version ssl3.0 disable 


Default 


The device supports SSL 3.0. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Disable SSL 3.0 on the device. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ssl version ssl3.0 disable 


New feature: Login delay 


Enabling the login delay 


The login delay feature delays the device to accept a login request from a user after the user fails a login 
attempt. This feature can slow down login dictionary attacks. 


To enable the login delay: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable the login delay 
feature. 


attack-defense login 
reauthentication-delay seconds 


By default, the login delay feature 
is disabled. 


 


Command reference 


attack-defense login reauthentication-delay 


Use attack-defense login reauthentication-delay to enable the login delay feature. 


Use undo attack-defense login reauthentication-delay to restore the default. 


Syntax 


attack-defense login reauthentication-delay seconds 


undo attack-defense login reauthentication-delay 


Default 


The login delay feature is disabled. The device does not delay accepting a login request from a user who 
has failed a login attempt. 
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Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


seconds: Sets the delay period in seconds, in the range of 4 to 60. 


Usage guidelines 


The login delay feature delays the device to accept a login request from a user after the user fails a login 
attempt. This feature can slow down login dictionary attacks. 


Examples 


# Enable the login delay feature and set the delay period to 5 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] attack-defense login reauthentication-delay 5 


New feature: Setting the minimum storage period for logs 


Setting the minimum storage period for logs 


Use this feature to set the minimum storage period for logs in the log buffer and log file. This feature 
ensures that logs will not be overwritten by new logs in a specific period of time.  


When the log buffer or log file is full, new logs will automatically overwrite the oldest logs by default. 
After the minimum storage period is set, the system identifies the storage period of a log before 
overwriting the log. The system current time minus a log's generation time is the log's storage period. 


• If the storage period of a log is shorter than or equal to the minimum storage period, the system 
does not delete the log. The new log will not be saved. 


• If the storage period of a log is longer than the minimum storage period, the system deletes the log 
to save the new log. 


To set the log minimum storage period: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Set the log minimum 
storage period. 


info-center syslog min-age min-age 
By default, the log minimum 
storage period is not 
configured.  


 


Command reference 


info-center syslog min-age 


Use info-center syslog min-age to set the minimum storage period for logs stored in the log buffer and 
log file. 


Use undo info-center syslog min-age to restore the default. 
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Syntax 


info-center syslog min-age min-age 


undo info-center syslog min-age 


Default 


The log minimum storage period is not configured. 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


network-admin 


Parameters 


min-age: Sets the log minimum storage period in hours. The value range is 1 to 8760.  


Usage guidelines 


When the log buffer or log file is full, new logs will automatically overwrite the oldest logs by default. 
After the minimum storage period is set, the system identifies the storage period of a log before 
overwriting the log. The system current time minus a log's generation time is the log's storage period. 


• If the storage period of a log is shorter than or equal to the minimum storage period, the system 
does not delete the log. The new log will not be saved. 


• If the storage period of a log is longer than the minimum storage period, the system deletes the log 
to save the new log. 


Examples 


# Set the log minimum storage period to 168 hours. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] info-center syslog min-age 168 


New feature: NQA UDP tracert operation 


Configuring the NQA UDP tracert operation 


The UDP tracert operation determines the routing path from the source device to the destination device.  


Before you configure the UDP tracert operation, perform the following tasks: 


• Enable sending ICMP time exceeded messages on the intermediate devices between the source 
and destination devices. If the intermediate devices are HP devices, use the ip ttl-expires enable 
command. 


• Enable sending ICMP destination unreachable messages on the destination device. If the 
destination device is an HP device, use the ip unreachables enable command. 


For more information about the ip ttl-expires enable and ip unreachable enable commands, see Layer 
3—IP Services Command Reference. 


The UDP tracert operation is not supported in IPv6 networks. To determine the routing path that the IPv6 
packets traverse from the source to the destination, use the tracert ipv6 command. For more information 
about the command, see Network Management and Monitoring Command Reference. 


To configure the UDP tracert operation: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an NQA operation 
and enter NQA operation 
view. 


nqa entry admin-name 
operation-tag 


By default, no NQA operation is 
created. 


3. Specify the UDP tracert 
operation type and enter its 
view. 


type udp-tracert N/A 


4. Specify the destination 
address of UDP packets. destination ip ip-address 


By default, no destination IP address 
is configured. 


5. (Optional.) Specify the 
destination port of UDP 
packets. 


destination port port-number 


By default, the destination port 
number is 33434. 


This port number must be an unused 
number on the destination device, so 
that the destination device can reply 
with ICMP port unreachable 
messages. 


6. (Optional.) Set the payload 
size for each UDP packet. data-size size The default setting is 100 bytes. 


7. (Optional.) Enable the 
no-fragmentation function. no-fragment enable By default, the no-fragmentation 


function is disabled. 


8. (Optional.) Set the maximum 
number of consecutive probe 
failures. 


max-failure value The default setting is 5. 


9. (Optional.) Set the TTL value 
for UDP packets in the start 
round of the UDP tracert 
operation. 


init-ttl value The default setting is 1. 


10. (Optional.) Specify an output 
interface for UDP packets. 


out interface interface-type 
interface-number 


By default, the output interface for 
UDP packets is not specified. The 
NQA client determines the output 
interface based on the routing table 
lookup. 


11. (Optional.) Specify the source 
port of UDP packets. source port port-number 


By default, no source port number is 
specified. 


12. (Optional.) Specify the source 
IP address of UDP packets. 


• Specify the IP address of the 
specified interface as the 
source IP address: 
source interface 
interface-type 
interface-number 


• Specify the source IP 
address: 
source ip ip-address 


By default, no source IP address is 
specified. The packets take the 
primary IP address of the output 
interface as their source IP address. 


If you configure both the source ip 
and source interface commands, 
the most recent configuration takes 
effect. 


The specified source interface must 
be up. The source IP address must be 
the IP address of a local interface, 
and the local interface must be up. 
Otherwise, no probe packets can be 
sent out. 
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Command reference 


The following commands are available in UDP tracert operation view: 


• data-size. 


• destination ip. 


• destination port. 


• out interface. 


• source interface. 


• source ip. 


• source port. 


For more information about the out interface command, see "out interface." For more information about 
other commands, see Network Management and Monitoring Command Reference. 


init-ttl 


Use init-ttl to set the TTL value for UDP packets in the start round of the UDP tracert operation. 


Use undo init-ttl to restore the default. 


Syntax 


init-ttl value 


undo init-ttl 


Default 


The NQA client sends a UDP packet with the TTL value 1 to start the UDP tracert operation. 


Views 


UDP tracert operation view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


value: Specifies the TTL value in the range of 1 to 255. 


Examples 


# Set the TTL value to 5 for the UDP packets in the start round. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] nqa entry admin test 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test] type udp-tracert 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test-udp-tracert] init-ttl 5 


max-failure 


Use max-failure to set the maximum number of consecutive probe failures in a UDP tracert operation. 


Use undo max-failure to restore the default. 


Syntax 


max-failure value 
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undo max-failure 


Default 


A UDP tracert operation stops and fails when it detects five consecutive probe failures. 


Views 


UDP tracert operation view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


value: Specifies the maximum number in the range of 0 to 255. When this argument is set to 0 or 255, 
the UDP tracert operation does not stop when consecutive probe failures occur. 


Usage guidelines 


When a UDP tracert operation detects the maximum number of consecutive probe failures, the operation 
fails and stops probing the path. 


Examples 


# Set the maximum number of consecutive probe failures to 20 in a UDP tracert operation. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] nqa entry admin test 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test] type udp-tracert 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test-udp-tracert] max-failure 20 


no-fragment enable 


Use no-fragment enable to enable the no-fragmentation function. 


Use undo no-fragment enable to disable the no-fragmentation function. 


Syntax 


no-fragment enable 


undo no-fragment enable 


Default 


The no-fragmentation function is disabled. 


Views 


UDP tracert operation view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


The no-fragmentation function sets the DF field to 1. Packets with the DF field set cannot be fragmented 
during the forwarding process. 


You can use this command to test the path MTU of a link. 


Examples 


# Enable the no-fragmentation function for the UDP tracert operation. 
<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] nqa entry admin test 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test] type udp-tracert 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test-udp-tracert] no-fragment enable 


New feature: NQA UDP template 


Configuring an NQA UDP template 


A feature that uses the NQA UDP template performs the UDP operation to test the following items: 


• Reachability of a specific port on the NQA server. 


• Availability of the requested service on the NQA server. 


In UDP template view, you can specify the expected data to be returned. If you do not specify the 
expected data, the UDP operation tests only whether the client can receive the response packet from the 
server. 


The UDP operation requires both the NQA server and the NQA client. Before you perform a UDP 
operation, configure a UDP listening service on the NQA server. 


To configure the UDP template: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a UDP template and 
enter its view. nqa template udp name N/A 


3. (Optional.) Specify the 
destination IP address for the 
operation. 


• IPv4 address: 
destination ip ip-address 


• IPv6 address: 
destination ipv6 
ipv6-address 


By default, no destination address is 
specified. 


The destination address must be the 
same as the IP address of the listening 
service configured on the NQA 
server. 


4. (Optional.) Configure the 
destination port number for 
the operation. 


destination port port-number 


By default, no destination port 
number is configured. 


The destination port number must be 
the same as the port number of the 
listening service on the NQA server. 


5. (Optional.) Specify the string 
to be filled in the payload of 
each request. 


data-fill string 
The default setting is the hexadecimal 
number 
00010203040506070809. 


6. (Optional.) Set the payload 
size for each UDP packet. data-size size The default setting is 100 bytes. 


7. (Optional.) Specify the 
source IP address for the 
probe packets. 


• IPv4 address: 
source ip ip-address 


• IPv6 address: 
source ipv6 ipv6-address 


By default, no source IP address is 
specified. 


The source IP address must be the IP 
address of a local interface, and the 
interface must be up. Otherwise, no 
probe packets can be sent out. 
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Step Command Remarks 


8. (Optional.) Configure the 
expected data. 


expect data expression [ offset 
number ] 


By default, no expected data is 
configured. 


For a successful operation, you must 
execute the data-fill command before 
you execute this command. 


 


Command reference 


The following commands are available in UDP template view: 


• data-fill. 


• data-size. 


• destination ip. 


• destination ipv6. 


• destination port. 


• expect data. 


• source ip. 


• source ipv6. 


For more information about these commands, see Network Management and Monitoring Command 
Reference. 


New feature: Output interface for probe packets 


Specifying the output interface for probe packets 


This feature is optional and available for DHCP, ICMP echo, and UDP tracert operations. 


To specify the output interface for a DHCP, ICMP echo, or UDP tracert operation: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an NQA operation 
and enter NQA operation 
view. 


nqa entry admin-name 
operation-tag 


By default, no NQA operation is 
created. 


3. Specify an operation type 
and enter its view. 


type { dhcp | icmp-echo | 
udp-tracert } N/A 


4. Specify the output interface 
for probe packets. 


out interface interface-type 
interface-number 


By default, the output interface for 
probe packets is not specified. The 
NQA client determines the output 
interface based on the routing table 
lookup. 
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Command reference 


out interface 


Use out interface to specify the output interface for probe packets. 


Use undo out interface to restore the default. 


Syntax 


out interface interface-type interface-number 


undo out interface 


Default 


The output interface for probe packets is not specified. The NQA client determines the output interface 
based on the routing table lookup. 


Views 


DHCP operation view, ICMP echo operation view, UDP tracert operation view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. 


Usage guidelines 


For successful operation, the specified output interface must be up. 


If the next-hop command is configured for an ICMP echo operation, the out interface command does not 
take effect. 


Examples 


# Specify VLAN-interface 2 as the output interface for probe packets in the UDP tracert operation. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] nqa entry admin test 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test] type udp-tracert 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test-udp-tracert] out interface vlan-interface 2 


Modified feature: Port status detection timer 


Feature change description 


The value range for the port status detection timer changed. 


Command changes 


Modified command: shutdown-interval 


shutdown-interval time 


undo shutdown-interval 
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Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range is 1 to 300, in seconds. 


After modification: The value range is 0 to 300, in seconds. 


Modified feature: Assigning user roles to a schedule 


Feature change description 


The security-audit user role became mutually exclusive with any other user roles. Assigning the 
security-audit user role to a schedule removes all the other user role assignments for the schedule. 
Assigning any other user role to a schedule removes the security-audit user role assignment for the 
schedule.  


Command changes 


Modified command: user-role 


Syntax 


user-role role-name 


undo user-role role-name 


Views 


Schedule view 


Change description 


Before modification: The security-audit user role can be assigned to a schedule together with other user 
roles. 


After modification: The security-audit user role is mutually exclusive with any other user roles. Assigning 
the security-audit user role to a schedule removes all the other user role assignments for the schedule. 
Assigning any other user role to a schedule removes the security-audit user role assignment for the 
schedule. 


Modified feature: Assigning user roles to a CLI-defined policy 


Feature change description 


The security-audit user role became mutually exclusive with any other user roles. Assigning the 
security-audit user role to a CLI-defined policy removes all the other user role assignments for the 
CLI-defined policy. Assigning any other user role to a CLI-defined policy removes the security-audit user 
role assignment for the CLI-defined policy.  
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Command changes 


Modified command: user-role 


Syntax 


user-role role-name 


undo user-role role-name 


Views 


CLI-defined policy view 


Change description 


Before modification: The security-audit user role can be assigned to a CLI-defined policy together with 
other user roles. 


After modification: The security-audit user role is mutually exclusive with any other user roles. Assigning 
the security-audit user role to a CLI-defined policy removes all the other user role assignments for the 
CLI-defined policy. Assigning any other user role to a CLI-defined policy removes the security-audit user 
role assignment for the CLI-defined policy. 


Modified feature: Displaying brief IPv4 routing table 
information 


Feature change description 


The summary keyword was added to the display ip routing-table command to display brief IPv4 routing 
table information. 


Command changes 


Modified command: display ip routing-table 


Old syntax 


display ip routing-table [ verbose | statistics ] [ standby slot slot-number ] 


New syntax 


display ip routing-table [ verbose | statistics | summary ] [ standby slot slot-number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


After modification: The summary keyword was added. 
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Modified feature: Displaying brief IPv6 routing table 
information 


Feature change description 


The summary keyword was added to the display ipv6 routing-table command to display brief IPv6 
routing table information. 


Command changes 


Modified command: display ipv6 routing-table 


Old syntax 


display ipv6 routing-table [ verbose | statistics ] [ standby slot slot-number ] 


New syntax 


display ipv6 routing-table [ verbose | statistics | summary ] [ standby slot slot-number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


After modification: The summary keyword was added. 


Modified feature: Deleting ACL rules 


Feature change description 


In versions earlier than Release 3108P03, you must specify the rule ID for the undo rule command to 
delete an ACL rule. 


In Release 3108P03 and later versions, you can delete an ACL rule in either of the following ways: 


• Specify the rule ID for the undo rule command. 


• Specify all the match criteria in the rule for the undo rule command. 


Command changes 


Modified command: rule (Ethernet frame header ACL view) 


Old syntax 


rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } [ cos vlan-pri | counting | dest-mac dest-address dest-mask | { lsap 
lsap-type lsap-type-mask | type protocol-type protocol-type-mask } | source-mac source-address 
source-mask | time-range time-range-name ] * 


undo rule rule-id [ counting | time-range ] * 
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New syntax 


rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } [ cos vlan-pri | counting | dest-mac dest-address dest-mask | { lsap 
lsap-type lsap-type-mask | type protocol-type protocol-type-mask } | source-mac source-address 
source-mask | time-range time-range-name ] * 


undo rule rule-id [ counting | time-range ] * 


undo rule { deny | permit } [ cos vlan-pri | counting | dest-mac dest-address dest-mask | { lsap lsap-type 
lsap-type-mask | type protocol-type protocol-type-mask } | source-mac source-address source-mask | 
time-range time-range-name ] * 


Views 


Ethernet frame header ACL view 


Change description 


Before modification: To delete an Ethernet frame header ACL rule, you must specify the rule ID for the 
undo rule command. 


After modification: You can also specify all the match criteria in the rule for the undo rule command to 
delete an Ethernet frame header ACL rule. 


Modified command: rule (IPv4 advanced ACL view) 


Old syntax 


rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } protocol [ { { ack ack-value | fin fin-value | psh psh-value | rst rst-value 
| syn syn-value | urg urg-value } * | established } | counting | destination { dest-address dest-wildcard 
| any } | destination-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | { dscp dscp | { precedence precedence | tos tos } 
* } | fragment | icmp-type { icmp-type [ icmp-code ] | icmp-message } | logging | source 
{ source-address source-wildcard | any } | source-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | time-range 
time-range-name ] * 


undo rule rule-id [ { { ack | fin | psh | rst | syn | urg } * | established } | counting | destination | 
destination-port | { dscp | { precedence | tos } * } | fragment | icmp-type | logging | source | 
source-port | time-range ] * 


New syntax 


rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } protocol [ { { ack ack-value | fin fin-value | psh psh-value | rst rst-value 
| syn syn-value | urg urg-value } * | established } | counting | destination { dest-address dest-wildcard 
| any } | destination-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | { dscp dscp | { precedence precedence | tos tos } 
* } | fragment | icmp-type { icmp-type [ icmp-code ] | icmp-message } | logging | source 
{ source-address source-wildcard | any } | source-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | time-range 
time-range-name ] * 


undo rule rule-id [ { { ack | fin | psh | rst | syn | urg } * | established } | counting | destination | 
destination-port | { dscp | { precedence | tos } * } | fragment | icmp-type | logging | source | 
source-port | time-range ] * 


undo rule { deny | permit } protocol [ { { ack ack-value | fin fin-value | psh psh-value | rst rst-value | syn 
syn-value | urg urg-value } * | established } | counting | destination { dest-address dest-wildcard | any } 
| destination-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | { dscp dscp | { precedence precedence | tos tos } * } | 
fragment | icmp-type { icmp-type [ icmp-code ] | icmp-message } | logging | source { source-address 
source-wildcard | any } | source-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | time-range time-range-name ] * 
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Views 


IPv4 advanced ACL view 


Change description 


Before modification: To delete an IPv4 advanced ACL rule, you must specify the rule ID for the undo rule 
command. 


After modification: You can also specify all the match criteria in the rule for the undo rule command to 
delete an IPv4 advanced ACL rule. 


Modified command: rule (IPv4 basic ACL view) 


Old syntax 


rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } [ counting | fragment | logging | source { source-address 
source-wildcard | any } | time-range time-range-name ] * 


undo rule rule-id [ counting | fragment | logging | source | time-range ] * 


New syntax 


rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } [ counting | fragment | logging | source { source-address 
source-wildcard | any } | time-range time-range-name ] * 


undo rule rule-id [ counting | fragment | logging | source | time-range ] * 


undo rule { deny | permit } [ counting | fragment | logging | source { source-address source-wildcard 
| any } | time-range time-range-name ] * 


Views 


IPv4 basic ACL view 


Change description 


Before modification: To delete an IPv4 basic ACL rule, you must specify the rule ID for the undo rule 
command. 


After modification: You can also specify all the match criteria in the rule for the undo rule command to 
delete an IPv4 basic ACL rule. 


Modified command: rule (IPv6 advanced ACL view) 


Old syntax 


rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } protocol [ { { ack ack-value | fin fin-value | psh psh-value | rst rst-value 
| syn syn-value | urg urg-value } * | established } | counting | destination { dest-address dest-prefix | 
dest-address/dest-prefix | any } | destination-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | dscp dscp | flow-label 
flow-label-value | fragment | icmp6-type { icmp6-type icmp6-code | icmp6-message } | logging | 
routing [ type routing-type ] | hop-by-hop [ type hop-type ] | source { source-address source-prefix | 
source-address/source-prefix | any } | source-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | time-range 
time-range-name ] * 


undo rule rule-id [ { { ack | fin | psh | rst | syn | urg } * | established } | counting | destination | 
destination-port | dscp | flow-label | fragment | icmp6-type | logging | routing | hop-by-hop | 
source | source-port | time-range ] * 
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New syntax 


rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } protocol [ { { ack ack-value | fin fin-value | psh psh-value | rst rst-value 
| syn syn-value | urg urg-value } * | established } | counting | destination { dest-address dest-prefix | 
dest-address/dest-prefix | any } | destination-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | dscp dscp | flow-label 
flow-label-value | fragment | icmp6-type { icmp6-type icmp6-code | icmp6-message } | logging | 
routing [ type routing-type ] | hop-by-hop [ type hop-type ] | source { source-address source-prefix | 
source-address/source-prefix | any } | source-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | time-range 
time-range-name ] * 


undo rule rule-id [ { { ack | fin | psh | rst | syn | urg } * | established } | counting | destination | 
destination-port | dscp | flow-label | fragment | icmp6-type | logging | routing | hop-by-hop | 
source | source-port | time-range ] * 


undo rule { deny | permit } protocol [ { { ack ack-value | fin fin-value | psh psh-value | rst rst-value | syn 
syn-value | urg urg-value } * | established } | counting | destination { dest-address dest-prefix | 
dest-address/dest-prefix | any } | destination-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | dscp dscp | flow-label 
flow-label-value | fragment | icmp6-type { icmp6-type icmp6-code | icmp6-message } | logging | 
routing [ type routing-type ] | hop-by-hop [ type hop-type ] | source { source-address source-prefix | 
source-address/source-prefix | any } | source-port operator port1 [ port2 ] | time-range 
time-range-name ] * 


Views 


IPv6 advanced ACL view 


Change description 


Before modification: To delete an IPv6 advanced ACL rule, you must specify the rule ID for the undo rule 
command. 


After modification: You can also specify all the match criteria in the rule for the undo rule command to 
delete an IPv6 advanced ACL rule. 


Modified command: rule (IPv6 basic ACL view) 


Old syntax 


rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } [ counting | fragment | logging | routing [ type routing-type ] | source 
{ source-address source-prefix | source-address/source-prefix | any } | time-range time-range-name ] * 


undo rule rule-id [ counting | fragment | logging | routing | source | time-range ] * 


New syntax 


rule [ rule-id ] { deny | permit } [ counting | fragment | logging | routing [ type routing-type ] | source 
{ source-address source-prefix | source-address/source-prefix | any } | time-range time-range-name ] * 


undo rule rule-id [ counting | fragment | logging | routing | source | time-range ] * 


undo rule { deny | permit } [ counting | fragment | logging | routing [ type routing-type ] | source 
{ source-address source-prefix | source-address/source-prefix | any } | time-range time-range-name ] * 


Views 


IPv6 basic ACL view 


Change description 


Before modification: To delete an IPv6 basic ACL rule, you must specify the rule ID for the undo rule 
command. 
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After modification: You can also specify all the match criteria in the rule for the undo rule command to 
delete an IPv6 basic ACL rule. 


Modified feature: Configuring log host output parameters 


Feature change description 


The hostname argument was added to the info-center loghost command. You can specify a log host by 
its host name. 


Command changes 


Modified command: info-center loghost 


Old syntax 


info-center loghost { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port port-number ] [ facility local-number ] 


New syntax 


info-center loghost { hostname | ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port port-number ] [ facility 
local-number ] 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


The hostname argument was added, which allows you to specify a log host by its host name. 


Modified feature: Configuring the NQA HTTP template 


Feature change description 


This release supports specifying the HTTP version for an NQA HTTP template. 


Command changes 


Modified command: version 


Syntax 


version { v1.0 | v1.1 }  


undo version 


Views 


HTTP operation view, HTTP template view 


Change description 


Before modification: The version command is not available in HTTP template view. 


After modification: The version command is available in HTTP template view.  
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Release 3108P01 


This release has the following changes: 


• New feature:Logging in to the Web interface 


• New feature: ND snooping 


• New feature: DHCP packet blocking port 


• New feature: DHCPv6 packet blocking port 


• New feature: User validity check rules for ARP detection 


• New feature: ARP blackhole route probe settings 


• New feature: TCP fragment attack protection 


• New feature: ND snooping 


• New feature: 802.1p priority for IGMP messages 


• New feature: Source IP address for IGMP reports 


• New feature: Source IP address for IGMP leave messages 


• New feature: Simulated member host in IPv4 multicast 


• New feature: Disabling a port from becoming a dynamic router port in IPv4 multicast 


• New feature: 802.1p priority for MLD messages 


• New feature: Source IPv6 address for MLD reports 


• New feature: Source IPv6 address for MLD done messages 


• New feature: Simulated member host in IPv6 multicast 


• New feature: Disabling a port from becoming a dynamic router port in IPv6 multicast 


• New feature: BFD for Ethernet link aggregation 


• New feature: Configuration differences display between configuration files 


• New feature: Emergency shell 


• New feature: Disabling source check with static MAC address entries 


• New feature: CWMP 


• New feature: Configuring AIS 


• New feature: Configuring LM 


• New feature: Configuring one-way DM 


• New feature: Configuring two-way DM 


• New feature: Configuring TST 


• New feature: Configuring EAIS 


• New feature: Displaying the CFD implementation status 


• New feature: Clearing CFD test results 


• New feature: RRPP 


• New feature: Configuring a BFD template 


• New feature: Forbidding an OpenFlow instance to report the specified types of ports to controllers 


• New feature: Configuring the default action of the table-miss flow entry 
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• New feature: Clearing statistical counts of sent and received packets of controllers 


• Modified feature: Configuring a match rule for a DHCP user class 


• Modified feature: Working directory authorization for FTP, SFTP, and SCP users 


• Modified feature: Enabling the SCP server function 


• Modified feature: Fast terminating Stelnet connections 


• Modified feature: Configuring the authentication mode for single-hop BFD control packets 


• Modified feature: Configuring the authentication mode for multihop BFD control packets 


• Modified feature: Enabling SNMP logging 


• Modified feature: Configuring the local connection properties for the main connection 


• Modified feature: Disabling an interface from processing NTP messages 


• Modified feature: Including time zone information in the timestamp of system information sent to a 
log host 


• Modified feature: Setting the maximum number of concurrent 802.1X users on a port 


• Modified feature: Setting the maximum number of concurrent MAC authentication users on a port 


• Modified feature: Setting port security's limit on the number of secure MAC addresses on a port 


• Modified feature: Enhanced CC authentication 


• Modified feature: Deregistering an OpenFlow instance 


• Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv4 dynamic member ports 


• Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv6 dynamic member ports 


• Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv4 dynamic router ports 


• Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv6 dynamic router ports 


• Modified feature: Setting the IGMP last member query interval 


• Modified feature: Setting the MLD last listener query interval 


• Modified feature: Setting the maximum response time for IGMP general queries 


• Modified feature: Setting the maximum response time for MLD general queries 


• Modified feature: Setting the IGMP general query interval in a VLAN 


• Modified feature: Setting the MLD general query interval in a VLAN 


New feature:Logging in to the Web interface 


Configuring Logging in to the Web interface 


The device provides a built-in Web server that supports HTTP 1.0 and HTTPS. You can use a Web 
browser to log in to and configure the device. 


HTTPS uses SSL to ensure the integrity and security of data exchanged between the client and the server, 
and is more secure than HTTP. You can define a certificate attribute-based access control policy to allow 
only legal clients to access the Web interface. 


Web login is disabled by default. To enable Web login, log in through the console port, assign an IP 
address to the device for Web login, and configure HTTP or HTTPS login. 
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FIPS compliance 


The device supports the FIPS mode that complies with NIST FIPS 140-2 requirements. Support for features, 
commands, and parameters might differ in FIPS mode and non-FIPS mode. For more information about 
FIPS mode, see Security Configuration Guide. 


HTTP is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Configuring HTTP login 


Step Command Remarks 


1. (Optional.) Specify a fixed 
verification code for Web 
login. 


web captcha verification-code 


By default, no fixed verification 
code is configured for Web login, 
and a Web user must enter the 
verification code displayed on the 
login page at login. 


2. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


3. Enable the HTTP service. ip http enable By default, the HTTP service is 
disabled.  


4. Enable the HTTPS service. ip https enable 
By default, the HTTPS service is 
disabled. 


5. (Optional.) Configure the 
HTTP service port number. ip http port port-number The default HTTP service port 


number is 80. 


6. (Optional.) Set the Web 
connection timeout. web idle-timeout minutes 


The default Web connection 
timeout is 10 minutes. 


7. (Optional.) Specify the 
maximum number of online 
HTTP users. 


aaa session-limit http max-sessions 


By default, the maximum number of 
concurrent HTTP users is 5. 


Changing this setting does not 
affect online users. If the current 
number of online HTTP users is 
equal to or greater than the new 
setting, no additional HTTP users 
can log in until online users log out. 


For more information about this 
command, see Security Command 
Reference. 


8. Create a local user and enter 
local user view. 


local-user user-name [ class 
manage ] 


By default, no local user is 
configured.  


9. Configure a password for the 
local user. 


• In non-FIPS mode: 
password [ { hash | simple } 
password ] 


• In FIPS mode: 
password 


A password is saved in hashed 
form. 


By default, no password is 
configured for a local user. 
• In non-FIPS mode, the local user 


can pass authentication after 
entering the correct username 
and passing attribute checks. 


• In FIPS mode, the local user 
cannot pass authentication. 
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Step Command Remarks 


10. Assign a user role to the local 
user. 


authorization-attribute user-role 
user-role 


The default user role is 
network-operator for a Web user. 


11. Specify a service type for the 
local user. service-type http By default, no service type is 


specified for a local user.  
 


Configuring HTTPS login 


The device supports the following HTTPS login modes:  


• Simplified mode—In simplified mode, the device uses a self-signed certificate (a certificate that is 
generated and signed by the device itself) and the default SSL settings. To make the device operate 
in simplified mode, you only need to enable the HTTPS service on the device. 


• Secure mode—In secure mode, the device uses a CA-signed certificate and a set of user-defined 
security protection settings to ensure security. For the device to operate in secure mode, you must 
perform the following tasks: 


 Enable the HTTPS service on the device. 


 Specify an SSL server policy for the service. 


 Configure PKI domain-related parameters.  


Simplified mode is simple to configure but has potential security risks. Secure mode is more complicated 
to configure but provides higher security. 


For more information about SSL and PKI, see Security Configuration Guide. 


To configure HTTPS login:  
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. (Optional.) Specify a fixed 
verification code for Web 
login. 


web captcha verification-code 


By default, no fixed verification code is 
configured for Web login, and a Web 
user must enter the verification code 
displayed on the login page at login. 


2. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


3. (Optional.) Associate an 
SSL server policy with the 
HTTPS service. 


ip https ssl-server-policy 
policy-name 


By default, no SSL server policy is 
associated and the HTTP service uses a 
self-signed certificate.  


Disabling the HTTPS service 
de-associates the SSL service policy from 
the HTTPS service. To enable the HTTPS 
service again, you must reconfigure this 
command again. 


If the HTTPS service has been enabled, 
any changes to the SSL server policy 
associated with it do not take effect.  
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Step Command Remarks 


4. Enable the HTTPS service. ip https enable 


By default, HTTPS is disabled. 


Enabling the HTTPS service triggers the 
SSL handshake negotiation process. 
• If the device has a local certificate, 


the SSL handshake negotiation 
succeeds and the HTTPS service 
starts up. 


• If the device does not have a local 
certificate, the certificate application 
process is started. Because the 
certificate application process takes 
a long time, the SSL handshake 
negotiation might fail and the HTTPS 
service might not be started. To solve 
the problem, execute this command 
again until the HTTPS service is 
enabled. 


5. (Optional.) Associate a 
certificate attribute-based 
access control policy with 
the HTTPS service. 


ip https certificate 
access-control-policy 
policy-name 


By default, the HTTPS service is not 
associated with a certificate-based 
attribute access control policy. 


The device uses the associated policy to 
control client access rights. 


You must configure the client-verify 
enable command and one or more 
permit rules in the associated SSL server 
policy. Otherwise, no clients can log in 
through HTTPS. 


For more information about certificate 
attribute-based access control policies, 
see the chapter on PKI in Security 
Configuration Guide. 


6. (Optional.) Specify the 
HTTPS service port 
number. 


ip https port port-number 
The default HTTPS service port number is 
443. 


7. (Optional.) Set the HTTPS 
login authentication 
mode. 


web https-authorization mode 
{ auto | manual } 


By default, manual authentication mode 
is used for HTTPS login. 


8. (Optional.) Set the Web 
user connection timeout. web idle-timeout minutes 


The default Web connection timeout is 
10 minutes. 


9. (Optional.) Specify the 
maximum number of 
online HTTPS users. 


aaa session-limit https 
max-sessions 


By default, the maximum number of 
concurrent HTTPS users is 5. 


Changing this setting does not affect 
online users. If the current number of 
online HTTPS users is equal to or greater 
than the new setting, no additional 
HTTPS users can log in until online users 
log out. 


For more information about this 
command, see Security Command 
Reference. 
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Step Command Remarks 


10. Create a local user and 
enter local user view. 


local-user user-name [ class 
manage ] 


By default, no local user is configured.  


11. Configure a password for 
the local user. 


• In non-FIPS mode: 
password [ { hash | simple } 
password ] 


• In FIPS mode: 
password 


The password is saved in hashed form. 


By default, no password is configured 
for a local user. 
• In non-FIPS mode, the local user can 


pass authentication after entering the 
correct username and passing 
attribute checks. 


• In FIPS mode, the local user cannot 
pass authentication. 


12. Assign a user role to the 
local user. 


authorization-attribute user-role 
user-role 


The default user role is network-operator 
for a Web user. 


13. Specify a service type for 
the local user. service-type web By default, no service type is specified 


for a local user.  
 


Command reference 


display ip http 


Use display ip http to display HTTP service configuration and status information. 


Syntax 


display ip http 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Examples 


# Display HTTP service configuration and status information. 
<Sysname> display ip http 


HTTP port: 80 


Basic ACL: 2222 


HTTP status: Enabled 


Table 4 Command output 


Field Description 


HTTP port HTTP service port number. 


Basic ACL ACL used to control HTTP access. If no ACL is associated with the HTTP service, "Not 
configured" is displayed. 


HTTP status Whether HTTP service is enabled. 
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display ip https 


Use display ip https to display HTTPS service configuration and status information. 


Syntax 


display ip https 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Examples 


# Display HTTPS service configuration and status information. 
<Sysname> display ip https 


HTTPS port: 443 


SSL server policy: test 


Certificate access control policy: Not configured 


Basic ACL: 2222 


HTTPS status: Enabled 


Table 5 Command output 


Field Description 


HTTPS port HTTPS service port number. 


SSL server policy 
SSL server policy associated with the HTTPS service. If no SSL server 
policy is associated with the HTTPS service, "Not configured" is 
displayed. 


Certificate access-control-policy 
Certificate attribute-based access control policy used to control client 
access rights. If no certificate attribute-based access control policy is 
associated with the HTTPS service, "Not configured" is displayed. 


Basic ACL ACL used to control HTTPS access. If no ACL is associated with the HTTPS 
service, "Not configured" is displayed. 


HTTPS status Whether the HTTPS service is enabled. 
 


display web menu 
Use display web menu to display Web interface navigation tree information. 


Syntax 


display web menu [ chinese ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 
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Parameters 


chinese: Displays Web interface navigation tree information in Chinese. To display the information in 
English, do not specify this keyword. 


Usage guidelines 


This command displays all options on the Web interface navigation tree. 


Examples 


# Display Web interface navigation tree information. 
<Sysname>display web menu                                                            


  .                                                                              


  `--Device: ID = m_device                                                       


       |--Summary: ID = m_panel                                                  


       |    |--System Information: ID = i_main                                   


       |    `--Device Information: ID = i_panel                                  


       |--Basic Settings: ID = m_device_basic                                    


       |    |--Device Name: ID = i_device_sysname                                


       |    `--Web Idle Timeout: ID = i_device_webidle                           


       |--Device Maintenance: ID = m_maintains                                   


       |    `--Reboot: ID = i_reboot                                             


       |--System Time: ID = m_datetime                                           


       |    |--UTC Time: ID = i_systime                                          


       |    `--Time Zone: ID = i_timezone                                        


       |--System Log: ID = m_log                                                 


       |    |--Log List: ID = i_syslog                                           


       |    |--Log Host: ID = i_loghost                                          


       |    `--Log Setup: ID = i_logsetup                                        


       |--Port Management: ID = m_port                                           


       |    |--Summary: ID = i_portsummary                                       


       |    `--Setup: ID = i_portsetup                                           


       |--Traffic Statistics: ID = m_int_statistic                               


       |    `--Traffic Statistics: ID = i_statistic_summary                      


       `--Configuration: ID = m_config                                           


            |--Save: ID = i_save                                                 


            |--Back Up: ID = i_backup                                            


            |--Restore: ID = i_restore                                           


            |--Import: ID = i_import                                             


            `--Export: ID = i_export 


display web users 
Use display web users to display online Web users. 


Syntax 


display web users 


Views 


Any view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Examples 


# Display online Web users. 
<Sysname> display web users 


UserID          Name            Type   Language JobCount LoginTime LastOperation 


AB2039483271293 Administrator   HTTP   Chinese     3     12:00:23  14:10:05 


F09382BA2014AC8 user            HTTPS  English     1     13:05:00  14:11:00 


Table 6 Command output 


Field Description 


UserID ID used to uniquely identify the online Web user. 


JobCount Number of connections established by the user. 
 


free web users 
Use free web users to log off online Web users. 


Syntax 


free web users { all | user-id user-id | user-name user-name } 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


all: Specifies all Web users. 


user-id: Specifies a Web user by the ID, a hexadecimal number of 15 digits. The system assigns each 
Web user a unique ID at login to identify the user. 


user-name: Specifies a Web user by the username, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 255 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


You can log off specific or all Web users as required. 


Examples 


# Log off all online Web users. 
<Sysname> free web users all 


ip http acl 
Use ip http acl to associate an ACL with the HTTP service. 


Use undo ip http acl to remove the association. 
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Syntax 


ip http acl acl-number 


undo ip http acl 


Default 


The HTTP service is not associated with an ACL. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


acl-number: Specifies an ACL number in the range of 2000 to 2999. 


Usage guidelines 


This command is not supported in FIPS mode. 


After the HTTP service is associated with an ACL, only clients permitted by the ACL can access the device 
through HTTP. 


If you execute the ip http acl command multiple times, the most recent configuration takes effect. 


Examples 


# Associate ACL 2001 with the HTTP service to allow only users from 10.10.0.0/16 to access the device 
through HTTP. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] acl number 2001 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2001] rule permit source 10.10.0.0 0.0.255.255 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2001] quit 


[Sysname] ip http acl 2001 


ip http enable 
Use ip http enable to enable the HTTP service. 


Use undo ip http enable to disable the HTTP service. 


Syntax 


ip http enable 


undo ip http enable 


Default 


The HTTP service is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command is not supported in FIPS mode. 
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To allow users to access the device through HTTP, you must enable the HTTP service. 


Web login requests contain usernames and passwords. For security purposes, the device always uses 
HTTPS to transfer Web login requests. To configure HTTP login, you must also enable the HTTPS service. 


Examples 


# Enable the HTTP service. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip http enable 


ip http port 
Use ip http port to specify the HTTP service port number. 


Use undo ip http port to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ip http port port-number 


undo ip http port 


Default 


The HTTP service port number is 80. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


port-number: Specifies a port number for the HTTP service, in the range of 1 to 65535. 


Usage guidelines 


This command is not supported in FIPS mode. 


When the HTTP service is enabled, changing the HTTP service port number re-enables the HTTP service 
and closes all HTTP connections. To log in again, users must enter the new URL in the Web browser's 
address bar. 


Examples 


# Specify the port number 80 for the HTTP service. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip http port 80 


ip https acl 
Use ip https acl to associate an ACL with the HTTPS service. 


Use undo ip https acl to remove the association. 


Syntax 


ip https acl acl-number 


undo ip https acl 
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Default 


The HTTPS service is not associated with an ACL. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


acl-number: Specifies an ACL number in the range of 2000 to 2999. 


Usage guidelines 


After the HTTPS service is associated with an ACL, only clients permitted by the ACL can access the 
device through HTTPS. 


If you execute the ip https acl command multiple times, the most recent configuration takes effect. 


Examples 


# Associate ACL 2001 with the HTTPS service to allow only users from 10.10.0.0/16 to access the device 
through HTTPS. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] acl number 2001 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2001] rule permit source 10.10.0.0 0.0.255.255 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2001] quit 


[Sysname] ip https acl 2001 


ip https certificate access-control-policy 
Use ip https certificate access-control-policy to associate a certificate attribute-based access control 
policy with the HTTPS service. 


Use undo ip https certificate access-control-policy to remove the association. 


Syntax 


ip https certificate access-control-policy policy-name 


undo ip https certificate access-control-policy 


Default 


The HTTPS service is not associated with a certificate attribute-based access control policy. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


policy-name: Specifies a certificate attribute-based access control policy by its name, a case-sensitive 
string of 1 to 16 characters. 
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Usage guidelines 


The device uses the associated certificate attribute-based access control policy to control client access 
rights. For more information about the certificate attribute-based access control policy, see the chapter on 
PKI in Security Configuration Guide. 


Examples 


# Associate certificate attribute-based access control policy myacl with the HTTPS service. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip https certificate access-control-policy myacl 


ip https enable 
Use ip https enable to enable the HTTPS service. 


Use undo ip https enable to disable the HTTPS service. 


Syntax 


ip https enable 


undo ip https enable 


Default 


The HTTPS service is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


To allow users to access the device through HTTPS, you must enable the HTTPS service. 


Enabling the HTTPS service triggers the SSL handshake negotiation process. 


• If the device has a local certificate, the SSL handshake negotiation succeeds and the HTTPS service 
starts up. 


• If the device does not have a local certificate, the certificate application process is started. Because 
the certificate application process takes a long time, the SSL handshake negotiation might fail and 
the HTTPS service might not be started. To solve the problem, execute this command again until the 
HTTPS service is enabled. 


Examples 


# Enable the HTTPS service. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip https enable 


ip https port 
Use ip https port to specify the HTTPS service port number. 


Use undo ip https port to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ip https port port-number 
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undo ip https port 


Default 


The HTTPS service port number is 443. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


port-number: Specifies a port number for the HTTPS service, in the range of 1 to 65535. 


Usage guidelines 


When the HTTPS service is enabled, changing the HTTPS service port number re-enables the HTTPS 
service and closes all HTTPS connections. To log in again, users must enter the new URL in the Web 
browser's address bar. 


Examples 


# Specify the port number 8080 for the HTTPS service. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip https port 8080 


ip https ssl-server-policy 
Use ip https ssl-server-policy to associate an SSL server policy with the HTTPS service. 


Use undo ip https ssl-server-policy to remove the association. 


Syntax 


ip https ssl-server-policy policy-name 


undo ip https ssl-server-policy 


Default 


The HTTPS service is not associated with an SSL server policy. The HTTPS service uses a self-signed 
certificate. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


policy-name: Specifies an SSL server policy name, a string of 1 to 16 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


The HTTPS service uses a self-signed certificate when it is not associated with an SSL server policy. 


Disabling the HTTPS service removes the association of the HTTPS service with an SSL server policy. After 
you enable the HTTPS service again, you must re-configure the association. 


When the HTTPS service is enabled, changes to the associated SSL server policy do not take effect. 
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Examples 


# Associate SSL server policy myssl with the HTTPS service. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip https ssl-server-policy myssl 


web captcha 
Use web captcha to specify a fixed verification code for Web login. 


Use undo web captcha to restore the default. 


Syntax 


web captcha verification-code 


undo web captcha 


Default 


No fixed verification code is configured for Web login, and a Web user must enter the verification code 
displayed on the login page at login. 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


verification-code: Specifies the fixed verification code for Web login, a case-sensitive 4-character string. 


Usage guidelines 


In test environments where a script is used for Web function tests, you can configure a fixed verification 
code to improve test efficiency. 


For Web access security purposes, do not use this feature in production environments. 


If you configure the web captcha command multiple times, the most recent configuration takes effect. 


This command is not saved to the configuration file and will not take effect after a reboot. 


Examples 


# Set the fixed verification code for Web login to test. 
<Sysname> web captcha test 


web https-authorization mode 
Use web https-authorization mode to set the authentication mode for HTTPS login. 


Use undo web https-authorization mode to restore the default. 


Syntax 


web https-authorization mode { auto | manual } 


undo web https-authorization mode 


Default 


Manual authentication mode is used for HTTPS login. 
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Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


auto: Uses the PKI certificate of an HTTPS client to authenticate the client automatically. 


manual: Sends the login page to the HTTPS client, and uses the username and password entered on the 
page to authenticate the client. 


Usage guidelines 


In auto authentication mode, the device uses the PKI certificate of an HTTPS client to authenticate the 
client automatically. 


• If the certificate is valid, the value of the CN field is used as the username for AAA authentication. 


 If the authentication succeeds, the Web interface appears on the client. 


 If the authentication fails, the login page appears on the client. The user can log in to the Web 
interface after entering the correct username and password. 


• If the certificate is invalid (for example, expired), the device breaks the HTTPS connection. 


Examples 


# Set the HTTPS login authentication mode to auto. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] web https-authorization mode auto 


web idle-timeout 
Use web idle-timeout to set the Web user connection timeout. 


Use undo web idle-timeout to restore the default. 


Syntax 


web idle-timeout idle-time 


undo web idle-timeout 


Default 


The Web user connection timeout is 10 minutes. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


idle-time: Specifies the timeout in minutes, in the range of 1 to 999. 


Usage guidelines 


To prevent unauthorized access, the system automatically terminates a user connection if no mouse or 
keyboard operation occurs within the idle-timeout interval. 


Changing the Web user connection timeout affects the connection timeout timers for online Web users. 
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Examples 


# Set the Web user connection timeout to 100 minutes. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] web idle-timeout 100 


New feature: Source MAC consistency check for ND packets 


Configuring source MAC consistency check for ND packets 


The source MAC consistency check feature is typically configured on gateways to prevent ND attacks. 


This feature enables the device to check the source MAC address and the link-layer address for 
consistency for each IPv6 ND packet. If an inconsistency is found, the device drops the packet. If the 
source MAC address and the link layer address are the same, the device continues verifying the IPv6 ND 
packet. 


The ND logging feature logs source MAC inconsistency events, and it sends the logs to the information 
center. You can configure the information center module to set the log output rules. For more information 
about the information center, see Network Management and Monitoring Configuration Guide. 


HP recommends that you disable the ND logging feature to avoid excessive ND logs. 


To configure IPv6 ND packet source MAC address check: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable source MAC 
consistency check for IPv6 ND 
packets. 


ipv6 nd mac-check enable 
By default, source MAC 
consistency check is disabled for 
IPv6 ND packets. 


3. (Optional.) Enable the ND 
logging feature. 


ipv6 nd check log enable By default, the ND logging feature 
is disabled. 


 


Command reference 


ipv6 nd check log enable 


Use ipv6 nd check log enable to enable the ND logging feature. 


Use undo ipv6 nd check log enable to disable the ND logging feature. 


Syntax 


ipv6 nd check log enable 


undo ipv6 nd check log enable 


Default 


The ND logging feature is disabled. 


Views 


System view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


The ND logging feature logs source MAC inconsistency events, and it sends the logs to the information 
center. You can configure the information center module to set the log output rules. For more information 
about the information center, see Network Management and Monitoring Configuration Guide. 


HP recommends that you disable the ND logging feature to avoid excessive ND logs. 


Examples 


# Enable the ND logging feature. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 nd check log enable 


Related commands 


ipv6 nd mac-check enable 


ipv6 nd mac-check enable 


Use ipv6 nd mac-check enable to enable source MAC consistency check for IPv6 ND packets. 


Use undo ipv6 nd mac-check enable to disable source MAC consistency check for IPv6 ND packets. 


Syntax 


ipv6 nd mac-check enable 


undo ipv6 nd mac-check enable 


Default 


Source MAC consistency check for IPv6 ND packets is disabled.  


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Use this command to enable source MAC consistency check on a gateway. The gateway checks the 
source MAC address and the link layer address for consistency for each IPv6 ND packet. If an 
inconsistency is found, the gateway drops the IPv6 ND packet. If the ND logging feature is enabled, the 
gateway also logs the event. 


Examples 


# Enable source MAC consistency check for IPv6 ND packets. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 nd mac-check enable 
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New feature: ND snooping 


Configuring ND snooping 
 


 NOTE: 


An ND trusted interface refers to a Layer 2 Ethernet or aggregate port that is specified by using the ipv6 
nd detection trust command. 
 


About ND snooping 


The ND snooping feature is used in Layer 2 switching networks. It learns ND entries through ND 
messages and data packets from unknown sources. Each ND snooping entry includes the source MAC 
address, source IPv6 address, input interface, and VLAN for the message. The entries can be used by ND 
detection and IP source guard to prevent spoofing attacks. 


After ND snooping is enabled for a VLAN, the device uses the following mechanisms to create, update, 
and delete ND snooping entries: 


• Creating an ND snooping entry 


Upon receiving an ND message or data packet from an unknown source, the device creates a 
tentative ND snooping entry and performs DAD for the source IPv6 address. The device sends NS 
messages out of the ND trusted interfaces in the VLAN every 250 milliseconds. If the device does 
not receive any NA message within 500 milliseconds, it validates the entry. 


• Updating an ND snooping entry 


When an ND untrusted interface in the VLAN receives an ND message from the IPv6 address in an 
entry, the device performs DAD for the IPv6 address. It sends NS messages out of the interface in 
the entry every 250 milliseconds. If the device does not receive any NA message within 500 
milliseconds, it updates the entry with the ND untrusted interface. 


• Deleting an ND snooping entry 


 When an ND trusted interface in the VLAN receives an ND message from the IPv6 address in 
an entry, it performs DAD for the IPv6 address. The device sends NS messages out of the 
interface in the entry every 250 milliseconds. If the device does not receive any NA message 
within 500 milliseconds, it deletes the entry. 


 If an ND snooping entry has no matching ND messages within 5 minutes, the device performs 
DAD for the entry. The device sends NS messages out of the interface in the entry every 250 
milliseconds. If the device does not receive any NA message within 500 milliseconds, it deletes 
the entry. 


Configuration procedure 
To configure ND snooping: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN view. vlan vlan-id N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Enable ND snooping for IPv6 
addresses. 


• For IPv6 global unicast 
addresses: 
ipv6 nd snooping enable 
global 


You can enable ND snooping for 
both address types. 


By default, ND snooping is 
disabled for IPv6 global unicast 
addresses and link-local 
addresses. 


• For IPv6 link-local addresses: 
ipv6 nd snooping enable 
link-local 


4. Enable ND snooping for data 
packets from unknown 
sources. 


ipv6 nd snooping glean source 
By default, ND snooping is 
disabled for data packets from 
unknown sources. 


5. Quit system view. quit N/A 


6. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet or 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


7. (Optional.) Set the maximum 
number of ND snooping 
entries that an interface can 
learn. 


ipv6 nd snooping 
max-learning-num number 


The default setting is 1024. 


 


Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display IPv6 ND snooping entries. 
display ipv6 nd snooping [ [ [ vlan vlan-id | interface 
interface-type interface-number ] [ global | link-local ] ] | 
ipv6-address ] [ verbose ] 


Display the number of IPv6 ND snooping 
entries. 


display ipv6 nd snooping count [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] 


Clear IPv6 ND snooping entries. 
reset ipv6 nd snooping { [ vlan vlan-id ] [ global | link-local ] | 
vlan vlan-id ipv6-address } 


 


Command reference 


display ipv6 nd snooping 
Use display ipv6 nd snooping to display IPv6 ND snooping entries. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 nd snooping [ [ [ vlan vlan-id | interface interface-type interface-number ] [ global | 
link-local ] ] | ipv6-address ] [ verbose ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 
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Parameters 


ipv6-address: Displays ND snooping entries for the specified IPv6 address. 


vlan vlan-id: Displays ND snooping entries for the specified VLAN. The value range for the VLAN ID is 
1 to 4094. 


interface interface-type interface-number: Displays ND snooping entries for the specified interface. The 
interface-type interface-number argument specifies an interface by its type and number. 


global: Displays ND snooping entries for IPv6 global unicast addresses. 


link-local: Displays ND snooping entries for IPv6 link-local addresses. 


verbose: Display detailed information about IPv6 ND snooping entries. 


Usage guidelines 


If no option is specified, this command displays all ND snooping entries. 


Examples 


# Display IPv6 ND snooping entries for VLAN 1. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 nd snooping vlan 1 


IPv6 address              MAC address     VID  Interface     Status       Age    


1::2                      0000-1234-0c01  1      GE1/0/2       VALID        57    


Table 7 Command output 


Filed Description 


IPv6 address IPv6 address in the ND snooping entry. 


MAC address MAC address in the ND snooping entry. 


VID ID of the VLAN to which the ND snooping entry belongs. 


Interface Input interface in the ND snooping entry. 


Status 


Status of the ND snooping entry: 
• TENTATIVE—The entry is ineffective. 
• VALID—The entry is effective. 
• TESTING TPLT—The entry is in this state when the entry ages out or an ND trusted 


interface in the VLAN receives an ND packet from the IPv6 address in the entry. The 
device uses the interface and IPv6 address in the entry for DAD detection. 


• TESTING VP—The entry is in the state when an ND untrusted interface in the VLAN 
receives an ND packet from the IPv6 address in the entry. The device uses the interface 
and IPv6 address in the entry for DAD detection. 


Age ND snooping entry aging time in seconds. 
 


display ipv6 nd snooping count 
Use display ipv6 nd snooping count to display the number of IPv6 ND snooping entries. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 nd snooping count [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 


Views 


Any view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. If no interface 
is specified, the command displays the number of all ND snooping entries. 


Examples 


# Display the number of all IPv6 ND snooping entries. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 nd snooping count   


Total number of entries: 5 


ipv6 nd snooping enable global 
Use ipv6 nd snooping enable global to enable ND snooping for IPv6 global unicast addresses. 


Use undo ipv6 nd snooping enable global to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 nd snooping enable global 


undo ipv6 nd snooping enable global 


Default 


ND snooping is disabled for IPv6 global unicast addresses. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Enable ND snooping for IPv6 global unicast addresses. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] ipv6 nd snooping enable global 


ipv6 nd snooping enable link-local 
Use ipv6 nd snooping enable link-local to enable ND snooping for IPv6 link-local addresses. 


Use undo ipv6 nd snooping enable link-local to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 nd snooping enable link-local 


undo ipv6 nd snooping enable link-local 


Default 


ND snooping is disabled for IPv6 link-local addresses. 


Views 


VLAN view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Enable ND snooping for IPv6 link-local addresses. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] ipv6 nd snooping enable link-local 


ipv6 nd snooping glean source 
Use ipv6 nd snooping glean source to enable ND snooping for data packets from unknown sources. 


Use undo ipv6 nd snooping glean source to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 nd snooping glean source 


undo ipv6 nd snooping glean source 


Default 


ND snooping is disabled for data packets from unknown sources. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Use this feature when the ND snooping entries are lost by accident, for example, an expected reboot. It 
takes a short time for the device to re-learn all ND snooping entries through data packets from unknown 
sources. Therefore, security features that use the ND snooping entries are not affected. 


Use the ipv6 nd snooping glean source command together with the IP source guard feature on all ND 
untrusted interfaces in the same VLAN. Otherwise, the device cannot create ND snooping entries for 
certain data packets. 


Examples 


# Enable ND snooping for data packets from unknown sources. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] ipv6 nd snooping glean source 


ipv6 nd snooping max-learning-num 
Use ipv6 nd snooping max-learning-num to set the maximum number of ND snooping entries that an 
interface can learn. 


Use undo ipv6 nd snooping max-learning-num to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 nd snooping max-learning-num number 


undo ipv6 nd snooping max-learning-num 
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Default 


An interface can learn a maximum of 1024 ND snooping entries. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet/aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


number: Specifies the maximum number value in the range of 1 to 1024. 


Examples 


# Allow GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 to learn a maximum of 64 ND snooping entries. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-Gigabitethernet1/0/1] ipv6 nd snooping max-learning-num 64 


reset ipv6 nd snooping 
Use reset ipv6 nd snooping to clear ND snooping entries 


Syntax 


reset ipv6 nd snooping [ [ vlan vlan-id ] [ global | link-local ] | vlan vlan-id ipv6-address ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6-address: Clears ND snooping entries for the specified IPv6 address. 


vlan vlan-id: Clears ND snooping entries for the specified VLAN. The value range for the VLAN ID is 1 
to 4094. 


global: Clears ND snooping entries for IPv6 global unicast addresses. 


link-local: Clears ND snooping entries for IPv6 link-local addresses. 


Usage guidelines 


If no option is specified, this command clears all ND snooping entries. 


Examples 


# Clear all ND snooping entries. 
<Sysname> reset ipv6 nd snooping 
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New feature: DHCP packet blocking port 


Configuring a DHCP packet blocking port 


This feature enables a port on the DHCP snooping device to drop received DHCP packets. DHCP packets 
cannot be dropped by using an ACL when DHCP snooping features are configured. The ACL rules 
deployed by DHCP snooping features have a higher priority and can permit DHCP packets to pass 
through. 


To configure a DHCP packet blocking port: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure the port to block 
DHCP packets. dhcp snooping deny 


By default, the port does not block 
DHCP packets. 


 


Command reference 


dhcp snooping deny 


Use dhcp snooping deny to configure a port as DHCP packet blocking port. 


Use undo dhcp snooping deny to restore the default. 


Syntax 


dhcp snooping deny 


undo dhcp snooping deny 


Default 


A port does not block DHCP packets. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Do not configure this feature on a port connected to a DHCP client. Otherwise, the DHCP client cannot 
obtain an IP address. 


Do not configure a port as both a trusted port and a DHCP packet blocking port. 


Examples 


# Configure Layer 2 Ethernet interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 as a DHCP packet blocking port. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] dhcp snooping deny 
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New feature: DHCPv6 packet blocking port 


Configuring a DHCPv6 packet blocking port 


This feature enables a port on the DHCPv6 snooping device to drop received DHCPv6 packets. DHCPv6 
packets cannot be dropped by using an ACL when DHCPv6 snooping features are configured. The ACL 
rules deployed by DHCPv6 snooping features have a higher priority and can permit DHCPv6 packets to 
pass through. 


To configure a DHCPv6 packet blocking port: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Configure the port to 
block DHCPv6 packets. 


ipv6 dhcp snooping deny By default, the port does not block 
DHCPv6 packets. 


 


Command reference 


ipv6 dhcp snooping deny 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping deny to configure a port as DHCP packet blocking port. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping deny to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping deny 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping deny 


Default 


A port does not block DHCPv6 packets. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Do not configure this feature on a port connected to a DHCPv6 client. Otherwise, the DHCPv6 client 
cannot obtain an IPv6 address or prefix. 


Do not configure a port as both a trusted port and a DHCPv6 packet blocking port. 


Examples 


# Configure Layer 2 Ethernet interface GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a DHCPv6 packet blocking port. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping deny 
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New feature: User validity check rules for ARP detection 


Configuring user validity check rules for ARP detection 


ARP detection does not check ARP packets received from ARP trusted ports.  


The device checks user validity upon receiving an ARP packet from an ARP untrusted interface as follows: 


1. Uses the user validity check rules to matches the sender IP and MAC addresses of the ARP packet. 


 If a match is found, the device processes the ARP packet according to the rule. 


 If no match is found, proceeds to step 2. 


2. Uses static IPSG bindings and DHCP snooping entries to match the sender IP and MAC addresses 
of the ARP packet. 


 If a match is found, the device forwards the ARP packet. 


 If no match is found, proceeds to step 3. 


3. Discards the ARP packet. 


To configure user validity check rules for ARP detection: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Configure a user validity 
check rule. 


arp detection rule rule-id { deny | permit } 
ip { any | ip-address [ ip-address-mask ] } 
mac { any | mac-address 
[ mac-address-mask ] } [ vlan vlan-id ] 


By default, no user validity 
check rule is configured. 


 


Command reference 


arp detection rule 


Use arp detection rule to configure a user validity check rule. 


Use undo arp detection rule to restore the default. 


Syntax 


arp detection rule rule-id { deny | permit } ip { any | ip-address [ ip-address-mask ] } mac { any | 
mac-address [ mac-address-mask ] } [ vlan vlan-id ] 


undo arp detection rule [ rule-id ] 


Default 


No user validity check rule is configured. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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Parameters 


rule-id: Assigns an ID to the user validity check rule. The ID value range is 0 to 511. A smaller value 
represents a higher priority. 


deny: Denies matching ARP packets. 


permit: Permits matching ARP packets. 


ip { any | ip-address [ ip-address-mask ] }: Specifies the sender IP address as the match criterion. 


• any: Matches any sender IP address. 


• ip-address: Specifies a sender IP address. 


• ip-address-mask: Specifies the mask for the sender IP address. 


mac { any | mac-address [ mac-address-mask ] }: Specifies the sender MAC address as the match 
criterion. 


• any: Matches any sender MAC address. 


• mac-address: Specifies a sender MAC address in the H-H-H format. 


• mac-address-mask: Specifies the MAC address mask in the H-H-H format. 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies the ID of a VLAN to which the specified rule applies. The value range for the VLAN 
ID is 1 to 4094. 


Examples 


# Configure a user validity check rule. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] arp detection rule 0 permit ip 10.1.1.1 255.255.0.0 mac 0001-0203-0607 
ffff-ffff-0000 


New feature: ARP blackhole route probe settings 


Configuirng the ARP blackhole route probe interval and times 


ARP blackhole routing enables the device to create a blackhole route destined for an unresolved IP 
address. The device drops all matching packets until the blackhole route is deleted. A blackhole route is 
deleted when its aging timer (25 seconds) is reached or the route becomes reachable. This feature can 
prevent attacks that use unresolvable IP packets and ease the burden on the CPU. 


After a blackhole route is created for an unresolved IP address, the device immediately starts the first ARP 
blackhole route probe by sending an ARP request. If the resolution fails, the device continues probing 
according to the probe settings. If the IP address resolution succeeds in a probe, the device converts the 
blackhole route to a normal route. If an ARP blackhole route ages out before the device finishes all probes, 
the device deletes the blackhole route and will not perform the remaining probes. 


To configure the ARP blackhole route probe settings: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable ARP blackhole 
routing. 


arp resolving-route enable By default, ARP blackhole routing 
is enabled. 
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Step Command Remarks 
3. Set the interval at which the 


device probes ARP blackhole 
routes. 


arp resolving-route probe-interval 
interval 


The default setting is 1 second. 


4. Specify the number of ARP 
blackhole route probes. 


arp resolving-route probe-count 
count 


The default setting is one probe. 


 


Command reference 


arp resolving-route probe-interval 


Use arp resolving-route probe-interval to set the interval at which the device probes ARP blackhole 
routes. 


Use undo arp resolving-route probe-interval to remove the configuration. 


Syntax 


arp resolving-route probe-interval interval 


undo arp resolving-route probe-interval 


Default 


The device probes ARP blackhole routes every 1 second. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


interval: Sets the probe interval in the range of 1 to 5 seconds. 


Examples 


# Configure the device to probe ARP blackhole routes every 3 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] arp resolving-route probe-interval 3 


arp resolving-route probe-count 


Use arp resolving-route probe-count to set the number of ARP blackhole route probes. 


Use undo arp resolving-route probe-count to remove the configuration. 


Syntax 


arp resolving-route probe-count count 


undo arp resolving-route probe-count 


Default 


The device probes ARP blackhole routes for only one time. 
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Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


count: Sets the number of probes in the range of 1 to 25. 


Examples 


# Configure the device to perform three ARP blackhole route probes. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] arp resolving-route probe-count 3 


New feature: TCP fragment attack protection 


Enabling TCP fragment attack protection 


The TCP fragment attack protection function enables the device to drop attack TCP fragments to prevent 
TCP fragment attacks. As defined in RFC 1858, attack TCP fragments refer to the following TCP 
fragments: 


• First fragments in which the TCP header is smaller than 20 bytes. 


• Non-first fragments with a fragment offset of 8 bytes (FO=1). 


Traditional packet filter on the device detects the source and destination IP addresses, source and 
destination ports, and transport layer protocol of the first fragment of a TCP packet. If the first fragment 
passes the detection, all subsequent fragments of the TCP packet are allowed to pass through. An 
attacker can launch TCP fragment attacks through either of the following ways: 


• Make the first fragment small enough to force some TCP header fields into the second fragment and 
set TCP flags illegally in the second fragment. 


• Fabricate a non-first fragment in which the fragment offset is set to 8 bytes and the TCP flags are set 
differently and illegally from those in the first fragment. When the receiving host reassembles the 
fragments, the illegal TCP flags in the non-first fragment overwrite the legal TCP flags in the first 
fragment. 


Because the first fragment does not hit any match in the packet filter, the subsequent fragments can all 
pass through. After the receiving host reassembles the fragments, a TCP fragment attack occurs. 


To enable TCP fragment attack protection: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable TCP fragment attack 
protection. 


attack-defense tcp fragment 
enable 


By default, TCP fragment attack 
protection is enabled. 
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Command reference 


attack-defense tcp fragment enable 


Use attack-defense tcp fragment enable to enable TCP fragment attack protection. 


Use undo attack-defense tcp fragment enable to disable TCP fragment attack protection. 


Syntax 


attack-defense tcp fragment enable 


undo attack-defense tcp fragment enable 


Default 


TCP fragment attack protection is enabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command enables the device to drop attack TCP fragments to prevent TCP fragment attacks. 


Examples 


# Enable TCP fragment attack protection. 
<Sysname> System-view 


[Sysname] attack-defense tcp fragment enable 


New feature: ND detection 


Configuring ND detection 


Overview 


ND detection checks the user validity for incoming ND packets to prevent spoofing attacks. For 
information about the IPv6 ND protocol, see Layer 3–IP Services Configuration Guide. 


ND detection defines the following types of interfaces: 


• ND trusted interface—The device directly forwards ND packets or data packets received by ND 
trusted interfaces. 


• ND untrusted interface—The device discards RA and redirect messages received by ND untrusted 
interfaces. For other types of incoming ND packets on the ND untrusted interfaces, the device 
checks the user validity. 


ND detection compares the source IPv6 address and MAC address in an incoming ND packet against 
security entries from other modules for user validity check.  


• If a match is found, the device verifies the user as legal in the receiving VLAN, and it forwards the 
ND packet. 


• If no match is found, the device verifies the user as illegal, and it discards the ND packet. 
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ND detection can uses the following security entries for user validity check: 


• Static IPv6 source guard binding entries. The entries are created by using the ipv6 source binding 
command. For information about IP source guard, see "Configuring IP source guard." 


• ND snooping entries. For information about ND snooping, see Layer 3–IP Services Configuration 
Guide. 


• DHCPv6 snooping entries. For information about DHCPv6 snooping, see Layer 3–IP Services 
Configuration Guide. 


Configuration procedure 


To configure ND detection: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN view. vlan vlan-id N/A 


3. Enable ND detection. ipv6 nd detection enable By default, ND detection is disabled. 


4. Quit system view. quit N/A 


5. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet or 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


6. (Optional.) Configure the 
interface as ND trusted 
interface. 


ipv6 nd detection trust 
By default, all Layer 2 Ethernet or 
aggregate interfaces are ND untrusted 
interfaces. 


 


Displaying and maintaining ND detection 


Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display statistics for ND packets dropped 
by ND detection. 


display ipv6 nd detection statistics [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] 


Clear ND detection statistics. reset ipv6 nd detection statistics [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] 


 


Command reference 


display ipv6 nd detection statistics 


Use display ipv6 nd detection statistics to display statistics for ND packets dropped by ND detection. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 nd detection statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 


Views 


Any view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. 


Examples 


# Display statistics for all ND packets dropped by ND detection. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 nd detection statistics 


ND packets dropped by ND detection: 


Interface          Packets dropped 


GE1/0/1            78 


GE1/0/2            0 


GE1/0/3            0 


GE1/0/4            0 


Table 8 Command output 


Field Description 


Interface Input interface of the ND packets. 


Packets dropped Number of ND packets dropped by ND detection. 
 


ipv6 nd detection enable 


Use ipv6 nd detection enable to enable ND detection. This feature checks the ND packet validity. 


Use undo ipv6 nd detection enable to disable ND detection. 


Syntax 


ipv6 nd detection enable 


undo ipv6 nd detection enable 


Default 


ND detection is disabled. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Enable ND detection for VLAN 10. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vlan 10 


[Sysname-vlan10] ipv6 nd detection enable 
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ipv6 nd detection trust 


Use ipv6 nd detection trust to configure an interface as an ND trusted interface. 


Use ipv6 nd detection trust to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 nd detection trust 


undo ipv6 nd detection trust 


Default 


All Layer 2 Ethernet or aggregate interfaces are ND untrusted interfaces. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as an ND trusted interface. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 nd detection trust 


reset ipv6 nd detection statistics 


Use reset ipv6 nd detection statistics to clear ND detection statistics. 


Syntax 


reset ipv6 nd detection statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Clear all ND detection statistics. 
<Sysname> reset ipv6 nd detection statistics 


New feature: 802.1p priority for IGMP messages 


Setting the 802.1p priority for IGMP messages 


When congestion occurs on outgoing ports of the Layer 2 device, it forwards IGMP messages in their 
802.1p priority order, from highest to lowest. You can assign a higher 802.1p priority to IGMP messages 
that are created or forwarded by the device. 
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You can set the 802.1p priority for IGMP messages for all VLANs in IGMP-snooping view or for the 
current VLAN in VLAN view. The configuration made in VLAN view takes priority over the configuration 
made in IGMP-snooping view. 


Setting the 802.1p priority for IGMP messages globally 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter IGMP-snooping view. igmp-snooping N/A 


3. Set the 802.1p priority for 
IGMP messages. dot1p-priority priority-number 


By default, the 802.1p priority for 
IGMP messages is not configured. 


 


Setting the 802.1p priority for IGMP messages in a VLAN 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN view. vlan vlan-id N/A 


3. Set the 802.1p priority for 
IGMP messages in the VLAN. 


igmp-snooping dot1p-priority 
priority-number 


By default, the 802.1p priority for 
IGMP messages is not configured. 


 


Command reference 


dot1p-priority (IGMP-snooping view) 


Use dot1p-priority to set the 802.1p priority for IGMP messages globally. 


Use undo dot1p-priority to restore the default. 


Syntax 


dot1p-priority priority-number 


undo dot1p-priority 


Default 


The 802.1p priority for IGMP messages is not configured. 


Views 


IGMP-snooping view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


priority-number: Sets an 802.1p priority for IGMP messages, in the range of 0 to 7. A higher value means 
a higher priority. 


Usage guidelines 


This command and the igmp-snooping dot1p-priority command have the same function but different 
effective ranges: 


• The dot1p-priority command in IGMP-snooping view takes effect on all VLANs. 
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• The igmp-snooping dot1p-priority command takes effect on the current VLAN. 


For a VLAN, the igmp-snooping dot1p-priority command takes priority over the dot1p-priority 
command in IGMP-snooping view. 


Examples 


# Set the 802.1p priority for IGMP messages to 3 globally. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] igmp-snooping 


[Sysname-igmp-snooping] dot1p-priority 3 


Related commands 


igmp-snooping dot1p-priority 


igmp-snooping dot1p-priority 


Use igmp-snooping dot1p-priority to set the 802.1p priority for IGMP messages in a VLAN. 


Use undo igmp-snooping dot1p-priority to restore the default. 


Syntax 


igmp-snooping dot1p-priority priority-number 


undo igmp-snooping dot1p-priority 


Default 


The 802.1p priority for IGMP messages is not configured. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


priority-number: Sets an 802.1p priority for IGMP messages, in the range of 0 to 7. A higher value means 
a higher priority. 


Usage guidelines 


You must enable IGMP snooping for a VLAN before you execute this command. 


This command and the dot1p-priority command in IGMP-snooping view have the same function but 
different effective ranges: 


• The dot1p-priority command in IGMP-snooping view takes effect on all VLANs. 


• The igmp-snooping dot1p-priority command takes effect on the current VLAN. 


For a VLAN, the igmp-snooping dot1p-priority command takes priority over the dot1p-priority 
command in IGMP-snooping view. 


Examples 


# In VLAN 2, enable IGMP snooping, and set the 802.1p priority for IGMP messages to 3. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] igmp-snooping 


[Sysname-igmp-snooping] quit 
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[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping dot1p-priority 3 


Related commands 


• dot1p-priority (IGMP-snooping view) 


• enable (IGMP-snooping view) 


• igmp-snooping enable 


New feature: Source IP address for IGMP reports 


Configuring source IP address for IGMP reports 


In this release, you can configure source IP address for IGMP reports in a VLAN. 


Command reference 


igmp-snooping report source-ip 


Use igmp-snooping report source-ip to configure the source IP address for IGMP reports. 


Use undo igmp-snooping report source-ip to restore the default. 


Syntax 


igmp-snooping report source-ip ip-address 


undo igmp-snooping report source-ip 


Default 


The source IP address of IGMP reports is the IP address of the current VLAN interface. If the current VLAN 
interface does not have an IP address, the source IP address is 0.0.0.0. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


ip-address: Specifies the source IP address for IGMP reports. 


Usage guidelines 


You must enable IGMP snooping for a VLAN before you execute this command. 


Examples 


# In VLAN 2, enable IGMP snooping, and configure 10.1.1.1 as the source IP address of IGMP reports. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] igmp-snooping 


[Sysname-igmp-snooping] quit 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping enable 
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[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping report source-ip 10.1.1.1 


Related commands 


• enable (IGMP-snooping view) 


• igmp-snooping enable 


New feature: Source IP address for IGMP leave messages 


Configuring source IP address for IGMP leave messages 


In this release, you can configure source IP address for IGMP leave messages in a VLAN. 


Command reference 


igmp-snooping leave source-ip 


Use igmp-snooping leave source-ip to configure the source IP address for IGMP leave messages. 


Use undo igmp-snooping leave source-ip to restore the default. 


Syntax 


igmp-snooping leave source-ip ip-address 


undo igmp-snooping leave source-ip 


Default 


The source IP address of IGMP leave messages is the IP address of the current VLAN interface. If the 
current VLAN interface does not have an IP address, the source IP address is 0.0.0.0. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


ip-address: Specifies the source IP address for IGMP leave messages. 


Usage guidelines 


You must enable IGMP snooping for a VLAN before you execute this command. 


Examples 


# In VLAN 2, enable IGMP snooping, and configure 10.1.1.1 as the source IP address of IGMP leave 
messages. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] igmp-snooping 


[Sysname-igmp-snooping] quit 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping leave source-ip 10.1.1.1 
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Related commands 


• enable (IGMP-snooping view) 


• igmp-snooping enable 


 


New feature: Simulated member host in IPv4 multicast 


Configuring a port as a simulated member host 


When a port is configured as a simulated member host, it is equivalent to an independent host in the 
following ways: 


• It sends an unsolicited IGMP report when you complete the configuration. 


• It responds to IGMP general queries with IGMP reports. 


• It sends an IGMP leave message when you cancel the configuration. 


When you perform this task, make sure the IGMP version and IGMP snooping version on the simulated 
host are the same. 


To configure a port as a simulated member host: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure the port as a 
simulated member host. 


igmp-snooping host-join 
group-address [ source-ip 
source-address ] vlan vlan-id 


By default, the port is not a 
simulated member host. 


 


 NOTE: 


Unlike a static member port, a port configured as a simulated member host ages out like a dynamic 
member port. 
 


Command reference 


igmp-snooping host-join 


Use igmp-snooping host-join to configure a port as a simulated member host for a multicast group. 


Use undo igmp-snooping host-join to remove the simulated joining configuration. 


Syntax 


igmp-snooping host-join group-address [ source-ip source-address ] vlan vlan-id 


undo igmp-snooping host-join { group-address [ source-ip source-address ] vlan vlan-id | all } 
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Default 


A port is not configured as a simulated member host for any multicast groups. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


group-address: Specifies a multicast group in the range of 224.0.1.0 to 239.255.255.255. 


source-ip source-address: Specifies a multicast source by its IP address. If you specify a multicast source, 
the command configures the port as a simulated member host for a multicast source and group. If you do 
not specify a multicast source, the command configures the port as a simulated member host for a 
multicast group. This option takes effect on IGMPv3 snooping devices. 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN by its VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. 


all: Specifies all multicast groups. 


Usage guidelines 


Unlike a static member port, a port configured as a simulated member host ages out like a dynamic 
member port. 


The IGMP version and IGMP snooping version that the simulated member host runs must be the same. 


Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a simulated member host of the multicast source and group (1.1.1.1, 
232.1.1.1) in VLAN 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] igmp-snooping 


[Sysname-igmp-snooping] quit 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping version 3 


[Sysname-vlan2] quit 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] igmp-snooping host-join 232.1.1.1 source-ip 1.1.1.1 vlan 
2 


New feature: Disabling a port from becoming a dynamic router 
port in IPv4 multicast 


Disabling a port from becoming a dynamic router port 


A receiver host might send IGMP general queries or PIM hello messages for testing purposes. On the 
Layer 2 device, the port that receives either of the messages becomes a dynamic router port. Before the 
aging timer for the port expires, the following problems might exist: 


• All multicast packets for the VLAN to which the port belongs flow to the port. Then, the port forwards 
the data to attached receiver hosts. The receiver hosts will receive unexpected multicast data. 
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• The port forwards the IGMP general queries or PIM hello messages to its upstream multicast routers. 
These messages might affect the multicast routing protocol state (such as the IGMP querier or DR 
election) on the multicast routers. This might further cause network interruption. 


To solve these problems, you can disable the port from becoming a dynamic router port when receiving 
either of the messages. This also improves network security and the control over receiver hosts. 


To disable a port from becoming a dynamic router port: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Disable the port from 
becoming a dynamic router 
port. 


igmp-snooping router-port-deny 
[ vlan vlan-list ] 


By default, a port can become a 
dynamic router port. 


This configuration does not affect 
the static router port configuration. 


 


Command reference 


igmp-snooping router-port-deny 


Use igmp-snooping router-port-deny to disable a port from becoming a dynamic router port. 


Use undo igmp-snooping router-port-deny to restore the default. 


Syntax 


igmp-snooping router-port-deny [ vlan vlan-list ] 


undo igmp-snooping router-port-deny [ vlan vlan-list ] 


Default 


A port can become a dynamic router port. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


vlan vlan-list: Specifies a space-separated list of up to 10 VLAN items. Each item specifies a VLAN by its 
ID or a range of VLANs in the form of start-vlan-id to end-vlan-id. The VLAN ID is in the range of 1 to 
4094. If you specify VLANs, the command takes effect only when the port belongs to the specified 
VLANs. If you do not specify a VLAN, the command takes effect on all VLANs to which the port belongs. 


Examples 


# Disable GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 from becoming a dynamic router port in VLAN 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] igmp-snooping router-port-deny vlan 2 
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New feature: 802.1p priority for MLD messages 


Setting the 802.1p priority for MLD messages 


When congestion occurs on outgoing ports of the Layer 2 device, it forwards MLD messages in their 
802.1p priority order, from highest to lowest. You can assign a higher 802.1p priority to MLD messages 
that are created or forwarded by the device. 


You can configure the 802.1p priority of MLD messages for all VLANs in MLD-snooping view or for the 
current VLAN in VLAN view. The configuration made in VLAN view takes priority over the configuration 
made in MLD-snooping view. 


Setting the 802.1p priority for MLD messages globally 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MLD-snooping view. mld-snooping N/A 


3. Set the 802.1p priority for 
MLD messages. dot1p-priority priority-number By default, the 802.1p priority for 


MLD messages is not configured. 
 


Setting the 802.1p priority for MLD messages in a VLAN 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN view. vlan vlan-id N/A 


3. Set the 802.1p priority for 
MLD messages in the VLAN. 


mld-snooping dot1p-priority 
priority-number 


By default, the 802.1p priority for 
MLD messages is not configured. 


 


Command reference 


dot1p-priority (MLD-snooping view) 


Use dot1p-priority to set the 802.1p priority for MLD messages globally. 


Use undo dot1p-priority to restore the default. 


Syntax 


dot1p-priority priority-number 


undo dot1p-priority 


Default 


The 802.1p priority for MLD messages is not configured. 


Views 


MLD-snooping view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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Parameters 


priority-number: Sets an 802.1p priority for MLD messages, in the range of 0 to 7. A higher value means 
a higher priority. 


Usage guidelines 


This command and the mld-snooping dot1p-priority command have the same function but different 
effective ranges: 


• The dot1p-priority command in MLD-snooping view takes effect on all VLANs. 


• The mld-snooping dot1p-priority command takes effect on the current VLAN. 


For a VLAN, the mld-snooping dot1p-priority command takes priority over the dot1p-priority command 
in MLD-snooping view. 


Examples 


# Set the 802.1p priority for MLD messages to 3 globally. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mld-snooping 


[Sysname-mld-snooping] dot1p-priority 3 


Related commands 


mld-snooping dot1p-priority 


mld-snooping dot1p-priority 


Use mld-snooping dot1p-priority to set the 802.1p priority for MLD messages in a VLAN. 


Use undo mld-snooping dot1p-priority to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mld-snooping dot1p-priority priority-number 


undo mld-snooping dot1p-priority 


Default 


The 802.1p priority for MLD messages is not configured. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


priority-number: Sets an 802.1p priority for MLD messages, in the range of 0 to 7. A higher value means 
a higher priority. 


Usage guidelines 


You must enable MLD snooping for a VLAN before you execute this command. 


This command and the dot1p-priority command in MLD-snooping view have the same function but 
different effective ranges: 


• The dot1p-priority command in MLD-snooping view takes effect on all VLANs. 


• The mld-snooping dot1p-priority command takes effect on the current VLAN. 
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For a VLAN, the mld-snooping dot1p-priority command takes priority over the dot1p-priority command 
in MLD-snooping view. 


Examples 


# In VLAN 2, enable MLD snooping, and set the 802.1p priority for MLD messages to 3. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mld-snooping 


[Sysname-mld-snooping] quit 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] mld-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] mld-snooping dot1p-priority 3 


Related commands 


• dot1p-priority (MLD-snooping view) 


• enable (MLD-snooping view) 


• mld-snooping enable 


New feature: Source IPv6 address for MLD reports 


Configuring source IPv6 address for MLD reports 


In this release, you can configure source IPv6 address for MLD reports in a VLAN. 


Command reference 


mld-snooping report source-ip 


Use mld-snooping report source-ip to configure the source IPv6 address for MLD reports. 


Use undo mld-snooping report source-ip to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mld-snooping report source-ip ipv6-address 


undo mld-snooping report source-ip 


Default 


The source IPv6 address for MLD reports is the IPv6 link-local address of current VLAN interface. If the 
current VLAN interface does not have an IPv6 link-local address, the source IPv6 address is 
FE80::02FF:FFFF:FE00:0001. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6-address: Specifies the source IPv6 address for MLD reports. 
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Usage guidelines 


You must enable MLD snooping for a VLAN before you execute this command. 


Examples 


# In VLAN 2, enable MLD snooping, and configure FE80:0:0:1::1 as the source IPv6 address of the MLD 
reports. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mld-snooping 


[Sysname-mld-snooping] quit 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] mld-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] mld-snooping report source-ip fe80:0:0:1::1 


Related commands 


• enable (MLD-snooping view) 


• mld-snooping enable 


New feature: Source IPv6 address for MLD done messages 


Configuring source IPv6 address for MLD done messages 


In this release, you can configure source IPv6 address for MLD done messages in a VLAN. 


Command reference 


mld-snooping done source-ip 


Use mld-snooping done source-ip to configure the source IPv6 address for MLD done messages. 


Use undo mld-snooping done source-ip to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mld-snooping done source-ip ipv6-address 


undo mld-snooping done source-ip 


Default 


The source IPv6 address of the MLD done messages is the IPv6 link-local address of the current VLAN 
interface. If the current VLAN interface does not have an IPv6 link-local address, the source IPv6 address 
is FE80::02FF:FFFF:FE00:0001. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6-address: Specifies the source IPv6 address for MLD done messages. 
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Usage guidelines 


You must enable MLD snooping for a VLAN before you execute this command. 


Examples 


# In VLAN 2, enable MLD snooping, and configure FE80:0:0:1::1 as the source IPv6 address of MLD 
done messages. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mld-snooping 


[Sysname-mld-snooping] quit 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] mld-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] mld-snooping done source-ip fe80:0:0:1::1 


Related commands 


• enable (MLD-snooping view) 


• mld-snooping enable 


New feature: Simulated member host in IPv6 multicast 


Configuring a port as a IPv6 simulated member host 


When a port is configured as a simulated member host, it is equivalent to an independent host in the 
following ways: 


• It sends an unsolicited MLD report when you complete the configuration. 


• It responds to MLD general queries with MLD reports. 


• It sends an MLD done message when you remove the configuration. 


When you perform this task, make sure the MLD version and MLD snooping version on the simulated host 
are the same. 


To configure a port as a simulated member host: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure the port as a 
simulated member host. 


mld-snooping host-join 
ipv6-group-address [ source-ip 
ipv6-source-address ] vlan vlan-id 


By default, the port is not a 
simulated member host. 


 


 NOTE: 


Unlike a static member port, a port configured as a simulated member host ages out like a dynamic 
member port.  
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Command reference 


mld-snooping host-join 


Use mld-snooping host-join to configure a port as a simulated member host for an IPv6 multicast group. 


Use undo mld-snooping host-join to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mld-snooping host-join ipv6-group-address [ source-ip ipv6-source-address ] vlan vlan-id 


undo mld-snooping host-join { ipv6-group-address [ source-ip ipv6-source-address ] vlan vlan-id | all } 


Default 


This function is disabled. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6-group-address: Specifies an IPv6 multicast group address. The value range for this argument is 
FFxy::/16 (excluding FFx0::/16, FFx1::/16, FFx2::/16 and FF0y::), where "x" and "y" represent any 
hexadecimal numbers from 0 to F. 


source-ip ipv6-source-address: Specifies an IPv6 multicast source by its IPv6 address. If you specify an 
IPv6 multicast source, the command configures the port as a simulated member host for an IPv6 multicast 
source and group. If you do not specify an IPv6 multicast source, the command configures the port as a 
simulated member host for an IPv6 multicast group. This option takes effect on MLDv2 snooping devices. 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN by its VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094.  


all: Specifies all IPv6 multicast groups. 


Usage guidelines 


Unlike a static member port, a port configured as a simulated member host ages out like a dynamic 
member port. 


The MLD version and the MLD snooping version that the simulated member host runs must be the same. 


Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a simulated member host for the IPv6 multicast source and group 
(2002::22, FF3E::101) in VLAN 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mld-snooping 


[Sysname-mld-snooping] quit 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] mld-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] mld-snooping version 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] quit 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] mld-snooping host-join ff3e::101 source-ip 2002::22 vlan 
2 
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New feature: Disabling a port from becoming a dynamic router 
port in IPv6 multicast 


Disabling a port from becoming a dynamic router port 


A receiver host might send MLD general queries or IPv6 PIM hello messages for testing purposes. On the 
Layer 2 device, the port that receives either of the messages becomes a dynamic router port. Before the 
aging timer for the port expires, the following problems might exist: 


• All IPv6 multicast data for the VLAN to which the port belongs flows to the port. Then, the port 
forwards the data to attached receiver hosts. The receiver hosts will receive unexpected IPv6 
multicast data. 


• The port forwards the MLD general queries or PIM hello messages to its upstream multicast routers. 
These messages might affect the multicast routing protocol state (such as the MLD querier or DR 
election) on the multicast routers. This might further cause network interruption. 


To solve these problems, you can disable the port from becoming a dynamic router port when receiving 
either of the messages. This also improves network security and the control over receiver hosts. 


To disable a port from becoming a dynamic router port: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Disable the port from 
becoming a dynamic router 
port. 


mld-snooping router-port-deny 
[ vlan vlan-list ] 


By default, a port can become a 
dynamic router port. 


This configuration does not affect 
the static router port configuration. 


 


Command reference 


mld-snooping router-port-deny 


Use mld-snooping router-port-deny to disable a port from becoming a dynamic router port. 


Use undo mld-snooping router-port-deny to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mld-snooping router-port-deny [ vlan vlan-list ] 


undo mld-snooping router-port-deny [ vlan vlan-list ] 


Default 


A port can become a dynamic router port. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


vlan vlan-list: Specifies a space-separated list of up to 10 VLAN items. Each item specifies a VLAN by its 
ID or a range of VLANs in the form of start-vlan-id to end-vlan-id. The VLAN ID is in the range of 1 to 
4094. If you specify VLANs, the command takes effect only when the port belongs to the specified 
VLANs. If you do not specify a VLAN, the command takes effect on all VLANs. 


Examples 


# Disable GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 from becoming a dynamic router port in VLAN 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] mld-snooping router-port-deny vlan 2 


New feature: BFD for Ethernet link aggregation 


Enabling BFD for Ethernet link aggregation 


BFD for Ethernet link aggregation can monitor member link status in an aggregation group. When you 
enable this feature on an aggregate interface, each Selected port in the aggregation group establishes 
a BFD session with its peer port. All the BFD sessions use UDP port 6784 and destination MAC address 
01-00-5E-90-00-01. BFD operates differently depending on the aggregation modes: 


• BFD for dynamic aggregation—When BFD detects a link failure, BFD notifies the Ethernet link 
aggregation module that the peer port is unreachable. BFD clears the session and stops sending 
BFD packets. When the link is recovered and the local port is placed in the Selected state again, the 
local port establishes a new session with the peer port. BFD notifies the Ethernet link aggregation 
module that the peer port is reachable. Because BFD provides fast failure detection, the local and 
peer systems of a dynamic aggregate link can negotiate the aggregation state of their member 
ports faster. 


• BFD for static aggregation—When BFD detects a link failure, BFD notifies the Ethernet link 
aggregation module that the peer port is unreachable. The local port is placed in the Unselected 
state. The BFD session between the local and peer ports remains and the local port keeps sending 
BFD packets. When the link is recovered, the local port receives BFD packets from the peer port and 
BFD notifies the Ethernet link aggregation module that the peer port is reachable. The local port is 
placed in the Selected state again. This mechanism ensures that the local and peer ports of a static 
aggregate link have the same aggregation state. 


To enable BFD for Ethernet link aggregation: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 
aggregate 
interface view. 


interface bridge-aggregation interface-number N/A 


3. Enable BFD for 
Ethernet link 
aggregation. 


link-aggregation bfd ipv4 source ip-address 
destination ip-address 


By default, BFD is disabled for 
Ethernet link aggregation. 
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Command reference 


link-aggregation bfd ipv4 


Use link-aggregation bfd ipv4 to enable BFD for Ethernet link aggregation.  


Use undo link-aggregation bfd to disable BFD for Ethernet link aggregation. 


Syntax 


link-aggregation bfd ipv4 source ip-address destination ip-address 


undo link-aggregation bfd 


Views 


Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Default 


BFD is disabled for Ethernet link aggregation. 


Parameters 


source ip-address: Specifies the source IP address of BFD sessions.  


destination ip-address: Specifies the destination IP address of BFD sessions.  


Usage guidelines 


To make BFD for Ethernet link aggregation take effect, configure BFD on both ends of the aggregate link. 


The specified source and destination IP addresses on the local end must be specified as the destination 
and source IP addresses of the peer end. For example, when you execute link-aggregation bfd ipv4 
source 1.1.1.1 destination 2.2.2.2 on the local end, execute link-aggregation ipv4 source 2.2.2.2 
destination 1.1.1.1 on the peer end. 


The BFD parameters configured on an aggregate interface take effect on all existing BFD sessions in the 
aggregation group.  


HP recommends not configuring BFD to collaborate with other upper-layer protocols on the aggregate 
interface that is enabled with BFD for Ethernet link aggregation. 


This command might cause Selected ports in the aggregation group to change to the Unselected state. 


Examples 


# Enable BFD on Layer 2 aggregate interface Bridge-aggregation 1, and specify the source and 
destination IP addresses of the BFD sessions as 1.1.1.1 and 2.2.2.2, respectively. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface bridge-aggregation 1 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] link-aggregation ipv4 source 1.1.1.1 destination 2.2.2.2 
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New feature: Configuration differences display between 
configuration files 


Displaying the configuration differences between configuration files 


To display the configuration differences between configuration files, perform one of the following tasks in 
any view: 
 


Task Command 


Display the configuration differences between 
the current startup configuration file and the 
next-startup configuration file. 


display current-configuration diff 


Display the configuration differences between 
two configuration files. 


• display diff configfile file-name-s { configfile file-name-d | 
current-configuration | startup-configuration } 


• display diff current-configuration { configfile file-name-d | 
startup-configuration } 


• display diff startup-configuration { configfile file-name-d | 
current-configuration } 


 


Command reference 


display current-configuration diff 


Use display current-configuration diff to display the configuration differences between the current startup 
configuration file and the next-startup configuration file. 


Syntax 


display current-configuration diff 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Usage guidelines 


This command compares the current startup configuration file with the next-startup configuration file in 
the following steps: 


1. Compares the current startup configuration file with the main next-startup configuration file. 


2. If the main next-startup configuration file is unavailable or corrupt, this command compares the 
current startup configuration file with the backup next-startup configuration file. 


3. If both the main and backup next-startup configuration files are unavailable or corrupt, this 
command displays The next-startup configuration file is NULL. 
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Examples 


# Display the configuration differences between the current startup configuration file and the next-startup 
configuration file. 
<HP> display current-configuration diff 


--- Startup configuration 


+++ Current configuration 


@@ -6,7 +6,7 @@ 


 # 


  stp global enable 


 # 


- sysname TEST 


+ sysname HP 


 # 


  telnet server enable 


 # 


Table 9 Command output 


Field Description 


- - - Startup configuration The next-startup configuration file. 


+++ Current configuration The current startup configuration file. 


@@ -linenumber1,number1 
+linenumber2,number2 @@ 


Location summary for a command line difference: 
• -linenumber1 represents the line number of the different 


command line in the next-startup configuration file. 
• +linenumber2 represents the line number of the different 


command line in the current startup configuration file. 
• number1 represents the total number of lines excerpted from the 


next-startup configuration file for comparison. The lines help you 
further locate the difference. 


• number2 represents the total number of lines excerpted from the 
current startup configuration file for comparison. The lines help 
you further locate the difference. 


- cmd 


+ cmd 


Different command lines in the compared configuration files: 
• The command line in the next-startup configuration file is 


prefixed with a minus sign (-). 
• The command line in the current startup configuration file is 


prefixed with a plus sign (+). 
 


display diff 


Use display diff to display the configuration differences between two configuration files. 


Syntax 


display diff configfile file-name-s { configfile file-name-d | current-configuration | 
startup-configuration } 


display diff current-configuration { configfile file-name-d | startup-configuration } 


display diff startup-configuration { configfile file-name-d | current-configuration } 
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Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


configfile file-name-s: Specifies the source configuration file for comparison. 


configfile file-name-d: Specifies the target configuration file for comparison. 


current-configuration: Specifies the current startup configuration file. In the display diff 
current-configuration command, this keyword specifies the source configuration file for comparison. In 
the other two display diff commands, this keyword specifies the target configuration file. 


startup-configuration: Specifies the next-startup configuration file. In the display diff 
startup-configuration command, this keyword specifies the source configuration file for comparison. In 
the other two display diff commands, this keyword specifies the target configuration file. 


Usage guidelines 


If you specify the startup-configuration keyword, the system searches the next-startup configuration file 
for comparison in the following order: 


1. The main next-startup configuration file. 


2. The backup next-startup configuration file if the main next-startup configuration file is unavailable 
or corrupt. 


If both the main and backup next-startup configuration files are unavailable or corrupt, the system 
displays The next-startup configuration file is NULL. 


Examples 


# Display the configuration differences between test.cfg and testsys.cfg. 
<Sysname> display diff configfile test.cfg configfile testsys.cfg 


--- flash:/test.cfg 


+++ flash:/testsys.cfg 


@@ -6,7 +6,7 @@ 


 # 


  stp global enable 


 # 


- sysname test 


+ sysname HP 


 # 


  telnet server enable 


 # 


# Display the configuration differences between test.cfg and testsys.cfg on IRF member 1 and IRF 
member 2. 
<Sysname>display diff configfile slot1#flash:/test.cfg configfile 
slot2#flash:/testsys.cfg 


--- flash:/test.cfg 


+++ flash:/testsys.cfg 


@@ -6,7 +6,7 @@ 
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 # 


  stp global enable 


 # 


- sysname test 


+ sysname HP 


 # 


  telnet server enable 


 # 


# Display the configuration differences between the current startup configuration file and the next-startup 
configuration file. 
<TEST> display diff current-configuration startup-configuration 


--- Current configuration 


+++ Startup configuration 


 


@@ -6,7 +6,7 @@ 


 # 


  stp global enable 


 # 


- sysname TEST 


+ sysname HP 


 # 


  telnet server enable 


 # 


Table 10 Command output 


Field Description 


- - - file1.cfg Name and directory of the source configuration file. 


+++ file2.cfg Name and directory of the target configuration file. 


@@ -linenumber1,number1 
+linenumber2,number2 @@ 


Location summary for a command line difference: 
• -linenumber1 represents the line number of the different 


command line in the source configuration file. 
• +linenumber2 represents the line number of the different 


command line in the target configuration file. 
• number1 represents the total number of lines excerpted from the 


source configuration file for comparison. The lines help you 
further locate the difference. 


• number2 represents the total number of lines excerpted from the 
target configuration file for comparison. The lines help you 
further locate the difference. 


- cmd 


+ cmd 


Different command lines in the compared configuration files: 
• The command line in the source configuration file is prefixed 


with a minus sign (-). 
• The command line in the target configuration file is prefixed with 


a plus sign (+). 
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New feature: Emergency shell 


Using the emergency shell 


At startup, the device tries to locate and load the Comware startup software images. These images can 
include a boot image, a system image, feature images, and patch images. If the following requirements 
are met, the device enters emergency shell mode: 


• The boot image exists and can be used. 


• The system image, a feature image, or a patch image is missing or corrupt. 


After the device enters emergency shell mode, you can log in through the console port to obtain and load 
a system image to start the Comware system. After the Comware system is started, you can load feature 
images and patch images. 


To load the system image and reboot the device: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Load a system image. install load system-package This command is available in user view. 


2. Reboot the device. reboot This command is available in user view. 
 


Emergency shell commands 


copy 


Use copy to copy a file. 


Syntax 


copy fileurl-source fileurl-dest 


Views 


User view 


Parameters 


fileurl-source: Specifies the name of the file to be copied. 


fileurl-dest: Specifies the name of the destination file or directory. If you specify a destination directory, 
uses the name of the source file as the file name. 


Usage guidelines 


If the destination file already exists, the system prompts whether or not to overwrite it.  


Examples 


# Copy the test.cfg file and save it in the same directory as testbackup.cfg. 
<boot> copy flash:/testcfg.cfg flash:/testbackup.cfg 


Copy flash:/test.cfg to flash:/testbackup.cfg?[Y/N]:y 


Start to copy flash:/test.cfg to flash:/testbackup.cfg...Done. 


# Copy the test.cfg file and save it in the same directory by using the name of existing file testbackup.cfg. 
(The existing file is overwritten.) 
<boot> copy flash:/testcfg.cfg flash:/testbackup.cfg 
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Copy flash:/test.cfg to flash:/testbackup.cfg?[Y/N]:y 


flash:/testbackup.cfg already exists. Overwrite it?[Y/N]:y 


Start to copy flash:/test.cfg to flash:/testbackup.cfg...Done. 


delete 


Use delete to permanently delete a file. 


Syntax 


delete file-url 


Views 


User view 


Parameters 


file-url: Specifies the name of the file to be deleted. 


Examples 


# Delete the tt.cfg file from the current directory. 
<boot> delete flash:/tt.cfg 


Delete flash:/tt.cfg? [Y/N]:y 


Deleting the file permanently will take a long time. Please wait... 


Start to delete flash:/tt.cfg...Done. 


dir 


Use dir to display files or directories.  


Syntax 


dir [ /all ] [ file-url ] 


Views 


User view 


Parameters 


/all: Displays both hidden and non-hidden files and subdirectories. 


file-url: Specifies a file or directory. 


Usage guidelines 


Task Command Remarks 


Display all non-hidden files and subdirectories 
in the current directory. dir N/A 


Display all files and subdirectories in the 
current directory. 


dir /all N/A 


Display all non-hidden files and subdirectories 
in a directory. dir file-url 


Specify a directory for the 
file-url argument. 


Display all files and subdirectories in a 
directory. 


dir /all file-url Specify a directory for the 
file-url argument. 
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Task Command Remarks 


Display a file. dir file-url 
Specify a file for the file-url 
argument. 


 


Examples 


# Display information about all files and directories in the system. 
<boot>dir /all 


Directory of flash: 


     0      -rwh          20  Jan 01 2011 01:59:37     .snmpboots 


     1      -rw-      104833  Jan 01 2011 05:46:24     startup.mdb  


     2      drwh           -  Jan 01 2011 04:36:53     .trash 


     3      drw-           -  Jan 03 2011 03:33:27     versionInfo 


     4      -rw-        5341  Jan 01 2011 05:46:24     startup.cfg 


     5      -rw-     9456640  Jan 03 2011 03:26:14     5130ei-cmw710-boot-r3108p01.bin 


     6      -rw-        3707  Jan 01 2011 01:26:51     startup.cfg_bak 


     7      -rw-    33161216  Jan 01  00:00:28     .pathfile 


     8      drw-       35164  Jan 01 2011 00:00:24     5130ei-cmw710-system-r3108p01aa 


.bin 


     9      drw-           -  Jan 01 2011 00:00:24     diagfile 


    10      drw-           -  Jan 01 2011 00:12:20     logfile 


    11      -rw-         203  Jan 01 2011 05:28:14     lauth.dat 


 


524288 KB total (147072 KB free) 


# Display information about the startup.cfg file. 
<boot>dir flash:/startup.cfg 


Directory of flash: 


     0      -rw-        5341  Jan 01 2011 05:46:24     startup.cfg 


524288 KB total (147072 KB free) 


Table 11 Command output 


Field Description 


Directory of Current directory. 


     0      -rw-      104833  Jan 
01 2011 05:46:24     
startup.mdb 


Information about a file or directory: 
• 0—Index number, automatically assigned by the system. 
• -rw-—Attributes of the file or directory. The first character is the directory 


indicator (d for directory and - for file). The second character indicates 
whether the file or directory is readable (r for readable). The third 
character indicates whether the file or directory is writable (w for writable). 
The last character indicates whether the file or directory is hidden (h for 
hidden and - for visible). 


• 104833—Size of the file, in bytes. For a directory, the value of this field is 
a hyphen (-). 


• Jan 01 2011 05:46:24—Time when the file was most recently modified. 
• startup.mdb—Name of the file or directory. 


524288 KB total (147072 KB 
free) 


Total size of the storage medium and size of the free space, in kilobytes. 
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display copyright 


Use display copyright to display the copyright information. 


Syntax 


display copyright 


Views 


Any view 


Examples 


# Display the copyright information. 
<boot> display copyright 


… 


display install package 


Use display install package to display information about a software package. 


Syntax 


display install package package 


Views 


Any view 


Parameters 


package: Specifies a software package name with the extension .bin, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. This argument must indicate the name of the storage medium, such as flash:/a.bin. The 
software package must be saved in the root directory of the storage medium. 


Examples 


# Display information about the system.bin software package. 


<boot> display install package flash:/system.bin 


  flash:/system.bin 


  [Package] 


  Vendor: HP 


  Product: 5X30  


  Service name: system 


  Platform version: 7.1.045 


  Product version: Release 3108 


  Supported board: mpu 


  [Component] 


  Component: system 


  Description: system package 


Table 12 Command output 


Field Description 


Product Product name. 
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Field Description 


Service name 


Type of the service package: 
• boot—Boot image. 
• system—System image. 
• patch—Patch package. 


The value of this field is any other value for feature packages. 


Platform version Platform version number. 


Product version Product version number. You determine whether the version of a system image matches 
that of a boot image by checking the value of this field. 


Supported board 
Types of cards that the software package supports. The value of mpu indicates the 
member device. 


[Component] Information about the components of the software package. 
 


display version 


Use display version to display the version information of the boot image. 


Syntax 


display version 


Views 


Any view 


Examples 


# Display the version information of the boot image. 
<boot> display version 


… 


format 


Use format to format a storage medium. 


Syntax 


format storage-medium 


Views 


User view 


Parameters 


storage-medium: Specifies the name of a storage medium.  


Usage guidelines 


Use the format command with caution. This command permanently deletes all files and directories from 
a storage medium, including the startup boot image and startup configuration files. The deleted files and 
directories cannot be restored. Without a boot image, the device cannot reboot. 


Examples 


# Format the Flash. 
<boot> format flash: 
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All data on flash: will be lost, continue?[Y/N]:y 


Formatting flash:… Done. 


install load 


Use install load to load a system image and start the Comware system. 


Syntax 


install load system-package 


Views 


User view 


Parameters 


system-package: Specifies the name of the system image, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 
This file must be saved in the root directory of the current member device's storage medium, with the 
extension .bin. The file name must indicate the storage medium and cannot contain slot information, for 
example, flash:/startup-system.bin. 


Usage guidelines 


When you execute this command, the system modifies the main startup software image set to include 
only the boot image and system image so the device can reboot correctly. 


After the Comware system is started, you can load feature and patch images. For more information, see 
the chapters about software upgrade and ISSU in Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


Examples 


# Load a system image and start the Comware system. 
<boot>install load flash:/5130ei-cmw710-system-r3108p01aa.bin 


Check package flash:/5130ei-cmw710-system-r3108p01aa.bin ... 


Extracting package ... 


 


Loading... 


 


 


            Board checking........................LSW252QF 


            SDRAM fast selftest........................OK! 


            Flash fast selftest........................OK! 


            CPLD selftest..............................OK! 


            Switch chip selftest.......................OK! 


            PHY selftest...............................OK! 


            Please check leds....................FINISHED! 


Line aux0 is available. 


 


 


Press ENTER to get started. 


mkdir 


Use mkdir to create a directory on a storage medium. 
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Syntax 


mkdir directory 


Views 


User view 


Parameters 


directory: Specifies a directory name. 


Usage guidelines 


The path must already exist. For example, to create the flash:/test/mytest directory, the directory test 
must already exist on the Flash. 


The name for the new directory must be unique in the upper-level directory. 


Examples 


# Create a directory named test in the current directory. 
<boot> mkdir flash:/test 


Directory flash:/test created.  


# Create a directory named subtest in the test directory. 
<boot> mkdir flash:/test/subtest 


Directory flash:/test/subtest created. 


more 


Use more to display the contents of a file. 


Syntax 


more file-url 


Views 


User view 


Parameters 


file-url: Specifies a file name. 


Examples 


# Display the contents of file test.txt. 
<boot> more flash:/test.txt 


Have a nice day. 


move 


Use move to move a file. 


Syntax 


move fileurl-source fileurl-dest 


Views 


User view 
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Parameters 


fileurl-source: Specifies the name of the file to be moved, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 


fileurl-dest: Specifies the name of the destination file or directory, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 63 
characters. 


Usage guidelines 


If you specify a non-existent destination file name, the command moves the source file to the destination 
directory and renames it.  


If you specify an existing destination file name, the system prompts whether or not to overwrite the 
existing file. 


Examples 


# Move the config.cfg file to the flash:/002 directory. 
<boot>move flash:/config.cfg flash:/test/ 


Move flash:/config.cfg to flash:/test/config.cfg?[Y/N]:y 


<boot> dir flash:/test 


Directory of flash:/test 


     0      -rw-       77065  Oct 20 1939 06:15:02     test.mdb 


 


61440 KB total (11108 KB free) 


pwd 


Use pwd to display the current path. 


Syntax 


pwd 


Views 


User view 


Examples 


# Display the current path. 
<boot> pwd 


flash: 


quit 


Use quit to return to the upper level view. 


Syntax 


quit 


Views 


System view, management Ethernet port view 


Examples 


# Return from management Ethernet port view to user view. 
[boot-m-eth0] quit 


[boot] quit 
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<boot> 


reboot 


Use reboot to reboot the current member device. 


Syntax 


reboot 


Views 


User view 


Examples 


# Reboot the current member device. 
<boot> reboot 


rmdir 


Use rmdir to delete an existing directory. 


Syntax 


rmdir directory 


Views 


User view 


Parameters 


directory: Specifies the name of the directory to be deleted. 


Usage guidelines 


To delete a directory, first delete the files and subdirectories in the directory. To delete files, use the delete 
command. 


Examples 


# Delete the mydir directory. 
<boot> rmdir flash:/mydir 


Remove directory flash:/mydir?[Y/N]:y 


Directory flash:/1 removed.   


system-view 


Use system-view to enter system view from user view. 


Syntax 


system-view 


Views 


User view 


Usage guidelines 


After the device enters emergency shell mode, you are placed in user view. 
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Examples 


# Enter system view from user view. 
<boot> system-view 


[boot] 


 


New feature: Disabling source check with static MAC address 
entries 


Disabling source check with static MAC address entries 


By default, the source check with static MAC address entries feature is enabled on an interface. The 
check identifies whether a received frame meets the following conditions: 


The source MAC address of the frame matches a static MAC address entry. 


The incoming interface of the frame is different from the outgoing interface in the entry. 


If the frame meets both conditions, the switch drops the frame. 


When this feature is disabled, the switch does not perform the check for a received frame. It can forward 
the frame whether or not the frame meets the conditions. 


To disable the source check with static MAC address entries feature: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


Enter system view.  system-view N/A 


Enter interface view. 


• Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface 
view: 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 


• Enter Layer 2 aggregate interface 
view: 
interface bridge-aggregation 
interface-number 


N/A 


Disable the source check with 
static MAC address entries 
feature. 


undo mac-address static source-check 
enable 


By default, the source check with 
static MAC address entries 
feature is enabled. 


 


Command reference 


mac-address static source-check enable 


Use mac-address static source-check enable to enable the source check with static MAC address entries 
feature. 


Use undo mac-address static source-check enable to disable the source check with static MAC address 
entries feature. 
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Syntax 


mac-address static source-check enable 


undo mac-address static source-check enable 


Default 


The source check with static MAC address entries feature is enabled. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view. 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Disable the source check with static MAC address entries feature. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname- GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo mac-address static source-check enable 


New feature: CWMP 


Overview 


CPE WAN Management Protocol (CWMP), also called "TR-069," is a DSL Forum technical specification 
for remote management of home network devices.  


The protocol was initially designed to provide remote autoconfiguration through a server for large 
numbers of dispersed end-user devices in DSL networks. However, it has been increasingly used on other 
types of networks, including Ethernet, for remote autoconfiguration. 


CWMP network framework 


Table 10Figure 1 shows a basic CWMP network framework. 


Figure 1 CWMP network framework 


 
 


A basic CWMP network includes the following network elements: 


DNS server


CPE


ACSDHCP server


CPE CPE


IP network
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• ACS—Autoconfiguration server, the management device in the network. 


• CPE—Customer premises equipment, the managed device in the network. 


• DNS server—Domain name system server. CWMP defines that the ACS and the CPE use URLs to 
identify and access each other. DNS is used to resolve the URLs. 


• DHCP server—Assigns ACS attributes along with IP addresses to CPEs when the CPEs are powered 
on. DHCP server is optional in CWMP. With a DHCP server, you do not need to configure ACS 
attributes manually on each CPE. The CPEs contact the ACS automatically when they are powered 
on for the first time. 


The device is operating as a CPE in the CWMP framework. 


Basic CWMP functions 


The ACS identifies different categories of CPEs by provision code. You can use the ACS to autoconfigure 
and upgrade each category of CPEs in bulk. 


Autoconfiguration 
You can create configuration files for different categories of CPEs on the ACS. The ACS identifies the 
configuration file for a CPE by its provision code.  


The following are methods available for the ACS to issue configuration to the CPE: 


• Transfers the configuration file to the CPE, and specifies the file as the next-startup configuration file. 
At a reboot, the CPE starts up with the ACS-specified configuration file. 


• Runs the configuration in the CPE's RAM. The configuration takes effect immediately on the CPE. For 
the running configuration to survive a reboot, you must save the configuration on the CPE. 


Software image management 


The ACS can manage CPE software upgrade. 


When the ACS finds a software version update, the ACS notifies the CPE to download the software 
image file from a specific location. The location can be the URL of the ACS or an independent file server. 


The CPE notifies the ACS of the download result (success or failure) when it completes a download 
attempt. The CPE downloads the specified image file only when the file passes validity verification. 


Data backup 


The ACS can require the CPE to upload a configuration or log file to a specific location. The destination 
location can be the ACS or a file server. 


Status and performance monitoring 
The CPE allows the ACS to monitor the status and performance objects in Table 1. 


Table 1 CPE status and performance objects available for the ACS to monitor 


Category Objects 


Device information 


Manufacturer 


ManufacturerOUI 


SerialNumber 


HardwareVersion 


SoftwareVersion 
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Category Objects 


Operating status and information 
DeviceStatus 


UpTime 


Configuration file ConfigFile 


CWMP settings 


ACS URL 


ACS username 


ACS password 


PeriodicInformEnable 


PeriodicInformInterval 


PeriodicInformTime 


ConnectionRequestURL (CPE URL) 


ConnectionRequestUsername (CPE username) 


ConnectionRequestPassword (CPE password) 
 


How CWMP works 


CWMP uses remote procedure call (RPC) methods for bidirectional communication between CPE and 
ACS. The RPC methods are encapsulated in HTTP or HTTPS. 


RPC methods 
Table 2 shows the primary RPC methods used in CWMP. 


Table 2 RPC methods 


RPC method Description 


Get The ACS obtains the values of parameters on the CPE. 


Set The ACS modifies the values of parameters on the CPE. 


Inform 


The CPE sends an Inform message to the ACS for the following purposes: 
• Initiates a connection to the ACS. 
• Reports configuration changes to the ACS. 
• Periodically updates CPE settings to the ACS. 


Download The ACS requires the CPE to download a configuration or software image file from a 
specific URL for software or configuration update. 


Upload The ACS requires the CPE to upload a file to a specific URL. 


Reboot 
The ACS reboots the CPE remotely for the CPE to complete an upgrade or recover from 
an error condition. 


 


Autoconnect between ACS and CPE 


The CPE connects to the ACS automatically after it obtains the DNS server address and basic ACS 
parameters (ACS URL and authentication username and password). You can configure this information 
manually on the CPE, through a DHCP server, or through the ACS. 


After establishing a connection, the ACS can issue configuration and software images to the CPE. If the 
connection is disconnected before a session is complete, the CPE retries the failed connection 
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automatically. The retry attempt continues until the connection is established again or the specified retry 
limit is reached. 


Depending on the configuration, the CPE can also connect to the ACS regularly or at a scheduled time 
to update its information with the ACS. 
 


 NOTE: 


For the CPE to complete autoconfiguration at its initial startup, HP recommends that you use a DHCP 
server. The DHCP option for ACS parameter assignment is option 43. For more information about DHCP, 
see Layer 3—IP Services Configuration Guide. 
 


CWMP connection establishment 
As shown in Figure 1, the CPE and the ACS use the following process to establish a connection: 


1. After obtaining the basic ACS parameters, the CPE initiates a TCP connection to the ACS. 


1. If HTTPS is used, the CPE and the ACS initialize SSL for a secure HTTP connection. 


2. The CPE sends an Inform message in HTTPS to initiate a CWMP session. 


3. After the CPE passes authentication, the ACS returns an Inform response to establish the session. 


4. After sending all requests, the CPE sends an empty HTTP post message. 


5. If the ACS wants to point the CPE to a new ACS URL, the ACS queries the ACS URL set on the CPE. 


6. The CPE replies with its ACS URL setting. 


7. The ACS sends a Set request to modify the ACS URL on the CPE. 


8. After the ACS URL is modified, the CPE sends a response. 


9. The ACS sends an empty HTTP message to notify the CPE that it has no other requests. 


10. The CPE closes the connection, and then initiates a new connection to the new ACS URL. 


Figure 1 CWMP message interaction procedure 


 
 


CPE


(1) Open TCP connection


(2) SSL initiation


(4) HTTP response (Inform response)


(3) HTTP post (Inform)


(6) HTTP response (GetParameterValues request)


(5) HTTP post (empty)


(8) HTTP response (SetParameterValues request)


(7) HTTP post (GetParameterValues response)


(11) Close connection


(10) HTTP response (empty)


(9) HTTP post (SetParameterValues response)
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Configuration task list 


To use CWMP, you must enable CWMP from the CLI. You can then configure ACS and CPE attributes 
from the CPE's CLI, the DHCP server, or the ACS. 


For an attribute, the CLI- and ACS-assigned values have higher priority than the DHCP-assigned value. 
The CLI- and ACS-assigned values overwrite each other, whichever is assigned later. 


This document only describes configuring ACS and CPE attributes from the CLI and DHCP server. For 
more information about configuring and using the ACS, see ACS documentation. 


To configure CWMP, perform the following tasks: 
 


Tasks at a glance Remarks 


(Required.) Enabling CWMP from the CLI To use CWMP, you must enable CWMP from the 
CLI. 


Configuring ACS attributes: 
• (Required.) Configuring the preferred ACS attributes 


 Assigning ACS attributes from the DHCP server 
 Configuring the preferred ACS attributes from the 


CLI 
• (Optional.) Configuring the default ACS attributes from 


the CLI 


The preferred ACS attributes are configurable 
from the CPE's CLI, DHCP server, and ACS. 


The default ACS attributes are configurable only 
from the CLI. 


(Optional.) Configuring CPE attributes: 
• Configuring ACS authentication parameters 
• Configuring the provision code 
• Configuring the CWMP connection interface 
• Configuring autoconnect parameters 


 Configuring the periodic Inform feature 
 Scheduling a connection initiation 
 Configuring the maximum number of connection 


retries 
 Configuring the close-wait timer 


• Enabling NAT traversal for the CPE 
• Specifying an SSL client policy for HTTPS connection to 


ACS 


All CPE attributes are configurable from the CLI 
and ACS except for the following attributes: 
• CWMP connection interface 
• NAT traversal 
• Maximum number of connection retries 
• SSL client policy for HTTPS 


These attributes are configurable only from the 
CLI. 


 


Enabling CWMP from the CLI 


You must enable CWMP for other CWMP settings to take effect, whether they are configured from the CLI, 
or assigned through the DHCP server or ACS. 


To enable CWMP: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Enable CWMP. cwmp enable By default, CWMP is disabled. 
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Configuring ACS attributes 


You can configure two sets of ACS attributes for the CPE: preferred and default. 


• The preferred ACS attributes are configurable from the CPE's CLI, the DHCP server, and ACS. For 
an attribute, the CLI- and ACS-assigned values have higher priority than the DHCP-assigned value. 
The CLI- and ACS-assigned values overwrite each other. 


• The default ACS attributes are configurable only from the CLI. 


The CPE uses the default ACS attributes for connection establishment only when it is not assigned a 
preferred ACS URL from the CLI, ACS, or DHCP server. 


Configuring the preferred ACS attributes 


Assigning ACS attributes from the DHCP server 


You can use DHCP option 43 to assign the ACS URL and ACS login authentication username and 
password. 


If the DHCP server is an HP device, you can configure DHCP option 43 by using the option 43 hex 
01length URL username password command. 


• length—A hexadecimal number that indicates the total length of the length, URL, username, and 
password arguments, including the spaces between these arguments. No space is allowed 
between the 01 keyword and the length value. 


• URL—ACS URL. 


• username—Username for the CPE to authenticate to the ACS. 


• password—Password for the CPE to authenticate to the ACS. 
 


 NOTE: 


The ACS URL, username and password must use the hexadecimal format and be space separated. 
 


The following example configures the ACS address as http://169.254.76.31:7547/acs, username as 
1234, and password as 5678: 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] dhcp server ip-pool 0 


[Sysname-dhcp-pool-0] option 43 hex 
0127687474703A2F2F3136392E3235342E37362E33313A373534372F61637320313233342035363738 


Table 3 Hexadecimal forms of the ACS attributes 


Attribute Attribute value Hexadecimal form 


Length 39 characters 27 


ACS URL http://169.254.76.31/
acs 


687474703A2F2F3136392E3235342E37362E33313A3
73534372F61637320 


NOTE: 


The two ending digits (20) represent the space. 


ACS connect 
username 1234 


3132333420 


NOTE: 


The two ending digits (20) represent the space. 
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Attribute Attribute value Hexadecimal form 


ACS connect 
password 


5678 35363738 


 


For more information about DHCP and DHCP Option 43, see layer 3—IP Services Configuration Guide. 


Configuring the preferred ACS attributes from the CLI 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Configure the preferred ACS 
URL. 


cwmp acs url url By default, no preferred ACS URL 
has been configured. 


4. Configure the username for 
authentication to the preferred 
ACS URL. 


cwmp acs username username 
By default, no username has been 
configured for authentication to the 
preferred ACS URL. 


5. (Optional.) Configure the 
password for authentication to 
the preferred ACS URL. 


cwmp acs password { cipher | 
simple } password 


By default, no password has been 
configured for authentication to the 
preferred ACS URL. 


 


Configuring the default ACS attributes from the CLI 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Configure the default ACS 
URL. 


cwmp acs default url url By default, no default ACS URL has 
been configured. 


4. Configure the username for 
authentication to the default 
ACS URL. 


cwmp acs default username 
username 


By default, no username has been 
configured for authentication to the 
default ACS URL. 


5. (Optional.) Configure the 
password for authentication 
to the default ACS URL. 


cwmp acs default password 
{ cipher | simple } password 


By default, no password has been 
configured for authentication to the 
default ACS URL. 


 


Configuring CPE attributes 


You can assign CPE attribute values to the CPE from the CPE's CLI or the ACS. The CLI- and 
ACS-assigned values overwrite each other, whichever is assigned later. 


For more information about the configuration methods supported for each CPE attribute, see 
"Configuration task list." 
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Configuring ACS authentication parameters 


To protect the CPE against unauthorized access, configure a CPE username and password for ACS 
authentication. When an ACS initiates a connection to the CPE, the ACS must provide the correct 
username and password. 
 


 NOTE: 


The password setting is optional. You may choose to use only a username for authentication. 
 


To configure ACS authentication parameters: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Configure the username for 
authentication to the CPE. cwmp cpe username username 


By default, no username has been 
configured for authentication to the 
CPE. 


4. (Optional.) Configure the 
password for authentication 
to the CPE. 


cwmp cpe password { cipher | 
simple } password 


By default, no password has been 
configured for authentication to the 
CPE. 


 


Configuring the provision code 


The ACS uses the provision code to identify services assigned to each CPE. For correct configuration 
deployment, make sure the same provision code is configured on the CPE and the ACS. 


To configure the provision code: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Configure the provision code. cwmp cpe provision-code 
provision-code 


The default provision code is 
PROVISIONINGCODE. 


 


Configuring the CWMP connection interface 


The CWMP connection interface is the interface that the CPE uses to communicate with the ACS. To 
establish a CWMP connection, the CPE sends the IP address of this interface in the Inform messages, 
and the ACS replies to this IP address. 


Typically, the CPE selects the CWMP connection interface automatically. 


If the interface that connects the CPE to the ACS is the only Layer 3 interface that has an IP address on 
the device, you do not need to specify the CWMP connection interface. 


If the CPE has multiple Layer 3 interfaces, specify the interface that connects to the ACS as the CWMP 
connection interface. This manual setting avoids the risk of incorrect CWMP connection interface 
selection in an automatic selection process. 
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To configure the CWMP connection interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Specify the interface that 
connects to the ACS as the 
CWMP connection interface. 


cwmp cpe connect interface 
interface-type interface-number 


The default CWMP connection 
interface depends on the device 
model. 


 


Configuring autoconnect parameters 


You can configure the CPE to connect to the ACS periodically, or at a schedule time for configuration 
or software update. To protect system resources, limit the number of retries that the CPE can make to 
connect to the ACS. 


Configuring the periodic Inform feature 


To connect to the ACS periodically for CPE information update: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Enable the periodic Inform 
feature. 


cwmp cpe inform interval enable By default, this function is 
disabled. 


4. (Optional.) Configure the 
Inform interval. 


cwmp cpe inform interval seconds 
By default, the CPE sends an 
Inform message to start a session 
every 600 seconds. 


 


Scheduling a connection initiation 


To connect to the ACS for configuration or software update at a scheduled time: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Schedule a connection 
initiation. cwmp cpe inform time time 


By default, no connection initiation 
has been scheduled. 


 


Configuring the maximum number of connection retries 
The CPE retries a connection automatically when one of the following events occurs: 


• The CPE fails to connect to the ACS. 


• The connection is disconnected before the session on the connection is completed. 


The CPE considers a connection attempt as having failed when the close-wait timer expires. This timer 
starts when the CPE sends an Inform request. If the CPE fails to receive a response before the timer 
expires, the CPE resends the Inform request. 


To configure the maximum number of connection retries that the CPE can make: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Configure the maximum 
number of connection retries. 


cwmp cpe connect retry times 
By default, the CPE retries a failed 
connection until the connection is 
established. 


 


Configuring the close-wait timer 
The close-wait timer specifies the amount of time the connection to the ACS can be idle before it is 
terminated. The CPE terminates the connection to the ACS if no traffic is transmitted before the timer 
expires. 


The timer also specifies the maximum amount of time the CPE waits for the response to a session request. 
The CPE determines that its session attempt has failed when the timer expires. 


To configure the close-wait timer for the CPE: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Set the close-wait timer. cwmp cpe wait timeout seconds By default, the close-wait timer is 
30 seconds. 


 


Enabling NAT traversal for the CPE 


For the connection request initiated from the ACS to reach the CPE, you must enable NAT traversal 
feature on the CPE when a NAT gateway resides between the CPE and the ACS. 


The NAT traversal feature complies with RFC 3489 Simple Traversal of UDP Through NATs (STUN). The 
feature enables the CPE to discover the NAT gateway, and obtain an open NAT binding (a public IP 
address and port binding) through which the ACS can send unsolicited packets. The CPE sends the 
binding to the ACS when it initiates a connection to the ACS. For the connection requests sent by the ACS 
at any time to reach the CPE, the CPE maintains the open NAT binding. 


To enable NAT traversal on the CPE: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Enable NAT traversal. cwmp cpe stun enable By default, NAT traversal is 
disabled on the CPE. 


 


Specifying an SSL client policy for HTTPS connection to ACS 


CWMP uses HTTP or HTTPS for data transmission. If the ACS uses HTTPS for secure access, its URL 
begins with https://. You must configure an SSL client policy for the CPE to authenticate the ACS for 
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HTTPS connection establishment. For more information about configuring SSL client policies, see 
Security Configuration Guide. 


To specify an SSL client policy for the CPE to establish an HTTPS connection to the ACS: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter CWMP view. cwmp N/A 


3. Specify an SSL client policy. ssl client-policy policy-name By default, no SSL client policy is 
specified. 


 


Displaying and maintaining CWMP 


Execute display commands in any view. 
 


Task Command 


Display CWMP configuration. display cwmp configuration 


Display the current status of CWMP. display cwmp status 
 


CWMP configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 2, use HP IMC BIMS as the ACS to bulk-configure the devices (CPEs), and assign ACS 
attributes to the CPEs from the DHCP server.  


The configuration files for the devices in equipment rooms A and B are configure1.cfg and configure2.cfg, 
respectively. 
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Figure 2 Network diagram 


 
 


Table 4 shows the ACS attributes for the CPEs to connect to the ACS. 


Table 4 ACS attributes 


Item Setting 


Preferred ACS URL http://10.185.10.41:8080/acs 


ACS username Admin 


ACS password 12345 
 


Table 5 lists serial numbers of the CPEs. 


Table 5 CPE list 


Room Device Serial number 


A 


Device A 210231A95YH10C000045 


Device B 210235AOLNH12000010 


Device C 210235AOLNH12000015 


B 


Device D 210235AOLNH12000017 


Device E 210235AOLNH12000020 


Device F 210235AOLNH12000022 
 


Device A Device B Device C


Room A


Device D Device E Device F


 Room B


ACS
10.185.10.41


DHCP Server
10.185.10.52


DNS Server
10.185.10.60
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Configuration procedure 


Configuring the ACS 


1. Log in to the ACS: 


a. Launch a Web browser on the ACS configuration terminal. 


b. In the address bar of the Web browser, enter the ACS URL and port number. This example uses 
http://10.185.10.41:8080/imc. 


a. On the login page, enter the ACS login username and password, and then click Login. 


2. Create a CPE user account: 


a. Select Service > System Management > CPE Authentication User from the top navigation bar.  


The CPE authentication user configuration page appears. 


Figure 3 CPE authentication user configuration page 


 
 


b. Click Add.  


a. Enter the username and password for authentication to the ACS, and then click OK. 


Figure 4 Adding a CPE user account 


 
 


3. Add device groups and device classes for devices in equipment rooms A and B: 


This example assigns all devices to the same device group, and assigns the devices in two 
equipment rooms to different device classes. 


a. Select Service > Resource > Device Group from the top navigation bar. 


a. Click Add. 
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b. On the Add Device Group page, enter a service group name (for example, DB_1), and then 
click OK. 


Figure 5 Adding a device group 


 
 


d. Select Service > Resource > Device Class from the top navigation bar. 


e. Click Add. 


c. On the Add Device Class page, enter a device class name for devices in equipment room A, 
and then click OK. 


In this example, the device class for devices in equipment room A is Device_A. 


Figure 6 Adding a device class 


 
 


g. Repeat the previous two steps to create a device class for devices in equipment room B. 
 


4. Add the devices as CPEs: 


a. Select Service > BIMS > Add CPE from the top navigation bar. 
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b. On the Add CPE page, enter or select basic settings for device A, and then click OK. 


c. Repeat the previous two steps to add other devices. 


Figure 7 Adding a CPE 


 
 


After the CPE is added successfully, a success message is displayed, as shown in Figure 8. 


Figure 8 CPE added successfully 


 
 


5. Configure the system settings of the ACS, as shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 Configuring the system settings of the ACS 


 
 


6. Add configuration templates and software library entries for the two classes of devices: 


a. Select Service > BIMS > Configuration Management > Configuration Templates from the 
navigation tree. 


Figure 10 Configuring templates page 


 
 


b. On the Configuration Templates page, click Import…. 


c. On the Import Configuration Template page, select configuration template settings for the 
Device_A device class, add the Device_A class to the Applicable CPEs pane, and then click OK. 


d. Repeat the previous two steps to configure a configuration template for equipment room B's 
device class. 
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Figure 11 Importing configuration template 


 
 


After the configuration template is added successfully, a success message is displayed, as 
shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 Configuration templates 


 
 


e. Select Service > BIMS > Configuration Management > Software Library from the top 
navigation bar. 


Figure 13 Configuring software library 


 
 


f. On the Software Library page, click Import…. 


a. On the Import CPE Software page, select the software images for the Device_A device class, 
add the Device_A class to the Applicable CPEs pane, and then click OK. 


b. Repeat the previous two steps to configure a software library entry for equipment room B's 
device class. 


Figure 14 Importing CPE software 
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7. Add auto-deployment tasks: 


a. Select Service > BIMS > Configuration Management > Deployment Guide from the top 
navigation bar. 


b. On the Deployment Guide page, click By Device Class in the Auto Deploy Configuration pane. 


Figure 15 Deployment Guide 


 
 


c. On the Auto Deploy Configuration page, click Select Class. 


Figure 16 Configuring auto deployment 


 
 


d. On the Device Class page, select Device_A, and then click OK. 
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Figure 17 Selecting device class 


 
 


e. On the Auto Deploy Configuration page, click OK. 


A success message is displayed, as shown in Figure 18. 


Figure 18 Deployment task 


 
 


f. Add a deployment task for devices in equipment room B in the same way you add the 
deployment task for the devices in equipment room A. 


Configuring the DHCP server 
In this example, an HP device is operating as the DHCP server. 


1. Configure an IP address pool to assign IP addresses and DNS server address to the CPEs. This 
example uses subnet 10.185.10.0/24 for IP address assignment. 


# Enable DHCP. 
<DHCP_server> system-view 
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[DHCP_server] dhcp enable 


# Enable DHCP server on VLAN-interface 1. 
[DHCP_server] interface vlan-interface 1 


[DHCP_server-Vlan-interface1] dhcp select server global-pool 


[DHCP_server-Vlan-interface1] quit 


# Exclude the DNS server address 10.185.10.60 and the ACS IP address 10.185.10.41 from 
dynamic allocation. 
[DHCP_server] dhcp server forbidden-ip 10.185.10.41 


[DHCP_server] dhcp server forbidden-ip 10.185.10.60 


# Create DHCP address pool 0. 
[DHCP_server] dhcp server ip-pool 0 


# Assign subnet 10.185.10.0/24 to the address pool, and specify the DNS server address 
10.185.10.60 in the address pool. 
[DHCP_server-dhcp-pool-0] network 10.185.10.0 mask 255.255.255.0 


[DHCP_server-dhcp-pool-0] dns-list 10.185.10.60 


2. Configure DHCP Option 43 to contain the ACS URL, username, and password in hexadecimal 
format. 
[DHCP_server-dhcp-pool-0] option 43 hex 0140 68747470 3A2F2F61 63732E64 61746162 
6173653A 39303930 2F616373 20766963 6B792031 32333435 


Configuring the DNS server 


Map http://acs.database:9090/acs to http://10.185.1.41:9090/acs on the DNS server. For more 
information about DNS configuration, see DNS server documentation. 


Connecting the CPEs to the network 


# Connect the CPEs to the network, and then power on the CPEs. (Details not shown.) 


At startup, the CPEs obtain the IP address and ACS information from the DHCP server to initiate a 
connection to the ACS. After the connection is established, the CPEs interact with the ACS to complete 
autoconfiguration. 


Verifying the configuration 


Verify that the CPEs have obtained the correct configuration file from the ACS: 


1. Select Service > Resource > Device Interaction Log from the top navigation bar. 


2. On the Device Interaction Log page, verify that the configuration has been deployed on the CPEs. 


Figure 19 Verifying the configuration deployment status 
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Command reference 


cwmp 


Use cwmp to enter CWMP view. 


Syntax 


cwmp 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Enter CWMP view. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


Related commands 


cwmp enable 


cwmp acs default password 


Use cwmp acs default password { cipher | simple } to configure a password for authentication to the 
default ACS URL. 


Use undo cwmp acs default password to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp acs default password { cipher | simple } password 


undo cwmp acs default password 


Default 


No password is configured for authentication to the default ACS URL. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


cipher: Specifies a password in ciphertext. 


simple: Specifies a password in plain text. For security purposes, all passwords, including passwords 
configured in plain text, are saved in ciphertext. 


password: Specifies the password string. This argument is case sensitive. If you specify the simple 
keyword, it must be a string of 1 to 255 characters. If you specify the cipher keyword, it must be a 
ciphertext string of 33 to 373 characters. 
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Usage guidelines 


You can configure only one password for authentication to the default ACS URL. If you use the command 
multiple times, the password configured most recently takes effect. 


For a successful connection, make sure the CPE has the same password setting as the ACS. 


You do not need to configure this command if the default ACS URL does not require a password for 
authentication. 


Examples 


# Configure the password used for authentication to the default ACS URL. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp acs default password simple newpsw 


Related commands 


• cwmp acs default url 


• cwmp acs default username 


cwmp acs default url 


Use cwmp acs default url to specify a default ACS URL. 


Use undo cwmp acs default url to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp acs default url url 


undo cwmp acs default url 


Default 


No default ACS URL is specified. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


url: Specifies the default ACS URL, a string of 8 to 255 characters. The URL must use the 
http://host[:port]/path or https://host[:port]/path format. 


Usage guidelines 


The CPE attempts to connect to the default ACS URL if no ACS URL has been assigned to it through the 
cwmp acs url command or DHCP. 


You can configure only one default ACS URL. If you use the command multiple times, the final URL 
configuration takes effect. 


Examples 


# Specify the default ACS URL. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 
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[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp acs default url http://www.acs.com:80/acs 


Related commands 


• cwmp acs default password 


• cwmp acs default username 


cwmp acs default username 


Use cwmp acs default username to configure the username for authentication to the default ACS. 


Use undo cwmp acs default username to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp acs default username username 


undo cwmp acs default username 


Default 


No username is configured for authentication to the default ACS. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


username: Specifies a username, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 255 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


You can configure only one username for authentication to the default ACS URL. If you use the command 
multiple times, the final username configuration takes effect. 


For a successful connection, make sure the CPE has the same username setting as the ACS. 


Examples 


# Configure the username for authentication to the default ACS URL. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp acs default username newname 


Related commands 


• cwmp acs default password 


• cwmp acs default url 


cwmp acs password 


Use cwmp acs password to configure the password for authentication to the preferred ACS URL. 


Use undo cwmp acs password to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp acs password { cipher | simple } password 


undo cwmp acs password 
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Default 


No password is configured for authentication to the preferred ACS URL. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


cipher: Specifies a password in ciphertext. 


simple: Specifies a password in plain text. For security purposes, all passwords, including passwords 
configured in plain text, are saved in ciphertext. 


password: Specifies the password string. This argument is case sensitive. If you specify the simple 
keyword, it must be a string of 1 to 255 characters. If you specify the cipher keyword, it must be a 
ciphertext string of 33 to 373 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


You can configure only one password for authentication to the preferred ACS URL. If you use the 
command multiple times, the final password configuration takes effect. 


For a successful connection, make sure the CPE has the same password setting as the ACS. 


You do not need to configure this command if the default ACS URL does not require a password for 
authentication. 


Examples 


# Configure the password used for authentication to the preferred ACS URL. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp acs password simple newpsw 


Related commands 


• cwmp acs url 


• cwmp acs username 


cwmp acs url 


Use cwmp acs url to specify a preferred ACS URL. 


Use undo cwmp acs url to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp acs url url 


undo cwmp acs url 


Default 


No preferred ACS URL is specified. 


Views 


CWMP view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


url: Specifies the preferred ACS URL, a string of 8 to 255 characters. The URL must use the 
http://host[:port]/path or https://host[:port]/path format. 


Usage guidelines 


The device supports only one preferred ACS URL. If you use the command multiple times, the final URL 
configuration takes effect. 


The preferred ACS URL is configurable from the CPE's CLI, the DHCP server, and the ACS. The CLI- and 
ACS-assigned URLs have higher priority than the DHCP-assigned URL. The CLI- and ACS-assigned URLs 
overwrite each other. 


The CPE uses the default ACS attributes for connection establishment only when it is not assigned a 
preferred ACS URL from the CLI, ACS, or DHCP server. 


Examples 


# Specify the ACS URL. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp acs url http://www.acs.com:80/acs 


cwmp acs username 


Use cwmp acs username to configure the username for authentication to the preferred ACS URL. 


Use undo cwmp acs username to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp acs username username 


undo cwmp acs username 


Default 


No username is configured for authentication to the preferred ACS URL. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


username: Specifies a username, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 255 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


You can configure only one username for authentication to the preferred ACS URL. If you use the 
command multiple times, the final username configuration takes effect. 


For a successful connection, make sure the CPE has the same username setting as the ACS. 


Examples 


# Configure the username used for authentication to the preferred ACS URL. 
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<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp acs username newname 


Related commands 


• cwmp acs password 


cwmp cpe connect interface 


Use cwmp cpe connect interface to specify the CWMP connection interface. 


Use undo cwmp cpe connect interface to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp cpe connect interface interface-type interface-number 


undo cwmp cpe connect interface 


Default 


The default CWMP connection interface depends on the device model. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies the type and number of the CWMP connection interface. 


Usage guidelines 


CWMP connection interface is the interface that the CPE uses to communicate with the ACS. To 
establish a CWMP connection, the CPE sends the IP address of this interface in the Inform message, and 
the ACS replies to this IP address. 


Typically, the CPE selects the CWMP connection interface automatically. 


If the interface that connects the CPE to the ACS is the only Layer 3 interface that has an IP address on 
the device, you do not need to specify the CWMP connection interface. 


If the CPE has multiple Layer 3 interfaces, specify the interface that connects to the ACS as the CWMP 
connection interface. This manual setting prevents incorrect CWMP connection interface selection, which 
might occur with automatic selection. 


Examples 


Specify Vlan-interface1 as the CWMP connection interface. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp cpe connect interface vlan-interface 1 


cwmp cpe connect retry 


Use cwmp cpe connect retry to configure the maximum number of attempts the CPE can make to retry a 
failed CWMP connection. 
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Use undo cwmp cpe connect retry to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp cpe connect retry times 


undo cwmp cpe connect retry 


Default 


The CPE retries a failed connection until the connection is established with the ACS. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


times: Specifies the maximum number of CWMP connection retries. The value range is 0 to 100. To 
disable the CPE to retry a CWMP connection, set this argument to 0. 


Usage guidelines 


The CPE retries connecting to the ACS when its initial connection attempt fails or the CWMP session is 
ended before the CPE receives a session closed message from the ACS. The CPE stops its connection 
retry attempts until the connection is established or the number of connection retries reaches the upper 
limit. 


Examples 


# Set the maximum number of CWMP connection retries to 5. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp cpe connect retry 5 


cwmp cpe inform interval 


Use cwmp cpe inform interval to configure the periodic Inform interval. 


Use undo cwmp cpe inform interval to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp cpe inform interval seconds 


undo cwmp cpe inform interval 


Default 


The periodic Inform interval is 600 seconds. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


seconds: Sets the periodic Inform interval in the range of 10 to 86400 seconds. 
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Usage guidelines 


This command sets the interval for the CPE to send Inform messages automatically to the ACS. For the 
command to take effect, you must configure the cwmp cpe inform interval enable command. 


Examples 


# Set the periodic Inform interval to 3600 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp cpe inform interval enable 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp cpe inform interval 3600 


Related commands 


cwmp cpe inform interval enable 


cwmp cpe inform interval enable 


Use cwmp cpe inform interval enable to enable the periodic Inform feature. 


Use undo cwmp cpe inform interval enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp cpe inform interval enable 


undo cwmp cpe inform interval enable 


Default 


The CPE does not send Inform messages periodically. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


If this command is configured, the CPE sends Inform messages regularly to establish a CWMP session 
with the ACS. To set the periodic Inform interval, use the cwmp cpe inform interval command. 


Examples 


# Enable the periodic Inform feature. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp cpe inform interval enable 


Related commands 


cwmp cpe inform interval 


cwmp cpe inform time 


Use cwmp cpe inform time to schedule a connection initiation for the CPE to connect to the ACS. 


Use undo cwmp cpe inform time to restore the default. 
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Syntax 


cwmp cpe inform time time 


undo cwmp cpe inform time 


Default 


No connection initiation has been scheduled. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


time: Specifies the time at which the CPE sends an Inform message. The time format is 
yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss, and the value range is 1970-01-01T00:00:00 to 2035-12-31T23:59:59. The 
specified time must be greater than the current system time. 


Examples 


# Configure the CPE to send an Inform message at 2007-12-01T20:00:00. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp cpe inform time 2012-12-01T20:00:00 


cwmp cpe password 


Use cwmp cpe password to configure the password for the CPE to authenticate the ACS. 


Use undo cwmp cpe password to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp cpe password { cipher | simple } password 


undo cwmp cpe password 


Default 


No password is configured for authenticating the ACS. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


cipher: Specifies a password in ciphertext. 


simple: Specifies a password in plain text. For security purposes, all passwords, including passwords 
configured in plain text, are saved in ciphertext. 


password: Specifies the password string. This argument is case sensitive. If you specify the simple 
keyword, it must be a string of 1 to 255 characters. If you specify the cipher keyword, it must be a 
ciphertext string of 33 to 373 characters. 
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Usage guidelines 


You can configure only one password for the ACS to authenticate to the CPE when it initiates a 
connection. If you use the command multiple times, the final password configuration takes effect. 


For a successful connection, make sure the ACS has the same password setting as the CPE. 


If a password is configured, the ACS must provide the correct password when it requests the CPE to 
initiate a CWMP session. If the password is incorrect, the CPE denies the connection request from the 
ACS. 


You do not need to configure this command if you want to disable ACS authentication or authenticate 
the ACS only based on its username. 


Examples 


# Configure the password used for authenticating the ACS. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp cpe password simple newpsw 


Related commands 


cwmp cpe username 


cwmp cpe provision-code 


Use cwmp cpe provision-code to configure the provision code of the CPE. 


Use undo cwmp cpe provision-code to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp cpe provision-code provision-code 


undo cwmp cpe provision-code 


Default 


The provision code is PROVISIONCODE. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


provision-code: Specifies a provision code, a string of 1 to 64 characters. The string can contain 
uppercase letters, digits, and the full stop (.). 


Usage guidelines 


The provision code identifies a set of services and parameters subscribed to by the CPE. When the CPE 
initiates a session to the ACS, the CPE must send the provision code in the Inform message. 


The CPE can have only one provision code. If you use the command multiple times, the final provision 
code takes effect. 


Examples 


# Set the provision code to H20130525. 
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<Sysname> system 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp cpe provision-code H20130525 


cwmp cpe stun enable 


Use cwmp cpe stun enable to enable NAT traversal for the connection requests from the ACS to reach the 
CPE through a NAT gateway. 


Use undo cwmp cpe stun enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp cpe stun enable 


undo cwmp cpe stun enable 


Default 


NAT traversal is disabled for CWMP. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Connection requests initiated from the CPE can reach the ACS through a NAT gateway without NAT 
traversal. However, for the connection request initiated from the ACS to reach the CPE, you must enable 
NAT traversal on the CPE when a NAT gateway resides between the CPE and the ACS. 


The NAT traversal feature complies with Simple Traversal of UDP Through NATs (STUN), RFC 3489. The 
feature enables the CPE to do the following: 


• Discovers the NAT gateway.  


• Obtains an open NAT binding (a public IP address and port binding) through which the ACS can 
send unsolicited packets. 


The CPE sends the binding to the ACS when it initiates a connection to the ACS. For the connection 
requests sent by the ACS at any time to reach the CPE, the CPE maintains the open NAT binding. 


Examples 


# Enable NAT traversal for the CPE. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp cpe stun enable 


cwmp cpe username 


Use cwmp cpe username to configure the username for the CPE to authenticate the ACS. 


Use undo cwmp cpe username to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp cpe username username 


undo cwmp cpe username 
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Default 


No username is configured for authenticating the ACS. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


username: Specifies a username, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 255 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


You can configure only one username for the ACS to authenticate to the CPE when it initiates a 
connection. If you use the command multiple times, the final username configuration takes effect. 


For a successful connection, make sure the ACS has the same username setting as the CPE. If a 
password is required, you must also make sure the ACS has the same password setting as the CPE. 


The ACS must provide the correct username when it requests the CPE to initiate a CWMP session. If the 
username is incorrect, the CPE denies the connection request from the ACS. 


You do not need to configure this command if you want to disable ACS authentication or authenticate 
the ACS only based on its username. 


Examples 


# Configure the username used for authenticating the ACS. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp cpe username newname 


Related commands 


cwmp cpe password 


cwmp cpe wait timeout 


Use cwmp cpe wait timeout to configure the close-wait timer for the CPE to close an idle connection. 


Use undo cwmp cpe wait timeout to restore the default. 


Syntax 


cwmp cpe wait timeout seconds 


undo cwmp cpe wait timeout 


Default 


The close-wait timer is 30 seconds. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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Parameters 


seconds: Sets the close-wait timer, in the range of 30 to 1800 seconds. 


Usage guidelines 


The close-wait timer specifies the amount of time the connection to the ACS can be idle before it is 
terminated. The CPE terminates the connection to the ACS if no traffic is transmitted before the timer 
expires. 


The timer also specifies the maximum amount of time the CPE waits for the response to a session request. 
The CPE determines that its session attempt has failed when the timer expires. By default, the CPE retries 
a failed session until the session is established with the ACS. To limit the number of retries, use the cwmp 
cpe connect retry command. 


Examples 


# Set the close-wait time to 60 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] cwmp cpe wait timeout 60 


cwmp enable 


Use cwmp enable to enable CWMP. 


Use undo cwmp enable to disable CWMP. 


Syntax 


cwmp enable 


undo cwmp enable 


Default 


CWMP is enabled. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


CWMP configuration takes effect only after CWMP is enabled. 


Examples 


# Disable CWMP. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] undo cwmp enable 


Related commands 


cwmp 
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display cwmp configuration 


Use display cwmp configuration to display the CWMP configuration. 


Syntax 


display cwmp configuration 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Examples 


# Display the CWMP configuration after CWMP is enabled. 
<Sysname> display cwmp configuration 


CWMP state                                                   : Enabled 


ACS URL                                                       : http://www.acs.com:80/acs 


ACS username                                                 : newname 


ACS default URL                                              : Null 


ACS default username                                        : defname 


Periodic inform                                              : Disabled 


Inform interval                                              : 600s 


Inform time                                                   : None 


Wait timeout                                                  : 30s 


Connection retries                                           : Unlimited 


Source IP interface                                          : None 


STUN state                                                     : Disable 


SSL policy name                                               : Null 


Table 13 Command output 


Field Description 


CWMP state Status of CWMP: Enabled or Disabled. 


ACS URL 
Preferred ACS URL.  


This field displays Null if no preferred ACS URL has been specified. 


ACS username Username for the CPE to authenticate to the ACS. 


ACS default URL 


Default ACS URL.  


The CPE attempts to connect to the default ACS URL if no ACS URL has been 
assigned to it through the cwmp acs url command, ACS, or DHCP.  


This field displays Null if no default ACS URL has been configured. 


ACS default username 
Username for the CPE to authenticate to the default ACS URL.  


This field displays Null if no username has been configured for authentication to 
the default ACS URL. 


Periodic inform Status of the periodic Inform feature: Enabled or Disabled. 


Inform interval Periodic Inform interval. The default interval is 600 seconds. 
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Field Description 


Inform time Date and time at which an Inform message is scheduled to be sent. If you do not 
schedule an Inform sending, this field displays None. 


Wait timeout Close-wait timer. This timer is configurable with the cwmp cpe wait timeout 
command. 


Connection retries 
Number of attempts the CPE can make to retry a failed CWMP connection. 


This field displays Unlimited if the default setting is used. The CPE retries a failed 
session until the session is established with the ACS. 


Source IP interface IP address of the specified CWMP connection interface. This field displays None 
if you have not specified a CWMP connection interface. 


STUN state 


Status of NAT traversal for CWMP: Enabled or Disabled.  


For the connection request initiated from the ACS to reach the CPE, you must 
enable NAT traversal when a NAT gateway resides between the CPE and the 
ACS. 


SSL policy name 
SSL client policy specified for the CPE to authenticate the ACS for establishing an 
HTTPS connection. You must specify an SSL client policy when HTTPS is used.  


This field displays Null if you have not specified an SSL client policy. 
 


Related commands 


display cwmp status 


display cwmp status 


Use display cwmp status to display CWMP state information. 


Syntax 


display cwmp status 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Examples 


# Display CWMP state information. 
<Sysname> display cwmp status 


CWMP state                                                   : Enabled 


ACS URL of most recent connection                        : http://www.acs.com:80/acs 


ACS information source                                     : User 


ACS username of most recent connection                  : newname 


Connection status                                           : Disconnected 


Data transfer status                                       : None 


Most recent successful connection attempt              : None 


Length of time before next connection attempt         : 1096832s 
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Table 14 Command output 


Field Description 


CWMP state Status of CWMP: Enabled or Disabled. 


ACS URL of most recent 
connection 


ACS URL used for the most recent connection to the ACS. 


ACS information source 


Source from which the CPE obtained the ACS URL: 
• User—ACS URL assigned by using the cwmp acs url command or by ACS. 
• DHCP—ACS URL assigned by the DHCP server. 
• Default—ACS URL assigned by using the cwmp acs default url command. 


This field displays None if no ACS URL was available. 


ACS username of most 
recent connection 


Username used for the most recent connection to the ACS.  


This field displays Null if no ACS username was available. 


Connection status 


Current CWMP session status: 
• Connected—A CWMP session has been established to the ACS. 
• Disconnected—No CWMP session has been established to the ACS. 
• Waiting response—The CPE is waiting for the connection response from the 


ACS. 


Data transfer status 


Data transfer status of the CPE: 
• Uploading—The CPE is uploading data. 
• Downloading—The CPE is downloading data. 
• None—No data is transferred. 


Most recent successful 
connection attempt 


Time of the most recent successful CWMP connection. This field displays None if 
no CWMP session was established. 


Length of time before next 
connection attempt 


Amount of time (in seconds) that the CPE must wait before it initiates the next 
connection. This field displays None if periodic Inform is disabled. 


 


Related commands 


display cwmp configuration 


ssl client-policy 


Use ssl client-policy to specify an SSL client policy for CWMP. 


Use undo ssl client-policy to remove the specified SSL client policy. 


Syntax 


ssl client-policy policy-name 


undo ssl client-policy 


Default 


No SSL client policy is specified for CWMP. 


Views 


CWMP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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Parameters 


policy-name: Specifies the name of an SSL client policy, a string of 1 to 31 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


CWMP uses HTTP or HTTPS for data transmission. If the ACS uses HTTPS for secure access, its URL 
begins with https://. You must configure an SSL client policy for the CPE to authenticate the ACS for 
establishing an HTTPS connection. For more information about configuring SSL client policies, see 
Security Configuration Guide. 


Examples 


# Specify the SSL client policy test for CWMP. 
<Sysname> system 


[Sysname] cwmp 


[Sysname-cwmp] ssl client-policy test 


New feature: Configuring AIS 


Configuring AIS 


The AIS function suppresses the number of error alarms reported by MEPs.  


For a MEP in the service instance to send AIS frames, set the AIS frame transmission level to be higher 
than the MD level of the MEP.  


Enable AIS and configure a correct AIS frame transmission level on the target MEP, so the target MEP can 
perform the following tasks: 


• Suppress the error alarms.  


• Send the AIS frame to the MD of a higher level.  


If you enable AIS but do not configure a correct AIS frame transmission level, the target MEP can 
suppress the error alarms, but cannot send the AIS frames.  


To configure AIS: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable AIS. cfd ais enable By default, AIS is disabled. 


3. Configure the AIS frame 
transmission level. 


cfd ais level level-value 
service-instance instance-id 


By default, the AIS frame 
transmission level is not 
configured. 


4. Configure the AIS frame 
transmission interval. 


cfd ais period period-value 
service-instance instance-id 


By default, the AIS frame 
transmission interval is 1 second. 


 


Command reference 


cfd ais enable 


Use cfd ais enable to enable AIS.  
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Use undo cfd ais enable to disable AIS.  


Syntax 


cfd ais enable 


undo cfd ais enable 


Default 


AIS is disabled.  


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Enable AIS.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cfd ais enable 


Related commands 


• cfd ais level 


• cfd ais period 


cfd ais level 


Use cfd ais level to configure the AIS frame transmission level.  


Use undo cfd ais level to restore the default.  


Syntax 


cfd ais level level-value service-instance instance-id 


undo cfd ais level level-value service-instance instance-id 


Default 


The AIS frame transmission level is not configured.  


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


level level-value: Specifies the AIS frame transmission level in the range of 1 to 7.  


service-instance instance-id: Specifies a service instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 32767.  


Usage guidelines 


If no AIS frame transmission level is configured for a service instance, the MEPs in the service instance 
cannot send AIS frames.  
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Examples 


# Configure the AIS frame transmission level as 3 in service instance 1.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cfd ais level 3 service-instance 1 


Related commands 


• cfd ais enable 


• cfd ais period 


cfd ais period 


Use cfd ais period to configure the AIS frame transmission period.  


Use undo cfd ais period to restore the default.  


Syntax 


cfd ais period period-value service-instance instance-id 


undo cfd ais period period-value service-instance instance-id 


Default 


The AIS frame transmission period is 1 second.  


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


period period-value: Specifies the AIS frame transmission period in the range of 1 to 60 seconds.  


service-instance instance-id: Specifies a service instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 32767.  


Examples 


# Configure the AIS frame transmission period as 60 seconds in service instance 1.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cfd ais period 60 service-instance 1 


Related commands 


• cfd ais enable 


• cfd ais level 


New feature: Configuring LM 


Configuring LM 


The LM function measures frame loss between MEPs. Frame loss statistics include the number of lost 
frames, the frame loss ratio, and the average number of lost frames for the source and target MEPs.  


To configure LM: 
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Task Command Remarks 


Configure LM. 
cfd slm service-instance instance-id mep mep-id 
{ target-mac mac-address | target-mep 
target-mep-id } [ number number ] 


Available in any view. 


 


Command reference 


cfd slm 


Use cfd slm to enable loss measurement (LM). The LM function measures the frame loss between the 
source and target MEPs by using LMM frames and LMR frames.  


Syntax 


cfd slm service-instance instance-id mep mep-id { target-mac mac-address | target-mep target-mep-id } 
[ number number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


service-instance instance-id: Specifies a service instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 32767.  


mep mep-id: Specifies the source MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191.  


target-mac mac-address: Specifies the target MEP by its MAC address, which is in the format of H-H-H.  


target-mep target-mep-id: Specifies the target MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191.  


number number: Specifies the number of LMM frames sent. The value range for the number argument is 
2 to 10, and the default is 5.  


Examples 


# Enable the LM function to measure the frame loss between source MEP 1101 and target MEP 2001 in 
service instance 1.  
<Sysname> cfd slm service-instance 1 mep 1101 target-mep 2001 


Reply from 0010-fc00-6512 


Far-end frame loss: 10    Near-end frame loss: 20 


Reply from 0010-fc00-6512 


Far-end frame loss: 40    Near-end frame loss: 40 


Reply from 0010-fc00-6512 


Far-end frame loss: 0     Near-end frame loss: 10 


Reply from 0010-fc00-6512 


Far-end frame loss: 30    Near-end frame loss: 30 


 


Average 


Far-end frame loss: 20    Near-end frame loss: 25 


Far-end frame loss rate: 25.00%      Near-end frame loss rate: 32.00% 


Sent LMMs: 5    Received: 5    Lost: 0 
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Table 6 Command output 


Field Description 


Reply from 0010-fc00-6512 LMR frames returned from the target MEP with MAC address 
0010-FC00-6512. 


Far-end frame loss Number of lost frames on the target MEP. 


Near-end frame loss Number of lost frames on the source MEP. 


Far-end frame loss rate Frame loss ratio on the target MEP. 


Near-end frame loss rate Frame loss ratio on the source MEP. 


Average Average number of lost frames. 


Sent LMMs Number of sent LMM frames. 


Received Number of received LMR frames. 


Lost Number of lost LMR frames. 
 


New feature: Configuring one-way DM 


Configuring one-way DM 


The one-way DM function measures the one-way frame delay between two MEPs, and monitors and 
manages the link transmission performance.  


One-way DM requires that the clocks at the transmitting MEP and the receiving MEP be synchronized. 
For the purpose of frame delay variation measurement, the requirement for clock synchronization can be 
relaxed.  


To view the test result, use the display cfd dm one-way history command on the target MEP. 


To configure one-way DM: 
 


Task Command Remarks 


Configure one-way DM. 


cfd dm one-way service-instance 
instance-id mep mep-id 
{ target-mac mac-address | 
target-mep target-mep-id } 
[ number number ] 


Available in any view. 


 


Command reference 


cfd dm one-way 


Use cfd dm one-way to enable one-way delay measurement (DM). The one-way DM function measures 
the one-way frame delay between the source and target MEPs by using 1DM frames.  


Syntax 


cfd dm one-way service-instance instance-id mep mep-id { target-mac mac-address | target-mep 
target-mep-id } [ number number ] 
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Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


service-instance instance-id: Specifies a service instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 32767.  


mep mep-id: Specifies the source MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191.  


target-mac mac-address: Specifies the target MEP by its MAC address in the format of H-H-H.  


target-mep target-mep-id: Specifies the target MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191.  


number number: Specifies the number of 1DM frames sent. The value range for the number argument is 
2 to 10, and the default is 5.  


Usage guidelines 


To view the one-way delay test result, use the display cfd dm one-way history command on the target 
MEP.  


Examples 


# Enable the one-way DM function to test the one-way frame delay from source MEP 1101 to target MEP 
1003 in service instance 1.  
<Sysname> cfd dm one-way service-instance 1 mep 1101 target-mep 1003 


5 1DMs have been sent. Please check the result on the remote device. 


Related commands  


• display cfd dm one-way history 


• reset cfd dm one-way history 


New feature: Configuring two-way DM 


Configuring two-way DM 


The two-way DM function measures the two-way frame delay, average two-way frame delay, and 
two-way frame delay variation between two MEPs. It also monitors and manages the link transmission 
performance.  


To configure two-way DM: 
 


Task Command Remarks 


Configure two-way DM. 


cfd dm two-way service-instance 
instance-id mep mep-id 
{ target-mac mac-address | 
target-mep target-mep-id } 
[ number number ] 


Available in any view. 
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Command reference 


cfd dm two-way 


Use cfd dm two-way to enable two-way DM. The two-way DM function measures the two-way frame 
delay between the source and target MEPs by using DMM frames and DMR frames.  


Syntax 


cfd dm two-way service-instance instance-id mep mep-id { target-mac mac-address | target-mep 
target-mep-id } [ number number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


service-instance instance-id: Specifies a service instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 32767.  


mep mep-id: Specifies the source MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191.  


target-mac mac-address: Specifies the target MEP by its MAC address, which is in the format of H-H-H.  


target-mep target-mep-id: Specifies the target MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191.  


number number: Specifies the number of DMM frames sent. The value range for the number argument is 
2 to 10, and the default is 5.  


Examples 


# Enable the two-way DM function to test the two-way frame delay between source MEP 1101 and target 
MEP 2001 in service instance 1.  
<Sysname> cfd dm two-way service-instance 1 mep 1101 target-mep 2001 


Frame delay: 


Reply from 0010-fc00-6512: 10ms 


Reply from 0010-fc00-6512: 9ms 


Reply from 0010-fc00-6512: 11ms 


Reply from 0010-fc00-6512: 5ms 


Reply from 0010-fc00-6512: 5ms 


Average: 8ms 


Sent DMMs: 5        Received: 5        Lost: 0 


 


Frame delay variation: 5ms 4ms 6ms 0ms 0ms 


Average: 3ms 


Table 7 Command output 


Field Description 


Reply from 0010-fc00-6512 
Delay of the DMR frames returned from the MEP with MAC 
address 0010-FC00-6512. 


Average Average frame delay or average frame delay variation. 


Sent DMMs Number of sent DMM frames . 
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Field Description 


Received Number of received DMR frames. 


Lost Number of lost DMM frames. 
 


New feature: Configuring TST 


Configuring TST 


The TST function detects bit errors on a link, and monitors and manages the link transmission 
performance.  


To view the test result, use the display cfd tst command on the target MEP.  


To configure TST: 
 


Task Command Remarks 


Configure TST. 


cfd tst service-instance instance-id 
mep mep-id { target-mac 
mac-address | target-mep 
target-mep-id } [ number number ] 
[ length-of-test length ] 
[ pattern-of-test { all-zero | prbs } 
[ with-crc ] ] 


Available in any view. 


 


Command reference 


cfd tst 


Use cfd tst to enable test (TST). The TST function detects bit errors between the source and target MEPs by 
using TST frames.  


Syntax 


cfd tst service-instance instance-id mep mep-id { target-mac mac-address | target-mep target-mep-id } 
[ number number ] [ length-of-test length ] [ pattern-of-test { all-zero | prbs } [ with-crc ] ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


service-instance instance-id: Specifies a service instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 32767.  


mep mep-id: Specifies the source MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191.  


target-mac mac-address: Specifies the target MEP by its MAC address, which is in the format of H-H-H.  


target-mep target-mep-id: Specifies the target MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191.  
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number number: Specifies the number of sent TST frames. The value range for the number argument is 1 
to 10, and the default is 5.  


length-of-test length: Specifies the length of the Test TLV (Type/Length/Value) in the TST frame. The value 
range for the length argument is 4 to 1400, and the default is 64.  


pattern-of-test { all-zero | prbs } [ with-crc ]: Specifies the pattern of the Test TLV in the TST frame:  


• all-zero (all-zero value without CRC-32), which is the default pattern.  


• prbs (pseudo random bit sequence without CRC-32). 


• all-zero with-crc (all-zero value with CRC-32). 


• prbs with-crc (pseudo random bit sequence with CRC-32).  


Usage guidelines 


To view the TST test result, use the display cfd tst command on the target MEP.  


Examples 


# Enable the TST function to test the bit errors between source MEP 1101 and target MEP 1003 in service 
instance 1.  
<Sysname> cfd tst service-instance 1 mep 1101 target-mep 1003 


5 TSTs have been sent. Please check the result on the remote device. 


Related commands  


• display cfd tst 


• reset cfd tst 


New feature: Configuring EAIS 


Configuring EAIS 


You can configure EAIS on a device that does not support or is not configured with CFD. However, EAIS 
must collaborate with the CFD function in the network, so you must configure CFD in the network.  


For a port to send the EAIS frames, configure port status-AIS collaboration, and configure the correct 
EAIS frame transmission level and interval. If you only enable port status-EAIS collaboration, but do not 
configure the EAIS frame transmission level and interval, the port cannot send EAIS frames.  


If you do not specify the VLANs where the EAIS frames can be transmitted, the EAIS frames will be 
transmitted in the default VLAN of the current port. Otherwise, the EAIS frames will be transmitted in the 
intersection of the following VLANs:  


• Specified VLANs where the EAIS frames can be transmitted.  


• VLANs to which the port belongs.  


You can configure EAIS on the member port of an aggregation group, but the configuration does not take 
effect. If you configure EAIS on the port and then add it to an aggregation group, the EAIS configuration 
immediately fails to take effect. After the port leaves the aggregation group, the EAIS configuration takes 
effect.  


If the intersection of the configured VLANs where the EAIS frames can be transmitted and the VLANs to 
which the port belongs is empty, no EAIS frame is sent. If the intersection contains more than 70 VLANs 
and the EAIS frame transmission interval is 1 second, the CPU usage will be too high. In this case, HP 
recommends that you set the EAIS frame transmission interval to 60 seconds.  
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To configure EAIS: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable port status-AIS 
collaboration. 


cfd ais-track link-status global By default, port status-AIS 
collaboration is disabled. 


3. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


4. Configure the EAIS frame 
transmission level. 


cfd ais-track link-status level 
level-value 


By default, the EAIS frame 
transmission level is not 
configured. 


5. Configure the EAIS frame 
transmission interval. 


cfd ais-track link-status period 
period-value 


By default, the EAIS frame 
transmission interval is not 
configured. 


6. Specify the VLANs where the 
EAIS frames can be 
transmitted. 


cfd ais-track link-status vlan 
vlan-list 


By default, the EAIS frames can be 
transmitted within only the default 
VLAN of the port. 


 


Command reference 


cfd ais-track link-status global 


Use cfd ais-track link-status global to enable port status-AIS collaboration.  


Use undo cfd ais-track link-status global to disable port status-AIS collaboration.  


Syntax 


cfd ais-track link-status global 


undo cfd ais-track link-status global 


Default 


Port status-AIS collaboration is disabled.  


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Enable port status-AIS collaboration.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] cfd ais-track link-status global 


Related commands 


• cfd ais-track link-status level 


• cfd ais-track link-status period 


• cfd ais-track link-status vlan 
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cfd ais-track link-status level 


Use cfd ais-track link-status level to configure the EAIS frame transmission level.  


Use undo cfd ais-track link-status level to restore the default.  


Syntax 


cfd ais-track link-status level level-value 


undo cfd ais-track link-status level 


Default 


The EAIS frame transmission level is not configured.  


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


level level-value: Specifies the EAIS frame transmission level in the range of 0 to 7.  


Usage guidelines 


If no EAIS frame transmission level is configured on a port, the port cannot send EAIS frames.  


Follow these guidelines when you use this command: 


• Configurations in Ethernet interface view take effect only on the current interface.  


• Configurations in aggregate interface view take effect on the aggregate interface and all its 
member ports.  


• Configurations on a member port take effect only when the member port leaves the aggregation 
group. 


Examples 


# Configure the EAIS frame transmission level as 3 on Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] cfd ais-track link-status level 3 


Related commands 


• cfd ais-track link-status global 


• cfd ais-track link-status period 


• cfd ais-track link-status vlan 


cfd ais-track link-status period 


Use cfd ais-track link-status period to configure the EAIS frame transmission period.  


Use undo cfd ais-track link-status period to restore the default.  


Syntax 


cfd ais-track link-status period period-value 
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undo cfd ais-track link-status period 


Default 


The EAIS frame transmission period is not configured.  


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


period period-value: Specifies the EAIS frame transmission period in the range of 1 to 60 seconds.  


Usage guidelines 


If no EAIS frame transmission period is configured on a port, the port cannot send EAIS frames.  


Follow these guidelines when you use this command: 


• Configurations in Ethernet interface view take effect only on the current interface.  


• Configurations in aggregate interface view take effect on the aggregate interface and all its 
member ports.  


• Configurations on a member port take effect only when the member port leaves the aggregation 
group. 


Examples 


# Configure the EAIS frame transmission period as 60 seconds on Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] cfd ais-track link-status period 60 


Related commands 


• cfd ais-track link-status global 


• cfd ais-track link-status level 


• cfd ais-track link-status vlan 


cfd ais-track link-status vlan 


Use cfd ais-track link-status vlan to specify the VLANs where the EAIS frames can be transmitted.  


Use undo cfd ais-track link-status vlan to remove the specified VLANs.  


Syntax 


cfd ais-track link-status vlan vlan-list 


undo cfd ais-track link-status vlan vlan-list 


Default 


The EAIS frames can be transmitted only within the default VLAN of the port.  


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


vlan vlan-list: Specifies the VLANs where the EAIS frames can be transmitted. The vlan-list argument 
specifies a space-separated list of up to 10 VLAN items. Each item specifies a VLAN ID or a range of 
VLAN IDs in the form of vlan-id [ to vlan-id ]. The value range for VLAN IDs is 1 to 4094.  


Usage guidelines 


The EAIS frames are transmitted within the intersection of the VLANs specified with this command and the 
existing VLANs on the device.  


If the command is executed multiple times, the combination of the VLANs specified in each command 
takes effect.  


Follow these guidelines when you use this command: 


• Configurations in Ethernet interface view take effect only on the current interface.  


• Configurations in aggregate interface view take effect on the aggregate interface and all its 
member ports.  


• Configurations on a member port take effect only when the member port leaves the aggregation 
group. 


Examples 


# On port Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, specify VLANs 100 through 200 as the VLANs where the EAIS 
frames can be transmitted.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] cfd ais-track link-status vlan 100 to 200 


Related commands 


• cfd ais-track link-status global 


• cfd ais-track link-status level 


• cfd ais-track link-status period 


New feature: Displaying the CFD implementation status 


Displaying the CFD implementation status 


Use display commands in any view to display the CFD implementation status after the configuration is 
complete. 


Command reference 


display cfd ais 


Use display cfd ais to display the AIS configuration and information on the specified MEP.  


Syntax 


display cfd ais [ service-instance instance-id [ mep mep-id ] ] 
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Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


service-instance instance-id: Specifies a service instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 32767. If you do 
not specify this option, the command displays the AIS configuration and information for all service 
instances.  


mep mep-id: Specifies a MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191. If you do not specify this option, the 
command displays the AIS configuration and information for all MEPs.  


Examples 


# Display the AIS configuration and information for all the MEPs in all service instances.  
<Sysname> display cfd ais 


Service instance: 5 


AIS level: 4    AIS period: 1s 


MEP ID: 1 


AIS condition: yes   Time to enter the condition: 2013/01/22 10:43:57 


AIS state machine: Previous state: NO_RECEIVE 


                   Current state: RECEIVE 


MEP ID: 2 


AIS condition: yes   Time to enter the condition: 2013/01/22 10:43:57 


AIS state machine: Previous state: NO_RECEIVE 


                   Current state: RECEIVE 


 


Service instance: 20 


AIS level: 3    AIS period: 60s 


MEP ID: 10 


AIS condition: yes   Time to enter the condition: 2013/01/22 10:43:57 


AIS state machine: Previous state: NO_RECEIVE 


                   Current state: RECEIVE 


 


Service instance: 100 


AIS level: 6    AIS period: 1s 


MEP ID: 20 


AIS condition: no    Time to enter the condition: 2013/01/22 11:40:01 


AIS state machine: Previous state: IDLE 


                   Current state: NO_RECEIVE 


 


MEP ID: 50 


AIS condition: no    Time to enter the condition: - 


AIS state machine: Previous state: IDLE 


                   Current state: NO_RECEIVE 
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Table 8 Command output 


Field Description 


Service instance Service instance of the MEP. 


AIS level AIS frame transmission level. 


AIS period AIS frame transmission period. 


AIS condition 
AIS status: 
• yes—AIS is running. 
• no—AIS is not running. 


Time to enter the condition Time when the AIS status began. (- means AIS is enabled but the MEP 
does not receive any AIS frame.) 


AIS state machine AIS frame receiving state machine. 


Previous state 


Previous state: 
• IDLE—Not activated. 
• NO_RECEIVE—Activated. 
• RECEIVE—AIS frames are received. 


Current state 


Current state: 
• IDLE—Not activated. 
• NO_RECEIVE—Activated. 
• RECEIVE—AIS frames are received. 


 


display cfd ais-track link-status 


Use display cfd ais-track link-status to display the configuration and information for the AIS associated 
with the port status.  


Syntax 


display cfd ais-track link-status [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies a port by its type and number. If you do not specify 
this option, this command displays the configuration and information for the AIS associated with the 
status of all ports.  


Examples 


# Display the configuration and information for the AIS associated with the status of all ports.  
<Sysname> display cfd ais-track link-status 


AIS tracking link-status is enabled. 


 


Interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/1: 
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AIS level: 5          AIS period: 1s 


Configured VLANs: 1, 10-100, 103 


Send VLANs: 1, 10-100, 103 


AIS condition: yes     Time to enter the condition: 2013/02/26 10:43:57 


 


Interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/2: 


AIS level: 5          AIS period: 1s 


Configured VLANs: 1-4094 


Send VLANs: 1-2000 


AIS condition: yes     Time to enter the condition: 2013/02/26 10:44:57 


Table 9 Command output 


Field Description 


AIS tracking link-status is enabled Port status-AIS collaboration is enabled. 


AIS tracking link-status is disabled Port status-AIS collaboration is disabled. 


Interface Port that collaborates with AIS. 


AIS level EAIS frame transmission level on the port. 


AIS period EAIS frame transmission period on the port. 


Configured VLANs VLANs where the EAIS frames can be transmitted. 


Send VLANs Actual VLANs where the EAIS frames can be transmitted. 


AIS condition 
EAIS frame sending status: 
• yes—EAIS frames are being sent. 
• no—No EAIS frame is being sent. 


Time to enter the condition Time when the EAIS frame sending started. 
 


display cfd dm one-way history 


Use display cfd dm one-way history to display the one-way DM result.  


Syntax 


display cfd dm one-way history [ service-instance instance-id [ mep mep-id ] ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


service-instance instance-id: Specifies a service instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 32767. If you do 
not specify this option, this command displays the one-way DM results for all service instances.  


mep mep-id: Specifies a MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191. If you do not specify this option, this 
command displays the one-way DM results for all MEPs.  
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Usage guidelines 


The one-way DM results for all inward-facing MEPs in a service instance are the same.  


Examples 


# Display the one-way DM results for all the MEPs in all service instances.  
<Sysname> display cfd dm one-way history 


Service instance: 1 


MEP ID: 1003 


Sent 1DM total number: 0 


Received 1DM total number: 5 


Frame delay: 10ms  9ms  11ms  5ms  5ms 


Delay average: 8ms 


Frame delay variation: 5ms  4ms  6ms  0ms  0ms 


Variation average: 3ms 


MEP ID: 1004 


Sent 1DM total number: 0 


Received 1DM total number: 5 


Frame delay: 10ms  9ms  11ms  5ms  5ms 


Delay average: 8ms 


Delay variation: 5ms  4ms  6ms  0ms  0ms 


Variation average: 3ms 


 


Service instance: 2 


No MEP exists in the service instance. 


 


Service instance: 3 


MEP ID: 1023 


Sent 1DM total number: 5 


Received 1DM total number: 10 


Frame delay: 20ms  9ms  8ms  7ms  1ms  5ms  13ms  17ms  9ms  10ms 


Delay average: 9ms 


Delay variation: 19ms  8ms  7ms  6ms  0ms  4ms  12ms  16ms  8ms  9ms 


Variation average: 8ms 


 


Service instance: 4 


MEP ID: 1023 


Sent 1DM total number: 77 


Received 1DM total number: 0 


Table 10 Command output 


Field Description 


Service instance Service instance of the MEP. 


Sent 1DM total number Number of sent 1DM frames. 


Received 1DM total number Number of received 1DM frames. 


Delay average Average frame delay. 


Delay variation Frame delay variation. 
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Field Description 


Variation average Average frame delay variation. 
 


Related commands 


• cfd dm one-way 


• reset cfd dm one-way history 


display cfd tst 


Use display cfd tst to display the TST result.  


Syntax 


display cfd tst [ service-instance instance-id [ mep mep-id ] ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


service-instance instance-id: Specifies a service instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 32767. If you do 
not specify this option, the command displays the TST results for all service instances.  


mep mep-id: Specifies a MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191. If you do not specify this option, the 
command displays the TST results for all MEPs.  


Usage guidelines 


The TST DM results for all inward-facing MEPs in a service instance are the same.  


Examples 


# Display the TST results for all the MEPs in all service instances.  
<Sysname> display cfd tst 


Service instance: 1 


MEP ID: 1003 


Sent TST total number: 0 


Received TST total number: 5 


Received from 0010-fc00-6510, Bit True,  sequence number 0 


Received from 0010-fc00-6510, Bit True,  sequence number 1 


Received from 0010-fc00-6510, Bit True,  sequence number 2 


Received from 0010-fc00-6510, Bit True,  sequence number 3 


Received from 0010-fc00-6510, Bit True,  sequence number 4 


MEP ID: 1004 


Sent TST total number: 5 


Received TST total number: 0 


 


Service instance: 2 


No MEP exists in the service instance. 
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Service instance: 3 


MEP ID: 1023 


Sent TST total number: 5 


Received TST total number: 0 


Table 11 Command output 


Field Description 


Service instance Service instance of the MEP. 


Sent TST total number Number of sent TST frames. 


Received TST total number Number of received TST frames. 


Received from 0010-fc00-6510, Bit 
True,  sequence number 0 


TST frame with sequence number 0 was received from the MEP with 
MAC address 0010-FC00-6510: 
• Bit True—No bit error occurred. 
• Bit False—Bit errors occurred. 


 


Related commands 


• cfd tst 


• reset cfd tst 


New feature: Clearing CFD test results 


Clearing CFD test results 


Use reset commands in user view to clear CFD test results. 


Command reference 


reset cfd dm one-way history 


Use reset cfd dm one-way history to clear the one-way DM result.  


Syntax 


reset cfd dm one-way history [ service-instance instance-id [ mep mep-id ] ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


service-instance instance-id: Specifies a service instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 32767. If you do 
not specify this option, the command clears the one-way DM results for all service instances.  


mep mep-id: Specifies a MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191. If you do not specify this option, the 
command clears the one-way DM results for all MEPs. 
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Usage guidelines 


Clearing the one-way DM result for an inward-facing MEP clears all one-way DM results for the service 
instance where the inward-facing MEP resides.  


Examples 


# Clear the one-way DM results for all MEPs in all service instances.  
<Sysname> reset cfd dm one-way history 


Related commands  


• cfd dm one-way 


• display cfd dm one-way history 


reset cfd tst 


Use reset cfd tst to clear the TST result.  


Syntax 


reset cfd tst [ service-instance instance-id [ mep mep-id ] ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


service-instance instance-id: Specifies a service instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 32767. If you do 
not specify this option, the command clears the TST results for all service instances.  


mep mep-id: Specifies a MEP by its ID in the range of 1 to 8191. If you do not specify this option, the 
command clears the TST results for all MEPs.  


Usage guidelines 


Clearing the TST result for an inward-facing MEP clears all TST results for the service instance where the 
inward-facing MEP resides.  


Examples 


# Clear the TST results for all MEPs in all service instances.  
<Sysname> reset cfd tst 


Related commands 


• cfd tst 
• display cfd tst 


New feature: RRPP 


Overview 


Metropolitan area networks (MANs) and enterprise networks typically use the ring topology to improve 
reliability. However, services will be interrupted if any node in the ring network fails. A ring network 
typically uses RPR or Ethernet rings. RPR is high in cost because it needs dedicated hardware. In contrast, 
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the Ethernet ring technology is more mature and economical, so it is more and more popular in MANs 
and enterprise networks. 


The Rapid Ring Protection Protocol (RRPP) is a link layer protocol designed for Ethernet rings. RRPP can 
prevent broadcast storms caused by data loops when an Ethernet ring is healthy. RRPP can also rapidly 
restore the communication paths between the nodes when a link is disconnected on the ring. The 
convergence time of RRPP is independent of the number of nodes in the Ethernet ring. RRPP is applicable 
to large-diameter networks. 


Basic RRPP concepts 


Figure 2 shows a typical RRPP network with two Ethernet rings and multiple nodes. RRPP detects ring 
status and sends topology change information by exchanging Rapid Ring Protection Protocol Data Units 
(RRPPDUs) among the nodes. 


Figure 2 RRPP networking diagram 


 
 


RRPP domain 
An RRPP domain is uniquely identified by a domain ID. The interconnected devices with the same domain 
ID and control VLANs constitute an RRPP domain. An RRPP domain contains the following elements:  


• Primary ring and subring.  


• Control VLAN. 


• Master node, transit node, edge node, and assistant edge node. 


• Primary port, secondary port, common port, and edge port.  


As shown in Figure 2, Domain 1 is an RRPP domain, containing two RRPP rings: Ring 1 and Ring 2. All 
the nodes on the two RRPP rings belong to the RRPP domain.  


RRPP ring 


A ring-shaped Ethernet topology is called an RRPP ring. RRPP rings include primary rings and subrings. 
You can configure a ring as either the primary ring or a subring by specifying its ring level. The primary 
ring is of level 0, and a subring is of level 1. An RRPP domain contains one or multiple RRPP rings, one 
serving as the primary ring and the others serving as subrings. A ring can be in one of the following 
states: 


• Health state—All physical links on the Ethernet ring are connected. 


• Disconnect state—Some physical links on the Ethernet ring are not connected.  
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As shown in Figure 2, Domain 1 contains two RRPP rings: Ring 1 and Ring 2. The level is set to 0 for Ring 
1 and 1 for Ring 2. Ring 1 is configured as the primary ring, and Ring 2 is configured as a subring.  


Control VLAN and data VLAN 
1. Control VLAN 


In an RRPP domain, a control VLAN is dedicated to transferring RRPPDUs. On a device, the ports 
accessing an RRPP ring belong to the control VLANs of the ring, and only these ports can join the 
control VLANs.  


An RRPP domain is configured with the following control VLANs:  


 One primary control VLAN, which is the control VLAN for the primary ring. 


 One secondary control VLAN, which is the control VLAN for subrings.  


After you specify a VLAN as the primary control VLAN, the system automatically configures the 
secondary control VLAN. The VLAN ID is the primary control VLAN ID plus one. All subrings in the 
same RRPP domain share the same secondary control VLAN. IP address configuration is prohibited 
on the control VLAN interfaces.  


2. Data VLAN 


A data VLAN is dedicated to transferring data packets. Both RRPP ports and non-RRPP ports can be 
assigned to a data VLAN.  


Node 


Each device on an RRPP ring is a node. The role of a node is configurable. RRPP has the following node 
roles: 


• Master node—Each ring has only one master node. The master node initiates the polling 
mechanism and determines the operations to be performed after a topology change.  


• Transit node—On the primary ring, transit nodes refer to all nodes except the master node. On the 
subring, transit nodes refer to all nodes except the master node and the nodes where the primary 
ring intersects with the subring. A transit node monitors the state of its directly connected RRPP links 
and notifies the master node of the link state changes, if any. Based on the link state changes, the 
master node determines the operations to be performed. 


• Edge node—A special node residing on both the primary ring and a subring at the same time. An 
edge node acts as a master node or transit node on the primary ring and as an edge node on the 
subring.  


• Assistant edge node—A special node residing on both the primary ring and a subring at the same 
time. An assistant edge node acts as a master node or transit node on the primary ring and as an 
assistant edge node on the subring. This node works in conjunction with the edge node to detect the 
integrity of the primary ring and to perform loop guard.  


As shown in Figure 2, Ring 1 is the primary ring and Ring 2 is a subring. Device A is the master node of 
Ring 1. Device B, Device C, and Device D are the transit nodes of Ring 1. Device E is the master node of 
Ring 2, Device B is the edge node of Ring 2, and Device C is the assistant edge node of Ring 2. 


Port 


1. Primary port and secondary port 


Each master node or transit node has two ports connected to an RRPP ring, a primary port and a 
secondary port. You can determine the role of a port.  


In terms of functionality, the primary port and the secondary port of a master node have the 
following differences: 
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 The primary port and the secondary port are designed to play the role of sending and receiving 
Hello packets, respectively. 


 When an RRPP ring is in Health state, the secondary port logically denies data VLANs and 
permits only the packets from the control VLANs.  


 When an RRPP ring is in Disconnect state, the secondary port forwards packets from data 
VLANs. 


In terms of functionality, the primary port and the secondary port of a transit node are the same. 
Both are designed for transferring protocol packets and data packets over an RRPP ring.  


As shown in Figure 2, Device A is the master node of Ring 1. Port 1 and Port 2 are the primary port 
and the secondary port of the master node on Ring 1, respectively. Device B, Device C, and 
Device D are the transit nodes of Ring 1. Their Port 1 and Port 2 are the primary port and the 
secondary port on Ring 1, respectively.  


2. Common port and edge port 


The ports connecting the edge node and assistant edge node to the primary ring are common 
ports. The ports connecting the edge node and assistant edge node only to the subrings are edge 
ports. You can determine the role of a port.  


As shown in Figure 2, Device B and Device C reside on Ring 1 and Ring 2. Device B's Port 1 and 
Port 2 and Device C's Port 1 and Port 2 access the primary ring, so they are common ports. Device 
B's Port 3 and Device C's Port 3 access only the subring, so they are edge ports.  


RRPP ring group 
To reduce Edge-Hello traffic, you can configure a group of subrings on the edge node or assistant edge 
node. You must configure a device as the edge node of these subrings, and another device as the 
assistant edge node of these subrings. Additionally, the subrings of the edge node and assistant edge 
node must connect to the same subring packet tunnels in major ring (SRPTs). Edge-Hello packets of the 
edge node of these subrings travel to the assistant edge node of these subrings over the same link.  


An RRPP ring group configured on the edge node is an edge node RRPP ring group. An RRPP ring group 
configured on an assistant edge node is an assistant edge node RRPP ring group. Only one subring in 
an edge node RRPP ring group is allowed to send Edge-Hello packets.  


RRPPDUs 


RRPPDUs of subrings are transmitted as data packets in the primary ring, and RRPPDUs of the primary 
ring can only be transmitted within the primary ring. 


Table 15 RRPPDU types and their functions 


Type  Description  


Hello The master node initiates Hello packets (also known as Health packets) to detect the 
integrity of a ring in a network. 


Fast-Hello The master node initiates Fast-Hello packets to detect the integrity of a ring in a 
network. Fast-Hello packets are used for the fast detection mechanism.  


Link-Down When a port on the transit node, edge node, or assistant edge node fails, the node 
initiates Link-Down packets to notify the master node of the disconnection of the ring.  


Common-Flush-FDB 


When an RRPP ring transits to Disconnect state, the master node initiates 
Common-Flush-FDB (FDB stands for Forwarding Database) packets. It uses the 
packets to instruct the transit nodes, edge nodes, and assistant edge nodes to 
update their own MAC address entries and ARP/ND entries.  
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Type  Description  


Complete-Flush-FDB 


When an RRPP ring transits to Health state, the master node initiates 
Complete-Flush-FDB packets for the following purposes:  
• Instruct the transit nodes, edge nodes, and assistant edge nodes to update their 


MAC address entries and ARP/ND entries. 
• Instruct the transit nodes to release temporarily blocked ports. 


Edge-Hello The edge node initiates Edge-Hello packets to examine the SRPTs between the edge 
node and the assistant edge node.  


Fast-Edge-Hello 
The edge node initiates Fast-Edge-Hello packets to examine the SRPTs between it 
and the assistant edge node. Fast-Edge-Hello packets are used for the fast detection 
mechanism.  


Major-Fault 
The assistant edge node initiates Major-Fault packets to notify the edge node of SRPT 
failure when an SRPT between assistant edge node and edge node is disconnected.  


 


RRPP timers 


When RRPP determines the link state of an Ethernet ring, it uses the following timers:  


• Hello timer—Specifies the interval at which the master node sends Hello packets out of the primary 
port.  


• Fail timer—Specifies the maximum delay of Hello packets sent from the primary port to the 
secondary port of the master node. If the secondary port receives the Hello packets sent by the local 
master node before the Fail timer expires, the ring is in Health state. Otherwise, the ring transits to 
Disconnect state.  


• Fast-Hello timer—Specifies the interval at which the master node sends Fast-Hello packets out of the 
primary port.  


• Fast-Fail timer—Specifies the maximum delay of Fast-Hello packets sent from the primary port to the 
secondary port of the master node. If the secondary port receives the Fast-Hello packets before the 
Fast-Fail timer expires, the ring is in Health state. Otherwise, the ring transits to Disconnect state.  


• Fast-Edge-Hello timer—Specifies the interval at which the edge node sends Fast-Edge-Hello 
packets out of the common port.  


• Fast-Edge-Fail timer—Specifies the maximum delay of Fast-Edge-Hello packets from the common 
port of the edge node to the common port of the assistant edge node. If the assistant edge node 
receives the Fast-Edge-Hello packets from the common port before the Fast-Edge-Fail timer expires, 
the ring is in Health state. Otherwise, the ring transits to Disconnect state. 


In an RRPP domain, a transit node learns the Fail timer value on the master node through the received 
Hello packets. This ensures that all nodes in the ring network have consistent Fail timer settings. A transit 
node cannot, however, learn the Fast-Fail timer value on the master node through received Fast-Hello 
packets. 


How RRPP works 


Polling mechanism 
The polling mechanism is used by the master node of an RRPP ring to examine the Health state of the ring 
network. 
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The master node sends Hello packets out of its primary port at the Hello interval. These Hello packets 
travel through each transit node on the ring in turn.  


• If the ring is complete, the secondary port of the master node receives Hello packets before the Fail 
timer expires. The master node keeps the secondary port blocked.  


• If the ring is disconnected, the secondary port of the master node fails to receive Hello packets 
before the Fail timer expires. The master node releases the secondary port from blocking data 
VLANs. It sends Common-Flush-FDB packets to instruct all transit nodes to update their own MAC 
address entries and ARP/ND entries.  


Load balancing 


In a ring network, traffic from multiple VLANs might be transmitted at the same time. RRPP can implement 
load balancing by transmitting traffic from different VLANs along different paths. 


You can configure multiple RRPP domains for a ring network. Each RRPP domain transmits the traffic from 
the specified VLANs (protected VLANs). Traffic from different VLANs can be transmitted according to 
different topologies in the ring network for load balancing.  


As shown in Figure 7, Ring 1 is configured as the primary ring of Domain 1 and Domain 2, which are 
configured with different protected VLANs. Device A is the master node of Ring 1 in Domain 1. Device 
B is the master node of Ring 1 in Domain 2. With such configurations, traffic from different VLANs can 
be transmitted on different links for load balancing in the single-ring network.  


Link down alarm mechanism 


In an RRPP domain, when the transit node, edge node, or assistant edge node finds that any of its ports 
is down, it immediately sends Link-Down packets to the master node. When the master node receives a 
Link-Down packet, it takes the following actions:  


• Releases the secondary port from blocking data VLANs.  


• Sends Common-Flush-FDB packets to instruct all the transit nodes, edge nodes, and assistant edge 
nodes to update their MAC address entries and ARP/ND entries.  


After each node updates its own entries, traffic is switched to the normal link.  


Ring recovery 
When the ports in an RRPP domain on the transit nodes, edge nodes, or assistant edge nodes come up 
again, the ring is recovered. However, the master node might detect the ring recovery after a period of 
time. A temporary loop might arise in the data VLAN during this period. As a result, a broadcast storm 
occurs. 


To prevent such cases, non-master nodes block the ports immediately when they find the ports accessing 
the ring are brought up again. The nodes block only the packets from the protected VLAN, and they 
permit only the packets from the control VLAN to pass through. The blocked ports are activated only 
when the nodes determine that no loop will be generated by these ports.  


Broadcast storm suppression mechanism in case of SRPT failure in a multi-homed subring 


As shown in Figure 6, Ring 1 is the primary ring, and Ring 2 and Ring 3 are subrings. When the two 
SRPTs between the edge node and the assistant edge node are down, the master nodes of Ring 2 and 
Ring 3 will open their secondary ports. A loop is generated among Device B, Device C, Device E, and 
Device F, causing a broadcast storm.  


To avoid generating a loop, the edge node will temporarily block the edge port. The blocked edge port 
is activated only when the edge node determines that no loop will be generated when the edge port is 
activated.  
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RRPP ring group 
In an edge node RRPP ring group, only the activated subring with the smallest domain ID and ring ID can 
send Edge-Hello packets. In an assistant edge node RRPP ring group, any activated subring that has 
received Edge-Hello packets will forward these packets to the other activated subrings. When an edge 
node RRPP ring group and an assistant edge node RRPP ring group are configured, the CPU workload 
is reduced because of the following reasons:  


• Only one subring sends Edge-Hello packets on the edge node. 


• Only one subring receives Edge-Hello packets on the assistant edge node.  


As shown in Figure 6, Device B is the edge node of Ring 2 and Ring 3. Device C is the assistant edge 
node of Ring 2 and Ring 3. Device B and Device C need to send or receive Edge-Hello packets frequently. 
If more subrings are configured or more domains are configured for load balancing, Device B and 
Device C will send or receive a large number of Edge-Hello packets.  


To reduce Edge-Hello traffic, perform the following tasks: 


• Assign Ring 2 and Ring 3 to an RRPP ring group configured on the edge node Device B. 


• Assign Ring 2 and Ring 3 to an RRPP ring group configured on the assistant edge node Device C.  


If all rings are activated, only Ring 2 on Device B sends Edge-Hello packets.  


Fast detection mechanism 
Ideally, an RRPP ring can fast converge because its transit nodes can detect link failures quickly and send 
out notifications immediately. In practice, some devices on an RRPP ring might not support RRPP. RRPP 
can detect link failures between these devices only through the timeout mechanism. This results in 
long-time traffic interruption and failure to implement millisecond-level convergence.  


To address this problem, a fast detection mechanism was introduced. The mechanism works as follows: 


• The master node sends Fast-Hello packets out of its primary port at the interval specified by the 
Fast-Hello timer. If the secondary port receives the Fast-Hello packets sent by the local master node 
before the Fast-Fail timer expires, the entire ring is in Health state. Otherwise, the ring transits to 
Disconnect state.  


• The edge node sends Fast-Edge-Hello packets out of its common ports at the interval specified by 
the timer resolution. If the assistant edge node fails to receive the Fast-Edge-Hello packets within 
three times the timer resolution, the SRPTs transit to Disconnect state.  


As shown in Figure 3, when fast detection is enabled for RRPP domain 1, Device A (master node of Ring 
1) sends Fast-Hello packets periodically. It determines the ring status according to whether Fast-Hello 
packets are received before the Fast-Fail timer expires, implementing link status fast detection.  


To implement fast detection on an RRPP ring, enable fast detection on the master node, edge node, and 
assistant edge node of the RRPP ring.  


For the HP 5130 EI Switch Series, the support for fast detection varies by device model.  


• HP 5130-24G-SFP-4SFP+ EI Switch(JG933A)—All interfaces support fast detection.  


• HP 5130-24G-4SFP+ EI Switch(JG932A), HP 5130-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI Switch(JG936A), HP 
5130-24G-4SFP+ EI Brazil Switch(JG975A) and HP 5130-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI Brazil 
Switch(JG977A)—Only the following interfaces support fast detection:  


 Interfaces numbered from 1 to 8. 


 Interfaces numbered from 25 to 28. 
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• HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI Switch(JG934A), HP 5130-48G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI Switch(JG937A), 
HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI Brazil Switch(JG976A) and HP 5130-48G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI Brazil 
Switch(JG978A)—Only the following interfaces support fast detection:  


 Interfaces numbered from 1 to 8. 


 Interfaces numbered from 25 to 32. 


 Interfaces numbered from 49 to 52. 


• HP 5130-24G-2SFP+-2XGT EI Switch(JG938A) and HP 5130-24G-PoE+-2SFP+-2XGT (370W) EI 
Switch(JG940A)—Only the following interfaces support fast detection:  


 Interfaces numbered from 1 to 8. 


 Interfaces numbered 25 and 26. 


• HP 5130-48G-2SFP+-2XGT EI Switch(JG939A) and HP 5130-48G-PoE+-2SFP+-2XGT (370W) EI 
Switch(JG941A)—Only the following interfaces support fast detection:  


 Interfaces numbered from 1 to 16. 


 Interfaces numbered 49 and 50. 


Typical RRPP networking 


Single ring 
As shown in Figure 3, only a single ring exists in the network topology. You need only define an RRPP 
domain.  


Figure 3 Schematic diagram for a single-ring network 


 
 


Tangent rings 
As shown in Figure 4, two or more rings exist in the network topology and only one common node exists 
between rings. You must define an RRPP domain for each ring.  
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Figure 4 Schematic diagram for a tangent-ring network 


 
 


Intersecting rings 


As shown in Figure 5, two or more rings exist in the network topology and two common nodes exist 
between rings. You need only define an RRPP domain and configure one ring as the primary ring and the 
other rings as subrings. 


Figure 5 Schematic diagram for an intersecting-ring network 


 
 


Dual-homed rings 
As shown in Figure 6, two or more rings exist in the network topology and two similar common nodes 
exist between rings. You need only define an RRPP domain and configure one ring as the primary ring 
and the other rings as subrings. 
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Figure 6 Schematic diagram for a dual-homed-ring network 


 
 


Single-ring load balancing 
In a single-ring network, you can achieve load balancing by configuring multiple domains.  


As shown in Figure 7: 


• Ring 1 is configured as the primary ring of both Domain 1 and Domain 2.  


• Domain 1 and Domain 2 are configured with different protected VLANs.  


• In Domain 1, Device A is configured as the master node of Ring 1.  


• In Domain 2, Device B is configured as the master node of Ring 1.  


Such configurations enable the ring to block different links based on VLANs and achieve single-ring load 
balancing.  


Figure 7 Schematic diagram for a single-ring load balancing network 


 
 


Intersecting-ring load balancing 
In an intersecting-ring network, you can also achieve load balancing by configuring multiple domains.  


As shown in Figure 8:  


• Ring 1 is the primary ring and Ring 2 is the subring in both Domain 1 and Domain 2.  


• Domain 1 and Domain 2 are configured with different protected VLANs.  
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• Device A is configured as the master node of Ring 1 in Domain 1.  


• Device D is configured as the master node of Ring 1 in Domain 2.  


• Device E is configured as the master node of Ring 2 in both Domain 1 and Domain 2. However, 
different ports on Device E are blocked in Domain 1 and Domain 2.  


With the configurations, you can enable traffic from different VLANs to travel over different paths in the 
subring and primary ring, achieving intersecting-ring load balancing.  


Figure 8 Schematic diagram for an intersecting-ring load balancing network 


 
 


Protocols and standards 


RFC 3619, Extreme Networks' Ethernet Automatic Protection Switching (EAPS) Version 1.  


RRPP configuration task list 


You can configure RRPP in the following order: 


• Create RRPP domains based on service planning. 


• Specify control VLANs and data VLANs for each RRPP domain.  


• Determine the ring roles and node roles based on the traffic paths in each RRPP domain.  


RRPP does not have an auto election mechanism. You must configure each node in the ring network 
correctly for RRPP to monitor and protect the ring network.  


Before you configure RRPP, you must physically construct a ring-shaped Ethernet topology.  


To configure RRPP, perform the following tasks: 
 


Tasks at a glance Remarks 


(Required.) Creating an RRPP domain Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


(Required.) Configuring control VLANs Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


(Required.) Configuring protected VLANs Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


(Required.) Configuring RRPP rings: 
• Configuring RRPP ports 
• Configuring RRPP nodes 


Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


Domain 1 Ring 1 Ring 2


Device A Device B


Device D Device C


Device E


Domain 2
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Tasks at a glance Remarks 


(Required.) Activating an RRPP domain Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


(Optional.) Configuring RRPP timers Perform this task on the master node in the RRPP domain. 


(Optional.) Configuring RRPP fast detection: 
• Enabling fast detection 
• Configuring fast detection timers 


Perform this task on the master node, edge node, and 
assistant edge node in the RRPP domain. 


Perform this task on the master node in the RRPP domain. 


(Optional.) Configuring an RRPP ring group Perform this task on the edge node and assistant edge node 
in the RRPP domain. 


 


Creating an RRPP domain 


When you create an RRPP domain, specify a domain ID to uniquely identify the RRPP domain. All devices 
in the same RRPP domain must be configured with the same domain ID.  


Perform this task on devices you want to configure as nodes in the RRPP domain.  


To create an RRPP domain: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an RRPP domain and 
enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id 


By default, no RRPP domain is 
created. 


 


Configuring control VLANs 


Before you configure RRPP rings in an RRPP domain, configure the same control VLANs for all nodes in 
the RRPP domain first. You need only configure the primary control VLAN for an RRPP domain. The system 
automatically configures the secondary control VLAN. It uses the primary control VLAN ID plus 1 as the 
secondary control VLAN ID. For the control VLAN configuration to succeed, make sure the IDs of the two 
control VLANs are consecutive and have not been previously assigned. 


Follow these guidelines when you configure control VLANs: 


• Do not configure the default VLAN of a port accessing an RRPP ring as the control VLAN, and do 
not enable QinQ or VLAN mapping on control VLANs. If you do, RRPPDUs cannot be correctly 
forwarded.  


• After you configure RRPP rings for an RRPP domain, you cannot delete or modify the primary control 
VLAN of the domain. You can only use the undo control-vlan command to delete a primary control 
VLAN. 


• To transparently transmit RRPPDUs on a device not configured with RRPP, make sure only the two 
ports accessing the RRPP ring permit packets from the control VLANs. Otherwise, the packets from 
other VLANs might enter the control VLANs in transparent transmission mode and strike the RRPP 
ring. 


Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain to be configured.  


To configure control VLANs: 
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Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Configure the primary control 
VLAN for the RRPP domain. control-vlan vlan-id By default, no control VLAN exists 


in the RRPP domain.  
 


Configuring protected VLANs 


Before you configure RRPP rings in an RRPP domain, configure the same protected VLANs for all nodes 
in the RRPP domain. All VLANs to which the RRPP ports are assigned must be protected by the RRPP 
domains.  


Protected VLANs are configured by referencing Multiple Spanning Tree Instances (MSTIs). The protected 
VLAN configuration method varies by the spanning tree mode:  


• In STP, RSTP, or MSTP mode, you must manually configure the mappings between VLANs and 
MSTIs.  


• In PVST mode, the device automatically maps each VLAN to an MSTI. When the spanning tree 
protocol is disabled globally, all VLANs are automatically mapped to MSTI 0.  


For more information about spanning tree, see Layer 2—LAN Switching Configuration Guide. 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


When you configure load balancing, you must configure different protected VLANs for different RRPP 
domains. 
 


Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain to be configured.  


To configure protected VLANs: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MST region view. stp region-configuration 


Not required if the device is 
operating in PVST mode.  


For more information about the 
command, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference. 


3. Configure the 
VLAN-to-instance mapping 
table. 


• Method 1: 
instance instance-id vlan 
vlan-id-list 


• Method 2: 
vlan-mapping modulo modulo 


Use either method. 


By default, all VLANs in an MST 
region are mapped to MSTI 0 (the 
CIST). 


Not required if the device is 
operating in PVST mode.  


For more information about the 
commands, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference. 
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Step Command Remarks 


4. Activate MST region 
configuration. active region-configuration 


Not required if the device is 
operating in PVST mode.  


For more information about the 
command, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference. 


5. (Optional.) Display the 
currently activated 
configuration information of 
the MST region. 


display stp region-configuration 


Available in any view. 


The output of the command 
includes VLAN-to-instance 
mappings.  


For more information about the 
command, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference. 


6. Return to system view. quit 
Not required if the device is 
operating in PVST mode.  


7. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


8. Configure protected VLANs 
for the RRPP domain. 


protected-vlan reference-instance 
instance-id-list 


By default, no protected VLAN is 
configured for an RRPP domain.  


 


Configuring RRPP rings 


When you configure an RRPP ring, you must configure the ports connecting each node to the RRPP ring 
before configuring the nodes.  


Configuring RRPP ports 


Follow these guidelines when you configure RRPP ports: 


• Do not enable the OAM remote loopback function on an RRPP port. Otherwise, temporary 
broadcast storms might occur. 


• To accelerate topology convergence, HP recommends that you use the link-delay command to 
enable link status rapid report function on an RRPP port. Use this command (or the undo link-delay 
command, depending on the device model) to set the physical state change suppression interval to 
0 seconds. For more information about the link-delay command (or the undo link-delay command), 
see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command Reference.  


Perform this task on each node's ports intended for accessing RRPP rings. 


To configure RRPP ports: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Configure the link type of the 
interface as trunk. port link-type trunk 


By default, the link type of an interface is 
access. 


For more information about the command, 
see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command 
Reference.  


4. Assign the trunk port to the 
protected VLANs of the RRPP 
domain. 


port trunk permit vlan 
{ vlan-id-list | all } 


By default, a trunk port allows only packets 
from VLAN 1 to pass through. 


RRPP ports always allow packets from the 
control VLANs to pass through. 


For more information about the command, 
see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command 
Reference.  


5. Disable the spanning tree 
feature. undo stp enable 


By default, the spanning tree feature is 
enabled. 


For more information about the command, 
see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command 
Reference.  


 


Configuring RRPP nodes 


The maximum number of rings that can be configured on a device in all RRPP domains is 16.  


If a device carries multiple RRPP rings in an RRPP domain, it can only be an edge node or an assistant 
edge node on a subring.  


Specifying a master node 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Specify the current 
device as the master 
node of the ring, and 
specify the primary port 
and the secondary port. 


ring ring-id node-mode master 
[ primary-port interface-type 
interface-number ] [ secondary-port 
interface-type interface-number ] level 
level-value 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  


 


Specifying a transit node 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Specify the current 
device as a transit node 
of the ring, and specify 
the primary port and the 
secondary port. 


ring ring-id node-mode transit 
[ primary-port interface-type 
interface-number ] [ secondary-port 
interface-type interface-number ] level 
level-value 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  
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Specifying an edge node 
When you configure an edge node, you must configure the primary ring before configuring the subrings.  


To specify an edge node: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Specify the current 
device as a master node 
or transit node of the 
primary ring, and 
specify the primary port 
and the secondary port. 


ring ring-id node-mode { master | 
transit } [ primary-port interface-type 
interface-number ] [ secondary-port 
interface-type interface-number ] level 
level-value 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  


4. Specify the current 
device as the edge node 
of a subring, and specify 
the edge port. 


ring ring-id node-mode edge [ edge-port 
interface-type interface-number ] 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  


 


Specifying an assistant edge node 
When you configure an assistant edge node, you must configure the primary ring before configuring the 
subrings.  


To specify an assistant edge node: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Specify the current device 
as a master node or transit 
node of the primary ring, 
and specify the primary 
port and the secondary 
port. 


ring ring-id node-mode { master | 
transit } [ primary-port interface-type 
interface-number ] [ secondary-port 
interface-type interface-number ] level 
level-value 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  


4. Specify the current device 
as the assistant edge node 
of the subring, and specify 
an edge port. 


ring ring-id node-mode assistant-edge 
[ edge-port interface-type 
interface-number ] 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  


 


Activating an RRPP domain 


Before you activate an RRPP domain on the current device, enable the RRPP protocol and RRPP rings for 
the RRPP domain on the current device.  


Follow these guidelines when you activate an RRPP domain: 


• Before you enable subrings on a device, you must enable the primary ring. Before you disable the 
primary ring on the device, you must disable all subrings. Otherwise, the system displays error 
prompts. 
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• To prevent Hello packets of subrings from being looped on the primary ring, enable the primary 
ring on its master node first. Then enable the subrings on their separate master nodes.  


Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain.  


To activate an RRPP domain: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable RRPP. rrpp enable By default, RRPP is disabled. 


3. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


4. Enable the specified RRPP 
ring. ring ring-id enable By default, an RRPP ring is 


disabled. 
 


Configuring RRPP timers 


The Fail timer must be greater than or equal to three times the Hello timer. 


In a dual-homed-ring network, make sure the difference between the Fail timer values on the master node 
of the subring and the master node of the primary ring is greater than twice the Hello timer value on the 
master node of the subring. Otherwise, temporary loops might occur when the primary ring fails.  


Perform this task on the master node of an RRPP domain.  


To configure RRPP timers: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Configure the Hello timer 
and Fail timer for the RRPP 
domain. 


timer hello-timer hello-value 
fail-timer fail-value 


By default, the Hello timer value is 1 second 
and the Fail timer value is 3 seconds. 


 


Configuring RRPP fast detection 


Enabling fast detection 


To configure fast detection on the master node of a subring, make sure the edge node and assistant edge 
node of the subring support fast detection. Otherwise, HP recommends not configuring fast detection on 
the master node of the subring.  


When you configure fast detection in an RRPP domain, enable fast detection first on the edge node, and 
then on the assistant edge node. Otherwise, the assistant edge node might fail to receive Fast-Edge-Hello 
packets and consider the master node faulty even if it is not. 


Perform this task on the master node, edge node, and assistant edge node in the RRPP domain to be 
configured.  


To enable fast detection: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Enable fast detection. fast-detection enable By default, fast detection is 
disabled. 


 


Configuring fast detection timers 


The Fast-Fail timer must be equal to or greater than three times the Fast-Hello timer.  


When you configure the Fast-Hello timer, take the device capability into consideration. A small Fast-Hello 
timer value might cause the link to be unstable.  


In a dual-homed-ring network, to avoid temporary loops when the primary ring fails, make sure the 
following requirements are met:  


• The Fast-Fail timer value on the master node of the subring is equal to or greater than six times the 
timer resolution.  


• The difference between the Fast-Fail timer values on the master node of the subring and the master 
node of the primary ring is greater than twice the Fast-Hello timer value on the master node of the 
subring.  


Perform this task on the master node in the RRPP domain to be configured.  


To configure RRPP fast detection timers: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain 
view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Configure the 
Fast-Hello timer and 
Fast-Fail timer. 


fast-timer hello-timer hello-value 
fail-timer fail-value 


By default, the Fast-Hello timer is 20 
milliseconds, and the Fast-Fail timer is 60 
milliseconds.  


4. Configure the 
Fast-Edge-Hello timer 
and Fast-Edge-Fail 
timer. 


fast-edge-timer hello-timer 
hello-value fail-timer fail-value 


By default, the Fast-Edge-Hello timer is 10 
milliseconds, and the Fast-Edge-Fail timer is 
30 milliseconds.  


 


Configuring an RRPP ring group 


To reduce Edge-Hello traffic, assign subrings with the same edge node and assistant edge node to an 
RRPP ring group. An RRPP ring group must be configured on both the edge node and the assistant edge 
node. It can only be configured on these two types of nodes.  


Follow these guidelines when you configure an RRPP ring group: 


• You can assign a subring to only one RRPP ring group. The RRPP ring groups configured on the edge 
node and the assistant edge node must contain the same subrings. Otherwise, the RRPP ring group 
cannot operate correctly.  


• The subrings in an RRPP ring group must share the same edge node and assistant edge node. The 
edge node and the assistant edge node must have the same SRPTs.  
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• Make sure a device is either the edge node or the assistant edge node on the subrings in an RRPP 
ring group.  


• Make sure the RRPP ring groups on the edge node and the assistant edge node have the same 
configurations and activation status.  


• Make sure all subrings in an RRPP ring group have the same SRPTs. If the SRPTs of these subrings are 
different, the RRPP ring group cannot operate correctly.  


Perform this task on both the edge node and the assistant edge node in an RRPP domain.  


To configure an RRPP ring group: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an RRPP ring group 
and enter RRPP ring group 
view. 


rrpp ring-group ring-group-id By default, no RRPP ring group is 
created. 


3. Assign the specified subrings 
to the RRPP ring group. domain domain-id ring ring-id-list By default, no subrings are 


assigned to an RRPP ring group. 
 


Displaying and maintaining RRPP 


Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display brief RRPP information. display rrpp brief 


Display RRPP group configuration information. display rrpp ring-group [ ring-group-id ] 


Display RRPPDU statistics. display rrpp statistics domain domain-id [ ring ring-id ] 


Display detailed RRPP information. display rrpp verbose domain domain-id [ ring ring-id ] 


Clear RRPPDU statistics. reset rrpp statistics domain domain-id [ ring ring-id ] 
 


RRPP configuration examples 


Single ring configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 9:  


• Device A, Device B, Device C, and Device D form RRPP domain 1. Specify the primary control VLAN 
of RRPP domain 1 as VLAN 4092. Specify the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1 as VLANs 1 
through 30.  


• Device A, Device B, Device C, and Device D form primary ring 1. 


• Specify Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port, 
and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. 


• Specify Device B, Device C, and Device D as the transit nodes of primary ring 1. Specify 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port on 
Device B, Device C, and Device D. 
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Figure 9 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30.  
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceA] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceA-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1. 
[DeviceA] rrpp domain 1 
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# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceA] rrpp enable 


2. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceB] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceB-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 
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# Configure Device B as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceB] rrpp enable 


3. Configure Device C: 


Configure Device C in the same way Device B is configured.  


4. Configure Device D: 


Configure Device D in the same way Device B is configured.  


Verifying the configuration 


# Use the display commands to view RRPP configuration and operational information on each device. 


Intersecting ring configuration example 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 10:  


• Device A, Device B, Device C, Device D, and Device E form RRPP domain 1. VLAN 4092 is the 
primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1. RRPP domain 1 protects VLANs 1 through 30. 


• Device A, Device B, Device C, and Device D form primary ring 1. Device B, Device C, and Device 
E form subring 2. 


• Device A is the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 the secondary port. 


• Device E is the master node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 the secondary port. 


• Device B is the transit node of primary ring 1 and the edge node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/3 as the edge port.  


• Device C is the transit node of primary ring 1 and the assistant edge node of subring 1, with 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge port. 


• Device D is the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 the secondary port.  
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Figure 10 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceA] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceA-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA] rrpp domain 1  
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# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceA] rrpp enable 


2. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceB] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceB-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 
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# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device B as a transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device B as the edge node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge port. 
Enable ring 2.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceB] rrpp enable 


3. Configure Device C: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceC> system-view 


[DeviceC] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceC] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceC-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 
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# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device C as a transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device C as the assistant edge node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the 
edge port. Enable ring 2.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/3 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceC] rrpp enable 


4. Configure Device D: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceD> system-view 


[DeviceD] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceD] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceD-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 
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# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device D as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceD] rrpp enable 


5. Configure Device E: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceE> system-view 


[DeviceE] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceE] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceE-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 
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[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device E as the master node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary 
port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 2.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceE] rrpp enable 


Verifying the configuration 


# Use the display commands to view RRPP configuration and operational information on each device. 


Dual-homed rings configuration example 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 11:  


• Device A through Device H form RRPP domain 1. Specify the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 
1 as VLAN 4092. Specify the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1 as VLANs 1 through 30.  


• Device A through Device D form primary ring 1. Device A, Device B, and Device E form subring 2. 
Device A, Device B, and Device F form subring 3. Device C, Device D, and Device G form subring 
4. Device C, Device D, and Device H form subring 5.  


• Specify Device A, Device E, Device F, Device G, and Device H as the master nodes of Ring 1, Ring 
2, Ring 3, Ring 4, and Ring 5, respectively. Specify GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port on the rings.  


• Specify Device A as the edge node of the connected subrings, its GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 and 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as the edge ports. Specify Device D as the transit node of the primary ring 
and edge node of the connected subrings, its GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 and GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 
as the edge ports. Specify Device B and Device C as the transit node of the primary ring and 
assistant edge nodes of the connected subrings, their GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 and GigabitEthernet 
1/0/4 as the edge ports.  


 


 IMPORTANT: 


Configure the primary and secondary ports on the master nodes correctly to make sure other protocols still 
operate correctly when data VLANs are denied by the secondary ports.  
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Figure 11 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceA] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceA-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 
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[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA] rrpp domain 1  


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device A as the edge node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as the edge port. 
Enable subring 2.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


# Configure Device A as the edge node of subring 3, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge port. 
Enable subring 3.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceA] rrpp enable 


2. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceB] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
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[DeviceB-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device B as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device B as the assistant edge node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as the 
edge port. Enable subring 2.  
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[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/4 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


# Configure Device B as the assistant edge node of subring 3, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the 
edge port. Enable subring 3.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/3 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceB] rrpp enable 


3. Configure Device C: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceC> system-view 


[DeviceC] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceC] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceC-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
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[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device C as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device C as the assistant edge node of subring 4, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the 
edge port. Enable subring 4.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/3 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 enable 


# Configure Device C as the assistant edge node of subring 5, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as the 
edge port. Enable subring 5.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/4 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 enable 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceC] rrpp enable 


4. Configure Device D: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceD> system-view 


[DeviceD] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceD] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceD-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
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[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device D as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device D as the edge node of subring 4, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge port. 
Enable subring 4.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 enable 


# Configure Device D as the edge node of subring 5, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as the edge port. 
Enable subring 5.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 enable 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
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[DeviceD] rrpp enable 


5. Configure Device E: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceE> system-view 


[DeviceE] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceE] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceE-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device E as the master node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary 
port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable subring 2.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceE] rrpp enable 


6. Configure Device F: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceF> system-view 
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[DeviceF] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceF] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceF-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceF-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceF-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceF] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceF] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device F as the master node of subring 3, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary 
port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable subring 3.  
[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceF] rrpp enable 


7. Configure Device G: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceG> system-view 


[DeviceG] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceG] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceG-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 
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# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceG-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceG-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceG] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceG] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceG] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceG-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceG-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device G as the master node of subring 4, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary 
port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable subring 4.  
[DeviceG-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceG-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 enable 


[DeviceG-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceG] rrpp enable 


8. Configure Device H: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceH> system-view 


[DeviceH] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceH] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceH-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceH-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceH-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
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[DeviceH] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceH] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceH] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceH-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceH-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device H as the master node of subring 5, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary 
port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable subring 5.  
[DeviceH-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceH-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 enable 


[DeviceH-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceH] rrpp enable 


Verifying the configuration 


# Use the display commands to view RRPP configuration and operational information on each device. 


Load-balanced intersecting-ring configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 12:  


• Device A, Device B, Device C, Device D, and Device F form RRPP domain 1. VLAN 100 is the 
primary control VLAN of the RRPP domain. Device A is the master node of the primary ring, Ring 1. 
Device D is the transit node of Ring 1. Device F is the master node of the subring Ring 3. Device C 
is the edge node of the subring Ring 3. Device B is the assistant edge node of the subring Ring 3.  


• Device A, Device B, Device C, Device D, and Device E form RRPP domain 2. VLAN 105 is the 
primary control VLAN of the RRPP domain. Device A is the master node of the primary ring, Ring 1. 
Device D is the transit node of Ring 1. Device E is the master node of the subring Ring 2. Device C 
is the edge node of the subring Ring 2. Device B is the assistant edge node of the subring Ring 2.  
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• Specify VLAN 11 as the protected VLAN of domain 1, and VLAN 12 the protected VLAN of domain 
2. You can implement VLAN-based load balancing on Ring 1.  


• Ring 2 and Ring 3 have the same edge node and assistant edge node, and the two subrings have 
the same SRPTs. You can add Ring 2 and Ring 3 to an RRPP ring group to reduce Edge-Hello traffic.  


Figure 12 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLANs 11 and 12.  
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 11 to 12 


# Map VLAN 11 to MSTI 1 and VLAN 12 to MSTI 2.  
[DeviceA] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 11 


[DeviceA-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 12 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceA-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLANs 11 and 12.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 
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# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceA] rrpp domain 2 


# Configure VLAN 105 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain2] control-vlan 105 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the 
master port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 level 0 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain2] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceA] rrpp enable 


2. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLANs 11 and 12.  
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 11 to 12 


# Map VLAN 11 to MSTI 1 and VLAN 12 to MSTI 2.  
[DeviceB] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 11 


[DeviceB-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 12 
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# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceB-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLANs 11 and 12.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/3. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 12.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 12 


# Configure VLAN 12 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk pvid vlan 12 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/4. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 
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# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 11.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 11 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device B as a transit node of primary ring 1 in RRPP domain 1, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device B as the assistant edge node of subring 3 in RRPP domain 1, with 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as the edge port. Enable subring 3.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/4  


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceB] rrpp domain 2 


# Configure VLAN 105 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] control-vlan 105 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure Device B as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device B as the assistant edge node of subring 2 in RRPP domain 2, with 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge port. Enable subring 2.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/3 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceB] rrpp enable 


3. Configure Device C: 


# Create VLANs 11 and 12.  
<DeviceC> system-view 


[DeviceC] vlan 11 to 12 
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# Map VLAN 11 to MSTI 1 and VLAN 12 to MSTI 2.  
[DeviceC] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 11 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 12 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceC-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLANs 11 and 12.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/3. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 12.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 12 


# Configure VLAN 12 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk pvid vlan 12 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/4. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 
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# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 11.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 11 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device C as the transit node of primary ring 1 in RRPP domain 1, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device C as the edge node of subring 3 in RRPP domain 1, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/4 as the edge port. Enable subring 3.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceC] rrpp domain 2 


# Configure VLAN 105 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] control-vlan 105 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure Device C as the transit node of primary ring 1 in RRPP domain 2, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device C as the edge node of subring 2 in RRPP domain 2, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/3 as the edge port. Enable subring 2.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceC] rrpp enable 


4. Configure Device D: 
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# Create VLANs 11 and 12.  
<DeviceD> system-view 


[DeviceD] vlan 11 to 12 


# Map VLAN 11 to MSTI 1 and VLAN 12 to MSTI 2.  
[DeviceD] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 11 


[DeviceD-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 12 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceD-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLANs 11 and 12.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device D as the transit node of primary ring 1 in RRPP domain 1, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceD] rrpp domain 2 
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# Configure VLAN 105 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain2] control-vlan 105 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure Device D as the transit node of primary ring 1 in RRPP domain 2, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain2] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceD] rrpp enable 


5. Configure Device E: 


# Create VLAN 12.  
<DeviceE> system-view 


[DeviceE] vlan 12 


# Map VLAN 12 to MSTI 2.  
[DeviceE-vlan12] quit 


[DeviceE] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 12 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceE-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 12.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 12 


# Configure VLAN 12 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 12 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 12 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 12 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 
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# Create RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceE] rrpp domain 2 


# Configure VLAN 105 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain2] control-vlan 105 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure Device E as the master mode of subring 2 in RRPP domain 2, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/2 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the secondary port. Enable ring 2.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 level 1 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain2] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceE] rrpp enable 


6. Configure Device F: 


# Create VLAN 11.  
<DeviceF> system-view 


[DeviceF] vlan 11 


[DeviceF-vlan11] quit 


# Map VLAN 11 to MSTI 1.  
[DeviceF] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceF-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 11 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceF-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceF-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceF] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 11.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 11 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceF] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 11 
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[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device F as the master node of subring 3 in RRPP domain 1, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable subring 3.  
[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceF] rrpp enable 


7. Configure RRPP ring group settings on Device B and Device C: 


# Create RRPP ring group 1 on Device B, and add subrings 2 and 3 to the RRPP ring group.  
[DeviceB] rrpp ring-group 1 


[DeviceB-rrpp-ring-group1] domain 2 ring 2 


[DeviceB-rrpp-ring-group1] domain 1 ring 3 


# Create RRPP ring group 1 on Device C, and add subrings 2 and 3 to the RRPP ring group.  
[DeviceC] rrpp ring-group 1 


[DeviceC-rrpp-ring-group1] domain 2 ring 2 


[DeviceC-rrpp-ring-group1] domain 1 ring 3 


Verifying the configuration 


# Use the display commands to view RRPP configuration and operational information on each device. 


Fast detection configuration example 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 13:  


• Device A, Device B, Device C, and Device D form RRPP domain 1. VLAN 4092 is the primary 
control VLAN of RRPP domain 1. RRPP domain 1 protects VLANs 1 through 30.  


• Device A is the master node and supports RRPP fast detection, providing a timer resolution of 10 
milliseconds. The default Fast-Fail and Fast-Hello timers are 60 milliseconds and 20 milliseconds, 
respectively. Device D is a transit node. Device B and Device C do not support RRPP.  


Neither Device B nor Device C supports RRPP. When the link between them fails, the link failure cannot 
be detected by the master node in a timely manner. Configure RRPP fast detection to implement fast link 
switchover even when the link between Device B and Device C fails.  
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Figure 13 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30.  
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceA] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceA-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA] rrpp domain 1 
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# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device A as the master node of the primary ring Ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 
as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable Ring 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Enable fast detection. Set the Fast-Hello timer and Fast-Fail timer to 100 milliseconds and 300 
milliseconds, respectively.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] fast-detection enable 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] fast-timer hello-timer 100 fail-timer 300 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable the RRPP protocol.  
[DeviceA] rrpp enable 


2. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLAN 4092 and VLAN 4093.  
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 4092 to 4093 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30, 4092, and 4093. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 4092 4093 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 4092 4093 


3. Configure Device C: 


# Create VLAN 4092 and VLAN 4093.  
<DeviceC> system-view 


[DeviceC] vlan 4092 to 4093 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 
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# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30, 4092, and 4093. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 4092 4093 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 4092 4093 


4. Configure Device D: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30.  
<DeviceD> system-view 


[DeviceD] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceD] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceD-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 
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# Configure Device D as a transit node of the primary ring Ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as 
the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable Ring 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable the RRPP protocol.  
[DeviceD] rrpp enable 


Verifying the configuration 


# Use the display commands to view RRPP configuration and operational information on Device A and 
Device D.  


Troubleshooting RRPP 


Symptom 
When the link state is normal, the master node cannot receive Hello packets, and it unblocks the 
secondary port.  


Analysis 


This symptom is probably caused by the following reasons: 


• RRPP is not enabled on some nodes in the RRPP ring.  


• The domain ID or primary control VLAN ID is not the same on the nodes in the RRPP ring.  


• Some ports are abnormal.  


Solution 


• Use the display rrpp brief command to determine whether RRPP is enabled for all nodes. If it is not, 
use the rrpp enable command and the ring enable command to enable RRPP and RRPP rings for all 
nodes.  


• Use the display rrpp brief command to determine whether the domain ID and primary control 
VLAN ID are the same for all nodes. If they are not, set the same domain ID and primary control 
VLAN ID for the nodes.  


• Use the display rrpp verbose command to examine the link state of each port in each ring.  


• Use the debugging rrpp command on each node to determine whether a port receives or transmits 
Hello packets. If it does not, Hello packets are lost.  


Command reference 


control-vlan 


Use control-vlan to configure the primary control VLAN for the RRPP domain. 


Use undo control-vlan to remove the primary control VLAN from the RRPP domain.  


Syntax 


control-vlan vlan-id 


undo control-vlan 
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Default 


No control VLAN exists in the RRPP domain.  


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


vlan-id: Specifies the ID of the primary control VLAN, in the range of 2 to 4093. The VLAN must have not 
been created yet.  


Usage guidelines 


When you configure control VLANs for an RRPP domain, you only need to configure the primary control 
VLAN. The system automatically configures the secondary control VLAN. It uses the primary control 
VLAN ID plus 1 as the secondary control VLAN ID. For the control VLAN configuration to succeed, make 
sure the IDs of the two control VLANs are consecutive and have not been assigned yet.  


To ensure correct forwarding of RRPPDUs, follow these guidelines: 


• Do not configure the default VLAN of a port accessing an RRPP ring as the control VLAN. 


• Do not enable QinQ or VLAN mapping on the control VLANs.  


After you configure RRPP rings for an RRPP domain, you cannot delete or modify the primary control 
VLAN of the domain. To do so, use the undo control-vlan command. 


Examples 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1 (assume that VLAN 100 and 
VLAN 101 have not been created yet).  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


display rrpp brief 


Use display rrpp brief to display brief RRPP information. 


Syntax 


display rrpp brief 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Examples 


# Display brief RRPP information.  
<Sysname> display rrpp brief 


 Flags for node mode: M –- Master, T -- Transit, E -- Edge, A -- Assistant-edge 
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 RRPP protocol status: Enabled 


 


 Domain ID     : 1 


 Control VLAN  : Primary 5, Secondary 6 


 Protected VLAN: Reference instance 0 to 2, 4 


 Hello timer   : 1 seconds, Fail timer: 3 seconds 


 Fast detection status: Disabled 


 Fast-Hello timer: 20 ms, Fast-Fail timer: 60 ms 


 Fast-Edge-Hello timer: 10 ms, Fast-Edge-Fail timer: 30 ms 


  Ring  Ring   Node  Primary/Common            Secondary/Edge            Enable 


  ID    level  mode  port                      port                      status 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  1     1      M     GE1/0/1                   GE1/0/2                  Yes 


 


 Domain ID     : 2 


 Control VLAN  : Primary 10, Secondary 11 


 Protected VLAN: Reference instance 0 to 2, 4 


 Hello timer   : 1 seconds, Fail timer: 3 seconds 


 Fast detection status: Disabled 


 Fast-Hello timer: 10 ms, Fast-Fail timer: 30 ms 


  Ring  Ring   Node  Primary/Common            Secondary/Edge            Enable 


  ID    level  mode  port                      port                      status 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  1     0      T     GE1/0/3                   GE1/0/4                  Yes 


  2     1      E     GE1/0/3                   GE1/0/5                  Yes 


                     GE1/0/4 


Table 16 Command output 


Field Description 


Flags for node mode 


RRPP node mode: 
• M—Master node. 
• T—Transit node. 
• E—Edge node. 
• A—Assistant edge node. 


RRPP protocol status 
RRPP status: 
• Enabled—Globally enabled. 
• Disabled—Globally disabled. 


Domain ID RRPP domain ID. 


Control VLAN Primary and secondary control VLANs of the RRPP domain. 


Protected VLAN 
MSTIs corresponding to the VLANs protected by the RRPP domain. To view 
the VLAN-to-instance mappings, use the display stp region-configuration 
command (see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command Reference).  


Hello timer Hello timer value in seconds. 


Fail timer Fail timer value in seconds. 


Fast detection status Fast detection status: Enabled or Disabled. 
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Field Description 


Fast-Hello timer Fast-Hello timer value in milliseconds. 


Fast-Fail timer Fast-Fail timer value in milliseconds. 


Fast-Edge-Hello timer Fast-Edge-Hello timer value in milliseconds. 


Fast-Edge-Fail timer Fast-Edge-Fail timer value in milliseconds. 


Ring ID RRPP ring ID. 


Ring level 
RRPP ring level: 
• 0—Primary ring. 
• 1—Subring. 


Primary/Common port 


This field displays primary ports when the node mode is master node or 
transit node. 


This field displays common ports when the node mode is edge node or 
assistant edge node. 


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 
• The port is not configured on the ring. 
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up. 
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Secondary/Edge port 


This field displays secondary ports when the node mode is master node or 
transit node. 


This field displays edge ports when the node mode is edge node or assistant 
edge node. 


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs:  
• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up. 
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Enable status 
RRPP ring status: 
• Yes—Enabled. 
• No—Disabled. 


 


display rrpp ring-group 


Use display rrpp ring-group to display the RRPP ring group configuration.  


Syntax 


display rrpp ring-group [ ring-group-id ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 
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Parameters 


ring-group-id: Specifies an RRPP ring group by its ID in the range of 1 to 64. If you do not specify this 
argument, the command displays the configuration of all ring groups.  


Usage guidelines 


For an edge node RRPP ring group, this command also displays the subring sending Edge-Hello packets.  


Examples 


# Display the configuration of all RRPP ring groups.  
<Sysname> display rrpp ring-group 


 Ring group 1: 


  Domain 1 ring 1 to 3, 5 


  Domain 2 ring 1 to 3, 5 


  Domain 1 ring 1 is the sending ring 


 


 Ring group 2: 


  Domain 1 ring 4, 6 to 7 


  Domain 2 ring 4, 6 to 7 


Table 17 Command output 


Field Description 


Ring group 1 RRPP ring group 1. 


Domain 1 ring 1 to 3, 5 Subrings in the ring group, including rings 1, 2, 3, and 5 in RRPP domain 1. 


Domain 1 ring 1 is the sending 
ring 


The sending ring of the ring group is ring 1 in RRPP domain 1. 


 


display rrpp statistics 


Use display rrpp statistics to display RRPPDU statistics. 


Syntax 


display rrpp statistics domain domain-id [ ring ring-id ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


domain domain-id: Specifies an RRPP domain by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 


ring ring-id: Specifies an RRPP ring by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. If you do not specify this option, the 
command displays the RRPPDU statistics for all rings in the specified RRPP domain.  


Usage guidelines 


If a port belongs to more than one ring, this command collects and displays RRPPDU statistics of the port 
by ring.  
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When a ring transits from inactive status to active status, packet counting for the ring restarts.  


Examples 


# Display RRPPDU statistics for all rings in RRPP domain 2.  
<Sysname> display rrpp statistics domain 2 


 Ring ID       : 1 


 Ring level    : 0 


 Node mode     : Master 


 Active status : Yes 


 Primary port  : GE1/0/3 


 Fast-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


 Fast-Edge-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


  Direct Hello     Link     Common     Complete   Edge      Major     Total 


                   down     flush FDB  flush FDB  hello     fault 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  Out    16924     0        0          1          0         0         16925 


  In     0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


 Secondary port: GE1/0/4 


 Fast-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


 Fast-Edge-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


  Direct Hello     Link     Common     Complete   Edge      Major     Total 


                   down     flush FDB  flush FDB  hello     fault 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  Out    0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


  In     16878     0        0          1          0         0         16879 


 


 Ring ID       : 2 


 Ring level    : 1 


 Node mode     : Edge 


 Active status : No 


 Common port   : GE1/0/3 


 Fast-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


 Fast-Edge-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


  Direct Hello     Link     Common     Complete   Edge      Major     Total 


                   down     flush FDB  flush FDB  hello     fault 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  Out    0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


  In     0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


 Common port   : GE1/0/4 


 Fast-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


 Fast-Edge-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


  Direct Hello     Link     Common     Complete   Edge      Major     Total 


                   down     flush FDB  flush FDB  hello     fault 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  Out    0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


  In     0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


 Edge port     : GE1/0/5 


  Direct Hello     Link     Common     Complete   Edge      Major     Total 


                   down     flush FDB  flush FDB  hello     fault 
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  Out    0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


  In     0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


Table 18 Command output 


Field Description 


Ring ID RRPP ring ID. 


Ring level 
RRPP ring level: 
• 0—Primary ring. 
• 1—Subring. 


Node mode 


Node mode: 
• Master node. 
• Transit node. 
• Edge node. 
• Assistant edge node. 


Active status 
RRPP ring status: 
• Yes—Active. 
• No—Inactive. 


Primary port 


The primary port field means the node mode is master node or transit node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 
• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Secondary port 


The secondary port field means the node mode is master node or transit 
node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 
• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Common port 


The common port field means the node mode is edge node or assistant edge 
node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 
• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Edge port 


The edge port field means the node mode is edge node or assistant edge 
node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 
• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Fast-Hello packets 
Fast-Hello packet statistics on the port: 
• Sent—Number of Fast-Hello packets sent out of the port. 
• Received—Number of Fast-Hello packets received on the port. 
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Field Description 


Fast-Edge-Hello packets 
Fast-Edge-Hello packet statistics on the port: 
• Sent—Number of Fast-Edge-Hello packets sent out of the port. 
• Received—Number of Fast-Edge-Hello packets received on the port. 


Packet direct 
Packet transmission direction on the port:  
• Out—Packet sending direction. 
• In—Packet receiving direction. 


Hello Statistics of Hello packets received/sent on the port. 


Link down Statistics of Link-Down packets received/sent on the port. 


Common flush FDB Statistics of Common-Flush-FDB packets received/sent on the port. 


Complete flush FDB Statistics of Complete-Flush-FDB packets received/sent on the port. 


Edge hello Statistics of Edge-Hello packets received/sent on the port. 


Major fault Statistics of Major-Fault packets received/sent on the port. 


Total 
Total number of packets received/sent on the port. Only Hello, Link-Down, 
Common-Flush-FDB, Complete-Flush-FDB, Edge-Hello, and Major-Fault 
packets of RRPP are counted.  


 


Related commands  


reset rrpp statistics 


display rrpp verbose 


Use display rrpp verbose to display detailed RRPP information. 


Syntax 


display rrpp verbose domain domain-id [ ring ring-id ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


Parameters 


domain domain-id: Specifies an RRPP domain by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 


ring ring-id: Specifies an RRPP ring by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. If you do not specify this option, the 
command displays detailed information for all rings in the specified RRPP domain. 


Examples 


# Display detailed information for all rings in RRPP domain 2.  
<Sysname> display rrpp verbose domain 2 


 Domain ID     : 2 


 Control VLAN  : Primary 10, Secondary 11 


 Protected VLAN: Reference instance 3, 5 to 7 


 Hello timer   : 1 seconds, Fail timer: 3 seconds 
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 Fast detection status: Disabled 


 Fast-Hello timer: 20 ms, Fast-Fail timer: 60 ms 


 Fast-Edge-Hello timer: 10 ms, Fast-Edge-Fail timer: 30 ms 


 


 Ring ID       : 1 


 Ring level    : 0 


 Node mode     : Master 


 Ring state    : Completed 


 Enable status : Yes, Active status: Yes 


 Primary port  : GE1/0/4                    Port status: UP 


 Secondary port: GE1/0/5                    Port status: BLOCKED 


 


 Ring ID       : 2 


 Ring level    : 1 


 Node mode     : Edge 


 Ring state    : - 


 Enable status : No, Active status: No 


 Common port   : GE1/0/4                    Port status: - 


                 GE1/0/5                    Port status: - 


 Edge port     : GE1/0/3                    Port status: - 


Table 19 Command output 


Field Description  


Domain ID RRPP domain ID. 


Control VLAN 
Control VLANs of the RRPP domain: 
• Primary—Primary control VLAN. 
• Secondary—Secondary control VLAN. 


Protected VLAN 
MSTIs corresponding to the VLANs protected by the RRPP domain. To view the 
VLAN-to-instance mappings, use the display stp region-configuration command (see 
Layer 2—LAN Switching Command Reference).  


Hello timer Hello timer value in seconds. 


Fail timer Fail timer value in seconds. 


Fast detection status Fast detection mechanism status: Enabled or Disabled. 


Fast-Hello timer Fast-Hello timer value in milliseconds. 


Fast-Fail timer Fast-Fail timer value in milliseconds. 


Fast-Edge-Hello timer Fast-Edge-Hello timer value in milliseconds. 


Fast-Edge-Fail timer Fast-Edge-Fail timer value in milliseconds. 


Ring ID RRPP ring ID. 


Ring level 
RRPP ring level: 
• 0—Primary ring. 
• 1—Subring. 
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Field Description  


Node mode 


Node mode: 
• Master node. 
• Transit node. 
• Edge node. 
• Assistant edge node. 


Ring state 


RRPP ring state: 
• Completed—The ring is healthy.  
• Failed—The ring is not closed.  


If the ring is not enabled on the device operating as the master node or the device 
is not the master node of the ring, a hyphen (-) is displayed.  


Enable status 
RRPP ring status: 
• Yes—Enabled. 
• No—Disabled. 


Active status 


RRPP ring status.  
• Yes—Active. 
• No—Inactive. 


An RRPP ring can be active only when RRPP and the RRPP ring are both enabled. This 
field also helps you identify whether RRPP is enabled.  


Primary port 


The primary port field means the node mode is master node or transit node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 
• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Secondary port 


The secondary port field means the node mode is master node or transit node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 
• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Common port 


The common port field means the node mode is edge node or assistant edge node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 
• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Edge port 


The edge port field means the node mode is edge node or assistant edge node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 
• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  
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Field Description  


Port status 


Port status: Down, up, or blocked. 


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 
• The ring is inactive. 
• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


 


domain ring 


Use domain ring to configure subrings for an RRPP ring group.  


Use undo domain ring to remove subrings from the RRPP ring group.  


Syntax 


domain domain-id ring ring-id-list 


undo domain domain-id [ ring ring-id-list ] 


Default 


No subring exists in the RRPP ring group.  


Views 


RRPP ring group view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


domain-id: Specifies an RRPP domain by its ID in the range of 1 to 128.  


ring ring-id-list: Specifies a space-separated list of up to 10 RRPP subring ID items. Each item specifies an 
RRPP subring ID or a range of RRPP subring IDs. The value range for RRPP subring IDs is 1 to 128. If you 
do not specify this option, the command removes all subrings from the ring group in the specified 
domain.  


Usage guidelines 


Follow these guidelines when you configure an RRPP ring group on the edge node and the assistant edge 
node:  


• When you assign an active ring to a ring group, assign it on the assistant edge node first and then 
on the edge node.  


• To remove an active ring from a ring group, remove it on the edge node first and then on the 
assistant edge node.  


• To remove the whole ring group, remove it on the edge node first and then on the assistant edge 
node.  


• When you activate rings in a ring group, activate them on the edge node first and then on the 
assistant edge node. 


• When you deactivate rings in a ring group, deactivate them on the assistant edge node first and 
then on the edge node.  
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If you do not follow these guidelines, the assistant edge node might fail to receive Edge-Hello packets 
and consider the primary ring failed even if it did not. 


Examples 


# Create RRPP ring group 1, and add subrings 1, 2, 3, and 5 to domain 1 and domain 2.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp ring-group 1 


[Sysname-ring-group1] domain 1 ring 1 to 3 5 


[Sysname-ring-group1] domain 2 ring 1 to 3 5 


Related commands  


• display rrpp ring-group 


• rrpp ring-group  


fast-detection enable 


Use fast-detection enable to enable fast detection for the RRPP domain.  


Use undo fast-detection enable to disable fast detection for the RRPP domain.  


Syntax 


fast-detection enable 


undo fast-detection enable 


Default 


Fast detection is disabled for an RRPP domain.  


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Usage guidelines 


To make fast detection take effect in an RRPP domain, enable fast detection, RRPP, and the RRPP rings in 
the RRPP domain.  


When you configure fast detection for an RRPP domain, enable fast detection first on the edge node, and 
then on the assistant edge node. Otherwise, the assistant edge node might fail to receive Fast-Edge-Hello 
packets and consider the master node faulty even if it is not. 


Examples 


# Enable fast detection for RRPP domain 1.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] fast-detection enable 


Related commands  


• ring enable 


• rrpp enable 
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fast-edge-timer 


Use fast-edge-timer to configure the Fast-Edge-Hello timer and the Fast-Edge-Fail timer.  


Use undo fast-edge-timer to restore the default. 


Syntax 


fast-edge-timer hello-timer hello-value fail-timer fail-value 


undo fast-edge-timer 


Default 


The Fast-Edge-Hello timer is 10 milliseconds and the Fast-Edge-Fail timer is 30 milliseconds. 


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


hello-timer hello-value: Specifies the Fast-Edge-Hello timer in the range of 5 to 100 milliseconds. 


fail-timer fail-value: Specifies the Fast-Edge-Fail timer in the range of 15 to 300 milliseconds. 


Usage guidelines 


The Fast-Edge-Fail timer must be greater than or equal to three times the Fast-Edge-Hello timer. 


Examples 


# Set the Fast-Edge-Hello timer to 20 milliseconds and the Fast-Edge-Fail timer to 70 milliseconds for 
RRPP domain 1.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] fast-edge-timer hello-timer 20 fail-timer 70 


fast-timer 


Use fast-timer to configure the Fast-Hello timer and the Fast-Fail timer.  


Use undo fast-timer to restore the default.  


Syntax 


fast-timer hello-timer hello-value fail-timer fail-value 


undo fast-timer 


Default 


The Fast-Hello timer is 20 milliseconds and the Fast-Fail timer is 60 milliseconds.  


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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Parameters 


hello-timer hello-value: Specifies the Fast-Hello timer in the range of 10 to 500 milliseconds. 


fail-timer fail-value: Specifies the Fast-Fail timer in the range of 30 to 1500 milliseconds. 


Usage guidelines 


The Fast-Fail timer must be greater than or equal to three times the Fast-Hello timer.  


Examples 


# Set the Fast-Hello timer to 20 milliseconds and the Fast-Fail timer to 70 milliseconds for RRPP domain 
1.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] fast-timer hello-timer 20 fail-timer 70 


protected-vlan 


Use protected-vlan to configure the protected VLANs for the RRPP domain.  


Use undo protected-vlan to remove the protected VLANs from the RRPP domain.  


Syntax 


protected-vlan reference-instance instance-id-list 


undo protected-vlan [ reference-instance instance-id-list ] 


Default 


No protected VLAN is configured for an RRPP domain.  


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


reference-instance instance-id-list: Specifies the Multiple Spanning Tree Instances (MSTIs) you want to 
reference in the form of instance-id-list = { instance-id [ to instance-id ] }&<1-10>. The instance-id 
argument is an MSTI ID in the range of 0 to 4094. You can specify up to 10 MSTI IDs or ID ranges. You 
can use the display stp region-configuration command to display the VLAN-to-instance mappings. If you 
do not specify this option, the command removes all MSTIs referenced by the RRPP domain.  


Usage guidelines 


You can delete or modify the protected VLANs configured for an RRPP domain before and after you 
configure rings for it. However, you cannot delete configurations of all the protected VLANs configured 
for the domain.  


When the VLAN-to-instance mappings change, the protected VLANs of an RRPP domain also change.  


Examples 


# Map VLANs 1 through 30 to MSTI 1, and activate the MST region configuration. Configure VLAN 100 
as the control VLAN of RRPP domain 1. Configure VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the primary control 
VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] stp region-configuration 


[Sysname-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


[Sysname-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[Sysname-mst-region] quit 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


Related commands  


• display stp region-configuration (Layer 2—LAN Switching Command Reference)  


• rrpp domain 


reset rrpp statistics 


Use reset rrpp statistics to clear RRPPDU statistics. 


Syntax 


reset rrpp statistics domain domain-id [ ring ring-id ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


domain domain-id: Specifies an RRPP domain by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 


ring ring-id: Specifies an RRPP ring by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. If you do not specify this option, the 
command clears RRPPDU statistics of all RRPP rings in the specified RRPP domain.  


Examples 


# Clear the RRPPDU statistics of ring 10 in RRPP domain 1. 
<Sysname> reset rrpp statistics domain 1 ring 10 


Related commands  


display rrpp statistics 


ring 


Use ring to configure the node mode of the device, the role of the specified RRPP port, and the level of 
the RRPP ring.  


Use undo ring to delete the RRPP ring. 


Syntax 


ring ring-id node-mode { { master | transit } [ primary-port interface-type interface-number ] 
[ secondary-port interface-type interface-number ] level level-value | { assistant-edge | edge } 
[ edge-port interface-type interface-number ] } 


undo ring ring-id 


Default 


The device is not a node of the RRPP ring.  
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Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


ring-id: Specifies an RRPP ring by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 


master: Specifies the device as the master node of the RRPP ring. 


transit: Specifies the device as the transit node of the RRPP ring. 


primary-port: Specifies the port as a primary port. 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies a port by its type and number.  


secondary-port: Specifies the port as a secondary port. 


level level-value: Specifies an RRPP ring level, 0 for the primary ring and 1 for the subring. 


assistant-edge: Specifies the device as the assistant edge node of the RRPP ring. 


edge: Specifies the device as the edge node of the RRPP ring. 


edge-port: Specifies the edge port for the node. 


Usage guidelines 


The ID of an RRPP ring in a domain must be unique.  


When an RRPP ring is activated, you cannot configure its RRPP ports.  


When you configure the edge node and the assistant edge node, first configure the primary ring, and 
then the subrings.  


The node mode, RRPP port role, and ring level settings of an RRPP ring cannot be modified after they are 
configured. To modify the settings, first remove the current settings.  


Remove all subring configurations before you delete the primary ring configuration of the edge node or 
the assistant edge node. However, an active RRPP ring cannot be deleted. 


When RRPP is enabled on a device, you must disable the RRPP ring before you can delete it. When RRPP 
is disabled on the device, you can directly delete the RRPP ring, as well as the setting of the ring enable 
command.  


Examples 


# Specify the device as the master node of primary ring 10 in RRPP domain 1. Specify GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 0 1 2 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] ring 10 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


# Specify the device as the transit node of primary ring 10 in RRPP domain 1. Specify GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Specify the device as the 
edge node of subring 20 in RRPP domain 1, and specify GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge port. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 
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[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 0 1 2 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] ring 10 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] ring 20 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


Related commands  


ring enable 


ring enable 


Use ring enable to enable an RRPP ring.  


Use undo ring enable to disable the RRPP ring. 


Syntax 


ring ring-id enable 


undo ring ring-id enable 


Default 


The RRPP ring is disabled. 


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


ring-id: Specifies an RRPP ring by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 


Usage guidelines 


To activate an RRPP ring, you must enable RRPP and the RRPP ring. 


Before you enable subrings on a device, you must enable the primary ring. Before you disable the 
primary ring on the device, you must disable all subrings. Otherwise, the system displays error prompts. 


Examples 


# Enable RRPP ring 10 in RRPP domain 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 0 1 2 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] ring 10 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] ring 10 enable 


Related commands  


rrpp enable 


rrpp domain 


Use rrpp domain to create an RRPP domain and enter its view.  
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Use undo rrpp domain to remove an RRPP domain. 


Syntax 


rrpp domain domain-id 


undo rrpp domain domain-id 


Default 


No RRPP domain is created. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


domain-id: Specifies an RRPP domain by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 


Usage guidelines 


When you delete an RRPP domain, configurations of the control VLANs and protected VLANs are 
deleted at the same time.  


To delete an RRPP domain successfully, make sure it has no RRPP rings.  


Examples 


# Create RRPP domain 1, and enter RRPP domain 1 view.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] 


Related commands 


• control-vlan 


• protected-vlan 


rrpp enable 


Use rrpp enable to enable RRPP.  


Use undo rrpp enable to disable RRPP. 


Syntax 


rrpp enable 


undo rrpp enable 


Default 


RRPP is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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Usage guidelines 


To activate the RRPP domain, enable RRPP and the RRPP rings for the RRPP domain.  


Examples 


# Enable RRPP. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp enable 


Related commands  


ring enable 


rrpp ring-group 


Use rrpp ring-group to create an RRPP ring group and enter its view.  


Use undo rrpp ring-group to remove an RRPP ring group.  


Syntax 


rrpp ring-group ring-group-id 


undo rrpp ring-group ring-group-id 


Default 


No RRPP ring group is created. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


ring-group-id: Specifies an RRPP ring group ID in the range of 1 to 64.  


Usage guidelines 


When you remove a ring group, remove it on the edge node first and then on the assistant edge node. 
Otherwise, the assistant edge node might fail to receive Edge-Hello packets and consider the primary 
ring failed even if it is not.  


After a ring group is removed, all subrings in the ring group do not belong to any ring group. 


Examples 


# Create RRPP ring group 1 and enter its view.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp ring-group 1 


[Sysname-ring-group1] 


Related commands  


• display rrpp ring-group 


• domain ring 
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timer 


Use timer to configure the Hello timer and the Fail timer.  


Use undo timer to restore the default. 


Syntax 


timer hello-timer hello-value fail-timer fail-value 


undo timer 


Default 


The Hello timer is 1 second and the Fail timer is 3 seconds. 


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


hello-timer hello-value: Specifies the Hello timer in the range of 1 to 10 seconds. 


fail-timer fail-value: Specifies the Fail timer in the range of 3 to 30 seconds. 


Usage guidelines 


The Fail timer must be greater than or equal to three times the Hello timer. 


Examples 


# Set the Hello timer to 2 seconds and the Fail timer to 7 seconds for RRPP domain 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] timer hello-timer 2 fail-timer 7 


New feature: Configuring a BFD template 


Configuring a BFD template 


Perform this task to specify BFD parameters in a template for sessions without next hops. You can 
configure BFD parameters for LSPs and PWs through a BFD template.  


To configure a BFD template:  
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a BFD template and 
enter BFD template view.  


bfd template template-name By default, no BFD template is 
created.  


3. Configure the authentication 
mode for BFD control packets. 


bfd authentication-mode { m-md5 
| m-sha1 | md5 | sha1 | simple } 
key-id { cipher cipher-string | plain 
plain-string } 


By default, no authentication is 
performed.  
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Step Command Remarks 
4. Configure the detection time 


multiplier.  bfd detect-multiplier value The default setting is 5. 


5. Configure the minimum 
interval for receiving BFD 
control packets. 


bfd min-receive-interval value 
By default, the minimum interval for 
receiving single-hop BFD control 
packets is 400 milliseconds. 


6. Configure the minimum 
interval for transmitting BFD 
control packets. 


bfd min-transmit-interval value 
By default, the minimum interval for 
transmitting single-hop BFD control 
packets is 400 milliseconds. 


 


Command reference 


bfd template 


Use bfd template to create a BFD template and enter BFD template view.  


Use undo bfd template to delete the BFD template.  


Syntax 


bfd template template-name 


undo bfd template template-name 


Default 


No BFD template is created. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


template-name: Specifies the template name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters. 


Examples 


# Create BFD template bfd1 and enter BFD template view.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] bfd template bfd1 


[Sysname-bfd-template-bfd1] 
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New feature: Forbidding an OpenFlow instance to report the 
specified types of ports to controllers 


Forbidding an OpenFlow instance to report the specified types of ports 
to controllers  


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter OpenFlow instance 
view. 


openflow instance instance-id N/A 


3. Forbid the OpenFlow instance 
to report the specified types of 
ports to controllers. 


forbidden port { vlan-interface | 
vsi-interface } * 


By default, all ports that belong to 
an OpenFlow instance are 
reported to the controllers. 


 


Command reference 


New command: forbidden port 


Use forbidden port to forbid an OpenFlow instance to report ports of the specified types to controllers. 


Use undo forbidden port to restore the default.  


Syntax 


forbidden port { vlan-interface | vsi-interface } * 


undo forbidden port 


Default 


All ports that belong to an OpenFlow instance are reported to the controllers. 


Views 


OpenFlow instance view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


vlan-interface: Forbids reporting VLAN interfaces that belong to an OpenFlow instance to controllers. 


vsi-interface: Forbids reporting VSI interfaces that belong to an OpenFlow instance to controllers. 


Examples 


# Forbid OpenFlow instance 1 to report VLAN interfaces that belong to the OpenFlow instance to 
controllers. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] openflow instance 1 


[Sysname-of-inst-1] forbidden port vlan-interface 
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New feature: Configuring the default action of the table-miss 
flow entry 


Configuring the default action of the table-miss flow entry 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter OpenFlow instance 
view. openflow instance instance-id N/A 


3. Change the default action of 
the table-miss flow entry to 
forward packets to the normal 
pipeline. 


default table-miss permit 


By default, the default action of the 
table-miss flow entry is to drop 
packets after the OpenFlow 
instance is activated and before 
the controller deploys flow entries. 


 


Command reference 


New command: default table-miss permit 


Use default table-miss permit to change the default action of the table-miss flow entry to forward packets 
to the normal pipeline. 


Use undo default table-miss permit to restore the default. 


Syntax 


default table-miss permit 


undo default table-miss permit 


Default 


The default action of the table-miss flow entry is to drop packets after the OpenFlow instance is activated 
and before the controller deploys flow entries. 


Views 


OpenFlow instance view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Change the default action of the table-miss flow entry to forward packets to the normal pipeline. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] openflow instance 1 


[Sysname-of-inst-1] default table-miss permit 
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New feature: Clearing statistical counts of sent and received 
packets of controllers 


Clearing statistical counts of sent and received packets of controllers 


This feature allows you to clear statistical counts of sent and received packets of controllers. 


Command reference 


New command: reset openflow instance controller statistics 


Use reset openflow instance controller statistics to clear statistical counts of sent and received packets of 
controllers. 


Syntax 


reset openflow instance instance-id controller [ controller-id ] statistics 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


instance-id: Specifies an OpenFlow instance by its ID in the range of 1 to 4094 


controller-id: Specifies a controller by its ID in the range of 0 to 63. If you do not specify a controller ID, 
this command clear statistical counts of sent and received packets for all controllers. 


Examples 


# Clear statistical counts of sent and received packets of all controllers for OpenFlow instance 1. 
<Sysname> reset openflow instance 1 controller statistics 


Modified feature: Configuring a match rule for a DHCP user 
class 


Feature change description 


In this release, the rule rule-number option was added to the if-match command. You can assign IDs to 
match rules to identify them. 


Command changes 


Modified command: if-match 


Old syntax 


if-match option option-code [ hex hex-string [ mask mask | offset offset length length ] ] 
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undo if-match option option-code [ hex hex-string [ mask mask | offset offset length length ] ] 


New syntax 


if-match rule rule-number option option-code [ hex hex-string [ mask mask | offset offset length length ] ] 


undo if-match rule rule-number 


Views 


DHCP user class view 


Change description 


Before modification: This command does not support assigning IDs to match rules by using the rule 
rule-number option. 


After modification: This command supports the rule rule-number option. You can identify the match rules 
by assigning them different IDs. 


Modified feature: Working directory authorization for FTP, 
SFTP, and SCP users 


Feature change description 


The maximum length of an FTP/SFTP/SCP working directory in the authorization attribute was shortened 
from 512 characters to 255 characters. 


Command changes 


Modified command: authorization-attribute (local user view/user group view) 


Syntax 


authorization-attribute { acl acl-number | idle-cut minute | user-profile profile-name | user-role 
role-name | vlan vlan-id | work-directory directory-name } * 


Views 


Local user view/user group view 


Change description 


Before modification: The directory-name argument is a string of 1 to 512 characters. 


After modification: The directory-name argument is a string of 1 to 255 characters. 


Modified feature: Enabling the SCP server function 


Feature change description 


Before modification: The ssh server enable command enables both the Stelnet server and SCP server 
function. 


After modification: The ssh server enable command enables only the Stelnet server function. The newly 
added command scp server enable enables the SCP server function. 
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Command changes 


New command: scp server enable 


Use scp server enable to enable the SCP server function. 


Use undo scp server enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


scp server enable 


undo scp server enable 


Default 


The SCP server function is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Examples 


# Enable the SCP server function. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] scp server enable 


Modified feature: Fast terminating Stelnet connections 


Feature change description 


The feature change applies when the device acts as an Stelnet client. 


Before modification: When the Stelnet server runs exceptionally or reboots, the device cannot terminate 
the Stelnet connection until the server reboots. 


After modification: The device supports using an escape sequence to fast terminate the Stelnet 
connection. The escape sequence is a combination of an escape character and a dot (.). To specify the 
escape character, use the ssh2 or ssh2 ipv6 command. The escape sequence enables the device to 
handle exceptions promptly. 


Command changes 


Modified command: ssh2 


Old syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ssh2 server [ port-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | ecdsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher 
{ 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 
{ dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } 
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| prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | publickey keyname | 
source { interface interface-type interface-number | ip ip-address } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


ssh2 server [ port-number ] [ identity-key { ecdsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher 
{ aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher 
{ aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ publickey keyname | source { interface 
interface-type interface-number | ip ip-address } ] * 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ssh2 server [ port-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | ecdsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher 
{ 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 
{ dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } 
| prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | escape character | 
publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ip ip-address } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


ssh2 server [ port-number ] [ identity-key { ecdsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher 
{ aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher 
{ aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ escape character | publickey keyname 
| source { interface interface-type interface-number | ip ip-address } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


Before modification: The escape character option is not supported. 


After modification: The escape character option is supported. This option specifies an escape character 
that can be used with a dot (.) as an escape sequence to fast terminate an Stelnet connection. By default, 
the escape character is a tilde (~). 


HP recommends that you use the default escape character. Do not specify any character in SSH 
usernames as the escape character. 


For the escape sequence to take effect, you must enter it at the very beginning of a line. If you have 
entered other characters or performed operations in a line, enter the escape sequence in the next line.  


Modified command: ssh2 ipv6 


Old syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ssh2 ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | ecdsa | rsa } 
| prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 
| md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | 
prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | 
sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number 
| ipv6 ipv6-address } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 
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ssh2 ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key { ecdsa | rsa } | 
prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | 
prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] 
* [ publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ipv6 ipv6-address } ] * 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ssh2 ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | ecdsa | rsa } 
| prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 
| md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | 
prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | 
sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | escape character | publickey keyname | source { interface 
interface-type interface-number | ipv6 ipv6-address } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


ssh2 ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key { ecdsa | rsa } | 
prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | 
prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] 
* [ escape character | publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ipv6 
ipv6-address } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


Before modification: The escape character option is not supported. 


After modification: The escape character option is supported. This option specifies an escape character 
that can be used with a dot (.) as an escape sequence to fast terminate an Stelnet connection. By default, 
the escape character is a tilde (~). 


HP recommends that you use the default escape character. Do not specify any character in SSH 
usernames as the escape character. 


For the escape sequence to take effect, you must enter it at the very beginning of a line. If you have 
entered other characters or performed operations in a line, enter the escape sequence in the next line. 


Modified feature: Configuring the authentication mode for 
single-hop BFD control packets 


Feature change description 


The m-md5, m-sha1, md5, and sha1 keywords were added to the bfd authentication-mode command. 


Command reference 


Modified command: bfd authentication-mode 


Old syntax 


bfd authentication-mode simple key-id { cipher cipher-string | plain plain-string } 
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New syntax 


bfd authentication-mode { m-md5 | m-sha1 | md5 | sha1 | simple } key-id { cipher cipher-string | plain 
plain-string } 


Views 


Interface view, BFD template view 


Change description 


After modification, the following keywords were added to the bfd authentication-mode command: 


• m-md5: Specifies the Meticulous MD5 algorithm.  


• m-sha1: Specifies the Meticulous SHA1 algorithm. 


• md5: Specifies the MD5 algorithm. 


• sha1: Specifies the SHA1 algorithm. 


Modified feature: Configuring the authentication mode for 
multihop BFD control packets 


Feature change description 


The m-md5, m-sha1, md5, and sha1 keywords were added to the bfd multi-hop authentication-mode 
command. 


Command reference 


Modified command: bfd multi-hop authentication-mode 


Old syntax 


bfd multi-hop authentication-mode simple key-id { cipher cipher-string | plain plain-string } 


New syntax 


bfd multi-hop authentication-mode { m-md5 | m-sha1 | md5 | sha1 | simple } key-id { cipher 
cipher-string | plain plain-string } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


After modification, the following keywords were added to the bfd multi-hop authentication-mode 
command: 


• m-md5: Specifies the Meticulous MD5 algorithm.  


• m-sha1: Specifies the Meticulous SHA1 algorithm. 


• md5: Specifies the MD5 algorithm. 


• sha1: Specifies the SHA1 algorithm. 
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Modified feature: Enabling SNMP logging 


Feature change description 


In this release, the device supports enabling logging SNMP authentication failures. 


Command changes 


Modified command: snmp-agent log 


Old syntax 


snmp-agent log { all | get-operation | set-operation } 


New syntax 


snmp-agent log { all | authfail | get-operation | set-operation } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: Enabling logging SNMP authentication failures is not supported. 


After modification: Enabling logging SNMP authentication failures is supported. 


Modified feature: Configuring the local connection properties 
for the main connection 


Feature change description 


This release supports configuring an IPv4 or IPv6 address and a port number for the main connection of 
the switch. 


Command changes 


Modified command: controller address 


Old syntax 


controller controller-id address { ip ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port port-number ] [ ssl 
ssl-policy-name ] 


undo controller controller-id address 


New syntax 


controller controller-id address { ip ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port port-number ] [ local address 
{ ip ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port port-number ]] [ ssl ssl-policy-name ] 


undo controller controller-id address 
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Views 


OpenFlow instance view 


Change description 


Before modification: This command does not support configuring an IPv4 or IPv6 address and a port 
number for the main connection of the switch. 


After modification: This command supports configuring an IPv4 or IPv6 address and a port number for 
the main connection of the switch. 


Modified feature: Disabling an interface from processing NTP 
messages 


Feature change description 


The command syntax for the ntp-service inbound disable command was changed. 


Command changes 


Modified command: ntp-service inbound enable 


Old syntax 


ntp-service inbound disable 


New syntax 


ntp-service inbound enable 


Views 


Interface view 


Change description 


Before modification: The command syntax is ntp-service inbound disable. 


After modification: The command syntax is ntp-service inbound enable. 


Modified command: ntp-service ipv6 inbound enable 


Old syntax 


ntp-service ipv6 inbound disable 


New syntax 


ntp-service ipv6 inbound enable 


Views 


Interface view 


Change description 


Before modification: The command syntax is ntp-service ipv6 inbound disable. 


After modification: The command syntax is ntp-service ipv6 inbound enable. 
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Modified feature: Including time zone information in the 
timestamp of system information sent to a log host 


Feature change description  


Added support for including time zone information in the timestamp of system information sent to a log 
host. 


Command changes 


Modified command: info-center timestamp loghost 


Old syntax 


info-center timestamp loghost { date | iso | no-year-date | none } 


New syntax 


info-center timestamp loghost { date | iso [ with-timezone ] | no-year-date | none } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


The following parameter was added: 


with-timezone: Includes time zone information in the timestamp of system information sent to a log host. 


Modified feature: Setting the maximum number of concurrent 
802.1X users on a port 


Feature change description 


This release has the following changes to the maximum number of concurrent 802.1X users on a port: 


• The value range was changed to 1 to 4294967295. 


• The default setting was changed from 2048 to 4294967295. 


Command changes 


Modified command: dot1x max-user 


Syntax 


dot1x max-user user-number 


undo dot1x max-user 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 
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Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the user-number argument is 1 to 2048. The default setting is 
2048. 


After modification: The value range for the user-number argument is 1 to 4294967295. The default 
setting is 4294967295. 


Modified feature: Setting the maximum number of concurrent 
MAC authentication users on a port 


Feature change description 


This release has the following changes to the maximum number of concurrent MAC authentication users 
on a port: 


• The value range was changed to 1 to 4294967295. 


• The default setting was changed from 2048 to 4294967295. 


Command changes 


Modified command: mac-authentication max-user 


Syntax 


mac-authentication max-user user-number 


undo mac-authentication max-user 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the user-number argument is 1 to 2048. The default setting is 
2048. 


After modification: The value range for the user-number argument is 1 to 4294967295. The default 
setting is 4294967295. 


Modified feature: Setting port security's limit on the number of 
secure MAC addresses on a port 


Feature change description 


The value range was changed to 1 to 4294967295 for setting port security's limit on the number of 
secure MAC addresses on a port. 
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Command changes 


Modified command: port-security max-mac-count 


Syntax 


port-security max-mac-count count-value 


undo port-security max-mac-count 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the count-value argument is 1 to 2048. 


After modification: The value range for the count-value argument is 1 to 4294967295. 


Modified feature: Enhanced CC authentication 


Feature change description 


The enhanced CC authentication feature enhances the cryptographic algorithms for IPsec, public key 
cryptography, SSH and SSL. It changes the method for configuring the IKE pre-shared key in FIPS mode, 
and causes command changes for IPsec, public key cryptography, SSH, and SSL. 


Command changes 


New command: public-key local export ecdsa 


Use public-key local export ecdsa to display the local ECDSA host public key in the specified format, or 
export the key in the specified format to a file. 


Syntax 


public-key local export ecdsa [ name key-name ] { openssh | ssh2 } [ filename ] 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


name key-name: Specifies a local ECDSA key pair by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 64 
characters, which can include letters, digits, and hyphens (-). If you do not specify a key pair name, the 
command displays or exports the host public key of the local ECDSA key pair with the default name. 


openssh: Uses the format of OpenSSH. 


ssh2: Uses the format of SSH2.0. 


filename: Specifies the name of the file for saving the ECDSA host public key. The file name is a 
case-insensitive string excluding ./ and ../. The name cannot be all dots (.), hostkey, serverkey, dsakey, 
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or ecdsakey, and cannot start with a slash (/). For more information about file names, see Fundamentals 
Configuration Guide.  


Usage guidelines 


To display the local ECDSA host public key in the specified format, do not use the filename argument. 


To export the local ECDSA host public key in the specified format to a file, use the filename argument to 
specify the file name.  


SSH2.0 and OpenSSH are different public key formats. Choose the correct format that is supported by 
the device where you import the host public key. 


Only an ECDSA host public key with the key modulus length secp256r1 can be exported. 


Examples 


# Export the ECDSA host public key in OpenSSH format to the file named key.pub. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] public-key local export ecdsa openssh key.pub 


# Display the ECDSA host public key in SSH2.0 format. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] public-key local export ecdsa ssh2 


---- BEGIN SSH2 PUBLIC KEY ----                                                  


Comment: "ecdsa-sha2-nistp256-2014/07/06"                                        


AAAAE2VjZHNhLXNoYTItbmlzdHAyNTYAAAAIbmlzdHAyNTYAAABBBBREw5tkARpbV+sYArt/xcW+UJEA 


evx7OckTtTLPBiLP5bWkSdKbvo+3oHRuIyZqmNTIcxuBjuBap+pHc919C58=                     


---- END SSH2 PUBLIC KEY ----                  


# Display the ECDSA host public key in OpenSSH format. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] public-key local export ecdsa openssh                                       


ecdsa-sha2-nistp256 AAAAE2VjZHNhLXNoYTItbmlzdHAyNTYAAAAIbmlzdHAyNTYAAABBBBREw5tk 


ARpbV+sYArt/xcW+UJEAevx7OckTtTLPBiLP5bWkSdKbvo+3oHRuIyZqmNTIcxuBjuBap+pHc919C58= 


 ecdsa-key                                                                 


Modified command: authentication-algorithm 


Old syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authentication-algorithm { md5 | sha } 


In FIPS mode: 


authentication-algorithm sha 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authentication-algorithm { md5 | sha | sha256 | sha384 | sha512 } 


In FIPS mode: 


authentication-algorithm { sha | sha256 | sha384 | sha512 } 
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Views 


IKE proposal view 


Change description 


The following parameters were added:  


• sha256: Specifies the HMAC-SHA256 authentication algorithm. 


• sha384: Specifies the HMAC-SHA384 authentication algorithm. 


• Sha512: Specifies the HMAC-SHA512 authentication algorithm. 


In FIPS mode, the default authentication algorithm was changed to HMAC-SHA256. 


Modified command: ciphersuite 


Old syntax 


In FIPS mode: 


ciphersuite { dhe_rsa_aes_128_cbc_sha | dhe_rsa_aes_256_cbc_sha | rsa_aes_128_cbc_sha | 
rsa_aes_256_cbc_sha } * 


New syntax 


In FIPS mode: 


ciphersuite { sa_aes_128_cbc_sha | rsa_aes_256_cbc_sha } * 


Views 


SSL server policy view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, the dhe_rsa_aes_128_cbc_sha and dhe_rsa_aes_256_cbc_sha keywords were removed. 


Modified command: prefer-cipher 


Old syntax 


In FIPS mode: 


prefer-cipher { dhe_rsa_aes_128_cbc_sha | dhe_rsa_aes_256_cbc_sha | rsa_aes_128_cbc_sha | 
rsa_aes_256_cbc_sha } 


New syntax 


In FIPS mode: 


prefer-cipher { sa_aes_128_cbc_sha | rsa_aes_256_cbc_sha } 


Views 


SSL client policy view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, the dhe_rsa_aes_128_cbc_sha and dhe_rsa_aes_256_cbc_sha keywords were removed. 
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Modified command: pre-shared-key 


Old syntax 


pre-shared-key { address { ipv4-address [ mask | mask-length ] | ipv6 ipv6-address [ prefix-length ] } | 
hostname host-name } key { cipher cipher-key | simple simple-key }  


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


pre-shared-key { address { ipv4-address [ mask | mask-length ] | ipv6 ipv6-address [ prefix-length ] } | 
hostname host-name } key { cipher cipher-key | simple simple-key } 


In FIPS mode: 


pre-shared-key { address { ipv4-address [ mask | mask-length ] | ipv6 ipv6-address [ prefix-length ] } | 
hostname host-name } key [ cipher cipher-key ] 


Views 


IKE keychain view 


Change description 


After modification: In FIPS mode, the key keyword enables you to set a pre-shared key in interactive 
mode. The key is a case-sensitive string of 15 to 128 characters, and it must contain uppercase and 
lowercase letters, digits, and special characters except the question mark (?). 


Modified command: public-key local create 


Old syntax 


public-key local create { dsa | ecdsa | rsa } [ name key-name ] 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


public-key local create { dsa | ecdsa { secp192r1 | secp256r1 } | rsa } [ name key-name ] 


In FIPS mode: 


public-key local create { dsa | ecdsa secp256r1 } | rsa } [ name key-name ] 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before the modification, the ecdsa keyword specifies the ECDSA key pair with a key modules length of 
192 bits. 


After the modification, the following parameters were added: 


• secp192r1: Sets the key modulus length of the ECDSA key pair to 192 bits. This parameter is 
supported only in non-FIPS mode. 


• secp256r1: Sets the key modulus length of the ECDSA key pair to 256 bits.  
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Modified command: scp 


Old syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


scp server [ port-number ] { put | get } source-file-name [ destination-file-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } 
| prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 
| md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | 
prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | 
sha1-96 } ] * [ publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ip ip-address } ] 
* 


In FIPS mode: 


scp server [ port-number ] { put | get } source-file-name [ destination-file-name ] [ identity-key rsa | 
prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | 
prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] 
* [ publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ip ip-address } ] * 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


scp server [ port-number ] { put | get } source-file-name [ destination-file-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | 
ecdsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | 
prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 
| dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | 
md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number 
| ip ip-address } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


scp server [ port-number ] { put | get } source-file-name [ destination-file-name ] [ identity-key { ecdsa | 
rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | 
sha1-96 } | prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 
| sha1-96 } ] * [ publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ip 
ip-address } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


The ecdsa keyword was added. 


Modified command: scp ipv6 


Old syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


scp ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] { put | get } source-file-name 
[ destination-file-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | 
aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 
{ dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } 
| prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ publickey keyname | source { interface 
interface-type interface-number | ipv6 ipv6-address } ] * 
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In FIPS mode: 


scp ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] { put | get } source-file-name 
[ destination-file-name ] [ identity-key rsa | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } 
| prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } 
| prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type 
interface-number | ipv6 ipv6-address } ] * 


New syntax 


scp ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] { put | get } source-file-name 
[ destination-file-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | ecdsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher 
{ 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 
{ dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } 
| prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ publickey keyname | source { interface 
interface-type interface-number | ipv6 ipv6-address } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


scp ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] { put | get } source-file-name 
[ destination-file-name ] [ identity-key { ecdsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 
| aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 
| aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ publickey keyname | source { interface 
interface-type interface-number | ipv6 ipv6-address } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


The ecdsa keyword was added. 


Modified command: sftp 


Old syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


sftp server [ port-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des 
| aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 
{ dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } 
| prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | publickey keyname | 
source { interface interface-type interface-number s | ip ip-addres} ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


sftp server [ port-number ] [ identity-key rsa | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | 
aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 
| aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ publickey keyname | source { interface 
interface-type interface-number s | ip ip-addres} ] * 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


sftp server [ port-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | ecdsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher 
{ 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 
{ dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } 
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| prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | publickey keyname | 
source { interface interface-type interface-number s | ip ip-addres} ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


sftp server [ port-number ] [ identity-key { ecdsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher 
{ aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher 
{ aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ publickey keyname | source { interface 
interface-type interface-number s | ip ip-addres} ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


The ecdsa keyword was added. 


Modified command: sftp ipv6 


Old syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


sftp ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | 
prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | 
md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | 
prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | 
sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number 
| ipv6 ipv6-addres} ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


sftp ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key rsa | prefer-compress 
zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 
dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 
[ publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ipv6 ipv6-addres} ] * 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


sftp ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | ecdsa | rsa } 
| prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 
| md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | 
prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | 
sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number 
| ipv6 ipv6-addres} ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


sftp ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key { ecdsa | rsa } | 
prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | 
prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] 
* [ publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ipv6 ipv6-addres} ] * 


Views 


User view 
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Change description 


The ecdsa keyword was added. 


Modified command: ssh2 


Old syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ssh2 server [ port-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des 
| aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 
{ dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } 
| prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | escape character | 
publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ip ip-address } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


ssh2 server [ port-number ] [ identity-key rsa | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | 
aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 
| aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ escape character |publickey keyname | source 
{ interface interface-type interface-number | ip ip-address } ] * 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ssh2 server [ port-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | ecdsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher 
{ 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 
{ dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } 
| prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | escape character | 
publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ip ip-address } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


ssh2 server [ port-number ] [ identity-key { ecdsa | rsa } | prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher 
{ aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher 
{ aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * [ escape character | publickey keyname 
| source { interface interface-type interface-number | ip ip-address } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


The ecdsa keyword was added. 


Modified command: ssh2 ipv6 


Old syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ssh2 ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | 
prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | 
md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | 
prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | 
sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number 
| ipv6 ipv6-address } ] * 
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In FIPS mode: 


ssh2 ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key rsa | prefer-compress 
zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 
dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 
[ publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ipv6 ipv6-address } ] * 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ssh2 ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key { dsa | ecdsa | rsa } 
| prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 
| md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | 
prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | 
sha1-96 } ] * [ dscp dscp-value | escape character | publickey keyname | source { interface 
interface-type interface-number | ipv6 ipv6-address } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


ssh2 ipv6 server [ port-number ] [ -i interface-type interface-number ] [ identity-key { ecdsa | rsa } | 
prefer-compress zlib | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | 
prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] 
* [ escape character | publickey keyname | source { interface interface-type interface-number | ipv6 
ipv6-address } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


The ecdsa keyword was added. 


Modified feature: Deregistering an OpenFlow instance 


Feature change description 


In this release and later versions, the switch supports using the undo active instance command to 
deregister an OpenFlow instance. You can use the active instance command to activate a deregistered 
OpenFlow instance.  


Command changes 


Modified command: active instance 


Syntax 


active instance 


undo active instance 


Views 


OpenFlow instance view 
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Change description 


Before modification: The switch does not support using the undo active instance command to deregister 
an OpenFlow instance. 


After modification: The switch supports using the undo active instance command to deregister an 
OpenFlow instance. 


Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv4 dynamic 
member ports 


Feature change description 


The value range for the aging timer of IPv4 dynamic member ports was changed to 1 to 8097894 
seconds. 


Command changes 


Modified command: host-aging-time (IGMP-snooping view) 


Syntax 


host-aging-time interval 


Views 


IGMP-snooping view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 200 to 1000 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 8097894 seconds. 


Modified command: igmp-snooping host-aging-time 


Syntax 


igmp-snooping host-aging-time interval 


Views 


VLAN view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 200 to 1000 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 8097894 seconds. 
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Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv6 dynamic 
member ports 


Feature change description 


The value range for the aging timer of IPv6 dynamic member ports was changed to 1 to 8097894 
seconds. 


Command changes 


Modified command: host-aging-time (MLD-snooping view) 


Syntax 


host-aging-time interval 


Views 


MLD-snooping view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 200 to 1000 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 8097894 seconds. 


Modified command: mld-snooping host-aging-time 


Syntax 


mld-snooping host-aging-time interval 


Views 


VLAN view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 200 to 1000 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 8097894 seconds. 


Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv4 dynamic 
router ports 


Feature change description 


The value range for the aging timer of IPv4 dynamic router ports was changed to 1 to 8097894 seconds. 
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Command changes 


Modified command: router-aging-time (IGMP-snooping view) 


Syntax 


router-aging-time interval 


Views 


IGMP-snooping view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 1000 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 8097894 seconds. 


Modified command: igmp-snooping router-aging-time 


Syntax 


igmp-snooping router-aging-time interval 


Views 


VLAN view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 1000 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 8097894 seconds. 


Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv6 dynamic 
router ports 


Feature change description 


The value range for the aging timer of IPv6 dynamic router ports was changed to 1 to 8097894 seconds. 


Command changes 


Modified command: router-aging-time (MLD-snooping view) 


Syntax 


router-aging-time interval 


Views 


MLD-snooping view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 1000 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 8097894 seconds. 
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Modified command: mld-snooping router-aging-time 


Syntax 


mld-snooping router-aging-time interval 


Views 


VLAN view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 1000 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 8097894 seconds. 


Modified feature: Setting the IGMP last member query interval 


Feature change description 


The value range for the IGMP last member query interval was changed to 1 to 25 seconds. 


Command changes 


Modified command: last-member-query-interval 


Syntax 


last-member-query-interval interval 


Views 


IGMP-snooping view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 5 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 25 seconds. 


Modified command: igmp-snooping last-member-query-interval 


Syntax 


igmp-snooping last-member-query-interval interval 


Views 


VLAN view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 5 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 25 seconds. 
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Modified feature: Setting the MLD last listener query interval 


Feature change description 


The value range for the MLD last listener query interval was changed to 1 to 25 seconds. 


Command changes 


Modified command: last-listener-query-interval 


Syntax 


last-listener-query-interval interval 


Views 


MLD-snooping view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 5 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 25 seconds. 


Modified command: mld-snooping last-listener-query-interval 


Syntax 


mld-snooping last-listener-query-interval interval 


Views 


VLAN view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 5 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 25 seconds. 


Modified feature: Setting the maximum response time for IGMP 
general queries 


Feature change description 


The value range for the maximum response time of IGMP general queries was changed to 1 to 3174 
seconds. 
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Command changes 


Modified command: max-response-time (IGMP-snooping view) 


Syntax 


max-response-time interval 


Views 


IGMP-snooping view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument 1 to 25 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 3174 seconds. 


Modified command: igmp-snooping max-response-time interval 


Syntax 


igmp-snooping max-response-time interval 


Views 


VLAN view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 25 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 3174 seconds. 


Modified feature: Setting the maximum response time for MLD 
general queries 


Feature change description 


The value range for the maximum response time of MLD general queries was changed to 1 to 3174 
seconds. 


Command changes 


Modified command: max-response-time (MLD-snooping view) 


Syntax 


max-response-time interval 


Views 


MLD-snooping view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 25 seconds. 
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After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 3174 seconds. 


Modified command: mld-snooping max-response-time 


Syntax 


mld-snooping max-response-time interval 


Views 


VLAN view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 25 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 1 to 3174 seconds. 


Modified feature: Setting the IGMP general query interval in a 
VLAN 


Feature change description 


The value range for the IGMP general query interval in a VLAN was changed to 2 to 31744 seconds. 


Command changes 


Modified command: igmp-snooping query-interval 


Syntax 


igmp-snooping query-interval interval 


Views 


VLAN view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 2 to 300 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 2 to 31744 seconds. 


Modified feature: Setting the MLD general query interval in a 
VLAN 


Feature change description 


The value range for the MLD general query interval in a VLAN was changed to 2 to 31744 seconds. 
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Command changes 


Modified command: mld-snooping query-interval 


Syntax 


mld-snooping query-interval interval 


Views 


VLAN view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the interval argument is 2 to 300 seconds. 


After modification: The value range for the interval argument is 2 to 31744 seconds. 
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Release 3106P01 


This release has the following changes: 


None 
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Release 3106 


First release. 





		Software Feature Changes

		Contents

		Release 3109P09 & 3109P09-US

		New feature: L2PT

		Overview

		Background

		L2PT operating mechanism

		1. PE 1 performs the following operations:

		a. Changes the original destination MAC address 0180-C200-0000 to the specified multicast MAC address (010F-E200-0003 by default) for the BPDU.

		b. Sends the tunneled packet out of all ports connected to the ISP network. These ports are in the same VLAN as the VLAN carried in the BPDU.



		2. Upon receiving the tunneled packet, PE 2 decapsulates the packet and sends the BPDU to CE 2.





		L2PT configuration task list

		Enabling L2PT

		Setting the destination multicast MAC address for tunneled packets

		Displaying and maintaining L2PT

		L2PT configuration examples

		Configuring L2PT for STP

		Network requirements

		Configuration procedures

		1. Configure PE 1:

		2. Configure PE 2 in the same way PE 1 is configured. (Details not shown.)



		Verifying the configuration



		Configuring L2PT for LACP

		Network requirements

		Requirements analysis

		Configuration procedures

		1. Configure CE 1:

		2. Configure CE 2 in the same way CE 1 is configured. (Details not shown.)

		3. Configure PE 1:

		4. Configure PE 2 in the same way PE 1 is configured. (Details not shown.)



		Verifying the configuration





		Command reference

		display l2protocol statistics

		l2protocol tunnel dot1q

		l2protocol tunnel-dmac

		reset l2protocol statistics





		Release 3109P07

		New feature: MAC authentication offline detection

		Enabling MAC authentication offline detection

		Command reference

		mac-authentication offline-detect enable





		Modified feature: 802.1X timers

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: dot1x timer





		Change description

		Modified feature: 802.1X support for tagged VLAN assignment

		Feature change description

		Command changes



		Modified feature: MAC authentication support for tagged VLAN assignment

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: display mac-authentication connection





		Release 3109P05

		Release 3109P04

		Release 3109P03

		New feature: DHCP snooping logging

		Enabling DHCP snooping logging

		Command reference

		dhcp snooping log enable





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: DHCPv6 snooping logging

		Enabling DHCPv6 snooping logging

		Command reference

		ipv6 dhcp snooping log enable





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: ARP detection logging

		Enabling ARP detection logging

		Command reference

		arp detection log enable





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		New feature: RA guard

		About RA guard

		1. If the role of the device attached to the port is router, the device directly forwards all RA messages received on the port. If the role is host, the device directly drops all RA messages received on the port.

		2. If no role is set for the port, the device uses the RA guard policy to match the information found in the RA message.



		Specifying the role of the attached device

		Configuring an RA guard policy



		Displaying and maintaining RA guard

		RA guard configuration example

		Network requirements

		Configuration procedure

		Verifying the configuration



		Command reference

		display ipv6 nd raguard policy





		Examples

		Related commands

		if-match acl



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		if-match autoconfig managed-address-flag



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		if-match autoconfig other-flag



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		if-match hop-limit



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		if-match prefix



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		[Sysname-acl6-basic-2000] rule permit source 3124:1123:: 64

		if-match router-preference



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		ipv6 nd raguard apply policy



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Related commands

		ipv6 nd raguard policy



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		ipv6 nd raguard role



		Views

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: QinQ tagging for double-tagged packets passing an extensibility flow table

		Enabling an OpenFlow instance to perform QinQ tagging for double-tagged packets passing an extensibility flow table

		Command reference

		qinq-network enable





		Default

		Views

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Modified feature: TCP maximum segment size (MSS) setting

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: tcp mss





		Modified feature: MAC authentication timers

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: mac-authentication timer





		Modified feature: Creating an OpenFlow table for an OpenFlow instance

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: flow-table





		Release 3109P01

		New feature: Setting the maximum shared-area ratio in the data buffer for a queue

		Setting the maximum shared-area ratio in the data buffer for a queue

		Command reference

		buffer queue shared





		New feature: RADIUS voice VLAN attribute for 802.1X and MAC authentication

		Support of the RADIUS voice VLAN attribute for 802.1X and MAC authentication

		Command reference



		New feature: 802.1X online user handshake reply

		Enabling the 802.1X online user handshake reply feature

		Command reference

		dot1x handshake reply enable





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		New feature: Authentication interval for users in the MAC authentication guest VLAN

		Setting the authentication interval for users in the MAC authentication guest VLAN

		Command reference

		mac-authentication guest-vlan auth-period





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		New feature: Local portal Web server

		Configuring a local portal Web server

		Configuration prerequisites

		Configuration procedure



		Command reference

		portal local-web-server





		Syntax

		Default

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		1. Use the undo portal local-web-server https command to delete the local portal Web server.

		2. Re-create the local portal Web server and specify a new SSL server policy.



		<Sysname> system-view

		[Sysname-portal-local-websvr-https] quit

		[Sysname] undo portal local-web-server https

		[Sysname-portal-local-websvr-https] quit

		default-logon-page



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		tcp-port



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: Enabling Monitor Link globally

		Enabling Monitor Link globally

		Command reference

		monitor-link disable





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: NETCONF logging

		Enabling NETCONF logging

		Command reference

		netconf log





		Default

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		<Sysname> system-view

		New feature: Support for the incremental attribute for edit-config operations

		Specifying the incremental attribute for edit-config operations

		Command reference



		New feature: Table-based match for data filtering

		Configuring table-based match for data filtering

		Command reference



		New feature: Configuration rollback based on a rollback point

		Rolling back the configuration based on a rollback point

		1. Lock the system.

		2. Mark the beginning of a rollback operation. For more information, see "Performing the save-point/begin operation."

		3. Configure the device.

		4. Configure the rollback point. For more information, see " Performing the save-point/commit operation."

		5. Roll back the configuration based on the rollback point. For more information, see"Performing the save-point/rollback operation."

		6. End the rollback configuration. For more information, see "Performing the save-point/end operation."

		7. Release the lock.

		Performing the save-point/begin operation

		Performing the save-point/commit operation

		Performing the save-point/rollback operation

		Performing the save-point/end operation

		Performing the save-point/get-commits operation

		Performing the save-point/get-commit-information operation



		Command reference



		Modified feature: Executing Comware commands in Tcl configuration view

		Feature change description

		Command reference

		New command: cli

		1. Execute a Comware command in Tcl configuration view. The output shows that the Comware command cannot be executed because it conflicts with a Tcl command.

		2. Configure the cli command to execute the Comware command again.







		Modified feature: The default user role feature for remote AAA users

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: role default-role enable





		Release 3108P03

		New feature: Support for LLDP configuration on IRF physical interfaces

		Support for LLDP configuration on IRF physical interfaces

		Command reference



		New feature: Disabling PVID inconsistency check

		Disabling PVID inconsistency check

		Command reference

		lldp ignore-pvid-inconsistency





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: Applicable scope of packet filtering on a VLAN interface

		Configuring the applicable scope of packet filtering on a VLAN interface

		Command reference

		packet-filter filter





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		New feature: Outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled interface

		Enabling outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled interface

		Command reference

		portal outbound-filter enable





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		New feature: Disabling SSL 3.0

		Disabling SSL 3.0

		Command reference

		ssl version ssl3.0 disable





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		New feature: Login delay

		Enabling the login delay

		Command reference

		attack-defense login reauthentication-delay





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		<Sysname> system-view

		New feature: Setting the minimum storage period for logs

		Setting the minimum storage period for logs

		Command reference

		info-center syslog min-age





		Views

		Default command level

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: NQA UDP tracert operation

		Configuring the NQA UDP tracert operation

		Command reference

		init-ttl





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		max-failure



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		no-fragment enable



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: NQA UDP template

		Configuring an NQA UDP template

		Command reference



		New feature: Output interface for probe packets

		Specifying the output interface for probe packets

		Command reference

		out interface





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Modified feature: Port status detection timer

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: shutdown-interval





		System view

		Modified feature: Assigning user roles to a schedule

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: user-role





		Syntax

		Schedule view

		Modified feature: Assigning user roles to a CLI-defined policy

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: user-role





		Syntax

		CLI-defined policy view

		Modified feature: Displaying brief IPv4 routing table information

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: display ip routing-table





		New syntax

		Views

		Change description

		Modified feature: Displaying brief IPv6 routing table information

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: display ipv6 routing-table





		New syntax

		Views

		Change description

		Modified feature: Deleting ACL rules

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: rule (Ethernet frame header ACL view)





		New syntax

		Views

		Change description

		Modified command: rule (IPv4 advanced ACL view)



		New syntax

		Views

		Change description

		Modified command: rule (IPv4 basic ACL view)



		New syntax

		Views

		Change description

		Modified command: rule (IPv6 advanced ACL view)



		New syntax

		Views

		Change description

		Modified command: rule (IPv6 basic ACL view)



		New syntax

		Views

		Change description

		Modified feature: Configuring log host output parameters

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: info-center loghost





		New syntax

		Views

		Change description

		Modified feature: Configuring the NQA HTTP template

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: version





		HTTP operation view, HTTP template view

		Release 3108P01

		New feature:Logging in to the Web interface

		Configuring Logging in to the Web interface

		FIPS compliance

		Configuring HTTP login

		Configuring HTTPS login



		Command reference

		display ip http





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		display ip https

		display web menu



		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		`--Export: ID = i_export

		display web users



		<Sysname> display web users

		free web users

		ip http acl



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		ip http enable



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		ip http port



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		ip https acl



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		ip https certificate access-control-policy



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		<Sysname> system-view

		ip https enable



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		ip https port



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		ip https ssl-server-policy



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		web captcha



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		<Sysname> web captcha test

		web https-authorization mode



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		web idle-timeout



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: Source MAC consistency check for ND packets

		Configuring source MAC consistency check for ND packets

		Command reference

		ipv6 nd check log enable





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		ipv6 nd mac-check enable



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: ND snooping

		Configuring ND snooping

		About ND snooping

		Configuration procedure





		Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view.

		Command reference

		display ipv6 nd snooping





		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		<Sysname> display ipv6 nd snooping vlan 1

		display ipv6 nd snooping count



		Examples

		ipv6 nd snooping enable global



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		ipv6 nd snooping enable link-local



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		ipv6 nd snooping glean source



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		ipv6 nd snooping max-learning-num



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		reset ipv6 nd snooping



		New feature: DHCP packet blocking port

		Configuring a DHCP packet blocking port

		Command reference

		dhcp snooping deny





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: DHCPv6 packet blocking port

		Configuring a DHCPv6 packet blocking port

		Command reference

		ipv6 dhcp snooping deny





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: User validity check rules for ARP detection

		Configuring user validity check rules for ARP detection

		1. Uses the user validity check rules to matches the sender IP and MAC addresses of the ARP packet.





		 If a match is found, the device processes the ARP packet according to the rule.

		2. Uses static IPSG bindings and DHCP snooping entries to match the sender IP and MAC addresses of the ARP packet.

		3. Discards the ARP packet.

		Command reference

		arp detection rule





		Default

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		<Sysname> system-view

		New feature: ARP blackhole route probe settings

		Configuirng the ARP blackhole route probe interval and times

		Command reference

		arp resolving-route probe-interval





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		arp resolving-route probe-count



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		New feature: TCP fragment attack protection

		Enabling TCP fragment attack protection

		Command reference

		attack-defense tcp fragment enable





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: ND detection

		Configuring ND detection

		Overview

		Configuration procedure

		Displaying and maintaining ND detection



		Command reference

		display ipv6 nd detection statistics





		Examples

		<Sysname> display ipv6 nd detection statistics

		ipv6 nd detection enable



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		ipv6 nd detection trust



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		reset ipv6 nd detection statistics



		New feature: 802.1p priority for IGMP messages

		Setting the 802.1p priority for IGMP messages

		Setting the 802.1p priority for IGMP messages globally

		Setting the 802.1p priority for IGMP messages in a VLAN



		Command reference

		dot1p-priority (IGMP-snooping view)





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		igmp-snooping dot1p-priority



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: Source IP address for IGMP reports

		Configuring source IP address for IGMP reports

		Command reference

		igmp-snooping report source-ip





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Related commands

		New feature: Source IP address for IGMP leave messages

		Configuring source IP address for IGMP leave messages

		Command reference

		igmp-snooping leave source-ip





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Related commands

		New feature: Simulated member host in IPv4 multicast

		Configuring a port as a simulated member host

		Command reference

		igmp-snooping host-join





		Syntax

		Default

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: Disabling a port from becoming a dynamic router port in IPv4 multicast

		Disabling a port from becoming a dynamic router port

		Command reference

		igmp-snooping router-port-deny





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		New feature: 802.1p priority for MLD messages

		Setting the 802.1p priority for MLD messages

		Setting the 802.1p priority for MLD messages globally

		Setting the 802.1p priority for MLD messages in a VLAN



		Command reference

		dot1p-priority (MLD-snooping view)





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		mld-snooping dot1p-priority



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: Source IPv6 address for MLD reports

		Configuring source IPv6 address for MLD reports

		Command reference

		mld-snooping report source-ip





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Related commands

		New feature: Source IPv6 address for MLD done messages

		Configuring source IPv6 address for MLD done messages

		Command reference

		mld-snooping done source-ip





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Related commands

		New feature: Simulated member host in IPv6 multicast

		Configuring a port as a IPv6 simulated member host

		Command reference

		mld-snooping host-join





		Syntax

		Default

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: Disabling a port from becoming a dynamic router port in IPv6 multicast

		Disabling a port from becoming a dynamic router port

		Command reference

		mld-snooping router-port-deny





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		New feature: BFD for Ethernet link aggregation

		Enabling BFD for Ethernet link aggregation

		Command reference

		link-aggregation bfd ipv4





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Default

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: Configuration differences display between configuration files

		Displaying the configuration differences between configuration files

		Command reference

		display current-configuration diff





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		1. Compares the current startup configuration file with the main next-startup configuration file.

		2. If the main next-startup configuration file is unavailable or corrupt, this command compares the current startup configuration file with the backup next-startup configuration file.

		3. If both the main and backup next-startup configuration files are unavailable or corrupt, this command displays The next-startup configuration file is NULL.

		display diff



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		1. The main next-startup configuration file.

		2. The backup next-startup configuration file if the main next-startup configuration file is unavailable or corrupt.



		Examples

		<Sysname> display diff configfile test.cfg configfile testsys.cfg

		<TEST> display diff current-configuration startup-configuration

		New feature: Emergency shell

		Using the emergency shell



		Emergency shell commands

		copy

		delete

		dir



		Examples

		display copyright



		Syntax

		Views

		Examples

		<boot> display copyright

		display install package



		Syntax

		Views

		Parameters

		Examples

		<boot> display install package flash:/system.bin

		display version



		Syntax

		Views

		Examples

		<boot> display version

		format



		Syntax

		Views

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		install load



		Loading...

		Board checking........................LSW252QF

		mkdir

		more

		move

		pwd

		quit



		Syntax

		Views

		Examples

		reboot



		Syntax

		Views

		Examples

		<boot> reboot

		rmdir



		Syntax

		Views

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		system-view



		Syntax

		Views

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: Disabling source check with static MAC address entries

		Disabling source check with static MAC address entries

		Command reference

		mac-address static source-check enable





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		New feature: CWMP

		Overview

		CWMP network framework

		Basic CWMP functions

		Autoconfiguration

		Software image management

		Data backup

		Status and performance monitoring



		How CWMP works

		RPC methods

		Autoconnect between ACS and CPE

		CWMP connection establishment







		1. After obtaining the basic ACS parameters, the CPE initiates a TCP connection to the ACS.

		1. If HTTPS is used, the CPE and the ACS initialize SSL for a secure HTTP connection.

		2. The CPE sends an Inform message in HTTPS to initiate a CWMP session.

		3. After the CPE passes authentication, the ACS returns an Inform response to establish the session.

		4. After sending all requests, the CPE sends an empty HTTP post message.

		5. If the ACS wants to point the CPE to a new ACS URL, the ACS queries the ACS URL set on the CPE.

		6. The CPE replies with its ACS URL setting.

		7. The ACS sends a Set request to modify the ACS URL on the CPE.

		8. After the ACS URL is modified, the CPE sends a response.

		9. The ACS sends an empty HTTP message to notify the CPE that it has no other requests.

		10. The CPE closes the connection, and then initiates a new connection to the new ACS URL.

		Configuration task list

		Enabling CWMP from the CLI

		Configuring ACS attributes

		Configuring the preferred ACS attributes

		Assigning ACS attributes from the DHCP server

		Configuring the preferred ACS attributes from the CLI



		Configuring the default ACS attributes from the CLI



		Configuring CPE attributes

		Configuring ACS authentication parameters

		Configuring the provision code

		Configuring the CWMP connection interface

		Configuring autoconnect parameters

		Configuring the periodic Inform feature

		Scheduling a connection initiation

		Configuring the maximum number of connection retries

		Configuring the close-wait timer



		Enabling NAT traversal for the CPE

		Specifying an SSL client policy for HTTPS connection to ACS



		Displaying and maintaining CWMP

		CWMP configuration example

		Network requirements

		Configuration procedure

		Configuring the ACS

		1. Log in to the ACS:

		a. Launch a Web browser on the ACS configuration terminal.

		b. In the address bar of the Web browser, enter the ACS URL and port number. This example uses http://10.185.10.41:8080/imc.

		a. On the login page, enter the ACS login username and password, and then click Login.

		2. Create a CPE user account:

		a. Select Service > System Management > CPE Authentication User from the top navigation bar.

		b. Click Add.

		a. Enter the username and password for authentication to the ACS, and then click OK.

		3. Add device groups and device classes for devices in equipment rooms A and B:

		a. Select Service > Resource > Device Group from the top navigation bar.

		a. Click Add.

		b. On the Add Device Group page, enter a service group name (for example, DB_1), and then click OK.

		d. Select Service > Resource > Device Class from the top navigation bar.

		e. Click Add.

		c. On the Add Device Class page, enter a device class name for devices in equipment room A, and then click OK.

		g. Repeat the previous two steps to create a device class for devices in equipment room B.

		4. Add the devices as CPEs:

		a. Select Service > BIMS > Add CPE from the top navigation bar.

		b. On the Add CPE page, enter or select basic settings for device A, and then click OK.

		c. Repeat the previous two steps to add other devices.

		5. Configure the system settings of the ACS, as shown in Figure 9.

		6. Add configuration templates and software library entries for the two classes of devices:

		a. Select Service > BIMS > Configuration Management > Configuration Templates from the navigation tree.

		b. On the Configuration Templates page, click Import….

		c. On the Import Configuration Template page, select configuration template settings for the Device_A device class, add the Device_A class to the Applicable CPEs pane, and then click OK.

		d. Repeat the previous two steps to configure a configuration template for equipment room B's device class.

		e. Select Service > BIMS > Configuration Management > Software Library from the top navigation bar.

		f. On the Software Library page, click Import….

		a. On the Import CPE Software page, select the software images for the Device_A device class, add the Device_A class to the Applicable CPEs pane, and then click OK.

		b. Repeat the previous two steps to configure a software library entry for equipment room B's device class.

		7. Add auto-deployment tasks:

		a. Select Service > BIMS > Configuration Management > Deployment Guide from the top navigation bar.

		b. On the Deployment Guide page, click By Device Class in the Auto Deploy Configuration pane.

		c. On the Auto Deploy Configuration page, click Select Class.

		d. On the Device Class page, select Device_A, and then click OK.

		e. On the Auto Deploy Configuration page, click OK.

		f. Add a deployment task for devices in equipment room B in the same way you add the deployment task for the devices in equipment room A.



		Configuring the DHCP server

		1. Configure an IP address pool to assign IP addresses and DNS server address to the CPEs. This example uses subnet 10.185.10.0/24 for IP address assignment.

		2. Configure DHCP Option 43 to contain the ACS URL, username, and password in hexadecimal format.



		Configuring the DNS server

		Connecting the CPEs to the network



		Verifying the configuration

		1. Select Service > Resource > Device Interaction Log from the top navigation bar.

		2. On the Device Interaction Log page, verify that the configuration has been deployed on the CPEs.





		Command reference

		cwmp

		cwmp acs default password





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Related commands

		cwmp acs default url



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Related commands

		cwmp acs default username



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp acs password



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp acs url



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp acs username



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp cpe connect interface



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp cpe connect retry



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp cpe inform interval



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp cpe inform interval enable



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp cpe inform time



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		cwmp cpe password



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp cpe provision-code



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp cpe stun enable



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp cpe username



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp cpe wait timeout



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cwmp enable



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		display cwmp configuration



		<Sysname> display cwmp configuration

		Related commands

		display cwmp status



		<Sysname> display cwmp status

		Related commands

		ssl client-policy



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: Configuring AIS

		Configuring AIS

		Command reference

		cfd ais enable





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		cfd ais level



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		cfd ais period



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		New feature: Configuring LM

		Configuring LM

		Command reference

		cfd slm





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		<Sysname> cfd slm service-instance 1 mep 1101 target-mep 2001

		Average

		New feature: Configuring one-way DM

		Configuring one-way DM

		Command reference

		cfd dm one-way





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		<Sysname> cfd dm one-way service-instance 1 mep 1101 target-mep 1003

		Related commands

		New feature: Configuring two-way DM

		Configuring two-way DM

		Command reference

		cfd dm two-way





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		<Sysname> cfd dm two-way service-instance 1 mep 1101 target-mep 2001

		Frame delay variation: 5ms 4ms 6ms 0ms 0ms

		New feature: Configuring TST

		Configuring TST

		Command reference

		cfd tst





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		<Sysname> cfd tst service-instance 1 mep 1101 target-mep 1003

		Related commands

		New feature: Configuring EAIS

		Configuring EAIS

		Command reference

		cfd ais-track link-status global





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		cfd ais-track link-status level



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Related commands

		cfd ais-track link-status period



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Related commands

		cfd ais-track link-status vlan



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Related commands

		New feature: Displaying the CFD implementation status

		Displaying the CFD implementation status

		Command reference

		display cfd ais





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		AIS state machine: Previous state: NO_RECEIVE

		MEP ID: 2

		AIS state machine: Previous state: NO_RECEIVE

		Service instance: 20

		AIS state machine: Previous state: NO_RECEIVE

		Service instance: 100

		AIS state machine: Previous state: IDLE

		MEP ID: 50

		display cfd ais-track link-status



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		display cfd dm one-way history



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Service instance: 2

		Service instance: 3

		Delay average: 9ms

		Service instance: 4

		Related commands

		display cfd tst



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		Received from 0010-fc00-6510, Bit True,  sequence number 1

		Received from 0010-fc00-6510, Bit True,  sequence number 3

		Service instance: 2

		Service instance: 3

		Related commands

		New feature: Clearing CFD test results

		Clearing CFD test results

		Command reference

		reset cfd dm one-way history





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		<Sysname> reset cfd dm one-way history

		reset cfd tst



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		<Sysname> reset cfd tst

		New feature: RRPP

		Overview

		Basic RRPP concepts

		RRPP domain

		RRPP ring

		Control VLAN and data VLAN

		1. Control VLAN









		 One primary control VLAN, which is the control VLAN for the primary ring.

		2. Data VLAN

		Node

		Port

		1. Primary port and secondary port





		 The primary port and the secondary port are designed to play the role of sending and receiving Hello packets, respectively.

		 When an RRPP ring is in Health state, the secondary port logically denies data VLANs and permits only the packets from the control VLANs.

		 When an RRPP ring is in Disconnect state, the secondary port forwards packets from data VLANs.

		2. Common port and edge port

		RRPP ring group

		RRPPDUs

		RRPP timers

		How RRPP works

		Polling mechanism

		Load balancing

		Link down alarm mechanism

		Ring recovery

		Broadcast storm suppression mechanism in case of SRPT failure in a multi-homed subring

		RRPP ring group

		Fast detection mechanism





		 Interfaces numbered from 1 to 8.

		 Interfaces numbered from 25 to 28.

		 Interfaces numbered from 1 to 8.

		 Interfaces numbered from 25 to 32.

		 Interfaces numbered from 49 to 52.

		 Interfaces numbered from 1 to 8.

		 Interfaces numbered 25 and 26.

		 Interfaces numbered from 1 to 16.

		 Interfaces numbered 49 and 50.

		Typical RRPP networking

		Single ring

		Tangent rings

		Intersecting rings

		Dual-homed rings

		Single-ring load balancing

		Intersecting-ring load balancing



		Protocols and standards

		RRPP configuration task list

		Creating an RRPP domain

		Configuring control VLANs

		Configuring protected VLANs

		Configuring RRPP rings

		Configuring RRPP ports

		Configuring RRPP nodes

		Specifying a master node

		Specifying a transit node

		Specifying an edge node

		Specifying an assistant edge node





		Activating an RRPP domain

		Configuring RRPP timers

		Configuring RRPP fast detection

		Enabling fast detection

		Configuring fast detection timers



		Configuring an RRPP ring group

		Displaying and maintaining RRPP

		RRPP configuration examples

		Single ring configuration example

		Network requirements

		Configuration procedure

		1. Configure Device A:

		2. Configure Device B:

		3. Configure Device C:

		4. Configure Device D:



		Verifying the configuration



		Intersecting ring configuration example

		Network requirements

		Configuration procedure

		1. Configure Device A:

		2. Configure Device B:

		3. Configure Device C:

		4. Configure Device D:

		5. Configure Device E:



		Verifying the configuration



		Dual-homed rings configuration example

		Network requirements

		Configuration procedure

		1. Configure Device A:

		2. Configure Device B:

		3. Configure Device C:

		4. Configure Device D:

		5. Configure Device E:

		6. Configure Device F:

		7. Configure Device G:

		8. Configure Device H:



		Verifying the configuration



		Load-balanced intersecting-ring configuration example

		Network requirements

		Configuration procedure

		1. Configure Device A:

		2. Configure Device B:

		3. Configure Device C:

		4. Configure Device D:

		5. Configure Device E:

		6. Configure Device F:

		7. Configure RRPP ring group settings on Device B and Device C:



		Verifying the configuration



		Fast detection configuration example

		Network requirements

		Configuration procedure

		1. Configure Device A:

		2. Configure Device B:

		3. Configure Device C:

		4. Configure Device D:



		Verifying the configuration





		Troubleshooting RRPP

		Symptom

		Analysis

		Solution



		Command reference

		control-vlan





		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		display rrpp brief



		Syntax

		Views

		Predefined user roles

		<Sysname> display rrpp brief

		RRPP protocol status: Enabled

		GE1/0/4

		display rrpp ring-group



		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		<Sysname> display rrpp ring-group

		display rrpp statistics



		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		<Sysname> display rrpp statistics domain 2

		Related commands

		display rrpp verbose



		Examples

		<Sysname> display rrpp verbose domain 2

		domain ring



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		fast-detection enable



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		fast-edge-timer



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		fast-timer



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		protected-vlan



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		Related commands

		reset rrpp statistics

		ring



		Examples

		Related commands

		ring enable



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] ring 10 enable

		rrpp domain



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		rrpp enable



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		rrpp ring-group



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		timer



		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Usage guidelines

		Examples

		New feature: Configuring a BFD template

		Configuring a BFD template

		Command reference

		bfd template





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		New feature: Forbidding an OpenFlow instance to report the specified types of ports to controllers

		Forbidding an OpenFlow instance to report the specified types of ports to controllers

		Command reference

		New command: forbidden port





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Parameters

		Examples

		New feature: Configuring the default action of the table-miss flow entry

		Configuring the default action of the table-miss flow entry

		Command reference

		New command: default table-miss permit





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		New feature: Clearing statistical counts of sent and received packets of controllers

		Clearing statistical counts of sent and received packets of controllers

		Command reference

		New command: reset openflow instance controller statistics





		Modified feature: Configuring a match rule for a DHCP user class

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: if-match





		Modified feature: Working directory authorization for FTP, SFTP, and SCP users

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: authorization-attribute (local user view/user group view)





		Modified feature: Enabling the SCP server function

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		New command: scp server enable





		Views

		Predefined user roles

		Examples

		Modified feature: Fast terminating Stelnet connections

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: ssh2

		Modified command: ssh2 ipv6





		Modified feature: Configuring the authentication mode for single-hop BFD control packets

		Feature change description

		Command reference

		Modified command: bfd authentication-mode





		Modified feature: Configuring the authentication mode for multihop BFD control packets

		Feature change description

		Command reference

		Modified command: bfd multi-hop authentication-mode





		Modified feature: Enabling SNMP logging

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: snmp-agent log





		Modified feature: Configuring the local connection properties for the main connection

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: controller address





		Modified feature: Disabling an interface from processing NTP messages

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: ntp-service inbound enable

		Modified command: ntp-service ipv6 inbound enable





		Modified feature: Including time zone information in the timestamp of system information sent to a log host

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: info-center timestamp loghost





		Modified feature: Setting the maximum number of concurrent 802.1X users on a port

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: dot1x max-user





		Layer 2 Ethernet interface view

		Modified feature: Setting the maximum number of concurrent MAC authentication users on a port

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: mac-authentication max-user





		Layer 2 Ethernet interface view

		Modified feature: Setting port security's limit on the number of secure MAC addresses on a port

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: port-security max-mac-count





		Layer 2 Ethernet interface view

		Modified feature: Enhanced CC authentication

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		New command: public-key local export ecdsa

		Modified command: authentication-algorithm

		Modified command: ciphersuite

		Modified command: prefer-cipher

		Modified command: pre-shared-key

		Modified command: public-key local create

		Modified command: scp

		Modified command: scp ipv6

		Modified command: sftp

		Modified command: sftp ipv6

		Modified command: ssh2

		Modified command: ssh2 ipv6





		Modified feature: Deregistering an OpenFlow instance

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: active instance





		OpenFlow instance view

		Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv4 dynamic member ports

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: host-aging-time (IGMP-snooping view)

		Modified command: igmp-snooping host-aging-time





		Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv6 dynamic member ports

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: host-aging-time (MLD-snooping view)

		Modified command: mld-snooping host-aging-time





		Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv4 dynamic router ports

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: router-aging-time (IGMP-snooping view)

		Modified command: igmp-snooping router-aging-time





		Modified feature: Setting the aging timer for IPv6 dynamic router ports

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: router-aging-time (MLD-snooping view)

		Modified command: mld-snooping router-aging-time





		Modified feature: Setting the IGMP last member query interval

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: last-member-query-interval

		Modified command: igmp-snooping last-member-query-interval





		Modified feature: Setting the MLD last listener query interval

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: last-listener-query-interval

		Modified command: mld-snooping last-listener-query-interval





		Modified feature: Setting the maximum response time for IGMP general queries

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: max-response-time (IGMP-snooping view)

		Modified command: igmp-snooping max-response-time interval





		Modified feature: Setting the maximum response time for MLD general queries

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: max-response-time (MLD-snooping view)

		Modified command: mld-snooping max-response-time





		Modified feature: Setting the IGMP general query interval in a VLAN

		Feature change description

		Command changes

		Modified command: igmp-snooping query-interval
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This document describes the features, restrictions and guidelines, open problems, and workarounds for 
version 5130EI-CMW710-R3109P09 & 5130EI-CMW710-R3109P09-US. In the interest of brevity, any 
reference to 5130EI-CMW710-R3109P09 is also applicable to 5130EI-CMW710-R3109P09-US for the 
remainder of this document. Before you use this version in a live network, back up the configuration and 
test the version to avoid software upgrade affecting your live network.  


Use this document in conjunction with HP 5130EI-CMW710-R3109P09-US Release Notes (Software 
Feature Changes) and the documents listed in "Related documentation." 


Version information 


Version number 
HP Comware Software, Version 7.1.045, Release 3109P09 


Note: You can see the version number with the command display version in any view. Please see 
Note①. 


Version history 
Table 1 Version history 


Version number Last version Release Date Release type Remarks 


5130EI-CMW710-R31
09P09 R3109P07 2015-9-14 Release version 


• New features: 
 L2PT 


•  Fixes bugs 


5130EI-CMW710-R31
09P07 


R3109P05 2015-7-31 Release version 


• New features: 
 MAC authentication 


offline detection 
•  Fixes bugs 


5130EI-CMW710-R31
09P05 


R3109P04 2015-6-16 Release version • Fixes bugs 


5130EI-CMW710-R31
09P04 R3109P03 2015-5-28 Release version • Fixes bugs 


5130EI-CMW710-R31
09P03 R3109P01 2015-5-15 Release version 


• New features: 
 RA Guard 


• Modified feature: 
Configuring the TCP 
maximum segment size 
(MSS) 


• Fixes bugs 
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Version number Last version Release Date Release type Remarks 


5130EI-CMW710-R31
09P01 R3108P03 2015-4-2 Release version 


• New features: 
 RADIUS voice VLAN 


attribute for 802.1X 
and MAC 
authentication 


 802.1X online user 
handshake reply 


• Fixes bugs 


5130EI-CMW710-R31
08P03 


R3108P01 2015-2-13 Release version 


• New features: 
 Disabling SSL 3.0 
 Login delay 
 ND Snooping 


• Fixes bugs 


5130EI-CMW710-R31
08P01 


R3106 2014-12-12 Release version Fixes bugs 


5130EI-CMW710-R31
06P01 R3106 2014-8-9 Release version Add new hardware support 


5130EI-CMW710-R31
06 


First release 2014-7-28 Release version First release 


 


Hardware and software compatibility matrix 
Table 2 Hardware and software compatibility matrix 


Item Specifications 


Product family 5130 EI Series 


Hardware platform 


HP 5130-24G-4SFP+ EI Switch JG932A 


HP 5130-24G-SFP-4SFP+ EI Switch JG933A 


HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI Switch JG934A 


HP 5130-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI Switch JG936A 


HP 5130-48G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI Switch JG937A 


HP 5130-24G-2SFP+-2XGT EI Switch JG938A 


HP 5130-48G-2SFP+-2XGT EI Switch JG939A 


HP 5130-24G-PoE+-2SFP+-2XGT (370W) EI Switch JG940A 


HP 5130-48G-PoE+-2SFP+-2XGT (370W) EI Switch JG941A 


HP 5130-24G-4SFP+ EI Brazil Switch JG975A 


HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI Brazil Switch JG976A 


HP 5130-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI Brazil Switch JG977A 


HP 5130-48G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI Brazil Switch JG978A 


Minimum memory requirements 1 GB 


Minimum Flash requirements 512 M 
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Item Specifications 


Boot ROM version 
Version 112 or higher (Note: Use the display version command in any 
view to view the version information. Please see Note②) 


Host software 5130EI-CMW710-R3109P09.ipe 


iMC version 


iMC PLAT 7.1 (E0303P10)  


iMC BIMS 7.1 (E0301)  


iMC EAD 7.1 (E0301P03)                


iMC TAM 7.1 (E0302P08) 


iMC UAM 7.1 (E0302P08) 


iMC NTA 7.1 (E0301P04)  


iMC QoSM 7.1 (E0301P01)  


iMC SDNM 7.1 (E0302)  


iMC SHM 7.1 (E0301P02)            


iMC RAM 7.1 (E0301P04)   


iNode version iNode PC 7.1 (E0307) 


Web version None 


Remarks None 
 


Display the system software and Boot ROM versions of  5130EI:  
<HP>display version                                                             


HP Comware Software, Version 7.1.045, Release 3109P09            ------ Note 


Copyright (c) 2010-2015 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.                


HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI Switch uptime is 0 weeks, 0 days, 1 hour, 7 minutes         


Last reboot reason : USER reboot                                                 


                                                                                 


Boot image: flash:/5130ei-cmw710-boot-r3109p09.bin                                  


Boot image version: 7.1.045, Release 3109P09 


   Compiled Aug 20 2015 16:00:11                                                  


System image: flash:/5130ei-cmw710-system-r3109p09.bin                              


System image version: 7.1.045, Release 3109P09 


   Compiled Aug 20 2015 16:00:11                                                 


                                                                                 


                                                                                 


Slot 1:                                                                          


Uptime is 0 weeks,0 days,1 hour,7 minutes                                        


HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI JG934A with 1 Processor                                     


BOARD TYPE:         HP-5130-48G-4SFP+ EI JG934A                                  


DRAM:               992M bytes                                                   


FLASH:              512M bytes                                                   


PCB 1 Version:      VER.B                                                        


Bootrom Version:    132                                       ------ Note 


CPLD 1 Version:     002                                                          


Release Version:    HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI JG934A-3109P09                             


Patch Version  :    None                                                         


Reboot Cause  :     UserReboot                                                   
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[SubSlot 0] 48GE+4SFP Plus     


 


Upgrading restrictions and guidelines 
None. 


Hardware feature updates 


 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P09 
None. 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P07 
None. 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P05 
None. 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P04 
None. 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P03 
None. 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P01 
None. 
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5130EI-CMW710-R3108P03 
None. 


5130EI-CMW710-R3108P01 
Added support for  HP 5130-24G-2SFP+-2XGT EI Switch JG938A,HP 5130-48G-2SFP+-2XGT EI Switch 
JG939A,HP 5130-24G-PoE+-2SFP+-2XGT (370W) EI Switch JG940A,HP 5130-48G-PoE+-2SFP+-2XGT 
(370W) EI Switch JG941A. 


5130EI-CMW710-R3106P01 
Added support for  HP 5130-24G-4SFP+ EI Brazil Switch JG975A,HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI Brazil Switch 
JG976A,HP 5130-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI Brazil Switch JG977A,HP 5130-48G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) 
EI Brazil Switch JG978A. 


5130EI-CMW710-R3106 
First release. 


Software feature and command updates 
For more information about the software feature and command update history, see HP 5130 
EI-CMW710-R3109P09 Release Notes (Software Feature Changes).  


MIB Updates 
Table 3 MIB updates 


Item MIB file Module Description 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P09 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P07 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 
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Item MIB file Module Description 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P05 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P04 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P03 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


5130EI-CMW710-R3109P01 
New None None None 


Modified rfc1213-mib.docx IP-MIB 


ipForwarding 
(1.3.6.1.2.1.4.1) Only 
support read operation 


ipDefaultTTL 
(1.3.6.1.2.1.4.2) Only 
support read operation 


5130EI-CMW710-R3108P03 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


5130EI-CMW710-R3108P01 
New None None None 


Modified None None None 


5130EI-CMW710-R3106P01 
New None None None 


Modified None None None 


5130EI-CMW710-R3106 
New First release First release First release 


Modified First release First release First release 
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Operation Changes 


 


Operation changes in R3109P09 
Changed the OpenFlow packet-in rate limit from 200 PPS to 1000 PPS. 


Operation changes in R3109P07 
The priorities of ACL resources were modified to save ACL resources. 


Operation changes in R3109P05 
None. 


Operation changes in R3109P04 
None. 


Operation changes in R3109P03 
Added support for portal configuration in the Web interface 


• Before modification, portal configuration is not supported in the Web interface. 


• After modification, portal configuration is supported in the Web interface. 


Operation changes in R3109P01 
None. 


Operation changes in R3108P03 
None. 
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Operation changes in R3108P01 
None. 


Operation changes in R3106P01 
None. 


Operation changes in R3106 
First release. 


Restrictions and cautions 
The offline detect timer for MAC authentication and the aging timer for dynamic MAC address entries 
must be set to the same value. 


Open problems and workarounds 
None. 


List of resolved problems 


 


Resolved problems in R3109P09 
201509010289 


• Symptom: The switch logs out a MAC-authenticated user that sends packets to the switch before the 
offline detect timer expires. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur if MAC authentication is configured. 


201508080233 


• Symptom: The switch cannot start up. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs if the switch's flash memory is corrupted. 
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201508310155 


• Symptom: An interface advertises an Auto-negotiation TLV with an incorrect value and fails to 
negotiate with the peer interface. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs when LLDP is enabled globally and on the interface. 


201508120317 


• Symptom: The poe max power configuration is automatically generated for an interface after the 
connected IP phone sends an LLDP frame to request power. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur if the connected IP phone sends an LLDP frame to request 
power from the interface. 


Resolved problems in R3109P07 
201506100324 


• Symptom: Software upgrade fails for an IRF fabric from the Web interface. 


• Conditions: This symptom might occur when you upgrade software for the IRF fabric from the Web 
interface. 


201503050138 


• Symptom: The flash memory of an IRF subordinate device is not available after the device reboots 
to rejoin the IRF fabric. 


• Conditions: This symptom might occur if you have saved running configuration only for this 
subordinate device in the IRF fabric before you reboot the device. 


201504090194 


• Symptoms: CVE-2015-0209 


• Condition:  A malformed EC private key file consumed via the d2i_ECPrivateKey function could 
cause a use after free condition. This could lead to a DoS attack or memory corruption for 
applications that receive EC private keys from untrusted sources.  


201504090194 


• Symptoms: CVE-2015-0286 


• Condition: DoS vulnerability in certificate verification operation.  Any application which performs 
certificate verification is vulnerable including OpenSSL clients and servers which enable client 
authentication. 


201504090194 


• Symptoms: CVE-2015-0287 


• Condition: Reusing a structure in ASN.1 parsing may allow an attacker to cause memory corruption 
via an invalid write. Applications that parse structures containing CHOICE or ANY DEFINED BY 
components may be affected.  
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201504090194 


• Symptoms:CVE-2015-0288 


• Condition: The function X509_to_X509_REQ will crash with a NULL pointer dereference if the 
certificate key is invalid.  


201504090194 


• Symptoms: CVE-2015-0289 


• Condition:  The PKCS#7 parsing code does not handle missing outer ContentInfo correctly. An 
attacker can craft malformed ASN.1-encoded PKCS#7 blobs with missing content and trigger a 
NULL pointer dereference on parsing. 


201505150249 


• Symptom: TCP processing errors occur during an NQA operation. The operation fails, and services 
are interrupted on the switch. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur if an NQA operation is performed on the switch. 


201505150245 


• Symptom: The switch cannot correctly send ARP packets to the controller. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur if a .mdb binary configuration file is used to restore 
OpenFlow configuration.  


201504200256 


• Symptom: The switch cannot provide DHCP services correctly as a DHCP server. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 


a. A DHCP client has obtained an IP address from the DHCP server, and its address lease expires. 


b. The client is configured as a BOOTP client. 


201505240024  


• Symptom: Some PoE registers restore the default values after the PoE firmware is online updated. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur if a PoE firmware online update is performed. 


 


Resolved problems in R3109P05 
201505150457 


• Symptom: A PoE switch cannot supply power over PoE to IP phones of some vendors. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs when you connect the IP phones to the switch and supply power 
over PoE. 


201506130010  


• Symptom: A port is brought up and can forward packets when the MDIX mode negotiation fails. 
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• Condition: This symptom occurs if the following operations have been performed: 


 Use a straight-through cable to connect the port and its peer port. 


 Configure the same MDI (or MDIX) mode at both ends of the cable. 


201504020079 


• Symptom: The Web interface is stuck at the Please wait… window when you upgrade system 
software in the Web interface. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs after you select the upgrade file and click Apply in the Web 
interface. 


201502110444 


• Symptom: The switch reconnects to the SDN controller immediately after an unexpected 
disconnection from the controller. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur if an active/standby MPU switchover occurs when the 
controller is issuing a large number of flow table entries to the switch. 


201506100226 


• Symptom: The port connected to an IP phone is removed from the voice VLAN after both the LLDP 
aging timer and the voice VLAN aging timer expire. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur if the switch establishes a neighbor relationship with the IP 
phone and advertises voice VLAN information to the IP phone through LLDP. 


201504210120 


• Symptom: The PSE status setting of an IRF fabric is missing after a subordinate switch is rebooted. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 


  The IRF fabric contains multiple members. 


  The poe enable pse command is configured on the IRF fabric. 


  The subordinate switch is a PoE switch. 


201505110287 


• Symptom: A user passes MAC authentication, but the authentication server fails to assign the 
authorization VLAN to the user. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs if the VLAN attribute issued by the authentication server in the 
Access-Accept packet ends with \0x00. 


201504150187 


• Symptom: CVE-2015-1799 


• Condition: Authentication doesn’t protect symmetric associations against DoS attacks. 


201505270138 


• Symptom: The switch cannot use IP subnet-based VLANs to match and forward untagged packets.  


• Condition: This symptom might occur if IP subnet-based VLANs are configured on the switch. 
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201412120103 


• Symptom: After a reboot, the IDs of some members in an IRF fabric are changed to the default 
number 1. The affected members cannot rejoin the IRF fabric. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur if operations are frequently performed on the NOR flash 
memory, for example, save the configuration file frequently. 


 


Resolved problems in R3109P04 
201505240023 


• Symptom: A PoE switch fails to supply power over PoE to all PDs after the switch is power cycled. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur after the switch is power cycled. 


Resolved problems in R3109P03 
201503310150 


• Symptom: A PC cannot obtain an IP address from the DHCP server. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs if the following conditions exist: 


 DHCP snooping is enabled by using the dhcp snooping enable command on the switch.  


 The private VLAN feature is configured on the switch. 


 An interface in a primary VLAN is connected to the DHCP server. 


 An interface in an associated secondary VLAN is connected to the PC. 


201504080340 


• Symptom: A RADIUS server fails to identify Access-Request packets from the switch, and users fail 
the authentication. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs if Access-Request packets include invalid attribute values, for 
example, attribute values that end with \0. 


Resolved problems in R3109P01 
201501290379 


• Symptom: 802.1X users fail to log in. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs if the authorization VLANs assigned by the authentication server 
use a format incompatible with the switch. 


201412180459 


• Symptom: Traffic is not forwarded based on an OpenFlow group entry as expected. 
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• Condition: This symptom occurs if the following operations have been performed: 


a. Configure a group entry. 


b. Deploy a flow entry and configure the flow entry to use the group entry for forwarding. 


c. Modify the output port of the group entry. 


201412150089 


• Symptom: Portal users log out unexpectedly. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs if the following conditions exist: 


 DHCP and portal roaming are enabled. 


 The portal users roam between APs by using mobile devices. 


201503020204 


• Symptom: A PoE switch cannot supply power correctly. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs if the PoE module receives incorrect instructions. 


201412190083 


• Symptom: The voice-vlan qos command does not take effect on an interface. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs if CDP-compatible LLDP is configured to advertise voice VLAN 
information on the interface. 


201501210272 


• Symptom:  CVE-2014-3569 


• Condition:  The ssl23_get_client_hello function in s23_srvr.c in OpenSSL 0.9.8zc, 1.0.0o, and 
1.0.1j does not properly handle attempts to use unsupported protocols, which allows remote 
attackers to cause a denial of service (NULL pointer dereference and daemon crash) via an 
unexpected handshake, as demonstrated by an SSLv3 handshake to a no-ssl3 application with 
certain error handling. 


201501210272 


• Symptom:  CVE-2014-3571 


• Condition:   A carefully crafted DTLS message can cause a segmentation fault in OpenSSL due to 
a NULL pointer dereference. This could lead to a Denial Of Service attack. 


201501210272 


• Symptom:  CVE-2015-0206 


• Condition:  A memory leak can occur in the dtls1_buffer_record function under certain conditions. 
In particular this could occur if an attacker sent repeated DTLS records with the same sequence 
number but for the next epoch. The memory leak could be exploited by an attacker in a Denial of 
Service attack through memory exhaustion.  


201501210272 


• Symptom:  CVE-2015-0205 



http://idms.h3c.com/Login?tabUrl=DefectDetail/Default/3361f273-a17b-44b3-b45e-ca202ccda4f9$tabTitle=201503020204
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• Condition:  An OpenSSL server will accept a DH certificate for client authentication without the 
certificate verify message. This effectively allows a client to authenticate without the use of a private 
key. This only affects servers which trust a client certificate authority which issues certificates 
containing DH keys. 


201501210272 


• Symptom:  CVE-2014-3570 


• Condition:   Bignum squaring (BN_sqr) may produce incorrect results on some platforms, including 
x86_64. This bug occurs at random with a very low probability, and is not known to be exploitable 
in any way. 


201501210272 


• Symptom:  CVE-2015-0204 


• Condition:   An OpenSSL client will accept the use of an RSA temporary key in a non-export RSA 
key exchange ciphersuite. A server could present a weak temporary key and downgrade the 
security of the session. 


201501210272 


• Symptom:  CVE-2014-3572 


• Condition:  An OpenSSL client will accept a handshake using an ephemeral ECDH ciphersuite 
using an ECDSA certificate if the server key exchange message is omitted. This effectively removes 
forward secrecy from the ciphersuite. 


201501210272 


• Symptom:  CVE-2014-8275 


• Condition:   By modifying the contents of the signature algorithm or the encoding of the signature, 
it is possible to change the certificate's fingerprint. Only custom applications that rely on the 
uniqueness of the fingerprint may be affected. 


Resolved problems in R3108P03 
201412150184 


• Symptom: The MAC address entry for a user successfully passing MAC authentication is aged 
before the offline detect timer expires.  


• Condition: This symptom occurs when MAC authentication is enabled and the mac-authentication 
timer offline-detect command is used set the offline detect timer for MAC authentication.  


201501140409 


• Symptom: A user passing MAC authentication must wait 60 seconds before triggering new MAC 
authentication.  


• Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist:  


 MAC authentication is enabled on an interface.  
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 A user that accesses the interface passes MAC authentication.  


 The shutdown and then undo shutdown commands are executed on the interface.  


201412150398 


• Symptom: After the shutdown command is executed in an interface through which a user fails the 
802.1X authentication, the interface is still in the 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN configured for the 
interface.  


• Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 


 The dot1x quiet-period command is used in system view to enable the quiet timer.  


 802.1X is enabled on the interface.  


 An 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN is configured on the interface. 


201412040514 


• Symptom: The switch first replies with a barrier reply and then prompts an error.  


• Condition: This symptom occurs when OpenFlow continues to deploy flow entries and sends barrier 
request messages after the deployed flow entries reach the specifications.  


201412310374 


• Symptom: CVE-2014-9295. 


• Condition: Stack-based buffer overflows in ntpd in NTP before 4.2.8 allow remote attackers to 
execute arbitrary code via a crafted packet. 


201410230226 


• Symptom:  SSL 3.0 Fallback protection. 


• Condition:   OpenSSL has added support for TLS_FALLBACK_SCSV to allow applications to block 
the ability for a MITM attacker to force a protocol downgrade. Some client applications (such as 
browsers) will reconnect using a downgraded protocol to work around interoperability bugs in 
older servers. This could be exploited by an active man-in-the-middle to downgrade connections to 
SSL 3.0 even if both sides of the connection support higher protocols. SSL 3.0 contains a number 
of weaknesses including POODLE (CVE-2014-3566). 


201410230226 


• Symptom:  CVE-2014-3567 


• Condition:   When an OpenSSL SSL/TLS/DTLS server receives a session ticket the integrity of that 
ticket is first verified. In the event of a session ticket integrity check failing, OpenSSL will fail to free 
memory causing a memory leak. By sending a large number of invalid session tickets an attacker 
could exploit this issue in a Denial of Service attack. 


201501150467 


• Symptom: PoE cannot supply power correctly.  


• Condition: This symptom can be seen when the PoE chip becomes abnormal because of PoE 
communication errors.  
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201501070257 


• Symptom: The switch cannot communicate with a Cisco IP phone.  


• Condition: This symptom can be seen when the following conditions exist:  


 The switch is directly connected to the Cisco IP phone.  


 CDP-compatible LLDP is enabled on the switch.  


 The sent LLDP protocol packets and CDP protocol packets carry voice VLAN TLVs.  


201407310086 


• Symptom: The function of configuring the voice VLAN information that LLDP/CDP advertises does 
not take effect.  


• Condition: This symptom can be seen when the lldp tlv-enable med-tlv network-policy vlan-id 
command is configured on an interface to specify the voice VLAN information that LLDP/CDP will 
advertise to IP phones.  


Resolved problems in R3108P01 
201410140175 


• Symptom: The system displays configuration errors though the configuration has been issued to an 
interface.  


• Condition: This symptom can be seen when you log in to the switch through the Web interface and 
shut down an IRF physical interface.  


201410210187 


• Symptom: When a user performs MAC authentication, the system does not transmit information 
about the MAC authentication-enabled interface to the authentication server. As a result, the user 
fails to pass the authentication.  


• Condition: This symptom can be seen after you log in to the switch through the Web interface and 
enable MAC authentication on the interface.  


201410200402 


• Symptom: The number of 802.1X online users collected in the Web interface is different from the 
actual number of 802.1X online users.  


• Condition: This symptom can be seen when 2000 users pass 802.1X authentication and come 
online.  


201408290076 


• Symptom: PoE cannot be successfully enabled on a port.  


• Condition: This symptom can be seen when you log in to the switch through the Web interface and 
enable PoE on the port.  
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201410200322 


• Symptom: The maximum power of a PSE cannot be restored to the original value.  


• Condition: This symptom can be seen when the following procedure is performed:  


a. Log in to the switch through the Web interface.  


b. Input an incorrect value for the maximum PSE power.  


c. Click Cancel.  


201410100091 


• Symptom: A black screen appears on the Web login page for the switch.  


• Condition: This symptom can be seen when you log in to the switch through the Web interface and 
test the cable connections for Ethernet interfaces of the switch multiple times. 


201312030126 


• Symptom: Addressed SSRT101324.  A security bulletin for SSRT101324 should be published in 
January 2014.  Please see the security bulletin for additional details. 


• Condition: Addressed SSRT101324.  A security bulletin for SSRT101324 should be published in 
January 2014.  Please see the security bulletin for additional details. 


201410210004 


• Symptom: Device will tear down TCP connection in established state when receives wrong TCP 
packet. 


• Condition: Only for those TCP connections in established state. When they receive TCP SYN packet 
which is carrying a sequence number falling into the connection receiving window, a RST packet 
will be sent and the connection will be dropped immediately. 


201406190088 


• Symptom: CVE-2014-0224.  


• Condition: This symptom can be seen when Open SSL Server is used. 


201408220480 


• Symptom: CVE-2014-3508 


• Condition: A flaw in OBJ_obj2txt may cause pretty printing functions such as X509_name_oneline, 
X509_name_print_ex et al. to leak some information from the stack. Applications may be affected 
if they echo pretty printing output to the attacker. 


Resolved problems in R3106P01 
None 
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Resolved problems in R3106 
First release  


Related documentation 


Documentation set 
• HP 5130 EI Switch Series Installation Guide 


• HP PSR150-A & PSR150-D Power Supplies User Guide 


• HP 5130 EI Switch Series Configuration Guides-Release 31XX 


• HP 5130 EI Switch Series Command References-Release 31XX 


Obtaining Documentation 
To find related documents, browse to the Manuals page of the HP Business Support Center website: 


http://www.hp.com/support/manuals 
  



http://www.hp.com/support/manuals
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Appendix A Feature list 


Hardware features 
Table 4 5130 EI series hardware features for non-PoE switch models 


Item HP 5130-24G-4SFP+ EI HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI HP 5130-24G-SFP-4SFP+ 
EI 


Dimensions 
(H × W × D) 


43.6 × 440 × 160 mm 
(1.72 × 17.32 × 6.30 in) 


43.6 × 440 × 260 mm (1.72 
× 17.32 × 10.24 in) 


43.6 × 440 × 360 mm (1.72 
× 17.32 × 14.17 in) 


Weight ≤ 5 kg (11.02 lb) ≤ 5 kg (11.02 lb) ≤ 8 kg (17.64 lb) 


Console ports 1 1 1 


10/100/10
00Base-T 
Ethernet ports 


24  48 
8 (Each and its corresponding 
SFP port form a combo 
interface.) 


100/1000B
ase-X SFP 
ports 


N/A N/A 


24 (The rightmost eight SFP 
ports and their corresponding 
10/100/1000Base-T 
Ethernet ports form combo 
interfaces.) 


SFP+ ports 4 4 4 


Power supply 
slots 


N/A N/A 2, on the rear panel 


Input voltage 


• Rated voltage: 100 VAC 
to 240 VAC @ 50 or 60 
Hz 


• Max voltage: 90 VAC to 
264 VAC @ 47 to 63 Hz 


• AC power source 
 Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC @ 50 or 60 Hz 
 Max voltage: 90 VAC to 264 VAC @ 47 to 63 Hz 


• DC power source: –48 V DC power source in the equipment 
room or RPS (recommended HP RPS models: A-RPS800 or 
A-RPS1600) 
 Rated voltage: –48 VDC to –60 VDC 
 Max voltage: –36 VDC to –72 VDC 


Minimum 
power 
consumption 


19 W 
• AC: 38 W 
• DC: 38 W 


• AC: 30 W 
• DC: 38 W 


Maximum 
power 
consumption 


26 W 
• AC: 45 W 
• DC: 50 W 


• AC: 60 W 
• DC: 68 W 


Chassis 
leakage 
current 
compliance 


• UL60950-1 
• EN60950-1 
• IEC60950-1 
• GB4943.1 
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Item HP 5130-24G-4SFP+ EI HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI HP 5130-24G-SFP-4SFP+ 
EI 


Melting 
current of 
power supply 
fuse 


AC-input: 2 A/250 V 
• AC-input: 10 A/250 V 
• DC-input: 5 A/250 V 


• AC-input: 5 A/250 V 
• DC-input: 8 A/250 V 


Operating 
temperature 


0°C to 45°C (32°F to 113°F) 


Operating 
humidity 5% to 95%, noncondensing 


Fire 
resistance 
compliance 


• UL60950-1 
• EN60950-1 
• IEC60950-1 
• GB4943.1 


 


Table 5 5130 EI series hardware features for PoE switch models 


Item HP 5130-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI 
Switch 


HP 5130-48G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI 
Switch 


Dimensions (H 
× W × D) 


43.6 × 440 × 300 mm (1.72 × 17.32 × 
11.81 in) 


43.6 × 440 × 360 mm (1.72 × 17.32 × 
14.17 in) 


Weight ≤ 8 kg (17.64 lb) ≤ 8 kg (17.64 lb) 


Console ports 1 1 


10/100/100
0Base-T 
Ethernet ports 


24 48 


SFP+ ports 4 4 


Input voltage 


• AC power source 
 Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC @ 50 or 60 Hz 
 Max voltage: 90 VAC to 264 VAC @ 47 to 63 Hz 


• DC power source: HP A-RPS1600 
 Rated voltage: –54 VDC to –57 VDC 
 Max voltage: –44 VDC to –60 VDC for single DC input and –54 VDC to –57 VDC for 


AC+DC dual inputs 


Maximum PoE 
per port 30 W 30 W 


Total PoE 
AC: 370 W 
• DC: 740 W 


• AC: 370 W 
• DC: 800 W 


Minimum 
power 
consumption 


AC: 30 W 
• DC: 25 W 


• AC: 47 W 
• DC: 43 W 


Maximum 
power 
consumption 
(including PoE 
consumption) 


• AC: 460 W (including 370 W PoE 
consumption) 


• DC: 790 W (including 740 W PoE 
consumption) 


• AC: 490 W (including 370 W PoE 
consumption) 


• DC: 890 W (including 800 W PoE 
consumption) 
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Item HP 5130-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI 
Switch 


HP 5130-48G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI 
Switch 


Chassis 
leakage 
current 
compliance 


• UL60950-1 
• EN60950-1 
• IEC60950-1 
• GB4943.1 


Melting current 
of power 
supply fuse 


• AC-input: 10 A/250 V 
• DC-input: 25 A/250 V 


• AC-input: 10 A/250 V 
• DC-input: 25 A/250 V 


Operating 
temperature 0°C to 45°C (32°F to 113°F) 


Operating 
humidity 


5% to 95%, noncondensing 


Fire resistance 
compliance 


• UL60950-1 
• EN60950-1 
• IEC60950-1 
• GB4943.1 


 


Table 6 5130 EI series hardware features for more switch models 


Item 
HP 
5130-24G-2SFP+-
2XGT EI Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-2SFP+
-2XGT EI Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-PoE+-
2SFP+-2XGT 
(370W) Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-PoE+-
2SFP+-2XGT 
(370W) Switch 


Dimensions 
(H × W × D) 


43.6 × 440 × 160 
mm (1.72 × 17.32 
×6.3 in) 


43.6 × 440 × 270 
mm (1.72 × 17.32 × 
9.55in) 


43.6 × 440 × 360 
mm (1.72 × 17.32 × 
14.17 in) 


43.6 × 440 × 420 
mm (1.72 × 17.32 
× 16.53 in) 


Weight ≤ 3 kg (6.61 lb) ≤ 5 kg (11.02 lb) ≤ 6 kg (13.23 lb) ≤ 7 kg (15.43 lb) 


Console ports 1 1 1 1 


10/100/10
00Base-T 
Ethernet ports 


24 24 48 48 


SFP+ ports 2 2 2 2 


Input voltage 


• Rated voltage: 
100 VAC to 240 
VAC @ 50 or 60 
Hz 


• Max voltage: 90 
VAC to 264 VAC 
@ 47 to 63 Hz 


• AC power source 
 Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC @ 50 or 60 Hz 
 Max voltage: 90 VAC to 264 VAC @ 47 to 63 Hz 


• DC power source 
Rated voltage:  
S5130-28TP-EI：N/A 
S5130-52TP-EI: 36 VDC to –72 VDC 
S5130-28TP-PWR-EI: 54 VDC to –57 VDC 
S5130-52TP-PWR-EI: 54 VDC to –57 VDC 


Maximum 
PoE per port 


N/A N/A 30 W 30 W 


Total PoE N/A N/A 
• AC: 370 W 
• DC: 720 W 


• AC: 370 W 
• DC: 800 W 
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Item 
HP 
5130-24G-2SFP+-
2XGT EI Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-2SFP+
-2XGT EI Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-PoE+-
2SFP+-2XGT 
(370W) Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-PoE+-
2SFP+-2XGT 
(370W) Switch 


Minimum 
power 
consumption 


20 W 


• AC: 36 
W 


• DC: 36 
W 


• AC: 31 W 
• DC: 20 W 


• AC: 43 W 
• DC: 30 W 


Maximum 
power 
consumption  


34 W  


• AC: 54 
W 


• DC: 54 
W 


• AC: 425 W 
(including 370 W 
PoE consumption) 


• DC: 750 W 
(including 720 W 
PoE consumption) 


• AC: 470 W 
(including 370 W 
PoE consumption) 


• DC: 910 W 
(including 800 W 
PoE consumption) 


Chassis 
leakage 
current 
compliance 


• UL60950-1 
• EN60950-1 
• IEC60950-1 
• GB4943.1 


Melting 
current of 
power 
module fuse 


AC-input: 2 
A/250 V 


AC-input: 3.15 
A/250 V 


• AC-input: 10 A/250 
V 


• DC-input: 25 A/250 
V 


• AC-input: 10 A/250 
V 


• DC-input: 25 A/250 
V 


Operating 
temperature 


0°C to 45°C (32°F to 113°F) 


Operating 
humidity 5% to 95%, noncondensing 


Fire 
resistance 
compliance 


• UL60950-1 
• EN60950-1 
• IEC60950-1 
• GB4943.1 


Table 7 5130 EI series hardware features for Brazil non-PoE switch models 


Item HP 5130-24G-4SFP+ EI Brazil 
Switch HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI Brazil Switch 


Dimensions (H × W × D) 43.6 × 440 × 160 mm (1.72 × 
17.32 × 6.30 in) 


43.6 × 440 × 260 mm (1.72 × 17.32 × 
10.24 in) 


Weight ≤ 5 kg (11.02 lb) ≤ 5 kg (11.02 lb) 


Console ports 1 1 


10/100/1000Base-T 
Ethernet ports 


24  48 


100/1000Base-X SFP 
ports 


N/A N/A 


SFP+ ports 4 4 


Power supply slots N/A N/A 
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Item HP 5130-24G-4SFP+ EI Brazil 
Switch HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI Brazil Switch 


Input voltage 


• Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 
VAC @ 50 or 60 Hz 


• Max voltage: 90 VAC to 264 VAC 
@ 47 to 63 Hz 


• AC power source 
 Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC 


@ 50 or 60 Hz 
 Max voltage: 90 VAC to 264 VAC @ 


47 to 63 Hz 
• DC power source: –48 V DC power 


source in the equipment room or RPS 
(recommended HP RPS models: 
A-RPS800 or A-RPS1600) 
 Rated voltage: –48 VDC to –60 


VDC 
 Max voltage: –36 VDC to –72 VDC 


Minimum power 
consumption 19 W 


• AC: 38 W 
DC: 38 W 


Maximum power 
consumption 26 W 


• AC: 45 W 
DC: 50 W 


Chassis leakage current 
compliance 


• UL60950-1 
• EN60950-1 
• IEC60950-1 
• GB4943.1 


Melting current of 
power supply fuse AC-input: 2 A/250 V 


• AC-input: 10 A/250 V 
• DC-input: 5 A/250 V 


Operating temperature 0°C to 45°C (32°F to 113°F) 


Operating humidity 5% to 95%, noncondensing 


Fire resistance 
compliance 


• UL60950-1 
• EN60950-1 
• IEC60950-1 
• GB4943.1 


 


Table 8 5130 EI series hardware features for Brazil PoE switch models 


Item HP 5130-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


HP 5130-48G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


Dimensions (H 
× W × D) 


43.6 × 440 × 300 mm (1.72 × 17.32 × 
11.81 in) 


43.6 × 440 × 360 mm (1.72 × 17.32 × 
14.17 in) 


Weight ≤ 8 kg (17.64 lb) ≤ 8 kg (17.64 lb) 


Console ports 1 1 


10/100/100
0Base-T 
Ethernet ports 


24 48 


SFP+ ports 4 4 
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Item HP 5130-24G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


HP 5130-48G-PoE+-4SFP+ (370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


Input voltage 


• AC power source 
 Rated voltage: 100 VAC to 240 VAC @ 50 or 60 Hz 
 Max voltage: 90 VAC to 264 VAC @ 47 to 63 Hz 


• DC power source: HP A-RPS1600 
 Rated voltage: –54 VDC to –57 VDC 
 Max voltage: –44 VDC to –60 VDC for single DC input and –54 VDC to –57 VDC for 


AC+DC dual inputs 


Maximum PoE 
per port 


30 W 30 W 


Total PoE 
AC: 370 W 
• DC: 740 W 


• AC: 370 W 
• DC: 800 W 


Minimum 
power 
consumption 


AC: 30 W 
• DC: 25 W 


• AC: 47 W 
• DC: 43 W 


Maximum 
power 
consumption 
(including PoE 
consumption) 


• AC: 460 W (including 370 W PoE 
consumption) 


• DC: 790 W (including 740 W PoE 
consumption) 


• AC: 490 W (including 370 W PoE 
consumption) 


• DC: 890 W (including 800 W PoE 
consumption) 


Chassis 
leakage 
current 
compliance 


• UL60950-1 
• EN60950-1 
• IEC60950-1 
• GB4943.1 


Melting current 
of power 
supply fuse 


• AC-input: 10 A/250 V 
• DC-input: 25 A/250 V 


• AC-input: 10 A/250 V 
• DC-input: 25 A/250 V 


Operating 
temperature 


0°C to 45°C (32°F to 113°F) 


Operating 
humidity 


5% to 95%, noncondensing 


Fire resistance 
compliance 


• UL60950-1 
• EN60950-1 
• IEC60950-1 
• GB4943.1 
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Software features 
Table 9 Software features of the 5130 EI series 


Feature 


HP 
5130-24G-4S
FP+ EI Switch 
/ HP 
5130-24G-2S
FP+-2XGT EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-24G-4S
FP+ EI Brazil 
Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-4S
FP+ EI Switch 
/ HP 
5130-48G-2S
FP+-2XGT EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-48G-4S
FP+ EI Brazil 
Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Switch / HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-2SFP+-2X
GT (370W) EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-SF
P-4SFP+ EI 
Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Switch / HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-2SFP+-2X
GT (370W) EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


Full duplex Wire 
speed L2 
switching 
capacity 


128 Gbps 176 Gbps 128 Gbps 128 Gbps 176 Gbps 


Whole system 
Wire speed L2 
switching Packet 
forwarding rate  


95.232 Mpps 130.952 Mpps 95.232 Mpps 95.232 Mpps 130.952 Mpps 


Forwarding 
mode  


Store-forward 


IRF 


• Ring topology 
• Daisy chain topology 
• LACP MAD 
• ARP MAD 
• ND MAD 
• BFD MAD 
• IRF comprised of different models 


Link aggregation 


• Aggregation of 10-GE ports 
• Aggregation of GE ports 
• Static link aggregation 
• Dynamic link aggregation 
• Inter-device aggregation 
• A maximum of 14 aggregation groups on a device 
• A maximum of 128 inter-device aggregation groups 
• A maximum of 8 ports for each aggregation group 


Flow control 
• IEEE 802.3x flow control 
• Back pressure 


Jumbo Frame • Supports maximum frame size of 9000 
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Feature 


HP 
5130-24G-4S
FP+ EI Switch 
/ HP 
5130-24G-2S
FP+-2XGT EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-24G-4S
FP+ EI Brazil 
Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-4S
FP+ EI Switch 
/ HP 
5130-48G-2S
FP+-2XGT EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-48G-4S
FP+ EI Brazil 
Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Switch / HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-2SFP+-2X
GT (370W) EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-SF
P-4SFP+ EI 
Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Switch / HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-2SFP+-2X
GT (370W) EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


MAC address 
table 


• 16K MAC addresses 
• 1K static MAC addresses 
• Blackhole MAC addresses 
• MAC address learning limit on a port 


VLAN 
• Port-based VLANs (4094 VLANs) 
• QinQ and selective QinQ 


VLAN mapping 


• One-to-one VLAN mapping  
• Many-to-one VLAN mapping  
• Two-to-two VLAN mapping  


ARP 


• 1K entries 
• 512 static entries  
• Gratuitous ARP 
• Common proxy ARP and local proxy ARP 
• ARP source suppression 
• ARP black hole 
• ARP detection (based on DHCP snooping entries/802.1X security entries/static 


IP-to-MAC bindings) 
• Multiport ARP 


ND 
• 512 entries 
• 256 static entries 


VLAN virtual 
interface 32 


DHCP 


• DHCP client 
• DHCP snooping 
• DHCP relay agent 
• DHCP server 
• DHCPv6 server 
• DHCPv6 relay agent 
• DHCPv6 snooping 


UDP helper • UDP helper 


DNS 


• Static DNS 
• Dynamic DNS 
• IPv4 and IPv6 DNS 
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Feature 


HP 
5130-24G-4S
FP+ EI Switch 
/ HP 
5130-24G-2S
FP+-2XGT EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-24G-4S
FP+ EI Brazil 
Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-4S
FP+ EI Switch 
/ HP 
5130-48G-2S
FP+-2XGT EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-48G-4S
FP+ EI Brazil 
Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Switch / HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-2SFP+-2X
GT (370W) EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-SF
P-4SFP+ EI 
Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Switch / HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-2SFP+-2X
GT (370W) EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


IPv4 unicast 
route 


• 512 static routes  
• RIP 
• Routing policies 
• Policy-based routing 


IPv6 unicast 
route 


• 256 static routes  
• RIPng 
• Routing policies 
• Policy-based routing 


BFD 
• Static route 
• MAD 


Multicast 


• IGMP snooping 
• MLD snooping 
• IPv4 and IPv6 multicast VLAN 
• IPv4 and IPv6 PIM snooping 


Broadcast/multi
cast/unicast 
storm control 


• Storm control based on port rate percentage  
• PPS-based storm control 
• Bps-based storm control  


MSTP 


• STP/RSTP/MSTP protocol 
• STP Root Guard 
• BPDU Guard 


QoS/ACL 


• Remarking of 802.1p and DSCP priorities 
• Packet filtering at L2 (Layer 2) through L4 (Layer 4) 
• Eight output queues for each port  
• SP/WRR/SP+WRR queue scheduling algorithms  
• Port-based rate limiting 
• Flow-based redirection 
• Time range 


Mirroring 


• Stream mirroring 
• Port mirroring 
• Multiple mirror observing port 


Remote 
mirroring 


• Port remote mirroring (RSPAN) 
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Feature 


HP 
5130-24G-4S
FP+ EI Switch 
/ HP 
5130-24G-2S
FP+-2XGT EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-24G-4S
FP+ EI Brazil 
Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-4S
FP+ EI Switch 
/ HP 
5130-48G-2S
FP+-2XGT EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-48G-4S
FP+ EI Brazil 
Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Switch / HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-2SFP+-2X
GT (370W) EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-SF
P-4SFP+ EI 
Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Switch / HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-2SFP+-2X
GT (370W) EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


Security  


• Hierarchical management and password protection of users 
• AAA authentication 
• RADIUS authentication 
• HWTACACS 
• SSH 2.0 
• Port isolation 
• 802.1X 
• Port security 
• MAC-address-based authentication 
• IP Source Guard 
• HTTPS 
• PKI 
• EAD 


802.1X 


• Up to 2,048 users  
• Port-based and MAC address-based authentication 
• Trunk port authentication 
• Dynamic 802.1X-based QoS/ACL/VLAN assignment 


Loading and 
upgrading 


• Loading and upgrading through XModem protocol 
• Loading and upgrading through FTP 
• Loading and upgrading through the trivial file transfer protocol (TFTP) 


Management 


• Configuration at the command line interface 
• Remote configuration through Telnet 
• Configuration through Console port 
• Simple network management protocol (SNMP) 
• IMC NMS 
• System log 
• Hierarchical alarms 
• NTP 
• Power supply alarm function 
• Fan and temperature alarms 
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Feature 


HP 
5130-24G-4S
FP+ EI Switch 
/ HP 
5130-24G-2S
FP+-2XGT EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-24G-4S
FP+ EI Brazil 
Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-4S
FP+ EI Switch 
/ HP 
5130-48G-2S
FP+-2XGT EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-48G-4S
FP+ EI Brazil 
Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Switch / HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-2SFP+-2X
GT (370W) EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-24G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


HP 
5130-24G-SF
P-4SFP+ EI 
Switch 


HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Switch / HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-2SFP+-2X
GT (370W) EI 
Switch/ HP 
5130-48G-Po
E+-4SFP+ 
(370W) EI 
Brazil Switch 


Maintenance 


• Debugging information output 
• Ping and Tracert 
• NQA 
• Track 
• Remote maintenance through Telnet 
• 802.1ag 
• 802.3ah 
• DLDP 


 


Appendix B Upgrading software 
This chapter describes types of software used on the switch and how to upgrade software while the 
switch is operating normally or when the switch cannot correctly start up.  


System software file types 
Software required for starting up the switch includes:  


• Boot ROM image—A .bin file that comprises a basic section and an extended section. The basic 
section is the minimum code that bootstraps the system. The extended section enables hardware 
initialization and provides system management menus. You can use these menus to load software 
and the startup configuration file or manage files when the switch cannot correctly start up.  


• Software images—Includes boot images and system images.  


 Boot image—A .bin file that contains the operating system kernel. It provides process 
management, memory management, file system management, and the emergency shell. 


 System image—A .bin file that contains the minimum modules required for device operation 
and some basic features, including device management, interface management, configuration 
management, and routing management.  


The software images that have been loaded are called “current software images.” The software 
images specified to load at next startup are called “startup software images.” 
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These images might be released separately or as a whole in one .ipe package file. If an .ipe file is used, 
the system automatically decompresses the file, loads the .bin boot and system images in the file and sets 
them as startup software images. Typically, the Boot ROM and software images for this switch series are 
released in an .ipe file named main.ipe.  
 


 NOTE: 


Boot ROM images are not released along with the boot images and system images. To get a version of 
Boot ROM image, contact the HP technical support. 
 


System startup process 
Upon power-on, the Boot ROM image runs to initialize hardware and then the software images run to 
start up the entire system, as shown in Figure 1. 


Figure 1 System startup process 


 
 


Upgrade methods 
You can upgrade system software by using one of the following methods:  
 


Start


Boot ROM runs


Press Ctrl+B 
promptly?


Startup software 
images run


Enter Boot menu to 
upgrade Boot ROM or 


startup software 
images


Yes


No


System starts up 
and CLI appears


Finish
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Upgrading method Software types Remarks 


Upgrading from the CLI 
• Boot ROM image 
• Software images 


• You must reboot the switch to complete 
the upgrade.  


• This method can interrupt ongoing 
network services.  


Upgrading from the Boot menu 
• Boot ROM image 
• Software images 


Use this method when the switch cannot 
correctly start up.  


 CAUTION: 


Upgrading an IRF fabric from the CLI 
instead of the Boot menu.  


The Boot menu method increases the 
service downtime, because it requires that 
you upgrade the member switches one by 
one. 


 


The output in this document is for illustration only and might vary with software releases. This document 
uses boot.bin and system.bin to represent boot and system image names. The actual software image 
name format is chassis-model_Comware-version_image-type_release, for example, 
5130EI-CMW710-BOOT-R3109P09.bin and 5130EI-CMW710-SYSTEM-R3109P09.bin. 


Upgrading from the CLI 
This section uses a two-member IRF fabric as an example to describe how to upgrade software from the 
CLI. If you have more than two subordinate switches, repeat the steps for the subordinate switch to 
upgrade their software. If you are upgrading a standalone switch, ignore the steps for upgrading the 
subordinate switch. For more information about setting up and configuring an IRF fabric, see the 
installation guide and IRF configuration guide for the HP 5130 EI switch series.  


Preparing for the upgrade 


Before you upgrade software, complete the following tasks:  


1. Log in to the IRF fabric through Telnet or the console port. (Details not shown.)  


2. Identify the number of IRF members, each member switch's role, and IRF member ID.  
<Sysname> display irf 


MemberID   Role   Priority  CPU-Mac         Description 


 *+1      Master  5         0023-8927-afdc  --- 


   2      Standby 1         0023-8927-af43  --- 


-------------------------------------------------- 
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 * indicates the device is the master. 


 + indicates the device through which the user logs in. 


 


 The Bridge MAC of the IRF is: 0023-8927-afdb 


 Auto upgrade                : no 


 Mac persistent              : 6 min 


 Domain ID                   : 0   


3. Verify that each IRF member switch has sufficient storage space for the upgrade images. 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


Each IRF member switch must have free storage space that is at least two times the size of the 
upgrade image file. 


 


# Identify the free flash space of the master switch. 
<Sysname> dir 


Directory of flash: 


     0      -rw-       41424  Aug 23 2013 02:23:44     startup.mdb 


     1      -rw-        3792  Aug 23 2013 02:23:44     startup.cfg 


     2      -rw-    53555200  Aug 23 2013 09:53:48     system.bin 


     3      drw-           -  Aug 23 2013 00:00:07     seclog 


     4      drw-           -  Aug 23 2013 00:00:07     diagfile 


     5      drw-           -  Aug 23 2013 00:00:07     logfile 


     6      -rw-     9959424  Aug 23 2013 09:53:48     boot.bin 


     7      -rw-     9012224  Aug 23 2013 09:53:48     backup.bin 


 


524288 KB total (453416 KB free)   


# Identify the free flash space of each subordinate switch, for example, switch 2. 
<Sysname> dir slot2#flash:/ 


Directory of slot2#flash:/ 


     0      -rw-       41424  Jan 01 2011 02:23:44     startup.mdb 


     1      -rw-        3792  Jan 01 2011 02:23:44     startup.cfg 


     2      -rw-    93871104  Aug 23 2013 16:00:08     system.bin 


     3      drw-           -  Jan 01 2011 00:00:07     seclog 


     4      drw-           -  Jan 01 2011 00:00:07     diagfile 


     5      drw-           -  Jan 02 2011 00:00:07     logfile 


     6      -rw-     13611008  Aug 23 2013 15:59:00     boot.bin 


     7      -rw-     9012224  Nov 25 2011 09:53:48     backup.bin 


 


524288 KB total (453416 KB free) 


4. Compare the free flash space of each member switch with the size of the software file to load. If 
the space is sufficient, start the upgrade process. If not, go to the next step.  


5. Delete unused files in the flash memory to free space:  
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 CAUTION: 


• To avoid data loss, do not delete the current configuration file. For information about the current 
configuration file, use the display startup command. 


• The delete /unreserved file-url command deletes a file permanently and the action cannot be 
undone. 


• The delete file-url command moves a file to the recycle bin and the file still occupies storage space. 
To free the storage space, first execute the undelete command to restore the file, and then execute 
the delete /unreserved file-url command. 


 


# Delete unused files from the flash memory of the master switch.  
<Sysname> delete /unreserved flash:/backup.bin 


The file cannot be restored. Delete flash:/backup.bin?[Y/N]:y 


Deleting the file permanently will take a long time. Please wait... 


Deleting file flash:/backup.bin...Done. 


# Delete unused files from the flash memory of the subordinate switch.  


<Sysname> delete /unreserved slot2#flash:/backup.bin 


The file cannot be restored. Delete slot2#flash:/backup.bin?[Y/N]:y 


Deleting the file permanently will take a long time. Please wait... 


Deleting file slot2#flash:/backup.bin...Done. 


Downloading software images to the master switch 


Before you start upgrading software images packages, make sure you have downloaded the upgrading 
software files to the root directory in flash memory. This section describes downloading an .ipe software 
file as an example.  


The following are ways to download, upload, or copy files to the master switch:  


• FTP download from a server 


• FTP upload from a client 


• TFTP download from a server 


Prerequisites 


If FTP or TFTP is used, the IRF fabric and the PC working as the FTP/TFTP server or FTP client can reach 
each other.  


Prepare the FTP server or TFTP server program yourself for the PC. The switch series does not come with 
these software programs. 


FTP download from a server 


You can use the switch as an FTP client to download files from an FTP server.  


To download a file from an FTP server, for example, the server at 10.10.110.1:  


1. Run an FTP server program on the server, configure an FTP username and password, specify the 
working directory and copy the file, for example, newest.ipe, to the directory.  


2. Execute the ftp command in user view on the IRF fabric to access the FTP server.  
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<Sysname> ftp 10.10.110.1 


Trying 10.10.110.1... 


Press CTRL+C to abort 


Connected to 10.10.110.1(10.10.110.1). 


220 FTP service ready.  


User (10.10.110.1:(none)):username                        


331 Password required for username. 


Password:                                                 


230 User logged in. 


3. Enable the binary transfer mode.  
ftp> binary 


  200 Type set to I. 


4. Execute the get command in FTP client view to download the file from the FTP server. 
ftp> get newest.ipe 


  227 Entering Passive Mode (10,10,110,1,17,97). 


  125 BINARY mode data connection already open, transfer starting for /newest.ipe 


  226 Transfer complete. 


  32133120 bytes received in 35 seconds (896. 0 kbyte/s) 


ftp> bye 


221 Server closing. 


FTP upload from a client 


You can use the IRF fabric as an FTP server and upload files from a client to the IRF fabric.  


To FTP upload a file from a client:  


On the IRF fabric:  


1. Enable FTP server.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ftp server enable 


2. Configure a local FTP user account: 


# Create the user account.  
[Sysname] local-user abc 


# Set its password and specify the FTP service. 
[Sysname-luser-manage-abc] password simple pwd 


[Sysname-luser-manage-abc] service-type ftp 


# Assign the network-admin user role to the user account for uploading file to the working 
directory of the server. 
[Sysname-luser-manage-abc] authorization-attribute user-role network-admin 


[Sysname-luser-manage-abc] quit 


[Sysname] quit 


On the PC: 


3. Log in to the IRF fabric (the FTP server) in FTP mode.  
c:\> ftp 1.1.1.1 


Connected to 1.1.1.1.  
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220 FTP service ready. 


User(1.1.1.1:(none)):abc                                


331 Password required for abc. 


Password:                                               


230 User logged in. 


4. Enable the binary file transfer mode.  
ftp> binary 


200 TYPE is now 8-bit binary. 


5. Upload the file (for example, newest.ipe) to the root directory of the flash memory on the master 
switch.  
ftp> put newest.ipe 


200 PORT command successful 


150 Connecting to port 10002 


226 File successfully transferred 


ftp: 32133120 bytes sent in 64.58 secs (497.60 Kbytes/sec). 


TFTP download from a server 


To download a file from a TFTP server, for example, the server at 10.10.110.1: 


1. Run a TFTP server program on the server, specify the working directory, and copy the file, for 
example, newest.ipe, to the directory.  


2. On the IRF fabric, execute the tftp command in user view to download the file to the root directory 
of the flash memory on the master switch.  
<Sysname> tftp 10.10.110.1 get newest.ipe 


Press CTRL+C to abort. 


  % Total    % Received % Xferd  Average Speed   Time    Time     Time  Current 


                                 Dload  Upload   Total   Spent    Left  Speed 


100 30.6M    0 30.6M    0     0   143k      0 --:--:--  0:03:38 --:--:--  142k 


Upgrading the software images 


To upgrade the software images:  


1. Specify the upgrade image file (newest.ipe in this example) used at the next startup for the master 
switch, and assign the M attribute to the boot and system images in the file.  
<Sysname> boot-loader file flash:/newest.ipe slot 1 main 


Verifying image file..........Done.                                              


Images in IPE:                                                                   


  boot.bin                                              


  system.bin                                            


This command will set the main startup software images. Continue? [Y/N]:y        


Add images to target slot.                                                       


Decompressing file boot.bin to flash:/boot.bin....................Done.          


Decompressing file system.bin to flash:/system.bin................Done.          


The images that have passed all examinations will be used as the main startup so 


ftware images at the next reboot on slot 1. 
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2. Specify the upgrade image file as the main startup image file for each subordinate switch. This 
example uses IRF member 2. (The subordinate switches will automatically copy the file to the root 
directory of their flash memories.) 
<Sysname> boot-loader file flash:/newest.ipe slot 2 main 


Verifying image file..........Done.                                              


Images in IPE:                                                                   


  boot.bin                                              


  system.bin                                            


This command will set the main startup software images. Continue? [Y/N]:y        


Add images to target slot.                                                       


Decompressing file boot.bin to flash:/boot.bin....................Done.          


Decompressing file system.bin to flash:/system.bin................Done.          


The images that have passed all examinations will be used as the main startup so 


ftware images at the next reboot on slot 2. 


3. Enable the software auto-update function.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] irf auto-update enable  


[Sysname] quit 


This function checks the software versions of member switches for inconsistency with the master 
switch. If a subordinate switch is using a different software version than the master, the function 
propagates the current software images of the master to the subordinate as main startup images. 
The function prevents software version inconsistency from causing the IRF setup failure. 


4. Save the current configuration in any view to prevent data loss.  
<Sysname> save 


The current configuration will be written to the device. Are you sure? [Y/N]:y 


Please input the file name(*.cfg)[flash:/startup.cfg] 


(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 


flash:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 


Validating file. Please wait................. 


Saved the current configuration to mainboard device successfully. 


Slot 2: 


Save next configuration file successfully. 


5. Reboot the IRF fabric to complete the upgrade.  
<Sysname> reboot 


Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please wait. 


........DONE! 


This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


 Now rebooting, please wait... 


The system automatically loads the .bin boot and system images in the .ipe file and sets them as the 
startup software images. 


6. Execute the display version command in any view to verify that the current main software images 
have been updated (details not shown). 
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 NOTE: 


The system automatically checks the compatibility of the Boot ROM image and the boot and system images 
during the reboot. If you are prompted that the Boot ROM image in the upgrade image file is different than 
the current Boot ROM image, upgrade both the basic and extended sections of the Boot ROM image for 
compatibility. If you choose to not upgrade the Boot ROM image, the system will ask for an upgrade at the 
next reboot performed by powering on the switch or rebooting from the CLI (promptly or as scheduled). If 
you fail to make any choice in the required time, the system upgrades the entire Boot ROM image.  
 


Upgrading from the Boot menu 
In this approach, you must access the Boot menu of each member switch to upgrade their software one 
by one. If you are upgrading software images for an IRF fabric, using the CLI is a better choice.  
 


 TIP: 


Upgrading through the Ethernet port is faster than through the console port. 
 


Prerequisites 


Make sure the prerequisites are met before you start upgrading software from the Boot menu.  


Setting up the upgrade environment 


1. Use a console cable to connect the console terminal (for example, a PC) to the console port on the 
switch. 


2. Connect the Ethernet port on the switch to the file server. 
 


 NOTE: 


The file server and the configuration terminal can be co-located. 
 


3. Run a terminal emulator program on the console terminal and set the following terminal settings:  


 Bits per second—9,600 


 Data bits—8 


 Parity—None 


 Stop bits—1 


 Flow control—None 


 Emulation—VT100 


Preparing for the TFTP or FTP transfer 


To use TFTP or FTP:  


• Run a TFTP or FTP server program on the file server or the console terminal. 


• Copy the upgrade file to the file server. 
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• Correctly set the working directory on the TFTP or FTP server.  


• Make sure the file server and the switch can reach each other.  


Verifying that sufficient storage space is available 


 IMPORTANT: 


For the switch to start up correctly, do not delete the main startup software images when you free storage 
space before upgrading Boot ROM. On the Boot menu, the main startup software images are marked with 
an asterisk (*). 
 


When you upgrade software, make sure each member switch has sufficient free storage space for the 
upgrade file, as shown in Table 8. 


Table 10 Minimum free storage space requirements 


Upgraded images Minimum free storage space requirements 


Comware images Two times the size of the Comware upgrade package file. 


Boot ROM Same size as the Boot ROM upgrade image file. 


 


If no sufficient space is available, delete unused files as described in “Managing files from the Boot 
menu.” 


Scheduling the upgrade time 


During the upgrade, the switch cannot provide any services. You must make sure the upgrade has a 
minimal impact on the network services. 


Accessing the Boot menu 


Starting...... 


Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC BOOT MENU 


 


******************************************************************************** 


*                                                                              * 


*               HP 5130-48G-4SFP+ EI Switch BOOTROM, Version 132               * 


*                                                                              * 


******************************************************************************** 


Copyright (c) 2010-2015 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.                


                                                                                 


Creation Date       : Apr 13 2015, 14:45:33                                      


CPU Clock Speed     : 1000MHz                                                    


Memory Size         : 1024MB                                                     


Flash Size          : 512MB                                                      


CPLD Version        : 001                                                        


PCB Version         : Ver.B                                                      


Mac Address         : 443192f992f1                                               
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PEX mode is disabled.                                                                                 


Press Ctrl+B to access EXTENDED BOOT MENU...0   


Press one of the shortcut key combinations at prompt. 


Table 11 Shortcut keys 


Shortcut keys Prompt message Function Remarks 


Ctrl+B Press Ctrl+B to enter 
Extended Boot menu... 


Accesses the extended Boot 
menu. 


Press the keys within 1 second 
(in fast startup mode) or 5 
seconds (in full startup mode) 
after the message appears. 


You can upgrade and manage 
system software and Boot 
ROM from this menu. 


Ctrl+D Press Ctrl+D to access 
BASIC BOOT MENU 


Accesses the basic Boot menu. 


Press the keys within 1 seconds 
after the message appears. 


You can upgrade Boot ROM or 
access the extended Boot 
ROM segment from this menu. 


 


Accessing the basic Boot menu 


If the extended Boot ROM segment has corrupted, you can repair or upgrade it from the basic Boot 
menu. 


Press Ctrl+D within 1 seconds after the "Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC BOOT MENU" prompt message 
appears. If you fail to do this within the time limit, the system starts to run the extended Boot ROM 
segment. 
******************************************************************************** 


*                                                                              * 


*                          BASIC BOOTROM, Version 132                          * 


*                                                                              * 


******************************************************************************** 


                                                                                 


   BASIC BOOT MENU                                                               


                                                                                 


1. Update full BootRom                                                           


2. Update extended BootRom                                                       


3. Update basic BootRom                                                          


4. Boot extended BootRom                                                         


0. Reboot                                                                        


Ctrl+U: Access BASIC ASSISTANT MENU                                              


                                                                                 


Enter your choice(0-4):                                                          
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Table 12 Basic Boot ROM menu options 


Option Task 


1. Update full BootRom 


Update the entire Boot ROM, including the basic segment 
and the extended segment. To do so, you must use XMODEM 
and the console port. For more information, see Using 
XMODEM to upgrade Boot ROM through the console port. 


2. Update extended BootRom 


Update the extended Boot ROM segment. To do so, you must 
use XMODEM and the console port. For more information, 
see Using XMODEM to upgrade Boot ROM through the 
console port. 


3. Update basic BootRom 


Update the basic Boot ROM segment. To do so, you must use 
XMODEM and the console port. For more information, see 
Using XMODEM to upgrade Boot ROM through the console 
port. 


4. Boot extended BootRom 
Access the extended Boot ROM segment.  


For more information, see Accessing the extended Boot menu. 


0. Reboot Reboot the switch. 


Ctrl+U: Access BASIC ASSISTANT MENU 
Press Ctrl + U to access the BASIC ASSISTANT menu (see 
Table 11).  


 


Table 13 BASIC ASSISTANT menu options 


Option Task 


1. RAM Test Perform a RAM self-test. 


0. Return to boot menu Return to the basic Boot menu. 
 


Accessing the extended Boot menu 


Press Ctrl+B within 1 second (in fast startup mode) or 5 seconds (in full startup mode) after the "Press 
Ctrl-B to enter Extended Boot menu..." prompt message appears. If you fail to do this, the system starts 
decompressing the system software. 


Alternatively, you can enter 4 in the basic Boot menu to access the extended Boot menu. 


The "Password recovery capability is enabled." or "Password recovery capability is disabled." message 
appears, followed by the extended Boot menu. Availability of some menu options depends on the state 
of password recovery capability (see Table 11). For more information about password recovery 
capability, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide in HP 5130 EI Switch Series Configuration Guides. 
Password recovery capability is enabled. 


 


   EXTENDED BOOT MENU  


 


1. Download image to flash  


2. Select image to boot  


3. Display all files in flash  
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4. Delete file from flash  


5. Restore to factory default configuration  


6. Enter BootRom upgrade menu  


7. Skip current system configuration  


8. Set switch startup mode  


0. Reboot  


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU  


Ctrl+F: Format file system  


Ctrl+P: Change authentication for console login  


Ctrl+R: Download image to SDRAM and run  


Ctrl+Y: Change Work Mode 


Ctrl+C: Display Copyright 


 


Enter your choice(0-8): 


 


Table 14 Extended Boot ROM menu options 


Option Tasks 


1. Download image to flash Download a software image file to the flash. 


2. Select image to boot 


• Specify the main and backup software image file for the next startup. 
• Specify the main and backup configuration files for the next startup. 


This task can be performed only if password recovery capability is 
enabled. 


3. Display all files in flash Display files on the flash. 


4. Delete file from flash Delete files to free storage space. 


5. Restore to factory default 
configuration 


Delete the current next-startup configuration files and restore the 
factory-default configuration.  


This option is available only if password recovery capability is disabled. 


6. Enter BootRom upgrade menu Access the Boot ROM upgrade menu. 


7. Skip current system 
configuration 


Start the switch without loading any configuration file. 


This is a one-time operation and takes effect only for the first system boot 
or reboot after you choose this option. 


This option is available only if password recovery capability is enabled. 


8. Set switch startup mode Set the startup mode to fast startup mode or full startup mode. 


0. Reboot Reboot the switch. 


Ctrl+F: Format file system Format the current storage medium. 


Ctrl+P: Change authentication for 
console login 


Skip the authentication for console login. 


This is a one-time operation and takes effect only for the first system boot 
or reboot after you choose this option. 


This option is available only if password recovery capability is enabled. 


Ctrl+R: Download image to 
SDRAM and run 


Download a system software image and start the switch with the image. 


This option is available only if password recovery capability is enabled. 


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTENDED 
ASSISTANT MENU 


Access the EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU.  


For options in the menu, see Table 13. 
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Option Tasks 


Ctrl+Y: Change Work Mode Change Work Mode. 


Ctrl+C: Display Copyright Display the copyright statement. 
 


Table 15 EXTENDED ASSISTANT menu options 


Option Task 


1. Display Memory Display data in the memory. 


2. Search Memory Search the memory for a specific data segment. 


0. Return to boot menu Return to the extended Boot ROM menu. 
 


Upgrading Comware images from the Boot menu 


You can use the following methods to upgrade Comware images:  


• Using TFTP to upgrade software images through the Ethernet port 


• Using FTP to upgrade software images through the Ethernet port 


• Using XMODEM to upgrade software through the console port 


Using TFTP to upgrade software images through the Ethernet port 


1. Enter 1 in the Boot menu to access the file transfer protocol submenu.  
1. Set TFTP protocol parameters 


2. Set FTP protocol parameters 


3. Set XMODEM protocol parameters 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


2. Enter 1 to set the TFTP parameters.  
Load File Name      :update.ipe  


Server IP Address   :192.168.0.3  


Local IP Address    :192.168.0.2  


Subnet Mask         :255.255.255.0 


Gateway IP Address  :0.0.0.0 


Table 16 TFTP parameter description 


Item Description 


Load File Name Name of the file to download (for example, update.ipe).  


Server IP Address  IP address of the TFTP server (for example, 192.168.0.3).  


Local IP Address IP address of the switch (for example, 192.168.0.2).  


Subnet Mask Subnet mask of the switch (for example, 255.255.255.0). 


Gateway IP Address 
IP address of the gateway (in this example, no gateway is required 
because the server and the switch are on the same subnet). 
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 NOTE: 


• To use the default setting for a field, press Enter without entering any value.  


• If the switch and the server are on different subnets, you must specify a gateway address for the switch. 
 


3. Enter all required parameters, and enter Y to confirm the settings. The following prompt appears:  
Are you sure to download file to flash? Yes or No (Y/N):Y 


4. Enter Y to start downloading the image file. To return to the Boot menu without downloading the 
upgrade file, enter N.  
Loading......................................................................... 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


................................................................Done! 


5. Enter the M (main), B (backup), or N (none) attribute for the images. In this example, assign the 
main attribute to the images.  
Please input the file attribute (Main/Backup/None) M 


Image file boot.bin is self-decompressing... 


Free space: 534980608 bytes 


Writing flash................................................................... 


................................................................................ 


...................................................................Done! 


Image file system.bin is self-decompressing... 


Free space: 525981696 bytes 


Writing flash................................................................... 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


.......................................................................Done! 
 


 NOTE: 


• The switch always attempts to boot with the main images first. If the attempt fails, for example, 
because the main images are not available, the switch tries to boot with the backup images. An 
image with the none attribute is only stored in flash memory for backup. To use it at reboot, you 
must change its attribute to main or backup. 


• If an image with the same attribute as the image you are loading is already in the flash memory, the 
attribute of the old image changes to none after the new image becomes valid. 


 


6. Enter 0 in the Boot menu to reboot the switch with the new software images.  
   EXTENDED BOOT MENU  


 


1. Download image to flash  


2. Select image to boot  


3. Display all files in flash  


4. Delete file from flash  


5. Restore to factory default configuration  
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6. Enter BootRom upgrade menu  


7. Skip current system configuration  


8. Set switch startup mode  


0. Reboot  


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU  


Ctrl+F: Format file system  


Ctrl+P: Change authentication for console login  


Ctrl+R: Download image to SDRAM and run  


Ctrl+Y: Change Work Mode 


Ctrl+C: Display Copyright 


 


Enter your choice(0-8): 0 


Using FTP to upgrade software images through the Ethernet port  


1. Enter 1 in the Boot menu to access the file transfer protocol submenu.  
1. Set TFTP protocol parameters 


2. Set FTP protocol parameters 


3. Set XMODEM protocol parameters 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


2. Enter 2 to set the FTP parameters.  
Load File Name      :update.ipe  


Server IP Address   :192.168.0.3  


Local IP Address    :192.168.0.2 


Subnet Mask         :255.255.255.0 


Gateway IP Address  :0.0.0.0 


FTP User Name       :switch 


FTP User Password   :*** 


Table 17 FTP parameter description 


Item Description 


Load File Name  Name of the file to download (for example, update.ipe).  


Server IP Address IP address of the FTP server (for example, 192.168.0.3).  


Local IP Address IP address of the switch (for example, 192.168.0.2).  


Subnet Mask Subnet mask of the switch (for example, 255.255.255.0). 


Gateway IP Address 
IP address of the gateway (in this example, no gateway is required 
because the server and the switch are on the same subnet). 


FTP User Name Username for accessing the FTP server, which must be the same as 
configured on the FTP server. 


FTP User Password 
Password for accessing the FTP server, which must be the same as 
configured on the FTP server. 
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 NOTE: 


• To use the default setting for a field, press Enter without entering any value.  


• If the switch and the server are on different subnets, you must specify a gateway address for the 
switch. 


 


3. Enter all required parameters, and enter Y to confirm the settings. The following prompt appears:  
Are you sure to download file to flash? Yes or No (Y/N):Y 


4. Enter Y to start downloading the image file. To return to the Boot menu without downloading the 
upgrade file, enter N.  
Loading......................................................................... 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


................................................................Done! 


5. Enter the M (main), B (backup), or N (none) attribute for the images. In this example, assign the 
main attribute to the images.  
Please input the file attribute (Main/Backup/None) M 


Image file boot.bin is self-decompressing... 


Free space: 534980608 bytes 


Writing flash................................................................... 


................................................................................ 


...................................................................Done! 


Image file system.bin is self-decompressing... 


Free space: 525981696 bytes 


Writing flash................................................................... 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


.......................................................................Done! 


 


   EXTENDED BOOT MENU  


 


1. Download image to flash  


2. Select image to boot  


3. Display all files in flash  


4. Delete file from flash  


5. Restore to factory default configuration  


6. Enter BootRom upgrade menu  


7. Skip current system configuration  


8. Set switch startup mode  


0. Reboot  


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU  


Ctrl+F: Format file system  


Ctrl+P: Change authentication for console login  


Ctrl+R: Download image to SDRAM and run  


Ctrl+Y: Change Work Mode 
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Ctrl+C: Display Copyright 


 


Enter your choice(0-8):0 
 


 NOTE: 


• The switch always attempts to boot with the main images first. If the attempt fails, for example, 
because the main images not available, the switch tries to boot with the backup images. An image 
with the none attribute is only stored in flash memory for backup. To use it at reboot, you must 
change its attribute to main or backup. 


• If an image with the same attribute as the image you are loading is already in the flash memory, the 
attribute of the old image changes to none after the new image becomes valid. 


 


6. Enter 0 in the Boot menu to reboot the switch with the new software images.  


Using XMODEM to upgrade software through the console port  


XMODEM download through the console port is slower than TFTP or FTP download through the Ethernet 
port. To save time, use the Ethernet port as long as possible.  


1. Enter 1 in the Boot menu to access the file transfer protocol submenu.  
1. Set TFTP protocol parameters 


2. Set FTP protocol parameters 


3. Set XMODEM protocol parameters 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


2. Enter 3 to set the XMODEM download baud rate. 
Please select your download baudrate: 


1.* 9600 


2.  19200 


3.  38400 


4.  57600 


5.  115200 


0.  Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-5):5 


3. Select an appropriate download rate, for example, enter 5 to select 115200 bps.  
Download baudrate is 115200 bps                                


Please change the terminal's baudrate to 115200 bps and select XMODEM protocol 


Press enter key when ready 


4. Set the serial port on the terminal to use the same baud rate and protocol as the console port. If you 
select 9600 bps as the download rate for the console port, skip this task. 


a. Select Call > Disconnect in the HyperTerminal window to disconnect the terminal from the 
switch. 
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Figure 2 Disconnecting the terminal from the switch 


 
 


b. Select File > Properties, and in the Properties dialog box, click Configure. 


Figure 3 Properties dialog box 


 


 


c. Select 115200 from the Bits per second list and click OK. 
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Figure 4 Modifying the baud rate 


 
 


d. Select Call > Call to reestablish the connection. 


Figure 5 Reestablishing the connection 


 
 


5. Press Enter. The following prompt appears:  
Are you sure to download file to flash? Yes or No (Y/N):Y 


6. Enter Y to start downloading the file. (To return to the Boot menu, enter N.)  
Now please start transfer file with XMODEM protocol 


If you want to exit, Press <Ctrl+X> 


Loading ...CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC   


7. Select Transfer > Send File in the HyperTerminal window.  
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Figure 6 Transfer menu 


 
 


8. In the dialog box that appears, click Browse to select the source file, and select Xmodem from the 
Protocol list. 


Figure 7 File transmission dialog box 


 
 


9. Click Send. The following dialog box appears: 


Figure 8 File transfer progress 


 
 


10. Enter the M (main), B (backup), or N (none) attribute for the images. In this example, assign the 
main attribute to the images.  
Please input the file attribute (Main/Backup/None) m 


The boot.bin image is self-decompressing... 


# At the Load File name prompt, enter a name for the boot image to be saved to flash memory.  
Load File name  : default_file boot-update.bin       (At the prompt,  
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Free space: 470519808 bytes 


Writing flash................................................................... 


.............Done! 


The system-update.bin image is self-decompressing... 


# At the Load File name prompt, enter a name for the system image to be saved to flash memory. 
Load File name  : default_file system-update.bin       


Free space: 461522944 bytes 


Writing flash................................................................... 


.............Done! 


Your baudrate should be set to 9600 bps again! 


Press enter key when ready 
 


 NOTE: 


• The switch always attempts to boot with the main images first. If the attempt fails, for example, because 
the main images not available, the switch tries to boot with the backup images. An image with the none 
attribute is only stored in the flash memory for backup. To use it at reboot, you must change its attribute 
to main or backup. 


• If an image with the same attribute as the image you are loading is already in flash memory, the 
attribute of the old image changes to none after the new image becomes valid. 


 


11. If the baud rate of the HyperTerminal is not 9600 bps, restore it to 9600 bps as described in step 
5.a. If the baud rate is 9600 bps, skip this step. 


 


 NOTE: 


The console port rate reverts to 9600 bps at a reboot. If you have changed the baud rate, you must 
perform this step so you can access the switch through the console port after a reboot. 


 


   EXTENDED BOOT MENU  


 


1. Download image to flash  


2. Select image to boot  


3. Display all files in flash  


4. Delete file from flash  


5. Restore to factory default configuration  


6. Enter BootRom upgrade menu  


7. Skip current system configuration  


8. Set switch startup mode  


0. Reboot  


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU  


Ctrl+F: Format file system  


Ctrl+P: Change authentication for console login  


Ctrl+R: Download image to SDRAM and run  


Ctrl+Y: Change Work Mode 


Ctrl+C: Display Copyright 


 


Enter your choice(0-8): 0 


12. Enter 0 in the Boot menu to reboot the system with the new software images.  
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Upgrading Boot ROM from the Boot menu 


You can use the following methods to upgrade the Boot ROM image: 


• Using TFTP to upgrade Boot ROM through the Ethernet port 


• Using FTP to upgrade Boot ROM through the Ethernet port 


• Using XMODEM to upgrade Boot ROM through the console port 


Using TFTP to upgrade Boot ROM through the Ethernet port  


1. Enter 6 in the Boot menu to access the Boot ROM update menu. 
1. Update full BootRom 


2. Update extended BootRom 


3. Update basic BootRom 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


2. Enter 1 in the Boot ROM update menu to upgrade the full Boot ROM.  


The file transfer protocol submenu appears: 
1. Set TFTP protocol parameters 


2. Set FTP protocol parameters 


3. Set XMODEM protocol parameters 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


3. Enter 1 to set the TFTP parameters. 
Load File Name      :update.btm 


Server IP Address   :192.168.0.3  


Local IP Address    :192.168.0.2 


Subnet Mask         :255.255.255.0 


Gateway IP Address  :0.0.0.0 


Table 18 TFTP parameter description  


Item Description 


Load File Name Name of the file to download (for example, update.btm).  


Server IP Address  IP address of the TFTP server (for example, 192.168.0.3).  


Local IP Address IP address of the switch (for example, 192.168.0.2).  


Subnet Mask Subnet mask of the switch (for example, 255.255.255.0). 


Gateway IP Address 
IP address of the gateway (in this example, no gateway is required 
because the server and the switch are on the same subnet). 


 


 NOTE: 


• To use the default setting for a field, press Enter without entering any value.  


• If the switch and the server are on different subnets, you must specify a gateway address for the 
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switch. 
 


4. Enter all required parameters and press Enter to start downloading the file.  
Loading.................................................Done!   


5. Enter Y at the prompt to upgrade the basic Boot ROM section. 
Will you Update Basic BootRom? (Y/N):Y 


Updating Basic BootRom...........Done. 


6. Enter Y at the prompt to upgrade the extended Boot ROM section. 
Updating extended BootRom? (Y/N):Y 


Updating extended BootRom.........Done. 


7. Enter 0 in the Boot ROM update menu to return to the Boot menu.  
1. Update full BootRom 


2. Update extended BootRom 


3. Update basic BootRom 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


8. Enter 0 in the Boot menu to reboot the switch with the new Boot ROM image.  


Using FTP to upgrade Boot ROM through the Ethernet port 


1. Enter 6 in the Boot menu to access the Boot ROM update menu. 
1. Update full BootRom 


2. Update extended BootRom 


3. Update basic BootRom 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


2. Enter 1 in the Boot ROM update menu to upgrade the full Boot ROM.  


The file transfer protocol submenu appears: 
1. Set TFTP protocol parameters 


2. Set FTP protocol parameters 


3. Set XMODEM protocol parameters 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


3. Enter 2 to set the FTP parameters. 
Load File Name     :update.btm 


Server IP Address  :192.168.0.3 


Local IP Address   :192.168.0.2 


Subnet Mask        :255.255.255.0 


Gateway IP Address :0.0.0.0 


FTP User Name      :switch 


FTP User Password  :123 
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Table 19 FTP parameter description 


Item Description 


Load File Name  Name of the file to download (for example, update.btm).  


Server IP Address IP address of the FTP server (for example, 192.168.0.3).  


Local IP Address IP address of the switch (for example, 192.168.0.2).  


Subnet Mask Subnet mask of the switch (for example, 255.255.255.0). 


Gateway IP Address IP address of the gateway (in this example, no gateway is required 
because the server and the switch are on the same subnet). 


FTP User Name Username for accessing the FTP server, which must be the same as 
configured on the FTP server. 


FTP User Password Password for accessing the FTP server, which must be the same as 
configured on the FTP server. 


 


 NOTE: 


• To use the default setting for a field, press Enter without entering any value.  


• If the switch and the server are on different subnets, you must specify a gateway address for the 
switch. 


 


4. Enter all required parameters and press Enter to start downloading the file.  
Loading.................................................Done!   


5. Enter Y at the prompt to upgrade the basic Boot ROM section. 
Will you Update Basic BootRom? (Y/N):Y 


Updating Basic BootRom...........Done. 


6. Enter Y at the prompt to upgrade the extended Boot ROM section. 
Updating extended BootRom? (Y/N):Y 


Updating extended BootRom.........Done. 


7. Enter 0 in the Boot ROM update menu to return to the Boot menu.  
1. Update full BootRom 


2. Update extended BootRom 


3. Update basic BootRom 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


8. Enter 0 in the Boot menu to reboot the switch with the new Boot ROM image.  


Using XMODEM to upgrade Boot ROM through the console port 


XMODEM download through the console port is slower than TFTP or FTP download through the Ethernet 
port. To save time, use the Ethernet port as long as possible.  


1. Enter 6 in the Boot menu to access the Boot ROM update menu. 
1. Update full BootRom 


2. Update extended BootRom 


3. Update basic BootRom 


0. Return to boot menu 
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Enter your choice(0-3): 


2. Enter 1 in the Boot ROM update menu to upgrade the full Boot ROM.  


The file transfer protocol submenu appears: 
1. Set TFTP protocol parameters 


2. Set FTP protocol parameters 


3. Set XMODEM protocol parameters 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


3. Enter 3 to set the XMODEM download baud rate.  
Please select your download baudrate: 


1.* 9600 


2.  19200 


3.  38400 


4.  57600 


5.  115200 


0.  Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-5):5 


4. Select an appropriate download rate, for example, enter 5 to select 115200 bps.  
Download baudrate is 115200 bps                                


Please change the terminal's baudrate to 115200 bps and select XMODEM protocol 


Press enter key when ready 


5. Set the serial port on the terminal to use the same baud rate and protocol as the console port. If you 
select 9600 bps as the download rate for the console port, skip this task. 


a. Select Call > Disconnect in the HyperTerminal window to disconnect the terminal from the 
switch. 


Figure 9 Disconnecting the terminal from the switch 


 
 


b. Select File > Properties, and in the Properties dialog box, click Configure. 
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Figure 10 Properties dialog box 


 


 


c. Select 115200 from the Bits per second list and click OK. 
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Figure 11 Modifying the baud rate 


 
 


d. Select Call > Call to reestablish the connection. 


Figure 12 Reestablishing the connection 


 
 


6. Press Enter to start downloading the file.  
Now please start transfer file with XMODEM protocol 


If you want to exit, Press <Ctrl+X> 


Loading ...CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC   


7. Select Transfer > Send File in the HyperTerminal window.  


Figure 13 Transfer menu 
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8. In the dialog box that appears, click Browse to select the source file, and select Xmodem from the 
Protocol list. 


Figure 14 File transmission dialog box 


 
 


9. Click Send. The following dialog box appears: 


Figure 15 File transfer progress 


 
 


10. Enter Y at the prompt to upgrade the basic Boot ROM section. 
Loading ...CCCCCCCCCCCCCC  ...Done!   


Will you Update Basic BootRom? (Y/N):Y 


Updating Basic BootRom...........Done. 


11. Enter Y at the prompt to upgrade the extended Boot ROM section. 
Updating extended BootRom? (Y/N):Y 


Updating extended BootRom.........Done. 


12. If the baud rate of the HyperTerminal is not 9600 bps, restore it to 9600 bps at the prompt, as 
described in step 4.a. If the baud rate is 9600 bps, skip this step. 
Please change the terminal's baudrate to 9600 bps, press ENTER when ready. 


 


 NOTE: 


The console port rate reverts to 9600 bps at a reboot. If you have changed the baud rate, you must 
perform this step so you can access the switch through the console port after a reboot. 
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13. Press Enter to access the Boot ROM update menu. 


14. Enter 0 in the Boot ROM update menu to return to the Boot menu.  
1. Update full BootRom 


2. Update extended BootRom 


3. Update basic BootRom 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 


15. Enter 0 in the Boot menu to reboot the switch with the new Boot ROM image. 


Managing files from the Boot menu 


From the Boot menu, you can display files in flash memory to check for obsolete files, incorrect files, or 
space insufficiency, delete files to release storage space, or change the attributes of software images.  


Displaying all files 


Enter 3 in the Boot menu to display all files in flash memory and identify the free space size. 
   EXTENDED BOOT MENU  


 


1. Download image to flash  


2. Select image to boot  


3. Display all files in flash  


4. Delete file from flash  


5. Restore to factory default configuration  


6. Enter BootRom upgrade menu  


7. Skip current system configuration  


8. Set switch startup mode  


0. Reboot  


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU  


Ctrl+F: Format file system  


Ctrl+P: Change authentication for console login  


Ctrl+R: Download image to SDRAM and run  


Ctrl+Y: Change Work Mode 


Ctrl+C: Display Copyright 


 


Enter your choice(0-8): 3 


The following is a sample output:  
Display all file(s) in flash: 


 


File Number    File Size(bytes)     File Name 


================================================================================ 


1              8177                 flash:/testbackup.cfg 


2(*)           53555200             flash:/system.bin 


3(*)           9959424              flash:/boot.bin 


4              3678                 flash:/startup.cfg_backup 


5              30033                flash:/default.mdb 
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6              42424                flash:/startup.mdb 


7              18                   flash:/.pathfile 


8              232311               flash:/logfile/logfile.log 


9              5981                 flash:/startup.cfg_back 


10(*)          6098                 flash:/startup.cfg 


11             20                   flash:/.snmpboots 


Free space: 464298848 bytes 


The current image is boot.bin 


(*)-with main attribute 


(b)-with backup attribute 


(*b)-with both main and backup attribute 


Deleting files 


If storage space is insufficient, delete obsolete files to free up storage space. 


To delete files:  


1. Enter 4 in the Boot menu:  
Deleting the file in flash: 


 


File Number    File Size(bytes)     File Name 


================================================================================ 


1              8177                 flash:/testbackup.cfg 


2(*)           53555200             flash:/system.bin 


3(*)           9959424              flash:/boot.bin 


4              3678                 flash:/startup.cfg_backup 


5              30033                flash:/default.mdb 


6              42424                flash:/startup.mdb 


7              18                   flash:/.pathfile 


8              232311               flash:/logfile/logfile.log 


9              5981                 flash:/startup.cfg_back 


10(*)          6098                 flash:/startup.cfg 


11             20                   flash:/.snmpboots 


Free space: 464298848 bytes 


The current image is boot.bin 


(*)-with main attribute 


(b)-with backup attribute 


(*b)-with both main and backup attribute 


2. Enter the number of the file to delete. For example, enter 1 to select the file testbackup.cfg.  
Please input the file number to change: 1 


3. Enter Y at the confirmation prompt.  
The file you selected is testbackup.cfg,Delete it? (Y/N):Y 


Deleting....................................Done! 


Changing the attribute of software images 


Software image attributes include main (M), backup (B), and none (N). System software and boot 
software can each have multiple none-attribute images but only one main image and one backup image 
on the switch. You can assign both the M and B attributes to one image. If the M or B attribute you are 
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assigning has been assigned to another image, the assignment removes the attribute from that image. If 
the removed attribute is the sole attribute of the image, its attribute changes to N. 


For example, the system image system.bin has the M attribute and the system image system-update.bin 
has the B attribute. After you assign the M attribute to system-update.bin, the attribute of 
system-update.bin changes to M+B and the attribute of system.bin changes to N.  


To change the attribute of a system or boot image:  


1. Enter 2 in the Boot menu.  
   EXTENDED BOOT MENU  


 


1. Download image to flash  


2. Select image to boot  


3. Display all files in flash  


4. Delete file from flash  


5. Restore to factory default configuration  


6. Enter BootRom upgrade menu  


7. Skip current system configuration  


8. Set switch startup mode  


0. Reboot  


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU  


Ctrl+F: Format file system  


Ctrl+P: Change authentication for console login  


Ctrl+R: Download image to SDRAM and run  


Ctrl+Y: Change Work Mode 


Ctrl+C: Display Copyright 


 


Enter your choice(0-8): 2 


 


2. 1 or 2 at the prompt to set the attribute of a software image. (The following output is based on the 
option 2. To set the attribute of a configuration file, enter 3.) 
1. Set image file 


2. Set bin file  


3. Set configuration file 


0. Return to boot menu 


 


Enter your choice(0-3): 2 


 


File Number    File Size(bytes)     File Name 


================================================================================ 


 


1(*)              53555200              flash:/system.bin 


2(*)              9959424               flash:/boot.bin 


3                 13105152              flash:/boot-update.bin 


4                 91273216              flash:/system-update.bin 


Free space: 417177920 bytes 


(*)-with main attribute 


(b)-with backup attribute 
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(*b)-with both main and backup attribute 


Note:Select .bin files. One but only one boot image and system image must be included. 


3. Enter the number of the file you are working with. For example, enter 3 to select the boot image 
boot-update.bin. and enter 4 to select the system image system-update.bin. 
Enter file No.(Allows multiple selection):3  


Enter another file No.(0-Finish choice):4 


4. Enter 0 to finish the selection. 
Enter another file No.(0-Finish choice):0 


You have selected:  


flash:/boot-update.bin  


flash:/system-update.bin 


5. Enter M or B to change its attribute to main or backup. If you change its attribute to M, the attribute 
of boot.bin changes to none.  
Please input the file attribute (Main/Backup) M 


This operation may take several minutes. Please wait.... 


Next time, boot-update.bin will become default boot file! 


Next time, system-update.bin will become default boot file!   


Set the file attribute success! 


Handling software upgrade failures 
If a software upgrade fails, the system runs the old software version.  


To handle a software upgrade failure:  


1. Verify that the software release is compatible with the switch model and the correct file is used. 


2. Verify that the software release and the Boot ROM release are compatible. For software and Boot 
ROM compatibility, see the hardware and software compatibility matrix in the correct release 
notes.  


3. Check the physical ports for a loose or incorrect connection.  


4. If you are using the console port for file transfer, check the HyperTerminal settings (including the 
baud rate and data bits) for any wrong setting.  


5. Check the file transfer settings:  


 If XMODEM is used, you must set the same baud rate for the terminal as for the console port.  


 If TFTP is used, you must enter the same server IP addresses, file name, and working directory 
as set on the TFTP server. 


 If FTP is used, you must enter the same FTP server IP address, source file name, working 
directory, and FTP username and password as set on the FTP server. 


6. Check the FTP or TFTP server for any incorrect setting.  


7. Check that the storage device has sufficient space for the upgrade file.  
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